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Chapter 1

Introduction

This dissertation is a study of reflexivization strategies in Georgian, a language of the
Kartvelian (/South Caucasian) family, spoken in Georgia by around 4 million people
and furthermore by around 1 million in Iran, Turkey, Europe and the UnitedStates.

Although the term “South Caucasian” is popular and widely used in the literature,
it shows more the geographic location of the family, than the actual genetic relationship
towards the other autochthonous language families spoken in Caucasus—North-West
Caucasian and North-East Caucasian [Wor05]. The relationship between the two North
Caucasian families has not even been proven to be genetic yet [Kli65, KK03]. In gen-
eral, the Caucasus as a whole does not form a Sprachbund and can therefore not be
referred to as a linguistic areal, as is possible in the case of the Balkans, India, etc.
[Tui99].

Apart from Georgian, the Kartvelian language family consists of Svan, Megrelian
and Laz (the latter one mostly spoken in Turkey as well as in the South West Geor-
gian province Adjara). The Megreliandud-/du- (cf. Megr. dudi/ti “head” [Kip14,
Mar64a]), Lazti- (cf. Lazdudi/ti “head” [Mar10, Mar64a]), Svantxvim/txum(cf. Svan
txwim/txum“head” [Mar64a, Boe01, Boe03]) are all being used as reflexive pronouns.
They seem either to use the grammaticalized body-part noun for “head”, inthe cor-
responding languages, or a derived form of this [FS90, KK03]. It has been argued in
the literature that the reflexive pronouns in these languages are innovations and must
have developed recently under the immediate influence of Georgian, which employs
the grammaticalized body-part nountav- “head” as a reflexive pronoun [Mar64a].

Even for Georgian proper it has been argued by [Mar64a, p. 126],[Mar64b, p. 123]
that the reflexive pronouns in Old Georgian were first used in the literarylanguage and
only later in the official spoken language as well as in various Georgian dialects. It is
even claimed by [Mar64a, p. 109] that (presumably by the year 1964, which is the date
of the publication) the Georgian reflexive pronountav- is not really as established as
other classes of pronouns are.1

1The relevant passage from [Mar64a, p. 109] is as follows:tavi, rogor u�ukeviti navalsaxe-li, kartul�ia �edarebit gviandeli �armonakmni �ans. mas d�esa ara akvs mo�ovebuligamo�vetili mtliani saxe, rogori sxva navalsaxelebs axasiatebt.
1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

This dissertation will challenge this claim by investigating the syntax of the modern
Georgian reflexive pronouns. Naturally, the reflexives contrast withother classes of
pronouns by having their own function and purpose, but this does not make them less
established or their use either obscure or unclear.

After considering several morphosyntactic issues of Georgian (e.g., case and agree-
ment marking in Chapter 2) the dissertation will investigate the use of the Georgian re-
flexives within the generative Binding Theory of [Cho81] in Chapter 3 in order to find
out their distribution. Moreover, it will be argued that Georgian in fact possesses two
nominal reflexivization strategies based on the grammaticalized body-parttav- “head”,
that are diachronically related but synchronically distinct. The first one isthe complex
strategy—a reflexive phrase employing thetav- as a head of the phrase and a posses-
sive as its determiner. The second one is the simplex strategy—thetav- used as a head
without a determiner but with the obligatory presence of the verbal reflexive marker,
the prefixi- in the verb form. Chapter 3 will argue that both strategies behave as an
anaphor by being obligatorily bound in a local domain by a c-commanding antecedent.
Additionally, the chapter will deal with the Georgian reciprocals and their form as well
as their distribution within the Binding Theory [Cho81].

Since verbal reflexive marking is not an issue in the Binding Theory of [Cho81] and
as there are not many means to dig further into the differences between the two Geor-
gian nominal reflexivization strategies, Chapter 4 will deal with another theory of ref-
erential dependencies and reference maintenance—the Reflexivity Theory of [RR93].
This theory takes into close consideration the verb semantics by distinguishingbe-
tween those verbs that are inherently reflexive and those that are not. Furthermore,
the theory does not only distinguish between pronominals and anaphors, as does the
Binding Theory of [Cho81], but in fact makes a difference between pronominals,SELF

type anaphors andSE type anaphors. This distinction is made on the basis of the two
features [±SELF] and [±R] by which nominal expressions can be characterized. An
expression is [+SELF] if it makes a reflexive reading of a predicate possible and it is
[+R] if it is referentially independent by possessing, for instance, features like gender,
person and number. In [RR93] pronominals are classified as [-SELF]; [+R] based on the
fact that they are able to reflexivize a predicate and are referentially independent. The
SE type anaphors, as for instance, the Dutchzich, have the feature composition [-SELF];
[-R] because it is unable to reflexivize a predicate (and mostly occurring with inherent
reflexive verbs) and because it is referentially dependent [RR93].As for theSELF type
anaphors, as for instance, the Dutchzichzelf, they are characterized as [+SELF]; [- R]
because of the ability to reflexivize and because they are referentially dependent. The
most important claim of the Reflexivity Theory by [RR93] is that the verbal seman-
tics are in close interaction with the distribution of the anaphors. For, if theSELF type
anaphors are absolutely necessary to make a reflexive reading of a non-reflexive pred-
icate possible, theSE type anaphors are insufficient and ungrammatical. However, the
SE type anaphors are grammatical with inherently reflexive verbs while theSELF type
anaphors are redundant and forcing a focused reading. In addition, SE anaphors occur
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as subjects of small clauses and in locativePP, where they can be covalued with an
antecedent without forming a reflexive predicate.

In Chapter 4, the two Georgian nominal reflexivization strategies will be investi-
gated with respect to their referential properties and reflexivizing ability.It will be
shown that the Georgian simplex reflexivization strategy uses aSE type anaphor, while
the complex strategy uses a [+SELF]; [+R] element. Note that by having both features
positive the Georgian complex reflexivization strategy does not fit into the classifica-
tion of [RR93]. Thus, the Georgian data offered in this dissertation give an opportunity
to investigate the syntax of anaphoric structures of a type not dealt with in theReflex-
ivity Theory of [RR93]. Furthermore, the behavior of the two nominal strategies will
be considered with regard to the verbal reflexive markeri-, which makes a reflexive
reading of a predicate possible.

Chapter 5 will offer some data which seemingly violate both the Binding Theory
[Cho81] and the Reflexivity Theory [RR93], which can be seen in the case of so-called
object camouflage. The term has first been used by [Har81] to describe the use of a
phrase headed by the grammaticalized body-parttav- “head” and preceded by a pos-
sessive determiner (thus, formally identical with the Georgian complex reflexivization
strategy), to facilitate the needs of agreement. In Georgian, any 3-argument verb form
is coded for the 3rd person direct object by default. However, whenever the direct ob-
ject taken by a verb is in 1st or 2nd person, the language uses a kind of camouflaging
tool to “wrap” a non-3rd person argument into a 3rd personNP. The phrase headed
by tav- and preceded by a determiner is an ideal tool for camouflage as the determiner
shows the referential features of the direct object while the phrase as awhole triggers
the 3rd person agreement. Therefore it is not in conflict with the phi-features encoded
in the verb form. It will be argued here, that in the case of object camouflage, the
seemingly complex anaphor is not actually an anaphor but a pronominal. It has no
antecedent either in the clause or in the previous/following discourse, butrefers to the
direct object of the 3-argument verb.

Georgian seems to illustrate two different kinds of uses of the phrase headed by the
grammaticalized body-parttav- “head”. One use is anaphoric, requiring a co-argument
antecedent (see Chapter 3 and particularly Subsection 3.4.2) and the another use in
object camouflage is pronominal (see Chapter 5 and particularly Section 5.2).2 The
Georgian data illustrates the effects of grammaticalization of body-parts and,more
generally, that of nouns. In Georgian, the lexemetav- “head” got grammaticalized into
a morpheme of various functions, both anaphoric and non-anaphoric (see also [AL02]).
It will be argued that for the morphemetav-, the body-part semantics are responsible
for it becoming an anaphor eventually. However, the agreement marking properties of
the phrase headed bytav-, and the fact that it is a 3rd personNP, is due to it having
originated from a noun.

Chapter 5 presents some additional challenges for the Binding Theory [Cho81] and

2See also [Har81] for an argumentation for distinguishing the two different phenomena.
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the Reflexivity Theory [RR93], such as the Georgian complex reflexivization strategy
and the Georgian reciprocalertmanet-, used as a subject argument of a verb.

It is well-known that there has been a discussion in the literature on the ban of sub-
ject use of anaphors. The attempts to explain the subject anaphor gap will be considered
in Chapter 6. An example of this is the so called anaphor agreement effect/principle
by [Riz90], according to which anaphors do not occur in syntactic positions construed
with agreement. The universality of the principle has been acknowledged by [Woo99],
who claims that if anaphors still trigger an agreement, it will be either anaphoric or
“default”. The chapter argues furthermore that by having agreeing anaphors both in
object and in subject position, Georgian represents a counter-example for both versions
of the principle [Riz90, Woo99].

Additionally, Chapter 6 considers the explanation for the availability of the Greek
anaphoric phrase as a subject argument, offered by [AE99] within the Reflexivity The-
ory of [RR93]. As claimed by [AE99], the form and anaphoric properties make it pos-
sible for the Greek anaphor, which is [+SELF;+R], to appear in any position, including
the subject position. By analogy to the Greek facts discussed in [AE99], the previously
reported subject uses of the Georgian complex reflexivization strategy [AE00] could
possibly be explained by [Eve01] and [Eve03] using the form of the anaphor and it
being a [+SELF;+R] reflexivization strategy.

However, Chapter 6 will argue against the importance of the form of the complex
strategy in its distribution. Among other arguments, the Georgian reciprocalertmanet-
will be used to comment on this issue. This reciprocal can appear as a subject argument
of a verb (see Chapter 5 and, in particular, Section 5.5) but which cannot be qualified as
a [+SELF;+R] anaphor. The chapter illustrates that there are some similarities between
the verb forms and verb readings taking the Georgian anaphors as a subject argument,
and therefore it is suggested to have a closer look at the lexical semantics and the
thematic structure of the verbs involved in the phenomenon.

Lastly, Chapter 7 will discuss the use of the Georgian complex reflexive asa subject
argument in a more detail. The data used, comes from the studies published since 1982
[Asa82] up to the present, as well as some from the fieldwork notes made bythe author
of this dissertation in 1999 and 2001 in Georgia. It will be argued in the chapter that
the data illustrates a binding, rather than a coreference relation between theanaphor
in subject position and its postcedent. Two main readings of the anaphors willbe
identified: One with the complex reflexive phrase interpreted as anaspect/property
of the postcedent and another one as animage/representation ofthe postcedent. Both
uses represent a challenge for the Binding Theory [Cho81] as well asfor the Reflexivity
Theory [RR93] by violating the relevant principles of those theories. Recently, complex
anaphors have been analyzed as a relevant function of the antecedent [Reu01]. Since
the Georgian complex reflexive phrase in subject position gets interpretedeither as an
aspect/property or as an image/representation (thus, as some kind of function) of the
postcedent, the analysis by [Reu01] could in principle be applied to the Georgian data.
However, the Georgian reciprocalertmanet-, which gets interpreted similarly in subject
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position but does not appear to have the same structure as the complex anaphors, will
be argued to make the application of the analysis by [Reu01] problematic.

In Chapter 8, the conclusions of this dissertation will be presented.





Chapter 2

Notes on Georgian Morphosyntax

2.1 Introduction

Chapter 2 discusses several aspects of the morphology and syntax of Georgian, which
may be helpful when anaphoric binding, the main topic addressed in this dissertation,
is discussed.

To be able to understanding the anaphoric system of Georgian, it is necessary to
know (1) into which arguments of verbs the anaphoric elements can be realized; (2)
which arguments the anaphoric elements depend on for their interpretation (e.g.: an-
tecedents, postcedents); (3) what structural relationship holds between the anaphoric
elements and their antecedents/postcedents.

While many of these issues will be discussed in a detail in the chapters 3–7 thatare
dedicated solely to binding in Georgian, an overview of certain aspects of the morphol-
ogy and syntax in Georgian will be given in this chapter.

In specific, this chapter will discuss how arguments of verbs can formally be real-
ized. Since verbal arguments in Georgian trigger agreement marking whichdoes not
reflect a simple subject vs. object distinction, the agreement marking will be discussed
in detail in Section 2.2. More precisely, that specific section will deal with various
attempts in the literature to solve the problem as to what are the basic principles un-
derlying the two sets of agreement markers: a subject vs. object dichotomywith a
possible inversion in certain Tense-Aspect-Mood (TAM ) Series; some hierarchy of sev-
eral semantic constrains, or something else. After this, a different glossing into the Set
A vs. Set B affixes will be offered, one that is already mentioned but notconsistently
followed in the previous studies on Georgian. The glossing of the agreement markers
offered in this dissertation will be argued to be free of a bias towards any theoretical
background and, thus, descriptively accurate.

The discussion of agreement marking will be followed by an overview of theTAM

Series and paradigms in Georgian in Section 2.3. It might be helpful to have an idea
how the Series are organized, in order to discuss the case as well as agreement patterns
within the Series later when dealing with what type of language Georgian represents,
a nominative, ergative, “split-ergative” or something else. In Section 2.3,a closer look

7
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will be taken at the traditional partitioning of theTAM Series by [Sha73] (which will
be held throughout the dissertation) as well as a different reordering of TAM paradigms
offered by [Gog88]/[Oni98]. Both attempts are based on formal criteria,the latter
trying to solve some semantic inconsistencies that are characteristic to the former.

Section 2.4 is concerned with what type of language Georgian represents. To be
able to answer this question the case marking of verbal arguments must be explained,
which depends not only on theTAM paradigms but also on volition and the verb se-
mantic class. While going over the case alignment in all the threeTAM Series within
several verb classes, it will be argued that the case marking reflects a split between the
nominative and active alignment, where nominative alignment is a characteristicof the
TAM Series I, while the active alignment characterizes Series II and III. Additionally,
the agreement marking will be examined, which depends on theTAM paradigms as well
as on volition and the verb semantic class. It will be argued that the agreement marking
again illustrates a split between the nominative and active alignment types, however,
with a different distribution than in the case marking. Namely, the agreement marking
in Georgian is of a nominative type in theTAM Series I and II and it is active in Se-
ries III. The data presented and analyzed in the section will be, thus, argued to show a
split between a nominative and active alignment types rather than reflect anergative or
a “split-ergative” language (the latter term being most frequently used in theliterature
to characterize Georgian).

Section 2.5 deals with which types of verbs can be involved in the reflexive and
reciprocal binding in Georgian. Two different classifications of Georgian verbs offered
by [Har81] and [Hew95b] will be examined. Although both classifications group verbs
into several classes on some common semantic grounds, the main criteria of the group-
ings are formal. This makes it unavoidable to have verbs of different thematic com-
position in the same class or to have verbs of the same thematic structure in different
classes. In this section it will be argued that both the reflexive and reciprocal binding
affect verbs associated with more than one argument. Thus, it would be easier to follow
a simple division between 1- and more-than-1-argument verbs (with the former group
being irrelevant for the anaphoric binding in Georgian), rather than to choose either of
the classifications [Har81, Hew95b] where almost all the classes could beinvolved in
the binding process.

Section 2.6 will offer a summary of the chapter.

2.2 Agreement Marking in Georgian

The literature on agreement in Georgian (including the Georgian traditional linguistic
literature) assumes the language to have subject-object agreement (see [Sha20, Chi50,
Sha61, Cha63, Vog71, Sha73, Boe79, Gam79, Har81, Aro82, And84, Fäh87, JKB88,
Boe89, And92, HM93, Kin94b, Tui98, Mel01a, Boe02] among many others).1

1[Sha20] is reprinted as [Sha81].
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However, the so-called subject markers do not always refer to the agent (2.2.1a) but
sometimes also to the theme (2.2.1b). Similarly, there are so-called object markersare
able to indicate both theme (2.2.1c, 2.2.2b) and agent respectively (2.2.1b, 2.2.2a):

2.2.1.EXAMPLE .

a. k.ac-i
man-NOM

∅-k. l-av-s
O3.SG-kill- TS-S3.SG

datv-s.
bear-DAT [traditional glossing]

man-NOM 3BDAT.SG2-kill- TS-3ANOM.SG bear-DAT [this dissertation]

“The man kills a bear.”

b. (me)3

1SG.DAT

datv-i
bear-NOM

ar
NEG

mo-m-i-k. l-av-s.
PV-O1.SG-PRV-kill- TS-S3.SG [traditional glossing]

1SG.DAT bear-NOM NEG PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-kill- TS-3ANOM.SG [this dissertation]

“I have not killed a bear.”

c. (is)
3SG.NOM

(me)
1SG.DAT

m-k. l-av-s.
O1.SG-kill- TS-S3.SG [traditional glossing]

3SG.NOM 1SG.DAT 1BDAT.SG-kill- TS-3ANOM.SG [this dissertation]

“(S)he kills me.”

2.2.2.EXAMPLE .

a. (̌sen)
2SG.DAT

datv-i
bear-NOM

ar
NEG

mo-g-i-k. l-av-s.
PV-O2.SG-PRV-kill- TS-S3.SG [traditional glossing]

2SG.DAT bear-NOM NEG PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-kill- TS-3ANOM.SG [this dissertation]

“You have not killed a bear.”

2In the glosses the indices to the Set A and Set B affixes show the case of theargument triggering the
particular agreement marker. For instance, 1BDAT.SG refers to the 1st person singular Set B agreement
markerm- triggered by theDAT argumentme while 3ANOM.SG refers to the 3rd person singular Set
A agreement marker-s triggered by theNOM argumentdatv-i (2.2.1b). However, note that the indices
show only the case but not the number of theNPs triggering them. What is referred to asSG when
glossing agreement markers is the grammatical number agreement. Itcannot give any indication about the
singularity or plurality of the referent of theNPs. As (i) and (ii) below illustrate, the singular agreement
marker∅- is triggered also by semantically pluralNPs. However, the glosses will reflect grammatical
number only.

i. k.ac-i
man-NOM

∅-k. l-av-s
3BDAT.SG-kill- TS-3ANOM.SG

datv-s/
bear-DAT

datv-eb-s.
bear-PL-DAT

“The man kills a bear/bears.”

ii. k.ac-eb-i
man-PL-NOM

∅-k. l-av-en
3BDAT.SG-kill- TS-3ANOM.PL

datv-s/
bear-DAT

datv-eb-s.
bear-PL-DAT

“The men kill a bear/bears.”

3Georgian is a pro-drop language. Any personal pronoun, in principle, can be dropped unless
emphasized.
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b. (is)
3SG.NOM

(šen)
2SG.DAT

g-k. l-av-s.
O2.SG-kill- TS-S3.SG [traditional glossing]

3SG.NOM 2SG.DAT 2BDAT.SG-kill- TS-3ANOM.SG [this dissertation]

“(S)he kills you.”

As the above mentioned works acknowledge, the distribution of the two sets ofaf-
fixes in Georgian depends on the argument structure of a verb, verb class, aspectual and
temporal characteristics expressed by the verb form and sometimes is idiosyncratic to
the verb. Neither of the sets of affixes show one-to-one correspondence to the particular
grammatical relations.

Some authors argue that the formal distinction subject vs. object is irrelevant
for Georgian and try to find categories triggering either “subject” or “object” affixes
[Oni78] or to figure out different hierarchically organized universal constraints and
tendencies influencing verbal agreement as well as case marking of arguments with the
1st/2nd vs. 3rd person distinction being on the top of the hierarchy of constraints for
Georgian4—[+ 1st/2nd] vs. [- 1st/2nd]> + ACT vs. - ACT > + S/O vs. - S/O > + SA5

vs. - SA (see the detailed discussion of the issue in [Asa86] and [Asa94, p. 28-43;
65-72]). Other authors stick to the subject vs. object distinction, and assume Georgian
to be an S/O agreement language while acknowledging the importance of verbclasses
and Aspect and Tense distinction with respect to the agreement patterns.

In order to get rid of the labels “subject” vs. “object” markers, wrongly predicting
subject vs. object distinction, [Oni78] initiated the use of the terms “obligatory” and
“non-obligatory markers” accordingly. The obligatory affixes, corresponding to the
traditional “subject” [Sha73] and our Set A affixes, are called so because, as [Oni78]
argues, they are obligatory in the verb form, while the non-obligatory affixes (i.e., the
traditional “object” and our Set B affixes) do not necessarily have to appear in the
verb form (Example 2.2.3). However, the cases of the examples 2.2.4 and 2.2.5 are a
counter-argument for characterizing agreement affixes as obligatoryvs. non-obligatory
because there the so-called non-obligatory affixes are, on the contrary, obligatory (Ex-
ample 2.2.4) and the so-called obligatory affixes are simply ungrammatical if present
(Example 2.2.5):

2.2.3.EXAMPLE .

a. (me)
1SG.NOM

(mas)
3SG.DAT

v-k. l-av.
1ANOM.SG-kill- TS

“I kill him/her.”

b. (̌sen)
2SG.NOM

(mas)
3SG.DAT

∅-k. l-av.
2ANOM.SG-kill- TS

4Pretty much like optimality theoretic approach however not formulated in OT terms.
5By Semantic Agreement (SA) [Asa94] means formal means of expressing the universal agreement of

a theme argument to transitive verbs.
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“You kill him/her.”

2.2.4.EXAMPLE .

a. (me)
1SG.NOM

(šen)
2SG.DAT

g-k. l-av.
2BDAT.SG-kill- TS

“I kill you.”

b. (̌sen)
2SG.NOM

(me)
1SG.DAT

m-k. l-av.
1BDAT.SG-kill- TS

“You kill me.”

2.2.5.EXAMPLE .

a. *me
1SG.NOM

šen
2SG.DAT

v-k. l-av/
1ANOM.SG-kill- TS

v-g-k. l-av/
1ANOM.SG-2BDAT.SG-kill- TS

g-v-k. l-av.
2BDAT.SG-1ANOM.SG-kill- TS

“I kill you.”

b. *šen
2SG.NOM

me
1SG.DAT

x-/∅-k. l-av/
2ANOM.SG-kill- TS

x-/∅-m-k. l-av/
2ANOM.SG-1BDAT.SG-kill- TS

m-x-/∅-k. l-av.
1BDAT.SG-2ANOM.SG-kill- TS

“You kill me.”

The data given above illustrate that if a label for agreement affixes is descriptive,
making reference either to grammatical relations [Sha73] or to the distribution [Oni78],
there will be exceptions requiring explanation in Georgian. Namely, what needs to be
explained in cases of “subject” vs. “object” affixes are the cases with agents triggering
“object” affixes and themes triggering “subject” affixes. As for the “obligatory” and
“non-obligatory” affixes, those cases are problematic when the “obligatory” affixes are
not obligatory but, on the contrary, ungrammatical; or when the “non-obligatory” af-
fixes are obligatory.

Another possibility could be to simply avoid any descriptive labels and to give such
names to the two sets of affixes which themselves do not pretend to make any expla-
nations as such—neither semantic/functional nor distributional. There havebeen such
tries, for instance, [Boe89, Hew95b] where one will find Set A and SetB affixes. In
principle it does not matter what the affixes are called—the Set A vs. Set B,Set V vs.
Set M,6 Set X vs. Set Y or something else. However, since Set A vs. Set B affixes are

6Some authors call the two groups of affixes correspondingly Set V andSet M affixes according to the
1st person agreement morphemes of the two sets in Georgian, correspondinglyv- (2.2.3a) andm- (2.2.4b).
Although this notation is more neutral than the division into the S(ubject) and O(bject) affixes, it still
makes reference to particular affixes of the language and might be confusing to a general linguist that is
not particularly working on Georgian but is using the data.
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already given in the literature these terms will be held on to in this dissertation. The
most important aspect of this terminology is that it does not announce in advance any-
thing regarding the behavior of the affixes. In the dissertation the Georgian verb forms
will be glossed with the agreement markers labeled as Set A and Set B affixes.7 The
labeling is neutral and makes it easy for the readers to decide themselves for each verb
form what is the relation between the affixes and the arguments triggering them. Al-
though not giving ready explanations and solutions to the agreement facts, the labeling
into the Set A and Set B affixes is descriptively accurate.

2.3 Screeves orTAM Paradigms

In Georgian, there is no single verb form referring to a certain tense onlyand at the same
time also to the mood and/or aspect. In order to avoid the reference to a certaintense
only and to captureTAM combinations, another termmc.k. rivi “screeve” (see [Sha73,
pp. 215-235; 423-488] and also [Hew95b]) has been used in traditional grammars of
Georgian.

Traditionally (see [Chi50, Sha73] and most of the Georgian linguistic literature
following them), there are threeTAM Series: Series I (divided into the Present and
Future Sub-Series), Series II and Series III given in Table 2.1.8

According to [Tui98, p. 12], screeves consist of verb forms specified for all cate-
gories except class, person and number. Consequently, in theory screeves can be con-
strued for verbs of any class, for any person and number. [Hew95b] gives a thorough
description of morphological peculiarities in screeve formation for each verb class un-
der his classification of verbs (see [Hew95b, p. 217–276] for the Transitive Verb Class,
[Hew95b, p. 276–338] for the Intransitive Verb Class, [Hew95b, p.339–363] for the
Medial Verb Class, [Hew95b, p. 364–392] for the Indirect Verb Class and [Hew95b,
p. 393–406] for the Stative Verb Class).

It should be noted that the number of forms in screeves depends on the number
of arguments taken by a verb. For a 1-argument unaccusative or unergative verb there

7See Footnote 2 in Chapter 2.
8Table 2.1 reflects [Hew95b]’s terminology. Compare a slightly different terminology by [Hol81,

p. 4]. However, both [Hew95b] and [Hol81] follow the traditional analysis by [Sha73, Chi50, Tsc58].
[Chi50] lists only 10 screeves while [Chi67] gives an additional “Conditional-Subjunctive”, equalling to
[Sha73]’s conditional, and lacking in the classification by [Chi50]. [Sha73, p. 223] lists IInd Conditional
and Imperative in Series II additionally. However, as [Sha73, p. 223]also acknowledges, the former
is not used in Modern literary Georgian but has been used in the earlier stages of the language as well
as in some modern dialects. As for the latter, the Imperative, it has uniqueforms for some but not all
verbs of movement and even that only in the 2nd person (both singular and plural) and in affirmative
sentences, while for making orders to the 1st or 3rd person Georgian movement verbs use the forms
of Aorist Subjunctive. The verbs of other semantics than movement have no separate unique forms for
Imperative and use Aorist forms for addressing the 2nd person, and the forms of Aorist subjunctive for
making orders to the 1st or 3rd person, just like the movement verbs. Perhaps that is the reason why other
authors do not include IInd Conditional and Imperative among the screeves.
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Series Sub-Series Screeves

I Present Present Indicative
Imperfect Indicative
Present Subjunctive

Future Future Indicative
Conditional
Future Subjunctive

II Aorist Indicative (or Simple Past)
Aorist Subjunctive (or Optative)

III Perfect
Pluperfect
IIIrd Subjunctive

Table 2.1:TAM Series in Georgian.

will be 6 theoretically possible forms—those taking (1) 1st person singular subject
argument, (2) 2nd person singular subject argument, (3) 3rd person singular subject ar-
gument, (4) 1st person plural subject argument, (5) 2nd person plural subject argument
and (6) 3rd person plural subject argument (see the examples for an unaccusative verb
in A.1.1–A.1.11 in Appendix A.1 and those for an unergative verb in A.2.1–A.2.11
in Appendix A.2). However, for a 2-argument transitive verb there will be much more
forms since both arguments may trigger an agreement marker (see the examples A.3.1–
A.3.11 in Appendix A.3).

There are works like [Gog88], [Oni98, p. 213-221] arguing for a different reorder-
ing of screeves based on a number of inconsistencies in the traditional model, which
is given in Table 2.1. Namely, from the formal side, each screeve in SeriesII and Se-
ries III have forms with and without preverbs that are distinguished by aspect (those
with preverb being perfective and those without—imperfective). However, In Series I,
the forms formally distinguished by preverbs belong to different screeves.

From the semantic side, another inconsistence is related to the fact that in the
Present Sub-Series there is a screeve Imperfect Indicative which always refers to the
past, sometimes to the future but never to the present (see Table 2.2).9 Also, in the
Future Sub-Series there is a screeve for Conditional which may also refer to the past,
not just to the future (Table 2.2). Besides, the forms of Present indicative and Present
Subjunctive can also have a future reading (Table 2.2).

Irrespective of whether a form has a preverb or not (correspondingly reflecting im-
perfective vs. perfective distinction), the forms of the Series II and Series III are unified

9Table 2.2 reflects the works like [Sha73] as well as [Geg78, Pap81, Geg84, Gog88]. Namely, the
present reading of the screeve Aorist Indicative is mentioned in [Gog88, pp. 65-66], the past reading of
the Aorist Subjunctive—in [Pap81] and the future reading of the IIIrd Subjunctive—in [Geg78, Geg84].
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Series Sub-Series Screeves Tenses Expressed
Past Present Future

I Present Present Indicative * X X

Imperfect Indicative X * *
Present Subjunctive * X X

Future Future Indicative * X X

Conditional X * X

Future Subjunctive * * X

II Aorist Indicative X X X

(or Simple Past)
Aorist Subjunctive X X X

(or Optative)
III Perfect X X X

Pluperfect X * X

IIIrd Subjunctive X * X

Table 2.2: Screeves and their temporal characteristics.

in the same screeve. Therefore, [Oni98] proposes to unify also the preverbless screeves
of the Present Sub-Series with the screeves of the Future Sub-Series characterized by
the obligatory presence of preverbs in Series I. This results in a different model of
Screeves (Table 2.3).

[Gog88] [Oni98] Screeves by [Sha73]
unified under [Gog88, Oni98]

Present-Future Non-Past Present Indicative, Future Indicative
Imperfect-Conditional Non-Present Imperfect Indicative, Conditional
Ist Subjunctive Ist Subjunctive Present Subjunctive, Future Subjunctive

Table 2.3:TAM Series I in Georgian.

By unifying the screeves of the Present and Future Sub-Series, the formal incon-
sistence will be solved. In Series I, just like Series II and Series III, preverbless verb
forms and forms with preverbs will co-exist.

The inconsistence in semantics will also be taken care of. The Imperfect Indicative
(Table 2.1), which always refers to the past (Table 2.2) but never to thepresent will
not be in the so-called Present Sub-Series of the Series I anymore (see[Sha73] and
Table 2.1) but in the unified screeve calledNon-Present[Oni98, p. 218] orImperfect-
Conditional[Gog88].10

10The compound titleImperfect-Conditionalby [Gog88] as well as the titleNon-Presentby [Oni98,
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The Conditional as well, which may refer both to the past and to the future butnever
to the present (Table 2.1), will therefore not be in the Sub-Series with the confusing title
“Future Sub-Series” anymore but in the unified screeveNon-Present[Oni98, p. 218] or
Imperfect-Conditional[Gog88].

However, it is unclear how changing only the titles may be a solution to the obvi-
ous problems. If there would be only the formal side and the availability of preverbs to
worry about, then the unified scheme like Table 2.3 will certainly contain forms both
with and without preverbs. However, one severe inconsistence for thescheme in Ta-
ble 2.3 will still remain. If verb forms with a preverb vs. forms without a preverb
reflect perfective vs. imperfective distinction in Series II and Series III, then the same
opposition in Series I in the unified scheme (Table 2.3) never reflects the perfective vs.
imperfective distinction but instead a present vs. future distinction.

Thus, taking care of formal inconsistence does not provide an adequate solution
for the semantic inconsistence that is characteristic to the reordering of the screeves
à la Gogolǎsvili/Oniani. The opposition between the verb forms with and without a
preverb will be based on aspect in Series II and Series III (see Table2.1) while it will
be based on Tense in the unified Series I (see Table 2.3 reflecting the viewsof [Gog88]
and [Oni98] which are the same in principle but distinguished only by terminology).
It is argued that if in some cases only one criterium is decisive for a classification,
while in other cases a second criterium is needed, the classification itself will lack
systemic character. Thus, the classifications into the three Series, whetherby [Sha73]
(see Table 2.1) or by [Gog88]/[Oni78] (Table 2.3), if approached from the semantic
side, are not homogeneous. They are purely formal classifications respecting the form11

but not the form-meaning correspondence.12

2.4 Case and Agreement Patterns of Georgian

2.4.1 Introduction

In Section 2.2 it was argued that in Georgian neither the Set A nor the Set B agreement
affixes show one-to-one correspondence to their particular grammaticalrelations. In the
present section it will be argued that the same goes for the case marking in Georgian.
Namely, it will be illustrated that the cases likeNOM and DAT are able to mark both

p. 218] are descriptive and refer to the unavailability of the Present Tense interpretation for the Screeves
Imperfect Indicative and Conditional.

11The division into the three Series in [Sha73, Gog88, Oni78] is based on formal principles, namely on
the form of the verbal stem characteristic to certain screeves or groupsof them. The verb stem principle
underlying classifications of screeves dates from N. Marr’s works.

12It is not only the case that Series I versus Series II/Series III base theopposition between the verb
forms with preverbs and those without it on different criteria, namely, tense vs. aspect respectively. But
also neither the Series I, II or III, taken alone, are homogenous. Namely, as the Table 2.2 shows, most of
the screeves may express more than one tense, depending on a construction or a context. Because of this,
there is no semantic ground for putting them into the Series according to their temporal characteristics.
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the subject and object arguments depending on the argument structure ofa verb, verb
class, aspectual and temporal characteristics expressed by the verb form.

Additionally, it will be argued that the existence of the case labelERG in the de-
scription of Georgian does not necessarily presuppose that Georgianis an ergative or a
“split-ergative” language. The traditions of labeling the case marker and the actual ap-
plication/distribution of it diverge, and Georgian does not show the ergative alignment
in either of the threeTAM Series. In addition, it will be argued that neither the appli-
cation of the Set A and Set B agreement affixes illustrates an ergative or split-ergative
alignment. However, there is aNOM vs. ACT alignment split in the case and agreement
marking in Georgian, which will also be discussed in the present section.

2.4.2 Case Alignment andTAM , Volition, Verb Class Distinction

Georgian has seven cases (see [Sha73, p. 44-46; 51-72], [Hew95b, p. 33-45]) of which
three are involved in marking of verbal arguments—NOM, ERG13 andDAT.14

If the case marking of verbal arguments in Georgian is considered, it canbe seen
that it is impossible to have the subject and the direct object arguments be marked by
a particular case marker. The marking depends not only on the syntactic status of the
verbal arguments, but also on such factors as tense, aspect, volition and verb class.

For instance, the subject of (di)transitives can be marked by all the threecases—
ERG (2.4.1a, 2.4.2a),NOM (2.4.1b, 2.4.1c, 2.4.1d, 2.4.2b, 2.4.2c, 2.4.2d) andDAT

(2.4.1e, 2.4.2e) depending on theTAM characteristics. Similarly, the direct object argu-
ment, also depending on theTAM characteristics, can be marked by bothNOM (2.4.1a,
2.4.1e, 2.4.2a, 2.4.2e) andDAT (2.4.1b, 2.4.1c, 2.4.1d, 2.4.2b, 2.4.2c, 2.4.2d).15

2.4.1.EXAMPLE . (Ditransitive)

a. Aorist Indicative,TAM Series II

kal-ma
woman-ERG

bav̌sv-s
child-DAT

c.eril-i
letter-NOM

ga-∅-u-gzavn-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-send-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“The woman sent a letter to the child.”

13In the Georgian linguistic literature, another term—narrative (motxrobiti in Georgian, [Sha73]) is
used for the case referred to asergativeelsewhere, probably because it is exclusively used in the Aorist
(Simple Past) and nowhere else in Georgian. See [Har85] using the termnarrative instead ofergative
with respect to Kartvelian language family (including Georgian) to avoid the bias towards the ergative
alignment type.

14There is also a forth case—GEN—used with a small group of verbs to mark their object argument.
The interested reader is referred to Appendix B of Chapter 8 in [Har81,p. 144], as well as to [Koj98] and
[Dam00].

15The case marking of the arguments of (di)transitive verbs is summarized in Table 2.4.
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b. Imperfect Indicative,TAM Series I

kal-i
woman-NOM

bav̌sv-s
child-DAT1

16
c.eril-s
letter-DAT2

∅-u-gzavn-i-d-a.
3BDAT1.SG-PRV-send-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

“The woman was sending a letter to the child.”

c. Present Indicative,TAM Series I

kal-i
woman-NOM

bav̌sv-s
child-DAT1

c.eril-s
letter-DAT2

∅-u-gzavn-i-s.
3BDAT1.SG-PRV-send-TS-3ANOM.SG

“The woman sends a letter to the child.”

d. Future Indicative,TAM Series I

kal-i
woman-NOM

bav̌sv-s
child-DAT1

c.eril-s
letter-DAT2

ga-∅-u-gzavn-i-s.
PV-3BDAT1.SG-PRV-send-TS-3ANOM.SG

“The woman will send a letter to the child.”

e. Perfect,TAM Series III

kal-s
woman-DAT

bav̌sv-is-tvis
child-GEN-for

c.eril-i
letter-NOM

ga-∅-u-gzavn-i-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-send-PERF-3ANOM.SG

“The woman has sent a letter to the child.”

2.4.2.EXAMPLE . (Transitive)

a. Aorist Indicative,TAM Series II

k.ac-ma
man-ERG

xut
five

tve-̌si
month-in

a-∅-a-̌sen-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-build-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

saxl-i.
house-NOM

“The man built a house in five months.”

b. Imperfect Indicative,TAM Series I

k.ac-i
man-NOM

xut-i
five-NOM

tv-is
month-GEN

ganmavlobǎsi
during

∅-a-̌sen-eb-d-a
3BDAT.SG-PRV-build-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

saxl-s.
house-DAT

16The numbering of theDAT NPs in the glosses of the examples throughout this dissertation does not
reflect any structural but linear precedence. The numbers serve tomake it clear whichNP triggers the
agreement marker in the verb form.
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“The man has been building a house during five months.”

c. Present Indicative,TAM Series I

k.ac-i
man-NOM

∅-a-̌sen-eb-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-build-TS-3ANOM.SG

saxl-s.
house-DAT

“The man builds (/is building) a house.”

d. Future Indicative,TAM Series I

k.ac-i
man-NOM

xut
five

tve-̌si/
month-in

xut-i
five-NOM

tv-is
month-GEN

ganmavlobǎsi
during

a-∅-a-̌sen-eb-s
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-build-TS-3ANOM.SG

saxl-s.
house-DAT

“The man will build a house in five months / during five months.”

e. Perfect,TAM Series III

k.ac-s
man-DAT

mšvenier-i
wonderful-NOM

saxl-i
house-NOM

a-∅-u-šen-eb-i-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-build-TS-PERF-3ANOM.SG

“The man has built a beautiful house.”

TAM Series Subject Indirect Object Direct Object

I NOM DAT DAT

II ERG DAT NOM

III DAT Oblique NOM

Table 2.4: Case Marking of Arguments of (Di)transitive Verbs in theTAM Series in
Georgian.

There is a different case marking with verbs taking exclusively an indirect object
apart from the subject argument. Although these verbs take more than oneargument,
they are called “intransitive” verbs in the Georgian grammatical tradition (see, for in-
stance, [Sha73, p. 172]). The reason for this is that they illustrate a different case mark-
ing pattern than the transitive verbs discussed in the above. Namely, the transitive verbs
have their subject argument marked byNOM and their direct object argument marked
by DAT in TAM Series I (2.4.2b–d). The subject of transitives gets marked byERG and
the direct object byNOM in TAM Series II (2.4.2a). As for theTAM Series III, the sub-
ject of transitives gets marked byDAT and the direct object byNOM (2.4.2e). However,
the so-called intransitive verbs have their subject argument marked byNOM and their
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indirect object argument byDAT in all the threeTAM Series (see Example 2.4.3 as well
as Table 2.5) :

2.4.3.EXAMPLE . (“Intransitive”)

a. Aorist Indicative,TAM Series II

k.ac-i
man-NOM

da-∅-e-lap.arak.-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-talk-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

mezobel-s.
neighbor-DAT

“The man talked to the neighbor.”

b. Imperfect Indicative,TAM Series I

k.ac-i
man-NOM

∅-e-lap.arak.-eb-od-a
3BDAT.SG-PRV-talk-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

mezobel-s.
neighbor-DAT

“The man was talking to the neighbor.”

c. Present Indicative,TAM Series I

k.ac-i
man-NOM

∅-e-lap.arak.-eb-a
3BDAT.SG-PRV-talk-TS-3ANOM.SG

mezobel-s.
neighbor-DAT

“The man talks (/is talking) to the neighbor.”

d. Future Indicative,TAM Series I

k.ac-i
man-NOM

da-∅-e-lap.arak.-eb-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-talk-TS-3ANOM.SG

mezobel-s.
neighbor-DAT

“The man will talk to the neighbor.”

e. Perfect,TAM Series III

k.ac-i
man-NOM

da-∅-lap.arak.-eb-i-a17

PV-3BDAT.SG-talk-TS-PERF-COP3(=3ANOM.SG)
mezobel-s.
neighbor-DAT

“The man has talked to the neighbor.”

17The affix -a in 2.4.3e is a cliticized copula (cf. (i) vs. 2.4.3e, (ii) vs. 2.4.3e). Notethat a cliticized
copula can get qualified either as an agreement marker or as a clitic. In this dissertation it is referred
to as an agreement marker when it is the only marker for an agreementtriggered by an argument (see
2.4.3e). However, if there is already an agreement marker for an argument and the copula refers to the
same argument, the copula behaves as a clitic in clitic doubling (see (i) and (ii)below) and will be qualified
as a clitic:

i. me
1SG.NOM

da-v-lap.arak.-eb-i-var
PV-1ANOM.SG-talk-TS-PERF-COP1(=CLNOM.SG)

mezobel-s.
neighbor-DAT

“I have talked to the neighbor.”

ii. šen
2SG.NOM

da-∅-lap.arak.-eb-i-xar
PV-2ANOM.SG-talk-TS-PERF-COP2(=CLNOM.SG)

mezobel-s.
neighbor-DAT

“You have talked to the neighbor.”
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TAM Series Subject Indirect Object

I NOM DAT

II NOM DAT

III NOM DAT

Table 2.5: Case Marking of Arguments of “Intransitive” Verbs in theTAM Series in
Georgian.

The verb class distinction can also be seen in the similar marking of the subject ar-
gument of (di)transitives and unergatives as opposed to that of unaccusatives. Namely,
just like the subject of (di)transitives (2.4.1, 2.4.2), the subject of unergatives is marked
by ERG in the TAM Series II (2.4.4a), byNOM in the TAM Series I (2.4.4b–d) and by
DAT in theTAM Series III (2.4.4e). As for the subject of unaccusatives, it is marked by
NOM irrespective of theTAM Series (2.4.5).

2.4.4.EXAMPLE . (Unergative)

a. Aorist Indicative,TAM Series II

kal-ma
woman-ERG

pilm-is
film-GEN

bolo-s
end-DAT

∅18-i-t.ir-a.
3BNOM.SG-PRV-cry-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“The woman cried at the end of the film.”

b. Imperfect Indicative,TAM Series I

18Unless cited from other works, unergatives will be glossed as ordinary2-argument transitives through-
out this dissertation—with both slots for agreement markers filled (see, for instance, 2.4.4a–2.4.4e, 2.4.8b,
2.4.9b, 2.4.10b, 2.4.11b, 2.4.12b among others). An affix foran optional argument clearly can be seen in
unergatives inTAM Series III (see the Set A affix-a in (i)–(iii) below) which makes it necessary to put
an affix for a theme argument for unergatives in general in otherTAM Series forms as well. As [Har81,
pp. 181-184] argues, any verb in Georgian governs an initial direct object (i.e., the term of the Relational
Grammar equalling to the theme argument) either obligatorily or optionally or not at all. The verbs taking
the theme argument obligatorily correspond to transitive verbs, those taking the theme argument option-
ally correspond to unergatives, while those not taking it at all are simply intransitive. In the third group of
intransitives [Har81, p. 182] includes the unergatives likeq. iq. ini “croak”, xitxiti “giggle” which, according
to [Har81], do not govern an initial direct object. However, as the examples (iv)–(vi) below illustrate,
such unergatives are also able to take a theme argument at least formally (see theNP bevr- in (iv)–(vi)
and to compare its marking to the marking of the theme argumentsaxl-i in 2.4.2a, 2.4.2c and 2.4.2e con-
sequently). In this dissertation it is sufficient for such uses as (iv)–(vi) to qualify as transitive. The verb
forms will be glossed with an agreement marker triggered by the argument that is formally qualifying as
a theme argument.

i. Perfect,TAM Series III

kal-s
woman-DAT

∅-u-t.ir-i-a.
3BDAT.SG-PRV-cry-PERF-3ANOM.SG

“The woman has cried.”

ii. Perfect,TAM Series III
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kal-i
woman-NOM

pilm-is
film-GEN

ganmavlobǎsi
during

∅-t.ir-od-a.
3BDAT.SG-cry-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

“The woman cried during the film.”

c. Present Indicative,TAM Series I

kal-i
woman-NOM

∅-t.ir-i-s
3BDAT.SG-cry-TS-3ANOM.SG

“The woman cries(/is crying).”

d. Future Indicative,TAM Series I

kal-i
woman-NOM

pilm-is
film-GEN

bolo-s/
end-DAT/

pilm-is
film-GEN

ganmavlobǎsi
during

∅-i-t.ir-eb-s.
3BDAT.SG-PRV-cry-TS-3ANOM.SG

“The woman will cry at the end of the film / during the film.”

e. Perfect,TAM Series III

kal-s
woman-DAT

pilm-is
film-GEN

gamo
because.of

∅-u-t.ir-i-a.
3BDAT.SG-PRV-cry-PERF-3ANOM.SG

me
1SG.DAT

m-i-t.ir-i-a.
1BDAT.SG-PRV-cry-PERF-3ANOM.SG

“I have cried.”

iii. Perfect,TAM Series III

šen
2SG.DAT

g-i-t.ir-i-a.
2BDAT.SG-PRV-cry-PERF-3ANOM.SG

“You have cried.”

iv. Aorist Indicative,TAM Series II

baq.aq.-ma
frog-ERG

bevr-i
much-NOM

∅-i-q. iq. in-a.
3BNOM.SG-PRV-croak-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“The frog croaked a lot.”

v. Present Indicative,TAM Series I

baq.aq.-i
frog-NOM

bevr-s
much-DAT

∅-q. iq. in-eb-s.
3BDAT.SG-croak-TS-3ANOM.SG

“The frog croaks.”

“The frog is croaking a lot.”

vi. Perfect,TAM Series III

baq.aq.-s
frog-DAT

bevr-i
much-NOM

∅-u-q. iq. in-i-a.
3BDAT.SG-PRV-croak-PERF-3ANOM.SG

“The frog has (apparently) croaked a lot.”
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“The woman has cried because of the film.”

2.4.5.EXAMPLE . (Unaccusative)

a. Aorist Indicative,TAM Series II

kva-∅
stone-NOM

da-gor-d-a
PV-roll- INTR-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

k. ld-i-dan.
rock-INST-from

“The stone rolled down the rock.”

b. Imperfect Indicative,TAM Series I

kva-∅
stone-NOM

gor-d-eb-od-a
roll- INTR-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

k. ld-i-dan.
rock-INST-from

“The stone has been rolling down the rock.”

c. Present Indicative,TAM Series I

kva-∅
stone-NOM

gor-d-eb-a
roll- INTR-TS-3ANOM.SG

k. ld-i-dan.
rock-INST-from

“The stone starts rolling down the rock.”

d. Future Indicative,TAM Series I

kva-∅
stone-NOM

da-gor-d-eb-a
PV-roll- INTR-TS-3ANOM.SG

k. ld-i-dan.
rock-INST-from

“The stone will start rolling down the rock.”

e. Perfect,TAM Series III

kva-∅
stone-NOM

da+gor+eb+ul-a19

PV+roll+TS+PPART-COP3(=3ANOM.SG)
k. ld-i-dan.
rock-INST-from

rolled-is

“The stone has rolled down the rock.”
19The affix-a in 2.4.5e is a cliticized copula (cf. (i) vs. 2.4.5e, (ii) vs. 2.4.5e). Seealso Footnote 17 in

Chapter 2:

i. me
1SG.NOM

da-v-gor+eb+ul-var
PV-1ANOM.SG-roll+TS+PPART-COP1(=CLNOM.SG)

k. ld-i-dan.
rock-INST-from

Lit.: I rolled-I.am from.rock

“I have rolled down the rock.”

ii. šen
2SG.NOM

da-∅-gor+eb+ul-xar
PV-2ANOM.SG-roll+TS+PPART-COP2(=CLNOM.SG)

k. ld-i-dan.
rock-INST-from

Lit.: You rolled-you.are from.rock

“You have rolled down the rock.”
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The importance of volition can be seen in the case alignment patterns of psych
verbs.20 If the subject experiencer undergoes a feeling volitionally, the psych verb
behaves like a normal transitive verb. The volitional experiencer gets marked just like
the subject of transitives, namely byERG (cf. 2.4.6a vs. 2.4.2a),NOM (cf. 2.4.6b vs.
2.4.2b, 2.4.6c vs. 2.4.2c, 2.4.6d vs. 2.4.2d) andDAT (cf. 2.4.6e vs. 2.4.2e), depending
on theTAM Series:

2.4.6.EXAMPLE . (Psych Verb with a volitional experiencer)

a. Aorist Indicative,TAM Series II

me
1SG.ERG

uceb
at.once

še-v-i-z.ul-e
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-hate-AOR.INDIC

papa-∅.
porridge-NOM

“I (volitionally) hated the porridge at once.”

b. Imperfect Indicative,TAM Series I

me
1SG.NOM

xut-i
five-NOM

tv-is
month-GEN

ganmavlobǎsi
during

v-i-z.ul-eb-d-i
1ANOM.SG-PRV-hate-TS-IMPERF-INDIC

papa-s.
porridge-DAT

“I have been (volitionally) hating the porridge during five months.”

c. Present Indicative,TAM Series I

me
1SG.NOM

v-i-z.ul-eb
1ANOM.SG-PRV-hate-TS

papa-s.
porridge-DAT

“I am (volitionally) hating the porridge.”

d. Future Indicative,TAM Series I

me
1SG.NOM

še-v-i-z.ul-eb
PV-1ANOM.SG-PRV-hate-TS

papa-s.
porridge-DAT

“I will (volitionally) hate the porridge.”

e. Perfect,TAM Series III

me
1SG.DAT

še-m-i-z.ul-eb-i-a
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-hate-TS-PERF-3ANOM.SG

papa-∅.
porridge-NOM

“I have (volitionally) hated the porridge.”

However, if the experiencer undergoes a feeling spontaneously, without having it
planned or having thought over it beforehand, it gets onlyDAT marking (2.4.7a-e) irre-
spective of the Tense and Aspect:21

20For more on the volitional vs. non-volitional distinction in Georgian see [Asa98].
21Georgian is not the only language in the world that formally reflects volitionalvs. non-volitional

distinctions (see Hindi [Sak80], Hittite [Lur86], Batsbi [Gag53] among others).
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2.4.7.EXAMPLE . (Psych verb with an non-volitional experiencer)

a. Aorist Indicative,TAM Series II

me
1SG.DAT

uceb
at.once

še-m-z.ul-d-a
PV-1BDAT.SG-hate-INTR-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

papa-∅.
porridge-NOM

“I (non-volitionally) hated the porridge at once.”

b. Imperfect Indicative,TAM Series I

me
1SG.DAT

xut-i
five-NOM

tv-is
month-GEN

ganmavlobǎsi
during

m-z.ul-d-eb-od-a
1BDAT.SG-hate-INTR-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

papa-∅.
porridge-NOM

“I have been (non-volitionally) hating the porridge during five months.”

c. Present Indicative,TAM Series I

me
1SG.DAT

m-z.ul-s
1BDAT.SG-hate-3ANOM.SG

papa-∅.
porridge-NOM

“I (non-volitionally) hate the porridge.”

d. Future Indicative,TAM Series I

me
1SG.DAT

še-m-z.ul-d-eb-a
PV-1BDAT.SG-hate-INTR-TS-3ANOM.SG

papa-∅.
porridge-NOM

“I will (non-volitionally) hate the porridge.”

e. Perfect,TAM Series III

me
1SG.DAT

še-m-z.ul-eb-i-a
PV-1BDAT.SG-hate-TS-PERF-3ANOM.SG

papa-∅.
porridge-NOM

“I have (non-volitionally) hated the porridge.”

Thus, particular case markers in Georgian do not correspond to particular gram-
matical relations but their distribution rather depends on theTAM categories; verb class
distinction as well as the volition of the referent of the subject argument.

2.4.3 Georgian is not an Ergative Language

Let us recall that in ergative languages,ERG marks the agent of the transitives and op-
poses it to formally undistinguishable roles as subject of intransitives (bothunergatives
and unaccusatives) and object of transitives, marked by absolutive (ABS, often zero)
(Table 2.6).22

22To illustrate the case as well as agreement marking patterns in the Tables 2.6–2.11 there are three
semantic classes of verbs and their arguments given—transitive with the subject (S) and direct object (DO)
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Transitive SERG DOABS

Unergative SABS

Unaccusative SABS

Table 2.6: Ergative Alignment.

However, as Example 2.4.8 illustrates, the GeorgianERG case marker-ma23 does
not only mark the subject of transitives (2.4.8a) but also the subject of unergatives
(2.4.8b) (see also 2.4.1a, 2.4.2a, 2.4.4a). Note that the subject of unaccusatives gets
marked exactly like the object of (di)transitives—byNOM (cf. 2.4.8a vs. 2.4.8c and
also 2.4.1a vs. 2.4.5a, 2.4.2a vs. 2.4.5a):

2.4.8.EXAMPLE . (Aorist Indicative,TAM Series II)

a. Transitive

k.ac-ma
man-ERG

da-∅-čex-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-chop-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

šěsa-∅.
firewood-NOM

“The man chopped firewood.”

b. Unergative

kal-ma
woman-ERG

∅24-i-t.ir-a.
PRV-cry-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“The woman cried.”

c. Unaccusative

k.ac-i
man-NOM

c.a-vid-a.
PV-move-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

“The man went.”

Thus, the so calledERGmarker in Georgian does not reflect ergative alignment (see
Table 2.6).25 In fact it illustrates the active alignment which, according to [Kli73, Kli77,

arguments, unergative and unaccusative with the only subject (S) argument. Note that thematically very
different subject argument of unergatives and unaccusatives are given similarly (asS) only to indicate their
syntactic status, the subjecthood. No indication of their thematic status is given, as it is done in [Dix94]
by differentiating the agentive subject of unergatives and the non-agentive subject of unaccusatives as A
and S correspondingly.

23The ergative marker has two allomorphs,-mawith consonant-final stems (2.4.1a, 2.4.2a) and-mwith
vowel-final stems (2.5.5).

24See Footnote 18 in Chapter 2.
25The view of Georgian being an ergative language is shared by [Hew87,Hew95a, Nas95, Nas97]. For

the works arguing against Georgian as an ergative language see also [Aro70, Com73, Kli73, Kli77, Kli79,
Har81, Asa82, Ami98, Mel98].
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Kli79], groups the subject of (di)transitives and that of the unergatives together by using
the same marker and opposing them to the similarly marked subject of unaccusatives
and the direct object of (di)transitives (see Table 2.7).

Transitive SERG DOABS

Unergative SERG

Unaccusative SABS

Table 2.7: Active Alignment.

Whatever the labels for case markers are, Georgian shows the same grouping of
verbal arguments as in the case of active alignment (cf. Table 2.7 vs. Table 2.8).

Transitive SERG DONOM

Unergative SERG

Unaccusative SNOM

Table 2.8: Georgian case alignment in Aorist.

From the examples given above it becomes clear that Georgian case alignment (Ta-
ble 2.8) is different from that of Ergative languages (Table 2.6). Additionally, the same
examples illustrate that Georgian is different from the languages displayingnominative
alignment as well (Table 2.9). In nominative alignment the direct object argument of
(di)transitives gets marked differently (byACC) than the rest of the arguments, such as
the subject of (di)transitives, unergatives and unaccusatives (all marked byNOM, often
-∅) (see Table 2.9).

Transitive SNOM DOACC

Unergative SNOM

Unaccusative SNOM

Table 2.9: Nominative alignment.

It is known that, in nominative languages the caseNOM signals the subject and the
ACC signals the direct object. Clearly, the concept that is referred to as aNOM marker in
the literature on Georgian is not equal to what is referred to asNOM in the Nominative
type languages (Table 2.9). TheNOM marker does not necessarily signal the subject
in Georgian (see the nominative-marked arguments in 2.4.1a, 2.4.2a, 2.4.6a, 2.4.7a,
2.4.8a).

Therefore, the case marking is not a good test for identifying grammatical relations
in Georgian, since there is no unilateral correspondence between a certain case and a
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certain syntactic argument.26 As is argued above, the case marking in Georgian does
not illustrate the ergative alignment (see Table 2.6). From this, it follows thatit cannot
be considered to be an ergative language.

2.4.4 Georgian is neither a “Split-Ergative” Language

The case alignment split according to theTAM categories, verb class and volition (Sub-
section 2.4.2) and the existence of the termergativein the works on Georgian might
raise the impression that the language is among those showingsplit ergativity.27

However, as is argued in Subsection 2.4.3, in Georgian there is no ergative align-
ment in Aorist, where the so-calledERG marker surfaces. Note that there is no ergative
alignment in either of the threeTAM Series. The case alignment in theTAM Series I (see
the examples 2.4.9 and 2.4.10) is identical to the alignment in nominative languages. If
the nominative alignment in Table 2.9 is considered, when it is compared to the align-
ment patterns for Georgian in Present and Future according to the examples 2.4.9 and
2.4.10, it can be seen that irrespective of the label for the cases in Georgian, the patterns
are identical—the subject arguments of transitives, unergatives and unaccusatives get
the same marking whereas the object of transitives gets a different marking.

2.4.9.EXAMPLE . (Present Indicative,TAM Series I)

a. Transitive

k.ac-i
man-NOM

∅-k. l-av-s
3BDAT.SG-kill- TS-3ANOM.SG

datv-s.
bear-DAT

“The man kills/is killing a bear.”

b. Unergative

k.ac-i
man-NOM

∅28-q.vir-i-s.
3BDAT.SG-shout-TS-3ANOM.SG

“The man shouts/is shouting.”

c. Unaccusative

k.ac-i
man-NOM

k.vd-eb-a.
die-TS-3ANOM.SG

“The man dies/is dying.”

2.4.10.EXAMPLE . (Future Indicative,TAM Series I)

26Note that indirect objects represent an exception, since they are exclusively marked by the only one
case—DAT (cf. theDAT marked indirect objectbav̌sv-sin 2.4.1a–d).

27Listed are some of the works analyzing Georgian as “split-ergative”: [Boe79, Kin94a, Tui99, And01].
28See Footnote 18 in Chapter 2.
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a. Transitive

k.ac-i
man-NOM

mo-∅-k. l-av-s
PV-3BDAT.SG-kill- TS-3ANOM.SG

datv-s.
bear-DAT

“The man will kill/be killing a bear.”

b. Unergative

k.ac-i
man-NOM

∅29-i-q.vir-eb-s.
3BDAT.SG-PRV-shout-TS-3ANOM.SG

“The man will shout / will be shouting.”

c. Unaccusative

k.ac-i
man-NOM

mo-k.vd-eb-a.
PRV-die-TS-3ANOM.SG

“The man will die / will be dying.”

As for the case alignment in Aorist Indicative (TAM Series II) (see Example 2.4.11)
and Perfect (TAM Series III) (see Example 2.4.12), this is identical to the active align-
ment. If the active alignment in Table 2.7 is considered and compared to the alignment
patterns for Georgian in Aorist Indicative and Perfect according to theexamples 2.4.11
and 2.4.12, it becomes clear that whatever the label for the cases in Georgian, the pat-
terns are identical—the subject arguments of transitives and unergativesget the same
marking as opposed to the similarly marked subject of unaccusatives and theobject of
transitives.

2.4.11.EXAMPLE . (Aorist Indicative,TAM Series II)

a. Transitive

k.ac-ma
man-ERG

mo-∅-k. l-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-kill-3 AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

datv-i.
bear-NOM

“The man killed a bear.”

b. Unergative

k.ac-ma
man-ERG

∅-i-q.vir-a.
3BNOM.SG-PRV-shout-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“The man shouted.”

c. Unaccusative

29See Footnote 18 in Chapter 2.
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k.ac-i
man-NOM

mo-k.vd-a.
PV-die-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

“The man died.”

2.4.12.EXAMPLE . (Perfect,TAM Series III)

a. Transitive

k.ac-s
man-DAT

mo-∅-u-k. l-av-s
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-kill- TS-3ANOM.SG

datv-i.
bear-NOM

“The man has (apparently) killed a bear.”

b. Unergative

k.ac-s
man-DAT

∅-u-q.vir-i-a.
3BDAT.SG-PRV-shout-PERF-3ANOM.SG

“The man has (apparently) shouted.”

c. Unaccusative

k.ac-i
man-NOM

mo+mk.vdar-a.30

PV+dead-COP3(=3ANOM.SG)

“The man has (apparently) died.”

Thus, according to the case marking, Georgian shows the nominative alignment
in TAM Series I (the examples 2.4.9, 2.4.10) and the active alignment in theTAM Se-
ries II (Example 2.4.11) and theTAM Series III (Example 2.4.12). Therefore, there is
a split between the nominative and active alignment patterns in Georgian casemarking
(Table 2.10).

Verb Type Series I Series II Series III

Transitive SNOM DODAT SERG DONOM SDAT DONOM

Unergative SNOM SERG SDAT

Unaccusative SNOM SNOM SNOM

Table 2.10: Case marking in Georgian.

Georgian does also not qualify as split-ergative according to the agreement mark-
ing. TheTAM Series I (see Example 2.4.9, 2.4.10) and theTAM Series II (see Exam-
ple 2.4.11) both reflect nominative alignment—the subject of transitives, unergatives
and unaccusatives group together by triggering Set A affixes whereas the object of

30See Footnote 19 in Chapter 2 by Example 2.4.5.
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transitives triggers Set B affixes (see also Table 2.11). As for theTAM Series III (see
Example 2.4.12), there is an active alignment—the subject of transitives and unerga-
tives group together by triggering Set B affixes whereas the object of transitives and
the subject of unaccusatives group together because both trigger SetA affixes (see also
Table 2.11).

Verb Type Series I Series II Series III

Transitive SA DOB SA DOB SB DOA

Unergative SA SA SB

Unaccusative SA SA SA

Table 2.11: Agreement Marking in Georgian.

Therefore, according to the agreement marking, Georgian shows the nominative
alignment inTAM Series I (the examples 2.4.9, 2.4.10) and theTAM Series II (Exam-
ple 2.4.11) and it shows the active alignment in theTAM Series III (Example 2.4.12).
Thus, there is a split between the nominative and active alignment patterns in Georgian
agreement marking (Table 2.11).

If both the case (Table 2.10) and the agreement marking in Georgian (Table2.11)
are considered, the only split is between the nominative and active alignment(Ta-
ble 2.12).31 Since there is no single occurrence of ergative alignment in Georgian
(Table 2.12), Georgian cannot be regarded a split-ergative language.32

Without actually giving a relevant reference, [Har81, p. 306] notes that it is sug-
gested in the literature that verb agreement in the Series III should be qualified as
ergative. These suggestions are based on the claim that the “intransitivesubject” and
the “direct object” trigger the same agreement marker in the Series III. Forinstance,
[Asa94, p. 29] argues for theERGalignment based on the Series III forms for transitives
(Example 2.4.13) and unaccusatives (Example 2.4.14). In Example 2.4.13 thesubject
argument of the transitive verb is marked byDAT, while the direct object is marked by

31For a similar view on Georgian having a split between the nominative and active systems see
[Mel01b]. Particularly, the views on the type of case or agreement marking in Series I, II or III are
identical. [Mel01b] also considers the case marking inTAM Series I to be of the nominative type and in
the Series II and Series III of the active type. As for the agreement marking, for [Mel01b], as well as for
the author of this thesis, the Series II is nominative and Series III is active. [Mel01b] does not mention
the type of the agreement marking for Series I. However, since SeriesIII is considered in [Mel01b] as
active, because both the case and agreement marking reflect the active system, and Series II reflects the
nominative-active system, because the agreement marking is and the case marking is active, it should be
concluded that the Series I, qualified as nominative in [Mel01b] and having the nominative agreement
marking, must have the case marking of the nominative type as well. Additionally, see [BK01, p. 18]
which qualifies Georgian as “split active”. This work identifies the nominative case marking system in
TAM Series I while the active one for theTAM Series II and III.

32This once again shows how the termERG for the case marker in Georgian is misleading. See Foot-
note 13 in Chapter 2.
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Case Marking Agreement Marking

TAM Series I Nominative Nominative
TAM Series II Active Nominative
TAM Series III Active Active

Table 2.12: Alignment Types in theTAM Series According to the Case and Agreement
Marking in Georgian.

NOM. The subject of the unaccusative verb in 2.4.14 is also marked byNOM. Thus,
the subject of the unaccusative verb (2.4.14) and the direct object of the transitive verb
(2.4.13) group together, opposing the subject of the transitive verb—a classic ergative
alignment (see [Dix94]).

2.4.13.EXAMPLE .

giorgi-s
Giorgi-DAT

levan-i
Levan-NOM

ar
NEG

∅-u-cem-i-a.
3BDAT.SG-PRV-beat-PERF-3ANOM.SG

“Giorgi has not beaten Levan.”

2.4.14.EXAMPLE .

giorgi-∅
Giorgi-NOM

ar
NEG

da+vardn+il-a.
PV+fall+PPART-3ANOM.SG

“Giorgi has not fallen.”

However, it can be doubted that the Series III reflects theERG pattern, as was
claimed by [Asa94]. If not only transitives (2.4.13) and unaccusatives(2.4.14) are con-
sidered but also unergatives (2.4.15) in the Series III, it can be seen that the subject
of unergatives, like the subject of transitives gets marked byDAT. Thus, the two are
grouped together by being marked similarly, whereas the subject of unaccusatives and
the direct object of transitives get marked byNOM in Series III. The distribution of the
casesDAT vs. NOM in 2.4.13, 2.4.14 and 2.4.15 illustrates the active alignment (Ta-
ble 2.7).

2.4.15.EXAMPLE .

giorgi-s
Giorgi-DAT

ar
NEG

ga-∅-u-cin-i-a.33

PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-laugh-PERF-3ANOM.SG

“Giorgi has not laughed.”

As for the agreement marking, this again displays the active alignment. Namely,
the subject of the transitive verb in 2.4.13 and the subject of the unergative in 2.4.15

33See Footnote 18 in Chapter 2.
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behave similarly as they both trigger the 3rd person Set B marker∅-. Note that the
subject of unaccusative verb in 2.4.14 and the direct object of the transitive verb in
2.4.14 also behave similarly as they trigger the 3rd person Set A marker-a.

In the end,ACT but notERG alignment is reflected in case marking or agreement
marking in theTAM Series III in Georgian (see also the tables 2.10, 2.11).

2.4.5 Conclusion

Section 2.4 dealt with the case and agreement marking in Georgian. In Subsection 2.4.2
it was illustrated that the case marking depends on the argument structure ofa verb, verb
class,TAM categories and volition. In Subsection 2.4.3 arguments have been presented
against Georgian being an ergative language. In Subsection 2.4.4 the assumption that
Georgian is a “split-ergative” language was argued against. In conclusion, theNOM

vs. ACT alignment split in Georgian, both in the case and agreement marking were
illustrated and argued against.

2.5 What Kind of Verbs Are Relevant for Anaphoric Bind-
ing?

2.5.1 Introduction

Since neither case nor verbal marking helps with uniquely identifying what isa subject
and what is an object in Georgian it is necessary to look at the thematic status of ver-
bal arguments. Before a new kind of grouping of verbs better suited forthe main goal
of this dissertation—the study of anaphoric binding in Georgian—is suggested (Sec-
tion 2.5.3), an overview of some of the existing classifications of Georgian verbs into
the verb classes will be given (Section 2.5.2).

2.5.2 Some Classifications of Verbs

According to the classification by [Har81], Georgian verbs are dividedinto 4 classes.
The classification is based on purely morphological criteria. Each class is characterized
by a certain set of morphological features listed in [Har81, p. 260]:

CLASS1: a. The future/aorist tenses are formed with a preverb.

b. In the future tense, the suffix-smarks third person singular sub-
jects, the suffix-enthird person plural subjects.

c. In the aorist tense, the third person plural subject is
marked by the suffix-es.

CLASS2: a. The future/aorist tenses are formed with a preverb or the charac-
ter vowele-.
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b. In the future tense, the suffix-a marks third person singular sub-
jects, the suffix-an third person plural subjects.

c. In the aorist tense, the third person plural subject is
marked by the suffix-nen.

CLASS3: a. The future/aorist tenses are formed with the circumfixi–(eb).

b. In the future tense, the suffix-smarks third person singular sub-
jects, the suffix-enthird person plural subjects.

c. In the aorist tense, the third person plural subject is
marked by the suffix-es.

CLASS4: a. The future/aorist tenses are formed with the character vowel e-.

b. In the future tense, the suffix-a marks third person singular sub-
jects, the suffix-enthird person plural subjects.

c. In the aorist tense, the third person plural final subject is marked
as a singular.

Future/Aorist S3SG(Future) S3PL(Future) S3PL(Aorist)

Class 1 preverb -s -en -es
Class 2 preverb/e- -a -an -nen
Class 3 i- -eb -s -en -es
Class 4 e- -a — —

Table 2.13: Harris’ verb classes.

The classification of verbs is formal (see also Table 2.13 summarizing the criteria)
and not semantic. For instance, although Class 1 includes mainly transitives (Exam-
ple 2.5.1), it also includes unergatives (Example 2.5.2). Similarly, although Class 2
mainly includes unaccusatives like 2.5.3, it also includes a fewdeponent verbs34 like
i-gin-eb-ain 4.4.24a and even transitives (Example 2.5.4):

2.5.1.EXAMPLE .

a. (is)
3SG.NOM

(mas)
3SG.DAT

ga-∅-a-̌sr-ob-s.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-dry-TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he will dry it (off/out).”

b. (is)
3SG.NOM

(mas)
3SG.DAT

ča-∅-a-kr-ob-s.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-put.light.out-TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he will put it (light) out.”

34The deponent verbs have thematic structure similar to unergatives. More on deponent verb in Geor-
gian see [Sha73, Tui02].
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2.5.2.EXAMPLE .

a. (is)
3SG.NOM

da-∅35-a-mtknar-eb-s.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-yawn-TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he will yawn.”

b. (is)
3SG.NOM

amo-∅-a-xvel-eb-s
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-cough-TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he will cough.”

2.5.3.EXAMPLE .

a. (is)
3SG.NOM

ga-dn-eb-a.
PV-melt-TS-3ANOM.SG

“It will melt.”

b. (is)
3SG.NOM

ča-kr-eb-a.
PV-go.out-TS-3ANOM.SG

“It (light) will go out.”

2.5.4.EXAMPLE .

(is)
3SG.NOM

(mas)
3SG.DAT

zγap.ar-s
fairy.tale-DAT

mo-∅-u-q.v-eb-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-tell-TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he will tell him/her a fairy tale.”

There is another classification of verbs into transitive ([Hew95b, p. 217-276]), in-
transitive ([Hew95b, p. 276-338]), medial ([Hew95b, p. 339-363]), indirect ([Hew95b,
p. 364-392]) and stative verbs ([Hew95b, p. 393-406]) given by[Hew95b].

Although the names of the verb classes seem to suggest that they divide verbs into
semantic classes, it can be seen that some formal criteria are also taken into account, for
instance the case marking of arguments. For instance, the transitive verb class includes
verbs taking a direct object together with a subject and marking their subject by ERG

in the Aorist. However, the same class contains also such verbs asmigneba“to locate”
marking its subject by ERG but taking an indirect object instead of a direct object (see
2.5.5 taken from [Hew95b, p. 217-218]):36

35Like unergative verbs (see Footnote 18 in Chapter 2), the Set B agreement prefix∅- in the deponent
verb da-∅-a-mtknar-eb-s(2.5.2a) has no corresponding cognate object which could trigger themarker.
However, if the pseudo direct object phrasebevr-s“much-DAT” is used, it will behave just like an ordinary
direct object of transitives with regard to case marking. Note that the form amo-∅-a-xvel-eb-sdoes indeed
have a possible cognate object, for instance,sisxl-s“blood-DAT” (2.5.2b).

36The fact that the object is indirect can be shown by putting the verb in different other screeves where
the head of the phrasebude-keeps getting marked byDAT, which is typical for indirect objects (cf. 2.5.5
vs. (i)).

i. Present Indicative,TAM Series I
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2.5.5.EXAMPLE .

mela-m
fox-ERG

čit.-is
bird-GEN

bude-s
nest-DAT

mi-∅-a-gn-o.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-locate-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“The fox located the bird’s nest.”

Based on formal criteria the class of transitive verbs also includes unergatives like
mo-∅-šard-a in 2.5.6, which take anERG subject. However, note that the unergative
verb does not take any direct or indirect object at all. As [Hew95b, p.217] notes, such
verb forms must have been associated historically with a direct object (likešardi/pseli
“urine” in the case of 2.5.6) which over time was dropped because of its predictabil-
ity:37

2.5.6.EXAMPLE .

bav̌sv-ma
baby-ERG

mo-∅-šard-a.
PV-3BNOM.SG-urinate-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“The baby urinated.”

Thus, according to the classification given in [Hew95b] “transitive” does not always
mean ”more-than-one-argument-verb” just as “intransitive” does not always mean one-
argument verb. The intransitives include both one-argument (2.5.7a) and two-argument
verbs (2.5.7b):

2.5.7.EXAMPLE .

a. k.ac-i
man-NOM

brma-v-d-eb-a.
blind-EC-INTR-TS-3ANOM.SG

“The man is getting blind”; “The man is loosing sight.”

b. tval-eb-i
eye-PL-NOM

m-i-brma-v-d-eb-a.
1BDAT.SG-PRV-blind-EC-INTR-TS-3ANOM.SG

Lit.: eyes it.is.getting.blind.to.me38

“I am loosing my sight.”

mela-∅
fox-NOM

čit.-is
bird-GEN

bude-s
nest-DAT

∅-a-gn-eb-s.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-locate-TS-3ANOM.SG

“The fox locates the bird’s nest.”

37Note thatTAM Series III clearly illustrates the marker for the cognate object of unergatives (see the Set
A agreement suffix-s for the cognate object in (i) below as well as Footnote 18 in Chapter 2). However,
semantically 1-argument unergatives synchronically are no more associated with a direct object.

i. Perfect,TAM Series III
šen
2SG.DAT

mo-g-i-̌sard-av-s.
PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-urinate-TS-3ANOM.SG

“You have urinated.”

38Non-animate plural nouns trigger singular agreement as illustrated by Example 2.5.7b.
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The medial verb class by [Hew95b] includes verbs depicting movement, lightand
noise (the so-called “expressives”) ([Hew95b, p. 339]) and weather verbs. Most of
these verbs never appear with a direct object (2.5.8a) and in weather verbs it is some-
times problematic to identify even its single argument, although the formal argument
marker is present on the verb form (2.5.8b):39

2.5.8.EXAMPLE .

a. k.ac-i
man-NOM

∅40-q.vir-i-s.
shout-TS-3ANOM.SG

“The man is shouting.”

b. pasanaur-ši
Pasanauri-in

q.ovel
every

c.el-s
year-DAT

tov-s.
snow-3ANOM.SG

“It snows every year in Pasanauri.”

The class includes also 2-argument unergatives like in (2.5.9b), which are derived
from 1-argument unergative verbs (2.5.9a):

2.5.9.EXAMPLE .

a. bav̌sv-i
child-NOM

∅41-tamǎs-ob-s.
3BDAT.SG-play-TS-3ANOM.SG

“The child is playing.”

b. bav̌sv-i
child-NOM

∅-tamǎs-ob-s
3BDAT.SG-play-TS-3ANOM.SG

damalobana-s.
hide.and.seek-DAT

“The child is playing hide-and-seek.”

39Weather verbs usually do not take any argument, but still have a SetA agreement marker in a form
which functionally equals to the impersonal pronouns in European languages, likeit in English It rains
or es in GermanEs schneit. Note that in Georgian it is ungrammatical to have a (pro)nominal trig-
gering the SetA agreement marker present overtly with a weather verb (see (i)). However, in poetry,
one may occasionally find the cognate object for weather verbs as a subject argument (see (ii)). In lit-
erature, one might find even first or second person forms for weather verbs. For instance, there is a
song calledme gavtovdebi“I will start snowing” performed by Nino Katamadze (downloadable from
http://ramaz.swmed.edu/Music/Georgian/K.shtml):
i. (*is)

3SG.NOM

tov-d-a.
snow-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

“It snowed.”

ii. (From [Leb87, p. 295])
mteli
whole

γame
night

tovl-i
snow-NOM

tov-d-a.
snow-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

Lit.: Whole night snow snowed

“It snowed the whole night.”

40Note that [Hew95b] does not give the∅- prefix as an agreement marker triggered by a cognate object
in unergatives. See Footnote 18 in Chapter 2.

41See Footnote 40 by Example 2.5.8a.
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This means that the class of medial verbs too includes verbs taking different number
of arguments.

The indirect verb class includes the verb forms of which the logical subject gets
DAT marking and triggers the Set B agreement marker on the verb while the logical
object getsNOM and triggers the Set A agreement marker (see 2.5.10a, 2.5.10b):

2.5.10.EXAMPLE .

a. šen
2SG.DAT

pexburt-i
football-NOM

z.alian
very.much

g-i-q.var-s.
2BDAT.SG-PRV-love-3ANOM.SG

“You love football very much.”

b. me
1SG.DAT

otx-i
four-NOM

tv-is
month-GEN

lek.v-i
puppy-NOM

m-q.-av-s
1BDAT.SG-have-TS-3ANOM.SG

saxl-̌si.
house-in

“I have a four-month old puppy at home.”

However, according to these criteria, theTAM Series III forms of the transitive
verbs, having theDAT marked subject and triggering the Set B agreement marker (see
da-∅-u-mal-av-sin 2.5.11a), will also fall into the class of indirect verbs. Note that the
Aorist Indicative (TAM Series II) verb formda-∅-mal-a (2.5.11b) falls in the transitive
verb class by having theERG marked subject argument triggering a Set A agreement
affix and theNOM marked direct object argument triggering a set B agreement marker
in the Aorist Indicative (2.5.11b). The same way, the Present Indicative(TAM Series I)
verb form∅-mal-av-s(2.5.11c) also falls in the transitive verb class by having theNOM

marked subject argument triggering the Set A agreement marker and theDAT marked
direct object argument triggering a Set B agreement marker in the Present Indicative
(2.5.11c):

2.5.11.EXAMPLE .

a. elene-s
Elene-DAT

ana-s
Ana-GEN

tojina-∅
doll-NOM

bališ-is
pillow-GEN

kvěs
underneath

da-∅-u-mal-av-s.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-hide-TS-3ANOM.SG

“Elene has hidden Ana’s doll under the pillow.”

b. elene-m
Elene-ERG

ana-s
Ana-GEN

tojina-∅
doll-NOM

bališ-is
pillow-GEN

kvěs
underneath

da-∅-mal-a.
PV-3BNOM.SG-hide-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Elene hid Ana’s doll under the pillow.”
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c. elene-∅
Elene-NOM

ana-s
Ana-GEN

tojina-s
doll-DAT

bališ-is
pillow-GEN

kvěs
underneath

∅-mal-av-s.
3BDAT.SG-hide-TS-3ANOM.SG

“Elene is hiding Ana’s doll under the pillow.”

Therefore, in [Hew95b] the verb classes are designed in such a way that they obey
some formal (morphological and syntactic) constraints, such as having a certain case
and agreement marker in certainTAM paradigms. However, semantic/thematic char-
acteristics might not be shared by the verbs within one class in the classification. As
is illustrated above, as a result the verbs of different thematic composition either fall
into the same class or the same verb falls in different classes when put in differentTAM

paradigms (see 2.5.11a vs. 2.5.11b, 2.5.11a vs. 2.5.11c).42

Thus, the classifications suggested by [Har81] and [Hew95b] group verbs that share
common semantic parameters. However, since the main criteria for the classes are
formal, they contain few formally homogeneous but thematically different verbs. Or,
as in the case of [Hew95b], the same verb in differentTAM paradigms may even fall in
different verb classes according to the formal criteria.

2.5.3 The Verbs Relevant for Anaphoric Binding in Georgian

Since reflexives, reflexivization and binding from the inside will be looked at in this
dissertation, it is necessary to consider reciprocals as well. It is known that in some
languages reflexivization and reciprocity are associated with detransitivization. For
instance, to express a reciprocal relation in Russian, either a transitive verb43 has to
take a reciprocal pronoun as an object argument (2.5.12b vs. 2.5.12a)or the verb has
to be marked by a detransitivizing suffix-s’/-sja (cf. 2.5.12c vs. 2.5.12d):

2.5.12.EXAMPLE . (Russian detransitivizing reciprocal suffix-s’/-sja)

a. my
we.NOM

vstretili
met

druz-ej.
friends-ACC

“We met friends.”

b. my
we.NOM

vstretili
met

drug
each

drug-a.
other-ACC

“We met each other.”

c. my
we.NOM

vstretili-s’.
met-sja

“We met each other.”
42The last class of stative verbs which make a small group will not be discussed ([Hew95b, p. 396-

406] lists 71 such verbs in all). In the above, the four verb classes are enough to make clear that the
classification is based on formal rather than on purely semantic/thematic criteria.

43That the verb formvstretili in 2.5.12b is transitive can be checked by comparing 2.5.12a vs. 2.5.12b.
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d. *my
we.NOM

vstretili-s’
met-sja

drugdrug-a.
each.other-ACC

“We met each other.”

In Georgian, neither reciprocity nor reflexivization is associated with detransitiviza-
tion44 and the least number of arguments taken by a verb form, in order to express ei-
ther reflexivity or reciprocity, has to be more than one. Thus, it is necessary to consider
more-than-1-argument verbs. The huge number of verbs corresponding to 1-argument
unergatives, 1-argument unaccusatives, 1-argument passives and 1-argument weather
verbs, will simply be irrelevant, and are therefore left out of the discussion.

However, verb forms other than those having more than one agreement marker
should be considered as well. As the examples 2.5.6 or 2.5.13 illustrate, a verbform
may be marked by both Set A and Set B agreement affixes, but in fact takeonly one
argument. Such verb forms, with more than one agreement affixes but actually taking
one argument will not be considered either.

2.5.13.EXAMPLE .

a. (me)
1SG.DAT

m-civ-a.
1BDAT.SG-cold-3ANOM.SG

“I feel cold.” (cf. GermanMir ist kalt.)

b. (̌sen)
2SG.DAT

g-z.in-av-s.
2BDAT.SG-sleep-TS-3ANOM.SG

“You are sleeping.”

The fact that agreement affixes are not to be taken very seriously when choosing
more-than-1-argument verbs also becomes clear from the examples 2.2.3,2.2.4 where
there is the only agreement affix, but the verb form takes two arguments. Based only
on formal criteria (such as the number of agreement affixes on the verb form) this
would falsely exclude such verbs from more-than-1-argument verbs.The criterium
when choosing the “right” verb, thus, has to be the number of arguments taken, rather
than the number of the agreement affixes triggered by them.

The classifications of verbs offered by [Har81] and [Hew95b], based on morpho-
logical criteria may be confusing, because accepting those, verbs allowing reflexiviza-
tion in all the classes described might occur. The criteria on which the classifications
of verbs in [Har81] and [Hew95b] are based do not give a clear-cut division between

44Although Georgian has a verbal reflexive marker, the prefixi- (to be discussed in Subsection 4.4.2),
which is involved also in intransitive verbs like unaccusatives, unergatives and deponent verbs as well as
in synthetic passives (Subsection 4.4.3), taken alone does not make areflexive interpretation of a predicate
possible. The verb forms marked by the prefix, obligatorily require the involvement of a nominal reflexive,
which typically occupies an object position and selects the subject co-argument as an antecedent (see the
examples 3.5.16, 3.5.18, 3.5.20, 3.5.22). Thus, even the verbs forms marked by the reflexive prefixi- have
to take at least 2 arguments in order to get a reflexive interpretation.
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the verbs involved in reflexivization and reciprocity and those which are not. What
is needed for looking inside the reflexive as well as inside of reciprocalbinding, is
a division of the verbs into one-argument and more-than-one-argumentverbs without
considering the case and agreement marking patterns.

2.5.4 Conclusion

Section 2.5 dealt with the verb classes suitable for the reflexive and reciprocal binding
in Georgian. Subsection 2.5.2 offered an overview of the verb classes by [Har81] and
[Hew95b]. Both classifications are based on different morphological and/or syntactic
criteria, while the thematic composition of a verb is less relevant there. In Subsec-
tion 2.5.3 it was claimed that reflexives and reciprocals in Georgian can be realized
overtly as an argument only of those verbs which take more than one argument. Thus,
the classification of verbs that is needed for the reflexive/reciprocal binding in Georgian
has to be thematic/semantic rather than morphological and/or syntactic.

2.6 Summary

Chapter 2 dealt with some issues of Georgian morphosyntax that are important for
the discussion to come on the anaphoric binding in Georgian (see Chapters 3–7). After
having presented a plan of the chapter in Section 2.1, the issue of agreement marking in
Georgian was discussed in Section 2.2, which does not strictly show a subject vs. object
dichotomy but is dependent on such factors as theTAM Series, volition of the subject
argument and verb class. Section 2.3 dealt with theTAM Series and paradigms that
were later helpful when looking through the case and agreement marking patterns in
Georgian in Section 2.4. It was argued in Section 2.4 that Georgian is more accurately
analyzed as a language having a split between the nominative and the activealignment
according to the case and agreement marking, rather than as ergative or“split-ergative”.
In Section 2.5 there was an attempt to find out whether the classifications in the liter-
ature of verbs into verb classes might prove to be helpful when looking intothe verbs
involved in reflexive and reciprocal binding. The classifications of verbs in [Har81] and
[Hew95b] were presented, which are based mostly on formal criteria (while displaying
an overlap as far as the thematic structure of verbs is concerned). It was argued that
these classifications (or any possible other classifications focusing on formal but non-
thematic characteristics of verbs) will not lead to a straightforward grouping into verbs
that are involved in reflexive and reciprocal binding and verbs which are not. Instead,
there will be a focus on verbs taking more than one argument, irrespectiveof the for-
mal characteristics, rather than following any of the formal classifications and having
to deal with some large or small portions of verbs from each class there.

In Section 2.6 Chapter 2 is summarized and the focus is moved to the topic of
Chapter 3, which is the first of the rest of the chapters which are all concerned with the
syntax of reflexives and reciprocals in Georgian.



Chapter 3

Binding Issues in Georgian

3.1 Introduction

The goal of Chapter 3 is to introduce the problems of binding in Georgian to thereader,
and to outline the characteristics of reflexives and reciprocals. Section 3.2 gives a brief
overview of the literature on Georgian reflexives and reciprocals. Section 3.3 deals
with some basic concepts of the Government and Binding (GB) Theory according to
which Georgian reflexives and reciprocals will be evaluated in the remaining sections
in this chapter. In Section 3.4 the Georgian complex reflexive phrase consisting of
a nominal head (grammaticalized body-part nountav- “head”) preceded by a nominal
specifier (possessive pronoun) is considered. Section 3.5 deals with another reflexiviza-
tion strategy—the simple reflexive pronountav-which is diachronically related but, as
argued in this dissertation, synchronically distinct from thePOSS+tav-. Section 3.6 is
concerned with Georgian reciprocals. Section 3.7 contains a summary of thechapter.

3.2 Literature on Georgian Reflexives and Reciprocals

Specialist literature on Georgian reflexives and reciprocals producedby Georgian scho-
lars is mostly concerned with their morphological form and diachronic origin.For
instance, the largest investigation of the pronominal system of Georgian (and that of the
other Kartvelian languages and the dialects) by [Mar64a] is solely devotedto the form
and the origin of various classes of pronouns, among which are also reflexive possessive
pronouns, reflexive pronouns and reciprocals.1 [Sha73, p. 42-43] believes the reflexive
tav- to belong to the personal pronouns. However, [Sha73], to distinguishtav- from
other personal pronouns, calls the ”personal pronoun”tav- a reflexive too (uk.ukceviti
in the terminology of [Sha73]).2 In the Syntax of Modern Georgian[Kva96] various

1In the preface to [Mar64a] the author notes that it is unfortunate that two additional chapters on the
syntax of pronouns and word formation have been removed in the printing process because of the economy
of place.

2This view on thetav- being a personal pronoun seems to be shared by other Georgian linguists.
For instance, [Sar97] also includes reflexive pronouns among personal pronouns. This perspective on

41
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issues are discussed, among them types of sentences (simple vs. complex,affirmative
vs. interrogative vs. negative), parts of speech, functions of cases. However, anaphoric
dependencies or reference maintenance are not among those issues.

However, there are studies concerning the syntax of reflexives and reflexivization in
Georgian. The 1973 dissertation by Braithwaite [Bra73] uses the concept of tav-ization,
the operation which turns indirect and direct object into a phrase with a grammatical-
ized body-parttav- “head” as its head.3 Since the very phrase appears not only in
reflexive, but also in other contexts (for instance, inobject camouflagecases, see Sec-
tion 5.2), [Bra73] avoids calling (i) the use oftav- a pure reflexivization strategy, and
(ii) the operation involving the application oftav-a reflexivization process.

[Har81], a study in relational grammar, discusses reflexivization involving pronom-
inal tav- and possessive pronominaltavis-as its determiner. The pronominal reflexive
tav- is argued to be coreferent with the subject of its clause and thus, to serveas a
test for subjecthood. The singular and plural reflexive possessivepronounstavis-and
taviant-can be coreferent with any argument of the verb (whether it is subject, indirect
object or direct object) but not with postpositional phrases. In relational terms, this
means that reflexive possessives serve as a test for termhood.

[Har81] talks abouttav-reflexivization ([Har81, pp. 23-27]), while bringing exam-
ples with the pronominaltav- preceded by a determiner, a possessive pronoun (i.e.,
tavis- tav-). However, this dissertation will distingish between the two strategies—(i)
tav- pronominal preceded by a determiner, a possessive pronoun (i.e., thePOSS+tav-
reflexivization strategy) and (ii) thetav- pronominal alone, without a determiner, but
with the obligatory presence of the verbal reflexive markeri- in the verb form. It will
be argued that, although diachronically related, the two strategies are principally dif-
ferent (see Subsection 3.5.2 as well as subsections 4.3.2, 4.3.3 within the Reinhart and
Reuland Reflexivity Theory [RR93]).

The most recent paper [Apr03] also continues the Georgian tradition by calling
tav- a personal pronoun. Additionally, [Apr03] callstavis- and taviant- possessive
reflexives. However, it would be more precise to qualify them as reflexive possessives

Georgian reflexives as personal pronouns must be motivated by thecases in which the phrase headed
by tav- does not serve as a reflexive but as a 3rd person phrase, namely inobject camouflagecases (see
Section 5.2). The termobject camouflagefrom [Har81] is used for cases when a 3-argument verb takes
either a 1st or a 2nd person theme argument. Since any 3-argument verb form in Georgian is by default
coded for a 3rd person theme argument, the 1st and 2nd person themeargument cannot properly agree with
the verb. In order to overcome this, 1st or 2nd person theme arguments are camouflaged into 3rd person
phrases via a phrase headed by a grammaticalized body-part nountav- “head” preceded by a determiner,
a possessive pronoun (that is the phrase formally identical to the complex reflexivization strategy, namely,
the POSS+tav- phrase). The possessive makes reference to the person of the theme argument (of the
1st/2nd person) and the head of the phrasetav- functions as a 3rd person strategy making the whole
phrase a 3rd person phrase. Thus, by the headtav-, determined by a possessor of the 1st or 2nd person,
theme arguments of 3-argument verbs are camouflaged into 3rd person phrases in order to properly agree
with the 3-argument verb form (by the default form associated exclusively with the 3rd person theme
argument).

3The termtav-ization is used also in [Asa82] after [Bra73].
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rather than as possessive reflexives. The reason for this is that bothtavis- andtaviant-
are possessives just like the 1st person singular and plural possessive pronounšcem-,
čven-, 2nd person singular and plural possessive pronounsšen-, tkven-and 3rd person
singular and plural possessive pronounsmis-, mat- (Example 3.4.37). The difference
between the 3rd person singularmis-, pluralmat-and the 3rd person singulartavis- and
plural taviant- is that the former are simple possessives while the latter are reflexive
possessives (see Subsection 3.4.5).

[Apr03] considers the roottav-, on which both the “personal reflexive”tav- and
“possessive reflexive”tavis-, taviant-are based, to be borrowed from a nountav-i
“head”. Literature on grammaticalization in general and the works on grammatical-
ization of body-part nouns in particular (see [Mor72, Hei97, Mat99, Sch99, Hei99,
KS00b, K̈on01] among others) have successfully shown that languages never borrow
any element from one construction and take it into another. It is rather the case that
the use of the element gets extended into other construction(s). The roottav- came to
be used in different constructions, not because it was borrowed from the lexemetav-i
“head”, but because the lexeme became delexicalized and consequently grammatical-
ized and suitable for being used in those constructions.

Since the simpletav- often participates in idioms where it is difficult to speak of
canonical reflexivity (that is, binding between the subject and the object), [Apr03]
prefers to discuss the reflexive phrase with thetav- as a head and with a modifier, a
possessive pronoun. It is claimed in [Apr03] that “the wordtav-i alone is not enough
to express reflexivity.” However, contrary to [Apr03], it will be argued in this disserta-
tion that the simpletav- indeed is a reflexivization strategy. It is diachronically related
[AL02] but synchronically distinct from thePOSS+tav- reflexivization strategy (see
Subsection 3.5.2 as well as the subsections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3).

Furthermore, [Apr03] claims that thetav- never occurs as a subject. The present
dissertation will also show that indeed the simpletav- strategy can never appear as a
subject with a reflexive reading but only with its original body-part reading (Exam-
ple 4.3.22a, 4.3.22b). However, in this dissertation, it will be argued that thePOSS+tav-
reflexivization strategy can indeed appear as a subject argument of verbs (Chapter 7).
Georgian is not unique in having a reflexivization strategy marked by ergative as a
subject argument, since there are languages both in the areal (for instance, Dargwa
[Kib97], Bagwalal [Lju99b]) and beyond it (for instance, Basque [Art03], Modern
Greek [Ana99], Hungarian [Kis87], Nepali [BY00]) which show subject uses of re-
flexives as well.

3.3 Binding Conditions of the Government and Binding The-
ory

Binding Theory (BT) is one of the modules of theGovernment and Binding(GB) model
of grammar given in [Cho81, Cho82, Cho86]. Binding Theory is concerned with in-
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terpretive dependencies between nominal expressions and offers a set of grammatical
principles to explain these relations.

The main three grammatical principles,binding conditions, as presented in [Cho81]
are the following:

Condition A. An anaphor is bound in its Governing Category.

Condition B. A pronominal is free in its Governing Category.

Condition C. An R-expression is free.

Thus, within the Binding Theory, nominal expressions fall in either of thesethree
categories:anaphors, pronominalsandreferential expressions(R-expressions).4

Condition C will be discussed first. When an element isfree, it means that its
interpretation does not depend on anything else. For instance, the R-expressionJohnin
3.3.1 selects a particular referent from the discourse and is not dependent on any other
nominal expression(s) for its interpretation. Specifically,Johncannot depend onHe, or
in terms of Condition C,Johncannot be bound byHe. In this sense, the R-expressions
are free.

3.3.1.EXAMPLE .

He hoped that John could finish the chapter.

Anaphors areNPs that have no capacity for “inherent reference” [Cho81]. Reflex-
ives and reciprocals fall into this category, since they have no reference of their own
and are exclusively dependent on the interpretation of their antecedents.

Pronominals may depend on an antecedent, but it is not necessary for their inter-
pretation. Pronominals possess the phi-features: gender, number and person and they
may also have a case.

Since some types of reflexives may also share the same phi-features and case, it
is non-trivial to distinguish all anaphors and pronominals in terms of their inherent
features. Establishing such a distinction will not be attempted here (but see [Reu] for a
proposal). For current purposes it suffices to distinguish the two classes ofNPs on the
basis of the main crucial point—their distribution. The interpretation of both anaphors
and pronominals is dependent on their antecedent in the following way: the antecedent
of an anaphor has to be within a certain local domain (its governing category, as defined
below) while the antecedent of a pronominal has to be outside this local domain. For
instance, while the anaphorhimselfmust be bound by the subjectNP John in 3.3.2a,
the pronominalhim cannot be bound by the subjectJohnin 3.3.2b as it can only have
an antecedent outside this clause.

3.3.2.EXAMPLE .

a. John saw himself in the mirror.
4R-expressions are fully referential expressions, that is, not pronouns or anaphors.
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b. John saw him in the mirror.

The distributional properties of anaphors and pronominals are capturedby the Con-
dition A and Condition B of the Binding Theory. More formal definitions of the terms
boundandfree(or more preciselyA-boundandA-freeare given here:

3.3.3.DEFINITION.

α is A-bound byβ iff α andβ are coindexed,β c-commandsα (andβ is in an
A-position).

α is A-free iff it is not A-bound.

In order to understand the definitions it is necessary to know what it meansto be
coindexed, what is a c-command and what is anA-position.

Two elements are said to be coindexed if they share the same index. The coindexed
elements have to match in features. For instance, the two nominal expressionssuch as
Johnandhimselfare coindexed in 3.3.2a. The coidexed antecedentJohndetermines the
reference of the anaphorhimselfand the features such as gender, number and person
are shared by anaphor and antecedent (cf. the grammatical sentence in3.3.2a to the un-
grammatical sentences in 3.3.4a,b,c where the constraint on matching the grammatical
features is not met).

3.3.4.EXAMPLE .

a. *Johni saw herselfi in the mirror.

b. *Johni saw themselvesi in the mirror.

c. *Johni saw myselfi in the mirror.

An A-position, in contrast to A’-position, is a potential theta or Case position.It is
the position to which a theta-role can be assigned, that is the argument position. For
instance,He andJohnboth occupy an A-position in 3.3.1. As for the anaphorHimself
in 3.3.5, it does occupy a non-argument, thus, an A’-position:

3.3.5.EXAMPLE .

Himselfi Johni had always hated.

C-command or constituent-command is a structural relation between constituents.
According to [Rei76],β c-commandsα iff the first branching node dominatingβ dom-
inatesα.5 According to this definition, in the tree in Figure 3.1,β c-commandsα

5There is another definition of c-command by [AS83]:β c-commandsα iff every maximal projection
that dominatesβ also dominatesα.

“Dominates” means “comes above” in the tree reflecting the structural relations between the elements.
And “immediately dominates” means “comes immediately above” in the tree. For instance,γ dominates
everything in the tree in Figure 3.1—β, δ, ζ, ǫ andα. δ dominatesǫ andα but does not dominateζ.
β dominatesζ but does not dominate any of the other nodes in the tree. Nodes dominatedby the same
element are said to be “sisters”. Examples of such sister nodes are, thus,β andδ as well asǫ andα.
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γ

β δ

ζ ǫ α

Figure 3.1:β c-commandingα

because the first branching node dominatingβ, which isγ, dominatesα. Furthermore,
according to the definition,β c-commands everything below the nodeγ.6 Namely,β
c-commandsδ andǫ as well because the first branching node dominatingβ, which is
γ, also dominatesδ andǫ. Theδ itself can c-commandβ and the node dominated by
β, namelyζ, because the first branching node dominatingδ, which isγ, also dominates
β andζ. However, none of theα or ǫ can c-commandβ because the first branching
node dominatingα andǫ, which isδ, does not dominateβ. Similarly, ζ is unable to
c-commandǫ, α or δ because the first branching node dominatingζ, which isβ, does
not dominateǫ, α or δ.7

Assuming that the structure of the transitive verbs have a direct object asan internal
argument of theVP, the verb phrase, while the subject as an external argument and the
specifier of theIP, the inflectional phrase, in the example (3.3.1) theNP John is c-
commanding theNP the chapter(Figure 3.2) but not the other way around.

In binding, the notion of c-command is crucial. For an anaphor to satisfy condition
A it means that it is not only c-commanded by an antecedent but the structural relation
has to hold in a certain domain, a governing category.

The examples like 3.3.6 and 3.3.7b suggest that in English, such local domain has to
be a clause. In these cases, reflexives and reciprocals have to be bound in a sufficiently
local domain, by a clause-mate constituent. For instance, the reflexivehimselfin 3.3.2a
is bound by theNP John, because the former is c-commanded by the latter and the two
nominal expressions are coindexed. If an anaphor and its antecedentare not clause-
mates this often results in ungrammaticality (that is, the reflexive in the lower clause
bound by an antecedent in the higher clause (Example 3.3.6)):

3.3.6.EXAMPLE .

Johni thinks that Peterj saw himself
∗i/j in the mirror.

6Note however that a node does not c-command itself or material it dominates, but rather c-commands
its sister node and everything the sister node dominates. Thus, in the tree in Figure 3.1 the nodeβ c-
commands everything but itself and the nodeζ dominated byβ.

7Under the definition of c-command by [Rei76], sister nodes c-commandeach other. Whichever is
chosen among the sister nodes, the first branching node dominating thatsister node dominates also the
other sister node.
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IP

NP I’

John I VP

-s V’

V NP

read the chapter

Figure 3.2: Transitive clause.

As for the pronominals, their antecedent has to be non-local. For instance, the
pronominalhim if bound by a local binder is ungrammatical as can be seen in 3.3.7a
and 3.3.7b:

3.3.7.EXAMPLE .

a. *Johni saw himi in the mirror.

b. Johni thinks that Peterj saw himi/∗j in the mirror.

However, other examples like 3.3.8, show clearly that the binding domain is not
merely the clause containing the anaphor. The minimal clause [himselfi to be clever]
in 3.3.8, which is an infinitival clause, contains just the anaphorhimself. If the minimal
clause is to be the governing category, according to Condition A, the anaphor has to be
bound in the minimal clause included in the square brackets in 3.3.8. However,in that
minimal clause the anaphor is not bound, and even though it is free, the whole sentence
is still grammatical.

3.3.8.EXAMPLE . (From [Cho95, p. 101])

Johni believes[himselfi to be clever].

This kind of evidence brings up the question as to what is a binding domain for
English anaphors. Examples such as 3.3.8 illustrate that the reflexive should be gov-
erned and case-marked from outside the minimal clause, namely by the verbbelieve.
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Such examples allow an extension of the notion of binding domain by allowing gov-
ernors8 of anaphors to be included in such a domain. By making such an extension
the binding domain in 3.3.8 will include the governor of the anaphor, which is theverb
believe. And within the extended binding domain, the anaphor is bound by the subject
of the clause containing the governor, that is theNP John.

Some other pieces of evidence like the one in 3.3.9 illustrating the reflexive bound
by the subject of theNP suggests that subjects should also be allowed to determine the
domain in which a reflexive can be bound.9

3.3.9.EXAMPLE .

Mary believes [NPJohni ’s characterization of himselfi ].

Let the agreement properties (AGR) of the subject of finite clauses be referred to as
SUBJECT. The data above illustrated the importance of having subjects (or in pro-drop
languages the corresponding agreement of finite clauses,AGR) determine a binding
domain. Following from this, the domain otherwise called a governing categorywill
be defined formally as follows:

The governing category forα is the minimal domain containingα, α’s
governor and an accessible10 subject/SUBJECT.

Underα, in the definition of governing category, both anaphors and pronominals
can be implied. Both for anaphors and pronominals the governing categoryis the mini-
mal domain containing them, their governor and a subject/SUBJECTaccessible to them.
The difference between anaphors and pronominals however, is that theformer have to
be bound in that domain (Condition A) while the latter must be free there (Condition B).

In the following sections, (3.4, 3.5 and 3.6) it will be shown that correspondingly
the Georgian complex reflexive phrasePOSS+tav-, the simple reflexivetav- and the
reciprocalsertmanet-andertimeore-are anaphors in the sense that they must be locally
bound.

8Governors are the lexical heads (A, N, V, P) and tensed I. One of the formal definitions ofgovernment
is as follows:
X governs Y iff
(i) X is either of the category A, N, V, P, I;
or
X and Y are coindexed;
(ii) X c-commands Y;
(iii) no barrier (i.e., a maximal projection) intervenes between X and Y;
(iv) there is no Z such that Z satisfies (i), (ii), (iii) and X c-commands Z.

9TheNP in the [Spec,NP] is considered to be the subject of anNP in 3.3.9, analogously to the subject
NPs of a clause occupying the specifier of theIP position (i.e., [Spec,IP]).

10In order for a subject/SUBJECTto be accessible for an anaphor the co-indexation of the two should
not violate any grammatical principles [Cho81].
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3.4 The Complex Reflexive Phrase POSS+tav-

3.4.1 Introduction

Section 3.4 considers the Georgian complex reflexive phrase consisting of a nominal
head (grammaticalized body-part nountav- “head”) preceded by a nominal specifier
(possessive pronoun), henceforth,POSS+tav-. The following subsections deal with dif-
ferent issues concerning the complex reflexivePOSS+tav-: Subsection 3.4.2 discusses
the locality issue; Subsection 3.4.3 illustrates the partial lack of the influence ofthe
word order on binding; Subsection 3.4.4 examines Georgian data through afew tests for
identifying relations between arguments, like asymmetric c-command between the sub-
ject and direct object, or between the indirect and direct objects; Section3.4.5 discusses
the determiner of the complex reflexive phrase, which can be represented by simple
possessive pronouns, complex possessive pronouns or the possessivesak.utar- “own”;
Subsection 3.4.6 offers examples of the complex reflexivePOSS+tav- itself serving as
a determiner; In Subsection 3.4.7 conclusions will be drawn.

3.4.2 Domain and C-Command

As was mentioned before, Georgian uses a complex reflexive phrase witha nominal
head preceded by a nominal specifier (abbreviated asPOSS+tav-). The head represents a
grammaticalized body-part noun for “head” while the specifier is a possessive pronoun.
The literal translation of the phrasePOSS+tav- is “one’s head”. However, since it does
not have the meaning of a body-part in reflexive constructions anymore(see [Sha73,
Har81] among others) it will be referred to asself in glosses whenever necessary.

Example 3.4.1a illustrates the reflexive phrasetavis tav-sin the lower clause, which
cannot be bound by an antecedent in the matrix clausemam-iko-s. Thus, similar to Eng-
lish, the Georgian anaphoricPOSS+tav- in an A-position must be bound in its governing
category:

3.4.1.EXAMPLE .

a. mam-iko-si

father-DIM -DAT

∅-u-xar-i-a,
3BDAT.SG-PRV-be.glad-TS-3ANOM.SG

rom
that

ana-∅j

Ana-NOM

[tavis 11

3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s]
∗i/j

self-DAT

k.argad
well

∅-u-vl-i-s.
3BDAT.SG-PRV-take.care-TS-3ANOM.SG

Lit.: Daddy he.is.glad.of.it that Ana self’s self well she.takes.care.of.him/her

“Daddy is glad that Ana takes care of herself/*him well.”

11Throughout this dissertation the determiner of the reflexive phrase,tavis, in dative is always given as
a bare stem. TheDAT case marker-s is lost because of the final consonant of the stem. However, in other
cases the marker for the determiner is always present, like in (i). The marker on the determiner is present
even inDAT with the obligatory presence of a cliticized focus particle to the determiner like in(ii):
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b. iliai

Ilia.NOM

pikrobs,
he.thinks

rom
that

gia-sj

Gia-DAT

sjera,
he.believes

k.axa-sk

Kakha-DAT

surs,
he.wants

bakar-isl

Bakar-GEN

z.ma-mm

brother-ERG

akos
he.praises.SUBJ.him

[tav-is-i
self’s-NOM

tav-i]
∗i/∗j/∗k/∗l/m .

self-NOM

“Ilia i thinks that Giaj believes [that] Kakhak wants [that] Bakarl ’s brotherm praises
him-
self

∗i/∗j/∗k/∗l/m .”

The same applies to 3.4.1b, where the reflexive phrasetavis-i tav-i in the lower
clause can have only the local, clause-mate antecedentz.ma-mbut no other theoreti-
cally possible noun phrases (such ask.axa-s, gia-s, ilia ) from the upper clauses. Thus,
the reflexive phrase in Georgian can not function as along distance anaphor[And86]
which is possible for the reflexive, for instance, in Icelandic (Example 3.4.2):

3.4.2.EXAMPLE . (Icelandic, from [Thr76])

Jóni

John
segir
says

aδ
that

Maŕıa
Maria

elski
loves.SUBJ

SIGi .
self

“John says that Maria loves him.”

The fact that the specifierbakar-isof the NP bakar-is z.ma-mis unable to serve as
an antecedent for the reflexive phrasetav-is-i tav-i in 3.4.1b illustrates that Georgian
reflexives require not only a clause-mate, but also a c-commanding antecedent.12

It is well-known that Englishhimselfcan have a logophoric use (Example 3.4.3):

3.4.3.EXAMPLE . (Examples of logophors from [KS97, p. 100])

a. On behalf of myself and USAir, we would like to thank you (...)

b. Anyone but yourself would have noticed the change.

c. There are groups for people like yourself.

i. ana-m
Ana-ERG

∅-a-k-o
3BNOM.SG-PRV-praise-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

tavis-i/
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

*tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-i.
self-NOM

“Ana praised herself.”

ii. ana-∅
Ana-NOM

tavis-s-a-ve/
3REFL.POSS.SG-dat-EV-FOC

*tavis-a-ve/
3REFL.POSS.SG-EV-FOC

*tavis-ve
3REFL.POSS.SG-FOC

tav-s
self-DAT

∅-a-k-eb-s.
3BDAT.SG-PRV-praise-TS-3ANOM.SG

“Ana praises herself.”

12For the definitions of c-command by [Rei76] and [AS83] see Section 3.3and Footnote 5 given there.
In structural terms,z.ma-min 3.4.1b c-commands the anaphortav-is-i tav-ibut bakar-is, which is a speci-
fier, does not c-command the anaphor; therefore, only the first canbe the antecedent of the anaphor.
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As is illustrated in Example 3.4.4 the Georgian complex anaphor cannot be used
logophorically:

3.4.4.EXAMPLE .

a. *[čem-i
1POSS.SG-NOM

tav-is]
self-GEN

da
and

rekt.or-is
head.of.a.university-GEN

saxel-it
name-INST

∅-e-c.v-i-e
2ANOM.SG-PRV-visit-TS-AOR.INDIC13

universit.et.-is
university-GEN

st.amba-s.
printing.house-DAT

“On behalf of myself and the head of the university visit the university printing
house.”

b. *[šen-i
2POSS.SG-NOM

tav-is]
self-GEN

garda
except

nebismier-i
anybody-NOM

še-∅-a-mčn-ev-s
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-notice-TS-3ANOM.SG

p.rezident.-is
president-GEN

uvicoba-s-a
ignorance-DAT-EV

da
and

p.olit.ik.ur
political

sibece-s.
cross.eye-DAT

“Anyone but yourself will notice the presidents ignorance and being politically
cross eyed.”

c. *[šen-i
2POSS.SG-NOM

tav-is]
self-GEN

msgavs-i
alike-NOM

xalx-is-a-tvis
people-GEN-EV-for

dikt.at.or-s
dictator-DAT

q.oveltvis
always

mo-∅-e-z.ebn-eb-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-search-TS-3ANOM.SG

ert-i
one-NOM

sak.an-i.
prison.cell-NOM

Lit.: For people like yourself there can always be searched a prison cellby the
dictator

“For people like yourself the dictator always has a prison cell.”

Therefore, the Georgian reflexive phrase must be bound in a local domain by a c-
commanding antecedent and can never be used as a long-distance anaphor (3.4.1) or in
logophoric contexts (3.4.4).

3.4.3 Binding and Word Order

Movement of anNP within a clause is referred to as scrambling [Mah90].14 Georgian
shows different possible orderings of constituents within a clause.15 There is a question

13For the 2nd person imperative Georgian uses the Aorist Indicative form (3.4.4a) while for the 1st and
3rd person imperative the subjunctive forms are used. See Footnote 8in Chapter 2.

14On free word order and scrambling see also [Sai85, Miy97, SF98, BT98] among others.
15In the literature Georgian is often referred to as aSOV language with free word order. There has not

been conducted extensive research on the modern spoken (or evenwritten (literary or media)) language
of the last two decades (except some prescriptive studies). However, one of the most extensive studies
of word order available, [Apr86], based on the literary prose of the second half of the XIX century up
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whether the reorderings illustrate A-movement (or in other words a movementto an A-
position) or A’-movement (i.e., a movement to an A’-position).

For some languages, scrambling is considered to be an A’-movement because in
those languages it does not have an effect on binding relations. For instance in Al-
banian, a binding relation between a quantifier and a pronoun holds both withand
without a scrambled object over the subject (cf. 3.4.5a vs. 3.4.5b):

3.4.5.EXAMPLE . (From [Mas92] cited in [McG99b])

a. Secili
each

djalë
boy.DAT

[i
CL

kujtohet
remembers

baba
father

i
his.NOM

tij].

“Each boy remembers his father.”

b. [baba
father

i tij]
his.NOM

[i
CL

kujtohet
remembers

[Secili
each

djalë
boy.DAT

[t]]].

“Each boy remembers his father.”

However, in other languages scrambling is A-movement, since there it has effect
on binding relations. For instance in Korean, in the unscrambled structure,a wh-object
is not able to bind a pronoun embedded in the subject. However, when thereis a
scrambling of the object over the subject, the binding relation between the arguments
holds (cf. 3.4.6a vs. 3.4.6b):

3.4.6.EXAMPLE . (From [FLR96] cited in [McG99b])

a. *[pro chinkwu]-ka
friend-NOM

[nwukwu-lul
who-ACC

paypanhaiss-ni]?
betrayed-Q

“Whoi did hisi friend betray?”

to the 80’s of the XX century, and specifically focusing on simple clause structure, offers important data.
According to [Apr86, p. 57], the total number of 2169 clauses examined, with a verb (V) taking a subject
(S) and a direct object (DO), 1010 (46,56%) illustrate theSDOV order while 626 (28,86%) of them show
SVDO order. When a 2-argument verb takes an indirect object (IO) instead of a direct one (DO), again, the
orderSIOV is more frequent, 346 clauses (43,19%) out of the examined total 801 and the orderSVIO—in
182 (22,72%) [Apr86, p. 58]. In the total number of 438 simple clauses with a verb taking a subject, an
indirect and a direct objects, the ordersSDOVIO andSIODOV are of the highest, though almost of the same,
frequency. Namely,SDOVIO is exemplified in 112 cases (25,57%) and theSIODOV in 110 cases (25,11%)
(see [Apr86, p. 62]). Note that in this dissertation, in most of the examples of 3-argument verbs that are
given, the orderSIODOV seems to be neutral, while the other ones have a contrastive focus reading for
the argument in the pre-verbal position. As for 2-argument verbs, the SVO order is used (rather thanSOV,
as in [Nas95]) because it seems to be neutral. Similar to 3-argument verbs, the ones with 2 arguments,
other thanSVO, also get a contrastive focus reading for the constituent placed in pre-verbal position. Free
word order will not be further explored here. Some changes have occurred since the last 50–60 years,
both in morphology and syntax of Georgian (see for instance, [Ami04b]and [AG05]) and the results of
the statistical research on highly conservative literary language of the 1850’s–1980’s reported in [Apr86]
might prove to be different from today’s spoken as well as the written language.
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b. nwukwu-lul
who-ACC

[pro chinkwu]-ka
friend-NOM

[t paypanhaiss-ni]?
betrayed-Q

“Whoi did hisi friend betray?”

As argued by [McG99a], like Korean, Georgian is also a language illustrating A-
scrambling. The unscrambled objectnino-sin 3.4.7a cannot bind a possessive anaphor
tavis-embedded in the subject. Note, however that the scrambled object in 3.4.7b can
do so:

3.4.7.EXAMPLE . (From [McG99a])

a. *tavis-ii
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

deida-∅
aunt-NOM

nino-si
Nino-DAT

∅-xat.-av-s.
3BDAT.SG-draw-TS-3ANOM.SG

“Heri aunt is drawing Ninoi .”

b. nino-si
Nino-DAT

tavis-ii
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

deida-∅
aunt-NOM

∅-xat.-av-s.
3BDAT.SG-draw-TS-3ANOM.SG

“Heri aunt is drawing Ninoi .”

[McG04] puts forward an example of an A-scrambled direct object overan indirect
one in a double-object construction. As [McG04] argues, in Georgian,the direct ob-
ject bav̌sv-i in 3.4.8a cannot bind a reflexive possessortavis-embedded in the indirect
object, unless it A-scrambles above the indirect object, as in 3.4.8b:

3.4.8.EXAMPLE . (From [McG04])

a. *nino-m
Nino-ERG

[tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

deda-s]
aunt-DAT

bav̌sv-i
child-NOM

∅-a-nax-a.
3BDAT.SG-PRV-see-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Nino showed the childi to itsi mother.”

b. nino-m
Nino-ERG

bav̌sv-i
child-NOM

[tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

deda-s]
aunt-DAT

∅-a-nax-a.
3BDAT.SG-PRV-see-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Nino showed the childi to itsi mother.”

An example of an A-scrambled indirect object over a subject is given below. Al-
though in Georgian the unscrambled objectgela-sin 3.4.9a cannot bind the anaphoric
possessivetavis-maembedded in subject, the scrambled object in 3.4.9b can do so.
Thus, scrambling in Georgian does create new binding relations and could therefore
qualify as A-scrambling:

3.4.9.EXAMPLE .
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a. *tavis-mai
3REFL.POSS.SG-ERG

da-m
sister-ERG

gela-si
Gela-DAT

c.eril-i
letter-NOM

mi-s-cer-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-write-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Gelai ’s sister wrote himi a letter.”

b. gela-si
Gela-DAT

tavis-mai
3REFL.POSS.SG-ERG

da-m
sister-ERG

c.eril-i
letter-NOM

mi-s-cer-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-write-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Gelai ’s sister wrote himi a letter.”

This is true when the anaphoric possessivetavis- is embedded in an argumentNP

(3.4.9a vs. 3.4.9b). However, the complex reflexive phrasePOSS+tav-shows no change
in binding relations with various reorderings of constituents, except the difference in
contrastive focus reading chracteristic to the scrambled version (see 3.4.10b). Whether
there is an unscrambled direct object (3.4.10a) or a scrambled one (3.4.10b), the result
is grammatical, unless the reflexive ends up in subject position (cf. 3.4.11a vs. 3.4.11b).
Note that the scrambling of the direct object in 3.4.11b does not create a newbinding
relation and the sentence is as ungrammatical as the unscrambled one in 3.4.11a. What
the examples 3.4.10 and 3.4.11 illustrate is that it is the nominative, i.e. the subject
argument which can serve as an antecedent for a reflexive, but notthe dative, i.e. the
direct object argument.16

3.4.10.EXAMPLE . (Present Indicative,TAM Series I)

a. k.ac-ii
man-NOM

∅-a-k-eb-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-praise-TS-3ANOM.SG

[tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s]i .
self-DAT

“The man praises himself.”

b. [tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s]i
self-DAT

∅-a-k-eb-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-praise-TS-3ANOM.SG

k.ac-ii .
man-NOM

“The man praisesHIMSELF.”

3.4.11.EXAMPLE . (Present Indicative,TAM Series I)

a. *[tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]i
self-NOM

∅-a-k-eb-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-praise-TS-3ANOM.SG

k.ac-si .
man-DAT

“The man praises himself.”

b. *k.ac-si
man-DAT

∅-a-k-eb-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-praise-TS-3ANOM.SG

[tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]i .
self-NOM

“The man praises himself.”
16Certain verbs and verb readings in Georgian do allow reflexives and reciprocals in subject function.

The phenomenon of having anaphors in subject function in Georgian aswell as in some other languages
is discussed in Chapter 7.
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Even if the case marking of arguments is different depending on aTAM Series,
verb class or volition,17 the reflexive is a direct object having a subject argument as
an antecedent for 2-argument verbs. For instance, in the Aorist Indicative, transitive
verbs take anERG subject and aNOM direct object. Irrespective of what the order of
the arguments in a sentence is, it is only the nominative argument, i.e. the direct object,
that can be realized as a reflexive. Furthermore, and it is the ergative,i.e., the subject
argument, which can serve as an antecedent for a reflexive (cf. 3.4.12a vs. 3.4.13a,
3.4.12b vs. 3.4.13b).18

3.4.12.EXAMPLE . (Aorist Indicative (or Simple Past),TAM Series II)

a. k.ac-mai
man-ERG

∅-a-k-o
3BNOM.SG-PRV-praise-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

[tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]i .
self-NOM

“The man praised himself.”

b. [tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]i
self-NOM

∅-a-k-o
3BNOM.SG-PRV-praise-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

k.ac-mai .
man-ERG

“The man praisedHIMSELF.”

3.4.13.EXAMPLE . (Aorist Indicative (or Simple Past),TAM Series II)

a. *[tavis-ma
3REFL.POSS.SG-ERG

tav-ma]i
self-ERG

∅-a-k-o
3BNOM.SG-PRV-praise-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

k.ac-ii .
man-NOM

“The man praised himself.”

b. *k.ac-ii
man-NOM

∅-a-k-o
3BNOM.SG-PRV-praise-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

[tavis-ma
3REFL.POSS.SG-ERG

tav-ma]i .
self-ERG

“The man praised himself.”

As is illustrated by the subject experiencer verbs and non-volitional readings of
transitive verbs19 as well, the object argument can be realized as a reflexive, but the

17For the role of theTAM characteristics, verb class and volition for the case as well as for the agreement
marking in Georgian see Subsection 2.4.2.

18As was already mentioned, certain verbs and verb readings or certain special contexts in Georgian
allow reflexives and reciprocals in subject function. See Chapter 7.

19In Georgian the subject experiencer verbs and transitive verbs on a non-volitional reading take aDAT

subject and theNOM object in any of the threeTAM Series (cf. 3.4.14a vs. 3.4.10a, 3.4.16a vs. 3.4.10a).
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subject argument cannot (cf. 3.4.14a vs. 3.4.15a, 3.4.14b vs. 3.4.15b,3.4.16a vs.
3.4.17a, 3.4.16b vs. 3.4.17b):

3.4.14.EXAMPLE . (Present Indicative,TAM Series I)

a. mei
1SG.DAT

m-z.ul-s
1BDAT.SG-hate-3ANOM.SG

[čem-i
1POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]i .
self-NOM

“I hate myself.”

b. [čem-i
1POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]i
self-NOM

m-z.ul-s
1BDAT.SG-hate-3ANOM.SG

mei .
1SG.DAT

“I hate MYSELF.”

3.4.15.EXAMPLE . (Present Indicative,TAM Series I)

a. *[čem-s
1POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s]i
self-DAT

v-z.ul-var
1ANOM.SG-hate-COP1(=CLNOM.SG)

mei .
1SG.NOM

“I hate myself.”

b. *mei
1SG.NOM

v-z.ul-var
1ANOM.SG-hate-COP1(=CLNOM.SG)

[čem-s
1POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s]i .
self-DAT

“I hate myself.”

3.4.16.EXAMPLE . (Aorist Indicative (or Simple Past),TAM Series II)

a. mei
1SG.DAT

šemo-m-e-lanz.γ-a
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-hate-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

[čem-i
1POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]i .
self-NOM

“I cursed myself unintentionally.”

b. [čem-i
1POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]i
self-NOM

šemo-m-e-lanz.γ-a
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-hate-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

mei .
1SG.DAT

“I cursedMYSELF.”

3.4.17.EXAMPLE . (Aorist Indicative (or Simple Past),TAM Series II)

a. *[čem-s
1POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s]i
self-DAT

šemo-v-e-lanz.γ-e
PV-1ANOM.SG-PRV-hate-AOR.INDIC

mei .
1SG.NOM

“I cursed myself unintentionally.”

b. *mei
1SG.NOM

šemo-v-e-lanz.γ-e
PV-1ANOM.SG-PRV-hate-AOR.INDIC

[čem-s
1POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s]i .
self-DAT

“I cursed myself unintentionally.”
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Note that the binding relations in the examples above are not disrupted either,
considering the 3 argument verbs, which show all kinds of reorderingsfor their con-
stituents. This means that the scrambling in 3-argument verbs, just like in 2-argument
verbs, is an instance of A’-scrambling. As the 3-argument structures below also illus-
trate, pre-movement hierarchical relations are preserved. For instance, in 3-argument
structures an indirect object cannot be bound by a direct object irrespective of what
the order of the arguments is. Whether the direct object follows the indirectobject
(3.4.18a, 3.4.19a, 3.4.20a, 3.4.21a) or precedes it (3.4.18b, 3.4.19b, 3.4.20b, 3.4.21b),
an indirect object can never be given as a reflexive phrase bound by a direct object, this
can only be done by a subject. Thus, if the reflexive phrase is an indirect object, it can
never select a lower argument, like the direct object as an antecedent, but only a higher
one, like the subject argument. This illustrates the asymmetry between the indirect and
direct object arguments, with the indirect object being hierarchically higher.

3.4.18.EXAMPLE .

a. me
1SG.ERG

bakar-si
Bakar.DAT

[tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]i
self-NOM

aγ-v-u-c.er-e.
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-describe-AOR.INDIC

Lit.: I to.Bakar himself described

“I described Bakar to himself.”

b. me
1SG.ERG

[tavis-i
Bakar.DAT

tav-i]i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

bakar-si
self-NOM

aγ-v-u-c.er-e.
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-describe-AOR.INDIC

Lit.: I himself to.Bakar described

“I described Bakari to himselfi (not, for instance, Gelaj to himselfj ).”

3.4.19.EXAMPLE .

a. *me
1SG.ERG

[tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s]i
self-DAT

bakar-ii
Bakar-NOM

aγ-v-u-c.er-e.
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-describe-AOR.INDIC

Lit.: I to.himself Bakar described

“I described Bakar to himself.”

b. *me
1SG.ERG

bakar-ii
Bakar-NOM

[tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s]i
self-DAT

aγ-v-u-c.er-e.
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-describe-AOR.INDIC
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Lit.: I Bakar to.himself described

“I described Bakar to himself (not to somebody else).”

3.4.20.EXAMPLE .

a. giorgi-mi

Giorgi-ERG

bakar-sj
Bakar-DAT

[tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]i/∗j
self-NOM

da-∅-u-xat.-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-draw/paint-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: Giorgi for.Bakar himself drew/painted

“Giorgii drew/painted himselfi for Bakar
∗i/j .”

b. giorgi-mi

Giorgi-ERG

[tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]i/∗j
self-NOM

bakar-sj
Bakar-DAT

da-∅-u-xat.-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-draw/paint-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: Giorgi for.Bakar himself drew/painted

“Giorgii drew/painted himselfi/∗j for BAKAR j .”

3.4.21.EXAMPLE .

a. giorgi-mi

Giorgi-ERG

[tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s]i/∗j
self-DAT

bakar-ij
Bakar-NOM

da-∅-u-xat.-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-draw/paint-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: Giorgi for.himself Bakar drew/painted

“Giorgii drew/painted Bakarj for himselfi/∗j ”.”

b. giorgi-mi

Giorgi-ERG

bakar-ij
Bakar-NOM

[tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s]i/∗j
self-DAT

da-∅-u-xat.-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-draw/paint-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: Giorgi Bakar for.himself drew/painted

“Giorgii drew/painted Bakari for HIMSELFi/∗j .”

Notice that in case all the three arguments of a 3-argument verb are 3rd person
and there can be a binding relation between any two of the three arguments, Georgian
differentiates between binding between the subject and direct object on the one hand,
and binding between the object arguments on the other hand. If there is a binding
between the subject and a direct object, the reflexive phrase has a 3rdperson reflexive
possessivetavis-as a determiner (Example 3.4.20a), while in the binding between the
objects, a simple possessivemis-acts as a determiner (3.4.22a):
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3.4.22.EXAMPLE .

a. giorgi-mi

Giorgi-ERG

bakar-sj
Bakar-DAT

[mis-i
3POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]
∗i/j

self-NOM

da-∅-u-xat.-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-draw/paint-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: Giorgi for.Bakar himself drew/painted

“Giorgii drew/painted Bakarj for him
∗i/j .”

b. giorgi-mi

Giorgi-ERG

[mis-i
3POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]
∗i/∗j

self-NOM

bakar-sj
Bakar-DAT

da-∅-u-xat.-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-draw/paint-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: Giorgi himself for.Bakar drew/painted

“Giorgii drew/painted Bakarj for HIM
∗i/∗j .”

If it is taken into account that normally, word order changes do not affect the gram-
maticality of sentences (cf. for instance, 3.4.18a vs. 3.4.18b, 3.4.20a vs. 3.4.20b,
3.4.21a vs. 3.4.21b), then, in cases with the simple possessivemis-as a determiner of
the reflexive phrase, the order of object arguments with preceding direct object is bad
(Example 3.4.22b). If there is a binding relation between the object argumentsas is the
case in 3.4.22a, it cannot be maintained when the direct object gets scrambled over the
indirect object (3.4.22b).20 Thus, the direct object anaphormis- tav-in 3.4.22a, which
is coindexed exclusively with the indirect object, cannot maintain the binding relation
when it is scrambled over the indirect object in 3.4.22b. Thus, the scramblingcannot
be qualified as A’-movement in this case but it should be categorized as A-movement.

The sentences in 3.4.18a vs. 3.4.19a, 3.4.18b vs. 3.4.19b, 3.4.20a vs. 3.4.21a,
3.4.20b vs. 3.4.21b suggest that, irrespective of the word order of arguments, the re-
flexive phrase takes a higher syntactic constituent than the reflexive phrase itself as its
antecedent. Thus, whether or not the anaphoric phrase is allowed doesnot depend on
the linear order, but on the hierarchy between the arguments. The indirect object reflex-
ive is not c-commanded by the direct object, irrespective of the order ofthe constituents.
Therefore, the indirect object cannot be bound by the direct object.

20The sentence in 3.4.22b is grammatical only under a body-part reading (see (i) below) and even that
is only possible when the possessor of the body-part is distinct from the referent of both the subject and
the object arguments:

i. giorgi-mi

Giorgi-ERG

[mis-i
∗i/∗j/k

3POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]
self/head-NOM

bakar-sj
Bakar-DAT

da-∅-u-xat.-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-draw/paint-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: Giorgi his head for.Bakar drew/painted

“Giorgii drew/painted his
∗i/∗j/k head forBAKAR j .”
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It is important to note that there is nothing wrong with the indirect object position
itself. A reflexive phrase in the indirect object position is perfectly grammatical when
it is co-indexed with the subject of the verb (see the examples 3.4.21, 3.4.23).

3.4.23.EXAMPLE .

a. giorgi-mi

Giorgi-ERG

[tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s]i/∗j
self-DAT

bakar-ij
Bakar-NOM

aγ-∅-u-c.er-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-describe-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: Giorgi to.himself Bakar described

“Giorgii described Bakarj to himselfi/∗j .”

b. giorgi-mi

Giorgi-ERG

bakar-ij
Bakar-NOM

[tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s]i/∗j
self-DAT

aγ-∅-u-c.er-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-describe-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: Giorgi Bakar to.himself described

“Giorgii described Bakarj to himselfi/∗j .”

Binding relations do not depend on case morphology either. Although the case
of the reflexive phrase in 3.4.21b and 3.4.23b is the same as in 3.4.24 (namely,DAT),
Example 3.4.24 is grammatical, while the sentences in 3.4.21b and 3.4.23b are un-
grammatical when the object arguments are co-indexed. Obviously, it in notthe case
marking of the reflexives that causes their ungrammaticality but their position.The
antecedent for the reflexive in 3.4.21b and 3.4.23b, is the direct object that gives rise to
the Principle A violation. As for the antecedent for the reflexive in 3.4.24, itoccupies
a higher position than the reflexive itself and therefore it does not causea violation:

3.4.24.EXAMPLE .

bakar-ii
Bakar-NOM

[tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s]i
self-DAT

da-∅-a-k.vir-d-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-observe-INTR-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

sark.e-̌si.
mirror-in

Lit.: Bakar.NOM [self’s self].DAT observed in the mirror

“Bakar observed himself in the mirror.”

Thus, it was shown that in most cases, binding relations are unaffected by either
case morphology (being dependent on the tense, aspect, mood, verb class and volition
(Subsection 2.4.2)) or word order. The facts presented in this section, illustrate that
binding is sensitive to the hierarchy between constituents.

In the next subsection it will be discussed whether Georgian shows subject vs.
object asymmetry using a number of tests, such as quantifier variable binding, weak
crossover, Principle C effects and superiority effects.
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3.4.4 S/O Asymmetries

A Short Introduction

The tests that were used originally to determine a c-command relation between the
goal and the theme in English [BL86], can be put forward here, in orderto identify
the relation between the subject and object. However, such tests as theEach... the
other construction andnegative polarity itemscannot be used for Georgian, since in
reciprocals both the distributor and the reciprocator are encoded as oneword (see Sub-
section 3.6.2) and the conditions on polarity are different for English and Georgian.

Although the Anaphors/Reciprocals test seems reliable and universal, it does not
work in the case of Georgian. Although it is suggested in Example 3.4.1 that theasym-
metric c-command relation between the subject and the object in Georgian, with alarge
number of verbs (object experiencer verbs, non-agentive readingof transitive verbs and
agentive transitive verbs in specific contexts) forms that are morphologically identical
to anaphors, can appear both as a subject and as an object (see Chapter 7).

Below, tests such as quantifier variable binding, weak cross-over effects, superiority
effects and principle C effects will be considered.

Quantifier-Variable Binding

It is well-known that a pronoun can be interpreted as a variable that is bound by a
quantificational expression, if the expression c-commands the pronoun [Rei76]. For
instance, the pronountavis-i in 3.4.25a is c-commanded and gets co-valued by the
quantificational expressionq. vela bav̌sv-s. Thus, the pronoun qualifies as a bound vari-
able:

3.4.25.EXAMPLE .

a. q.vela
every

bav̌sv-si
child-DAT

∅-u-q.var-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-love-3ANOM.SG

tavis-ii
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

deda-∅.
mother-NOM

“Every child loves his/her mother.”

b. *tavisi
3REFL.POSS.SG

deda-s
mother-DAT

∅-u-q.var-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-love-3ANOM.SG

q.vela
every

bav̌sv-ii .
child-NOM

“His/her mother loves every child.”

Note that in Georgian, just like in English, it is ungrammatical to interpret pronoun
as a variable in the specifier position of the subject argument (3.4.25b).21

21Note that the reflexive possessivetavis- interpreted as a variable is unable to occupy the specifier
position of the subject argument (3.4.25b), whether the co-indexed element is a quantifier or not. For
instance, the examples with the demonstrative pronouns as a determiner (cf. (i) vs. (ii)) illustrate the same
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The ungrammatical 3.4.25b and the grammatical 3.4.25a illustrate that the c-com-
mand condition on variable binding holds in Georgian and that the subject asymmetri-
cally c-commands the direct object.

Weak Cross-OverEffects

According to [Rei76], “quantifiedNPs and Wh-traces can have anaphoric relations only
with pronouns that they c-command”. These are referred to asweak cross-overeffects
(WCO).

As the examples 3.4.26a vs. 3.4.26b and 3.4.27a vs. 3.4.27b illustrate, Georgian
does not have Weak Cross-Over effects in Wh-phrases and therefore, it does not show
S/O asymmetry:

3.4.26.EXAMPLE .

a. romel-i
which-NOM

mosc.avle-∅i

pupil-NOM

∅-a-pas-eb-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-respect-TS-3ANOM.SG

tavisi
3REFL.POSS.SG

masc.avlebel-s?
teacher-DAT

“Which pupil respects his/her teacher?”

b. romel
which

mosc.avle-si
pupil-DAT

∅-a-pas-eb-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-respect-TS-3ANOM.SG

tavis-ii
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

masc.avlebel-i?
teacher-NOM

“*Which pupil does his teacher respect?”

3.4.27.EXAMPLE .

a. romel
which

mšobel-si
parent-DAT

mi-∅-u-q.van-e
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-bring-AOR.INDIC

tavisi-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

bav̌sv-i?
child-NOM

effects as the examples with a quantified expression (cf. 3.4.25a vs. 3.4.25b), thus, the S/O asymmetry:

i. am/
PROX.DAT

mag/
MED.DAT

im
DIST.DAT

bav̌sv-si
child-DAT

∅-u-q.var-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-love-3ANOM.SG

tavis-ii
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

deda-∅.
mother-NOM

“This/thatMED/thatDIST child loves his/her mother.”

ii. *tavisi

3REFL.POSS.SG

deda-s
mother-DAT

∅-u-q.var-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-love-3ANOM.SG

es/
PROX.NOM

eg/
MED.NOM

is
DIST.NOM

bav̌sv-ii .
child-DAT

“His/her mother loves this/thatMED/thatDIST child.”
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“Which parent did you bring his/her kid?”

b. romel-i
which-NOM

bav̌sv-ii
child-NOM

mi-∅-u-q.van-e
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-bring-AOR.INDIC

tavisi
3REFL.POSS.SG

mšobel-s?
parent-DAT

“*Which kid did you bring his/hers parent?”

However, it should be noted that the direct object scrambled over the indirect one
is ungrammatical (cf. 3.4.28a vs. 3.4.26a, 3.4.28b vs. 3.4.26b, 3.4.29a vs. 3.4.27a,
3.4.29b vs. 3.4.27b):

3.4.28.EXAMPLE .

a. *tavisi
3REFL.POSS.SG

masc.avlebel-s
teacher-DAT

romel-i
which-NOM

mosc.avle-∅i

pupil-NOM

∅-a-pas-eb-s?
3BDAT.SG-PRV-respect-TS-3ANOM.SG

“Which pupil respects his/her teacher?”

b. *tavis-ii
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

masc.avlebel-i
teacher-NOM

romel
which

mosc.avle-si
pupil-DAT

∅-a-pas-eb-s?
3BDAT.SG-PRV-respect-TS-3ANOM.SG

“*Which pupil does his teacher respect?”

3.4.29.EXAMPLE .

a. *tavis-ii
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

bav̌sv-ii
child-NOM

romel
which

mšobel-s
parent-DAT

mi-∅-u-q.van-e?
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-bring-AOR.INDIC

“Which parent did you bring his/her kid?”

b. *tavisi
3REFL.POSS.SG

mšobel-s
parent-DAT

romel-i
which-NOM

bav̌sv-i
child-NOM

mi-∅-u-q.van-e?
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-bring-AOR.INDIC

“*Which kid did you bring his/her parent?”

Neither Example 3.4.29a nor Example 3.4.29b showsS/O asymmetry, because both
sentences are ungrammatical. However, they illustrate that word order in Georgian is
not as free as it may appear to be in some cases, and that scrambling within theclauses
is qualified as A-movement rather than as A’-movement.
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Superiority Effects

Superiority is a condition for the application of transformations. Whenever atrans-
formation can be applied to more than one constituent in the structure, in principle it
should be applied to the one that is superior [Cho73].

In wh-questions, some languages show superiority effects in allowing onlyone con-
stituent to be fronted, but not the other(s). For instance, a wh-phrasein English cannot
be moved over wh-phrase that is c-commanding it, because tha latter wh-question is
‘superior’ to the first (3.4.30):

3.4.30.EXAMPLE .

a. Who saw what?

b. *What who saw?

The same effects are observed by [BL86] in double object constructions in which
the dative is superior to the accusative, as only the dative can be fronted(cf. 3.4.31a vs.
3.4.31b):

3.4.31.EXAMPLE . (Adopted from [BL86, p. 349], Example 11)

a. Who did you give which book?

b. *Which book did you give who?

c. Echo-reading
Which book did you give who?

Georgian shows superiority effects with the direct object wh-movement across the
subject (cf. 3.4.32a vs. 3.4.32b). Note that wh-movement across the subject becomes
grammatical in echo-questions22 characterized by a raised intonation (3.4.32c) as op-
posed to “normal” questions having a stress on the question wordvin and exhibiting a
falling intonation in general (3.4.32a).

3.4.32.EXAMPLE .

a. vin
who.NOM

vis
who.DAT

∅-e-z.eb-s?
3BDAT.SG-PRV-look.for-3ANOM.SG

“Who is looking for whom?”

b. *vis
who.DAT

vin
who.NOM

∅-e-z.eb-s?
3BDAT.SG-PRV-look.for-3ANOM.SG

“For whom is who looking for?”

22Note that the ungrammatical English sentence in 3.4.31b also becomes grammatical on the echo
reading (3.4.31c).
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c. Echo-reading
vis vin ∅-e-z.eb-s?
who.DAT who.NOM 3BDAT.SG-PRV-look.for-3ANOM.SG

“About whom you are talking that who is looking for him/her?”

The superiority effects are observed in double object constructions aswell, when
the indirect object is superior over the direct object (cf. 3.4.33a vs. 3.4.33b):

3.4.33.EXAMPLE .

a. (̌sen)
2SG.ERG

vis
who.DAT

romel-i
which-NOM

c.ign-i
book-NOM

ga-∅-u-gzavn-e?
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-send-AOR.INDIC

“Who did you send which book?”

b. *(šen)
2SG.ERG

romel-i
which-NOM

c.ign-i
book-NOM

vis
who.DAT

ga-∅-u-gzavn-e?
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-send-AOR.INDIC

“*Which book did you send who?”

c. Echo-reading
(šen) romel-i c.ign-i vis ga-∅-u-gzavn-e?
2SG.ERG which-NOM book-NOM who.DAT PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-send-AOR.INDIC

“*Which book did you send who?”

Because the examples 3.4.32c and 3.4.33c are grammatical only as echo-questions,
3.4.32a vs. 3.4.32b still show a subject-object asymmetry regarding superiority effects,
just like 3.4.33a vs. 3.4.33b shows the asymmetry between the two objects.

Principle C Effects

According to Principle C, an R-expression has to be free (see Section 3.3as well as
[Cho81]). As is illustrated in 3.4.34a, Georgian shows Principle C effects when an R-
expression is a direct object bound by an indirect object pronoun. The pronoun and the
R-expression cannot be co-indexed in the construction with the scrambleddirect object
across the indirect object either (3.4.34b):

3.4.34.EXAMPLE .

a. me
1SG.ERG

mas
3SG.DAT

elene-s
Elene-GEN

satamǎso-∅
toy-NOM

mi-v-e-c-i.
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-give-AOR.INDIC

“I gave her
∗i/j Elenei ’s toy.”

b. me
1SG.ERG

elene-s
Elene-GEN

satamǎso-∅
toy-NOM

mas
3SG.DAT

mi-v-e-c-i.
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-give-AOR.INDIC

“I gave Elenei ’s toy to her
∗i/j .”
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The scrambled construction (3.4.34b) can become acceptable only if either the in-
tensifiertvit/tviton/tavadis adjoined or a focus particle-ve is attached to the indirect
object (some speakers also accept the presence of both the intensifier and the particle
(Example 3.4.35)):

3.4.35.EXAMPLE .

me
1SG.ERG

elene-si
Elene-GEN

satamǎso-∅
toy-NOM

tvit/
INTENS

tviton/
INTENS

tavad
INTENS

masi -ve
3SG.DAT-FOC

mi-v-e-c-i.
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-give-AOR.INDIC

“I gave Elenei ’s toy to HERi .”

However, neither the intensifier used as a determiner, nor the focus particle that is
cliticized to the pronoun, can turn 3.4.34 into a grammatical sentence in 3.4.36:

3.4.36.EXAMPLE .

*me
1SG.ERG

tvit/
INTENS

tviton/
INTENS

tavad
INTENS

mas/
3SG.DAT

masi -ve
3SG.DAT-FOC

elene-si
Elene-GEN

satamǎso-∅
toy-NOM

mi-v-e-c-i.
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-give-AOR.INDIC

“I gave Elenei ’s toy to HERi .”

Therefore, Georgian shows Principle C effects and consequently it also shows the
c-command relation between the subject and object.

A Short Summary

From the tests that were used in the above, Principle C, quantifier variable binding and
superiority effects can directly identify the c-command relation betweenS andO, while
WCO cannot.

The tests also show the role of the pragmatic factors that influence the lack of
superiority effects in echo-questions (3.4.32c).

3.4.5 The Determiner of the Complex Reflexive Phrase POSS+tav-

A Short Introduction

The Georgian complex reflexive phrase headed by a grammaticalized body-part tav-
“head” has a specifier which can be represented by various elements such as simple
possessive pronouns (including simple reflexive possessives), complex possessive pro-
nouns (including complex reflexive possessives), or by a possessive sak.utar- “own”.
Each of them will be considered separately in Subsection 3.4.5.
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Simple Possessive Pronouns

Georgian distinguishes between simple and reflexive 3rd person possessives, while 1st
and 2nd person possessives do not have a reflexive counterpart(3.4.37):

3.4.37.EXAMPLE .
čem- 1POSS.SG “my”
šen- 2POSS.SG “your”
mis- 3POSS.SG “his/her/its”
tavis- 3REFL.POSS.SG “self’s”
čven- 1POSS.PL “our”
tkven- 2POSS.PL “your”
mat- 3POSS.PL “their”
taviant- 3REFL.POSS.PL “selves’”

As is shown in 3.4.38 and 3.4.39, each of the possessive pronouns can be used as a
specifier of the head of a phrase. The case endings are simply added to the stems given
in 3.4.37. Note that the same case-marked forms can be used as possessive nominal-
izations as well (see the examples 3.4.38 and 3.4.39):

3.4.38.EXAMPLE .

a. čem-i
1POSS.SG-NOM

megobar-i
friend-NOM

mo-vid-a
PV-move-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

čven-tan,
1POSS.PL-at

šen-i/
2POSS.SG-NOM

mis-i/
3POSS.SG-NOM

tkven-i/
2POSS.PL-NOM

mat-i
3POSS.PL-NOM

— ara.
not

“My friend came to us [but] not yours(SG)/his/hers/yours(PL)/theirs.”

b. šen-i/
2POSS.SG-NOM

mis-i/
3POSS.SG-NOM

tkven-i/
2POSS.PL-NOM

mat-i
3POSS.PL-NOM

tuta-∅
mulberry.tree–NOM

ga-q.vav-d-a,
PV-blossom-INTR-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

čem-i/
1POSS.SG-NOM

čven-i
1POSS.PL-NOM

k. i
while

— ga-xm-a.
PV-fade-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Your/his(her)/your/their mulberry tree blossomed while mine/ours faded.”

3.4.39.EXAMPLE .

ana-s
Ana-DAT

tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

sadardebel-i
worry-NOM

∅-a-kv-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-have-3ANOM.SG

—

rogor
how

∅-i-p.ov-o-s
3BNOM.SG-PRV-find-SUBJ-3AERG.SG

(man)
3SG.ERG

gadamalul-i
hidden.away-NOM

šok.olad-i,
chocolate-NOM

elene-s-a-c
Elene-DAT-EV-too

— tavis-i:
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

rogor
how
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ča-∅-e-ziar-o-s
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-join-SUBJ-3ANOM.SG

(igi)
3SG.NOM

ana-s
Ana-DAT

nap.ovn-i
found-NOM

t.k.bil-eul-is
sweet-MASS-GEN

c̆.am+a-̌si.23

eat+MASD-in

“Ana has her own worries—how to find the hidden chocolate bar [while] Elene has
[worries of] her own—how to join Ana in the eating up of the sweet.”

The 3rd person singular reflexive possessivetavis-is historically aGEN form of tav-
“head” (see 3.4.40a and also [Sha73, p. 115]) but the formtavis- is no more analysable
as a case form of a body-part in the reflexive phrase, while it is so otherwise (3.4.40b):

3.4.40.EXAMPLE .

a. k.ac-ma
man-ERG

ga-gv-a-cn-o
PV-2BDAT.PL-PRV-introduce-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

tav+is-i
head+GEN-NOM

važ-i.
son-NOM

“The man introduced his son to us.”

b. tav-is
head-GEN

t.k. ivil-i
ache-NOM

“Head ache”

The plural reflexive possessivetaviant-(Example 3.4.41) is also a grammaticalized
form consisting of the roottav-, a possessive suffix-ian and a plural morpheme-t.

3.4.41.EXAMPLE .

momxsenebl-eb-mai
speaker-PL-ERG

čven
1PL.DAT

tav+ian+t-ii
self+POSS+PL-NOM

nǎsrom-eb-i
work-PL-NOM

ga-gv-a-cn-es.
PV-2BDAT.PL-PRV-introduce-PV-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

“The speakers presented us their works.”

The 3rd person singular reflexive possessive pronountavis- and its plural coun-
terparttaviant- are not available as a modifier of a subject. This is true not only for
1-argument (Example 3.4.42) but also for more-than-1-argument verbs(3.4.9a):

23The pronouns the verbs take are reconstructed in Example 3.4.39 in order to avoid confusion with
agreement markers and theNPs triggering them. However, there is an important difference between the
pro-dropped version of the sentence and the one with actual pronouns. If the absence of the pronouns
refers exclusively to the persons mentioned in the very sentence (see the NP Annawith the verb form
∅-i-p. ov-o-sand theNP Elenewith the verb formča-∅-e-ziar-o-s) the actual pronouns may also refer to
someone else apart from the persons mentioned. This may lead to the ideathat, perhaps agreement affixes
should be considered to be pronominal arguments of the verb (à la Baker), while considering actualNPs
to be adjuncts. However, the cases with under-represented agreement markers (see the examples 2.2.3,
2.2.4, 3.4.35) are a counter argument to such a view.
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3.4.42.EXAMPLE .

gela-∅i

Gela-NOM

šin
at.home

da-řc-a.
PV-stay-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

*tavis-ii
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

da-∅
sister-NOM

tbilis-ši
Tbilisi-in

c.a-vid-a.
PV-move-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Gela stayed at home. His sister went to Tbilisi.”

The ungrammatical example of the reflexive possessivetavis-as a specifier of the
subject argument opposed to the grammatical example of the possessive asa specifier
of the object argument illustrate the subject-object asymmetry (cf. 3.4.43a vs. 3.4.43b):

3.4.43.EXAMPLE .

a. (Given under 3.4.9a)

*tavis-mai
3REFL.POSS.SG-ERG

da-m
sister-ERG

gela-si
Gela-DAT

c.eril-i
letter-NOM

mi-s-cer-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-write-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Gela’s sister wrote him a letter.”

b. gela-mi

Gela-ERG

tavisi
3REFL.POSS.SG

da-s
sister-DAT

c.eril-i
letter-NOM

mi-s-cer-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-write-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Gela wrote a letter to his sister.”

The ungrammatical Example 3.4.42 and the examples 3.4.43a vs. 3.4.43b illustrate
that the reflexive possessivetavis-requires a c-commanding antecedent.

The distribution of the 3rd personmis- vs. tavis- or mat- vs. taviant- is as fol-
lows: while the reflexive possessivetavis-/taviant- requires a clause-mate antecedent
(Example 3.4.44) the simple possessivemis-/mat-never takes a clause-mate antecedent
(Example 3.4.45):

3.4.44.EXAMPLE .

levan-mai
Levan-ERG

∅-tkv-a,
3BNOM.SG-say-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

rom
that

irak. li-mj

Irakli-ERG

šařsan
last.year

a-∅-a-̌sen-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-build-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

tavis-i
∗i/j

3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

saxl-i.
house-NOM

“Levani said that Iraklij built his
∗i/j house last year.”
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3.4.45.EXAMPLE .

levan-mai
Levan-ERG

∅-tkv-a,
3BNOM.SG-say-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

rom
that

irak. li-mj

Irakli-ERG

šařsan
last.year

a-∅-a-̌sen-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-build-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

mis-ii/∗j
3POSS.SG-NOM

saxl-i.
house-NOM

“Levani said that Iraklij built hisi/∗j house last year.”

It is interesting to check 3-argument verbs in whichtavis- has 2 potential an-
tecedents and to find out which is the actual one suited for the reflexive possessive.
According to [Har81, p. 28], which is a study within the relational grammar, “all and
only terms can serve as antecedents oftavis-” which means that any non-postpositional
phrase qualifies as an antecedent:

3.4.46.EXAMPLE .

a. nino-∅i

Nino-NOM

∅-a-z.l-ev-s
3BDAT.PL-PRV-give-TS-3ANOM.SG

bav̌sv-sj
child-DAT

tavisi/j
3REFL.POSS.SG

deda-s.
mother-DAT

1. “Ninoi is giving the childj to itsj mother.”

2. “Ninoi is giving the childj to heri mother.”

b. gela-∅i

Gela-NOM

∅24-saubr-ob-s
3BDAT.SG-chat-TS-3ANOM.SG

gia-s-tanj
Gia-DAT-with

tavisi/∗j
3REFL.POSS.SG

c.ign-ze.
book-on

“Gelai is chatting with Giaj about hisi/∗j book.”

The example 3.4.46b by [Har81] illustrates that the reflexive possessivetavis-can-
not be bound by aPP gia-s-tan. However, even if the verb form is changed into a
2-argument intransitive∅-e-saubr-eb-athat takes two non-PParguments (3.4.47a), the
indirect argumentgia-swill still not be possible as an antecedent. As is illustrated in
3.4.47a, there is no binding relation between the reflexive possessivetavis-embedded
in a PPand the indirect objectgia-s. Note that the 3rd person non-reflexive possessive
mis- is the one which may be coindexed with the indirect object in 3.4.47b:

3.4.47.EXAMPLE .

a. gela-∅i

Gela-NOM

∅-e-saubr-eb-a
3BDAT.SG-PRV-chat-TS-3ANOM.SG

gia-sj
Gia-DAT

tavisi/∗j
3REFL.POSS.SG

c.ign-ze.
book-on

“Gelai is chatting with Giaj about hisi/∗j book.”

24Note that [Har81] does not give the∅- prefix as an agreement marker triggered by a cognate object in
unergatives. See Footnote 18 in Chapter 2.
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b. gela-∅i

Gela-NOM

∅-e-saubr-eb-a
3BDAT.SG-PRV-chat-TS-3ANOM.SG

gia-sj
Gia-DAT

mis
∗i/j

3POSS.SG

c.ign-ze.
book-on

“Gelai is chatting with Giaj about hisi/∗j book.”

It is not only impossible for aPP embeddedtavis- to be bound by a non-subject
argument (3.4.47a) but it is also not possible for the one embedded in a direct object to
be bound by an indirect object (cf. 3.4.48a vs. 3.4.48b, 3.4.49a vs. 3.4.49b, 3.4.50a vs.
3.4.50b):

3.4.48.EXAMPLE .

a. gela-mi
Gela-ERG

mezobel-sj
neighbor-DAT

tavis-ii/∗j
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

c.ign-i
book-NOM

mi-s-c-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-give-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Gelai gave a neighborj hisi/∗j book.”

b. gela-mi

Gela-ERG

mezobel-sj
neighbor-DAT

mis-i
∗i/j

3POSS.SG-NOM

c.ign-i
book-NOM

mi-s-c-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-give-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Gelai gave a neighborj his
∗i/j book.”

3.4.49.EXAMPLE .

a. ana-mi
Ana-ERG

elene-sj
Elene-DAT

tavis-ii/∗j
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

mezobel-i
neighbor-NOM

da-∅-u-xat.-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-draw-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Anai drew heri/∗j neighbor for Elenej .”

b. ana-mi
Ana-ERG

elene-sj
Elene-DAT

mis-i
∗i/j

3POSS.SG-NOM

mezobel-i
neighbor-NOM

da-∅-u-xat.-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-draw-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Anai drew her
∗i/j neighbor for Elenej .”

3.4.50.EXAMPLE . (From [Ghv80])

a. giorgi-mi

Giorgi-ERG

švil-sj
son-DAT

še-∅-a-k.azm-v-in-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-saddle-TS-CAUS-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

tavis-ii/∗j
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

cxen-i.
horse-NOM

“Giorgii made his sonj saddle hisi/∗j horse.”
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b. giorgi-mi

Giorgi-ERG

shvil-sj
son-DAT

še-∅-a-k.azm-v-in-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-saddle-TS-CAUS-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

mis-i
∗i/j

3POSS.SG-NOM

cxen-i.
horse-NOM

“Giorgii made his sonj saddle his
∗i/j horse.”

Although [Kva80] argues that constituents other than subjects can serveas an-
tecedents as well, the only type of example the author offers is a causative verb form
mo-∅-a-t.an-in-a “he made him bring it” (3.4.51). Since 3-argument verbs in 3.4.47a,
3.4.48a, 3.4.49a, 3.4.50a illustratetavis- as an exclusively subject-oriented reflexive
possessive, and since causatives can be analyzed as embedded structures, it could be
argued that causatives illustrate the binding oftavis-both by the upper subject and by
the embedded one (see 3.4.51).

3.4.51.EXAMPLE .

nodar-mai
Nodar-ERG

tavis-ii/j
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

čanta-∅
bag-NOM

mo-∅-a-t.an-in-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-bring-CAUS-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

tengiz-sj .
Tengiz-DAT

“Nodari made Tengizj bring hisi/j bag.”

Note that the verb form given by [Har81] in 3.4.46a is a non-causative one and
there thetavis- is coindexed both with the subject and with the direct object. It seems
possible that the interpretation in 3.4.46a1 in which thetavis- is bound by the indirect
object, is forced by the use of the relational noundeda-swith the nounbav̌sv-s“child”.
Note that in Georgian the latter noun is often used as a synonym tosvil- “son/daughter”,
thus, as a relational noun. If the nounbav̌sv-sis replaced by some other non-relational
form, for instance, by a proper noungiorgi-s, it is impossible for the indirect object to
bind thetavis-whether the direct object is unscrambled (3.4.52a) or scrambled over the
indirect one (3.4.52b).25

3.4.52.EXAMPLE .

a. nino-∅i

Nino-NOM

∅-a-z.l-ev-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-give-TS-3ANOM.SG

tavisi/∗j
3REFL.POSS.SG

deda-s
mother-DAT

giorgi-sj .
Giorgi-DAT

25Note that the example in 3.4.46 by [Har81] illustrates the scrambled directobject over the indirect
object. Observe the unscrambled direct object in (i) unable to bindtavis-:
i. nino-∅i

Nino-NOM

∅-a-z.l-ev-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-give-TS-3ANOM.SG

tavisi/∗j
3REFL.POSS.SG

deda-s
mother-DAT

bav̌sv-sj .
child-DAT

“*Nino i is giving the childj to itsj mother.”

“Ninoi is giving the childj to heri mother.”
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1. “*Nino i is giving Giorgij to hisj mother.”

2. “Ninoi is giving Giorgij to heri mother.”

b. nino-∅i

Nino-NOM

∅-a-z.l-ev-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-give-TS-3ANOM.SG

giorgi-sj
Giorgi-DAT

tavisi/∗j
3REFL.POSS.SG

deda-s.
mother-DAT

1. “*Nino i is giving Giorgij to hisj mother.”

2. “Ninoi is giving Giorgij to heri mother.”

Thus, verbs do not allow a non-subject argument to bind the reflexive possessive
tavis-(see 3.4.47a, 3.4.48a) unless there is a phi-features conflict between the3rd per-
son singulartavis- and the subject argument (cf. 3.4.48a vs. 3.4.53a or 3.4.48a vs.
3.4.53b) or unless the binding by subject is constrained by some other semantic incon-
sistency, like real world knowledge in 3.4.54a (note that when real world knowledge
does not constrain the coindexation of thetavis-with the subject argument, the binding
relation does still not hold (3.4.54b)):

3.4.53.EXAMPLE .

a. mei
1SG.ERG

mezobel-sj
neighbor-DAT

tavis-i
∗i/j

3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

c.ign-i
book-NOM

mi-v-e-c-i.
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-give-AOR.INDIC

“I gave a neighbor his book.”

b. tkven(i1+...+in)

2PL.ERG

mezobel-sj
neighbor-DAT

tavis-i
∗(i1+...+in)/j

3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

c.ign-i
book-NOM

mi-∅-e-c-i-t.
PV-2AERG.SG-PRV-give-AOR.INDIC-PLERG

“You gave a neighbor his book.”

3.4.54.EXAMPLE .

a. mankana-∅i

car-NOM

da-∅-e-jax-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-hit-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

erek. le-sj

Erekle-DAT

tavis
∗i/j

3REFL.POSS.SG

saxl-tan.
house-at

“The cari hit Ereklej near his
∗i/j house.”

b. giorgi-∅i

Giorgi-NOM

mankan-it
car-INST

da-∅-e-jax-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-hit-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

erek. le-sj

Erekle-DAT

tavisi/∗j
3REFL.POSS.SG

saxl-tan.
house-at

“Giorgii hit Ereklej by car near hisi/∗j house.”
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Therefore, the reflexive possessivetavis- is unable to take any co-argument of its
head other than the subject as an antecedent.

Complex Plural Possessive Pronouns

The paradigm in Example 3.4.55 illustrates the complex possessive pronounsin Geor-
gian:

3.4.55.EXAMPLE .
čven-̌cven- 1PL26-1POSS.PL “our”
tkven-tkven- 2PL-2POSS.PL “your”
tav-tavis- 3REFL-3REFL.POSS.SG “their own”
tav-taviant- 3REFL-3REFL.POSS.PL “their own”

The examples in 3.4.56 illustrate the use of complex possessive pronouns asa spec-
ifier of thePOSS+tav-phrase in Georgian:

3.4.56.EXAMPLE .

a. čven
1PL.NOM

čven-̌cven-s
1PL-1POSS.PL-DAT

tav-s
self-DAT

da-v-u-k.vird-i-t.
PV-1ANOM.SG-PRV-pay.close.attention-AOR.INDIC-PLNOM

“*We (as a group) paid a close attention to ourselves.” (collective)”

“We (as individuals, not as a group) paid a close attention to ourselves.”(distribu-
tive)

b. tkven
2PL.NOM

tkven-tkven-s
2PL-2POSS.PL-DAT

tav-s
self-DAT

da-∅-u-k.vird-i-t.
PV-2ANOM.SG-PRV-pay.close.attention-AOR.INDIC-PLNOM

“*You (as a group) paid a close attention to yourselves.” (collective)”

“You (as individuals, not as a group) paid a close attention to yourselves.” (distrib-
utive)

c. isini
3PL.NOM

tav-tav+ian+t
self-self+POSS+PL

tav-s
self-DAT

da-∅-u-k.vird-nen.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-pay.close.attention-3ANOM.PL.AOR.INDIC

26Although it is tempting to call the forms in Example 3.4.55 as well as in the examples 3.4.59c and
3.4.59d, the reduplicated forms (like it is done, for instance, in [Sha73]) such a view will be argued
against. In other words, there will be an argument against consideringthose forms as being derived via
reduplication [Ami02] and the termcomplexpossessives (rather thanreduplicated possessives) will be
used when they are referred to.
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“*They (as a group) paid a close attention to themselves.” (collective)”

“They (as individuals, not as a group) paid a close attention to themselves.” (dis-
tributive)

Simple plural possessive pronouns such asčven-, tkven-, mat-, taviant- (Exam-
ple 3.4.37) can have both collective (3.4.57a) and distributive readings (3.4.57b):

3.4.57.EXAMPLE .

mat
3PL.ERG

gada-∅-c.v-es
PV-3BNOM.SG-burn-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

tav+ian+t-i
self+POSS+PL-NOM

saxl-eb-i.
house-PL-NOM

Lit.: They burned their.own houses

a. “They (as a group) burned their own houses.” (collective)

b. “They (as individuals, not as a group) burned their own houses.”(distributive)

Therefore, plural possessive reflexives are ambiguous between collective and dis-
tributive readings and given a particular context they can refer to eitherof them (Ex-
ample 3.4.57). However, the complex plural possessive pronouns in 3.4.55 are non-
ambiguously distributive and never give a collective reading (see the examples 3.4.56,
3.4.58):

3.4.58.EXAMPLE .

mat
3PL.ERG

gada-∅-c.v-es
PV-3BNOM.SG-burn-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

tav-tav+is-i/
self-self+GEN-NOM

tav-tav+ian+t-i
self-self+POSS+PL-NOM

saxl-eb-i.
house-PL-NOM

Lit.: They burned their.own houses

a. “*They (as a group) burned their own houses.” (collective)

b. “They (as individuals, not as a group) burned their own houses.”(distributive)

When the examples 3.4.58 and 3.4.57 are compared, it can be seen that the only
difference is in the possessive pronouns. In Example 3.4.57, the 3rd person plural re-
flexive possessivetaviant-is used, while in Example 3.4.58 the complex formtav-tavis-
/ tav-taviant-occurs (both can be used here interchangeably without any semantic or
stylistic difference). Example 3.4.59 shows the 3rd person reflexive possessive forms:
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3.4.59.EXAMPLE .

a. tav+is-
self+GEN-
3REFL.POSS.SG

“his/her/its own”

b. tav+ian+t-
self+POSS+PL-
3REFL.POSS.PL

“their own” (both distributive and collective readings are available)”

c. tav-tav+is-
self-self+GEN-
3DISTR.REFL.POSS.SG

“their own” (only distributive, no collective reading)

d. tav-tav+ian+t-
self-self+POSS+PL-
3DISTR.REFL.POSS.PL

“their own” (only distributive, no collective reading)

Although the translation of bothtav+ian+t- (3.4.59b) andtav-tav+is- (3.4.59c) is
given as “their own”, there are important differences between them. First of all, there is
an obvious difference in the forms. Secondly, there is a difference in thedistribution of
those forms. Whiletav+ian+t- (3.4.59b) can have both collective (3.4.57a) and distrib-
utive (3.4.57b) readings, the complex formtav-tav+is- (3.4.59c) has only a distributive
reading (Example 3.4.58).

The formstav-tav+is- in 3.4.59c andtav-tav+ian+t- in 3.4.59d are translated iden-
tically as well, namely, as “their own”. Both of them have the distributive but not
the collective reading. The question remains as to what is the difference between the
two forms of the complex/distributive reflexive possessive. Bothtav-tav+is- and tav-
tav+ian+t- require a plural antecedent (Example 3.4.58) and therefore the sentences
with a singular antecedent are ungrammatical (Example 3.4.60):

3.4.60.EXAMPLE .

*man
3SG.ERG

gada-∅-c.v-es
PV-3BNOM.SG-burn-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

tav-tavis-i/
3DISTR.REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-taviant-i
3DISTR.REFL.POSS.PL-NOM

saxl-eb-i.
house-PL-NOM

Lit.: (S)he they.burned.them their own houses.

The ungrammaticality of the sentence in 3.4.60 is not solely due to the fact that the
singular subjectNP mantriggers a plural Set A agreement marker-es(see the verb form
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ga-da-∅-c. v-es“they burned them”). If the Set A agreement marker is made singular as
it is in Example 3.4.61 the sentence will not become grammatical:

3.4.61.EXAMPLE .

*man
3SG.ERG

gada-∅-c.v-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-burn-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

tav-tavis-i/
3DISTR.REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-taviant-i
3DISTR.REFL.POSS.PL-NOM

saxl-eb-i.
house-PL-NOM

Lit.: (S)he he.burned.them their own houses.

Thus, the antecedent for the distributive reflexive possessive pronounstav-tav+is/
tav-tav+ian+t- should be a pluralNP.

However, there is no requirement for those phrases to trigger a plural agreement.
At least reciprocals (for the detailed discussion see Section 3.6.5) obligatorily requir-
ing plural NPs as an antecedent do not trigger plural agreement. Thus, having aPL

antecedent and triggering aPL agreement do not seem to be the same concept.
However, it seems to be impossible to check which kind of agreement the distribu-

tive reflexive possessive phrasestav-tav+is- andtav-tav+ian+t- actually trigger—a sin-
gular or a plural one. Since only heads can trigger agreement and not specifiers, and the
distributive reflexive possessive phrasestav-tav+is- andtav-tav+ian+t- are never heads
of the phrase but only specifiers, it is impossible to find out the kind of agreement they
trigger.

Even if nominalizations27 (seetkven-tkven-s-a-sin Example 3.4.62) are made out
of the possessive phrases having either 1st or 2nd person distributive reflexive as a
determiner (Example 3.4.63), they will get the features of the deleted head, among
them case28 and person—3rd (cf. the examples 3.4.62 vs. 3.4.63):

3.4.62.EXAMPLE .

tkven
2PL.NOM

tkven-tkven-s-a-s
2DISTR.REFL.POSS-DAT-EV-DAT

mo-∅-u-vl-i-t.
PV-2ANOM.SG-PRV-take.care-TS-PLNOM

“You will take care of yours.” (distributive reading)

3.4.63.EXAMPLE .

27Headless possessivesin the terminology of [Dan04].
28The case of the deleted head (DAT) is actually seen on the form of the nominalizationtkven-tkven-s-

a-s in the final-s immediately following the suffix-a which usually appears whenever there is a deletion
of a head.
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tkven
2PL.NOM

tkven-tkven-s
2DISTR.REFL.POSS-DAT

nak.vet-s
piece.of.land-DAT

mo-∅-u-vl-i-t.
PV-2ANOM.SG-PRV-take.care-TS-PLNOM

“You will take care of your pieces of land.” (distributive reading)

However, it is possible to check what kind ofNPs the two modify and whether there
is a difference between the two forms in this respect. As 3.4.64 shows, the distributive
reflexive possessivetav-tav+is can modify both singular (3.4.64a) and plural nouns
(3.4.64b), whiletav-tav+ian+t- modifies plural nouns (3.4.65b) but not singular ones
(3.4.65a):

3.4.64.EXAMPLE .

a. masc.avlebl-eb-ma
teacher-PL-ERG

tav-tavis-i
3DISTR.REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

jgup-i
group-NOM

c.a-∅-i-q.van-es
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-take.away-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

eksk.ursia-ze.
excursion-on

“The teachers took their own group to the excursion.” (=Each teacher took his/her
own group to the excursion)

b. masc.avlebl-eb-ma
teacher-PL-ERG

tav-tavis-i
3DISTR.REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

jgup-eb-i
group-PL-NOM

c.a-∅-i-q.van-es
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-take.away-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

eksk.ursia-ze.
excursion-on

“The teachers took their own groups to the excursion.” (=Each teachertook his/her
own groups to the excursion)

3.4.65.EXAMPLE .

a. ?masc.avlebl-eb-ma
teacher-PL-ERG

tav-taviant-i
3DISTR.REFL.POSS.PL-NOM

jgup-i
group-NOM

c.a-∅-i-q.van-es
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-take.away-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

eksk.ursia-ze.
excursion-on

“The teachers took their own group to the excursion.” (=Each teacher took his/her
own group to the excursion)

b. masc.avlebl-eb-ma
teacher-PL-ERG

tav-taviant-i
3DISTR.REFL.POSS.PL-NOM

jgup-eb-i
group-PL-NOM

c.a-∅-i-q.van-es
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-take.away-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

eksk.ursia-ze.
excursion-on

“The teachers took their own groups to the excursion.” (=Each teachertook his/her
own groups to the excursion)
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It would be interesting to look at the similarities/differences oftavis-andtaviant-
with regard to the quantifiers. The quantifierq. vela “everyone / everybody” always
requires a singular agreement, both with the noun it modifies and with the verb,while
another quantifierq. vela-n-i (q. vela-PL-NOM) “everyone / everybody” requires a plural
agreement with the verb (as for the modification, it never modifies a noun).

It should be checked which distributive possessive reflexive is appropriate with ei-
ther of the quantifiers. It seems thatq. velaallows only a singular distributive possessive
reflexive tav-tavis-(Example 3.4.66), while the pluraltav-taviant- is ungrammatical
(Example 3.4.67):

3.4.66.EXAMPLE .

a. q.vela-∅
everyone/everybody-NOM

tav-tavis
3DISTR.REFL.POSS.SG

gmir-s
hero-DAT

∅-baz.-av-s.
3BDAT.SG-imitate-TS-3ANOM.SG

“Everyone/everybody imitates his/her own hero.”

b. q.vela-∅
everyone/everybody-NOM

tav-tavis
3DISTR.REFL.POSS.SG

gmir-eb-s
hero-PL-DAT

∅-baz.-av-s.
3BDAT.SG-imitate-TS-3ANOM.SG

“Everyone/everybody imitates his/her own heros.”

3.4.67.EXAMPLE .

a. *q.vela-∅
everyone/everybody-NOM

tav-taviant
3DISTR.REFL.POSS.PL

gmir-s
hero-DAT

∅-baz.-av-s.
3BDAT.SG-imitate-TS-3ANOM.SG

“Everyone/everybody imitates his/her own hero.”

b. *q.vela-∅
everyone/everybody-NOM

tav-taviant
3DISTR.REFL.POSS.PL

gmir-eb-s
hero-PL-DAT

∅-baz.-av-s.
3BDAT.SG-imitate-TS-3ANOM.SG

“Everyone/everybody imitates his/her own heros.”

As for q. vela-n-i, it allows only a plural distributive possessive reflexivetav-taviant-
(Example 3.4.69) while the singulartav-tavis-is ungrammatical (Example 3.4.68):
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3.4.68.EXAMPLE .

a. *q.vela-n-i
everyone/everybody-PL-NOM

tav-tavis
3DISTR.REFL.POSS.SG

gmir-s
hero-DAT

∅-baz.-av-en.
3BDAT.SG-imitate-TS-3ANOM.PL

“Everyone/everybody imitates his/her own hero.”

b. *q.vela-n-i
everyone/everybody-PL-NOM

tav-tavis
3DISTR.REFL.POSS.SG

gmir-eb-s
hero-PL-DAT

∅-baz.-av-en.
3BDAT.SG-imitate-TS-3ANOM.PL

“Everyone/everybody imitates his/her own heros.”

3.4.69.EXAMPLE .

a. q.vela-n-i
every-PL-NOM

tav-taviant
3DISTR.REFL.POSS.PL

gmir-s
hero-DAT

∅-baz.-av-en.
3BDAT.SG-imitate-TS-3ANOM.PL

“Everyone/everybody imitates his/her own hero.”

b. q.vela-n-i
every-PL-NOM

tav-taviant
3DISTR.REFL.POSS.PL

gmir-eb-s
hero-PL-DAT

∅-baz.-av-en.
3BDAT.SG-imitate-TS-3ANOM.PL

“Everyone/everybody imitates his/her own heros.”

Therefore, the singular reflexive possessivetav-tavis-can be c-commanded only by
the singular quantifierq. vela(cf. the examples 3.4.66 vs. 3.4.67) and the plural reflexive
possessivetav-taviant-can only be c-commanded by the plural quantifierq. vela-n-i(cf.
the examples 3.4.69 vs. 3.4.68).

Possessivesak. utar- “own”

The specifier of the reflexive phrase—POSS—can be replaced withsak.utar- (“own”,
not marked for person) without rendering anything ungrammatical:

3.4.70.EXAMPLE .

p.rezident.-ma
president-ERG

tavis-i/
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

sak.utar-i
own-NOM

tav-i
self-NOM

∅-i-xsn-a.
3BNOM.SG-PRV-save-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“The president saved himself/herself.”
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3.4.71.EXAMPLE .

me
1SG.ERG

čem-i/
1POSS.SG-NOM

sak.utar-i
own-NOM

tav-i
self-NOM

še-v-i-bral-e.
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-pity-AOR.INDIC

“I pitied myself.”

However, this is not true in 3-argument verbs where thesak.utar- “own” selects
only the subject argument as its antecedent. As the examples 3.4.72a vs. 3.4.73a and
3.4.72b vs. 3.4.73b illustrate, it is not possible to have thesak.utar- replaced by the
1st person singular possessive pronounčem-serving as a specifier of the direct object
phrasePOSS+tav-:

3.4.72.EXAMPLE .

a. bakar-mai
Bakar-ERG

mej
1SG.DAT

[sak.utar-i
own-NOM

tav-i]i/∗j
self-NOM

aγ-m-i-c.er-a.
PV-1ADAT.SG-PRV-describe-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: Bakar me own self he.described.him/her.to.me

“Bakar described himself to me.”

“*Bakar described me to myself.”

b. bakar-mai
Bakar-ERG

[sak.utar-i
own-NOM

tav-i]i/∗j
self-NOM

mej
1SG.DAT

aγ-m-i-c.er-a.
PV-1ADAT.SG-PRV-describe-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: Bakar own self to.me he.described.him/her.to.me

“Bakar described himself toME.”

“*Bakar described me toMYSELF.”

3.4.73.EXAMPLE .

a. bakar-mai
Bakar-ERG

mej
1SG.DAT

[čem-i
1POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]
∗i/j

self-NOM

aγ-m-i-c.er-a.
PV-1ADAT.SG-PRV-describe-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: Bakar me own self he.described.him/her.to.me

“*Bakar described himself to me.”

“Bakar described me to myself.”
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b. bakar-mai
Bakar-ERG

[čem-i
1POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]
∗i/j

self-NOM

mej
1SG.DAT

aγ-m-i-c.er-a.
PV-1ADAT.SG-PRV-describe-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: Bakar own self to.me he.described.him/her.to.me

“*Bakar described himself toME.”

“Bakar described me toMYSELF.”

Below, more examples will be given in order to show that thesak.utar- “own”
is subject-oriented (see the examples 3.4.74–3.4.76), irrespective of the word order
changes or the pro-drop of the personal pronouns. Namely, the examples 3.4.74a vs.
3.4.74b, 3.4.75a vs. 3.4.75b, 3.4.76a vs. 3.4.76b illustrate that as soon as thesak.utar-
“own” selects a subject argument as its antecedent, the subject can be in any person —
1st, 2nd or 3rd—whatever the word order of the arguments themselves is.

3.4.74.EXAMPLE .

a. (mei )
1SG.ERG

bakar-sj
Bakar-DAT

[sak.utar-i
own-NOM

tav-i]i/∗j
self-NOM

aγ-v-u-c.er-e.
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-describe-AOR.INDIC

Lit.: I to.Bakar own self I.described.him/her.to.him

“I described myself to Bakar.”

“*I described Bakar to himself.”

b. (mei )
1SG.ERG

[sak.utar-i
own-NOM

tav-i]i/∗j
self-NOM

bakar-sj
Bakar-DAT

aγ-v-u-c.er-e.
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-describe-AOR.INDIC

Lit.: I own self to.Bakar I.described.him/her.to.him

“I described myself toBAKAR .”

“*I described Bakar toHIMSELF.”

3.4.75.EXAMPLE .

a. (̌seni )
2SG.ERG

bakar-sj
Bakar-DAT

[sak.utar-i
own-NOM

tav-i]i/∗j
self-NOM

da-∅-u-xasiat-e.
PV-2AERG.SG-PRV-characterize-AOR.INDIC

Lit.: You.SG to.Bakar own self you.SG.characterized.him/her.to.him

“You characterized yourself to Bakar.”

“*You characterized Bakar to himself.”
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b. (̌seni )
2SG.ERG

[sak.utar-i
own-NOM

tav-i]i/∗j
self-NOM

bakar-sj
Bakar-DAT

da-∅-u-xasiat-e.
PV-2AERG.SG-PRV-characterize-AOR.INDIC

Lit.: You.SG own self to.Bakar you.SG.characterized.him/her.to.him

“You characterized yourself toBAKAR .”

“*You characterized Bakar toHIMSELF.”

3.4.76.EXAMPLE .

a. giorgi-mi

Giorgi-ERG

bakar-sj
Bakar-DAT

[sak.utar-i
own-NOM

tav-i]i/∗j
self-NOM

da-∅-u-xat.-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-draw/paint-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: Giorgi for.Bakar himself he.drew/painted.him

“Giorgi drew/painted himself for Bakar.”

“*Giorgi i drew/painted Bakarj for himj .”

b. giorgi-mi

Giorgi-ERG

[sak.utar-i
own-NOM

tav-i]i/∗j
self-NOM

bakar-sj
Bakar-DAT

da-∅-u-xat.-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-draw/paint-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: Giorgi himself for.Bakar he.drew/painted.him

“Giorgi drew/painted himself forBAKAR .”

“*Giorgi i drew/painted Bakarj for HIM j .”

Thus, the syntax ofsak.utar- “own” is unaffected by word order changes. In 3-
argument predicates it is subject-oriented. Since in 2-place predicates theonly possible
antecedent is the subject argument, it could be said thatsak.utar- “own” is subject ori-
ented in general.

The examples 3.4.77a vs. 3.4.77b, 3.4.78a vs. 3.4.78b, 3.4.79a vs. 3.4.79b also
illustratesak.utar- “own” as being subject-oriented. Similarly to the examples 3.4.72,
3.4.74–3.4.76, the examples 3.4.77–3.4.79 show that the possessive cannot select a
lower argument,29 the direct objectbakar-i, as an antecedent:

3.4.77.EXAMPLE .

29Chapter 7 offers the evidence that the complex reflexivePOSS+tav- is able to appear as a subject
argument of certain verb classes and certain verb reading. The possessivesak.utar- “own” is able to serve
as a specifier of thePOSS+tav-phrase there. In those cases thesak.utar- “own” as a specifier of the subject
argument will be selecting a lower argument as an antecedent. See Footnote 6 in Chapter 7.
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a. (mei )
1SG.ERG

[sak.utar
own

tav-s]i/∗j
self-DAT

bakar-ij
Bakar-NOM

aγ-v-u-c.er-e.
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-describe-AOR.INDIC

Lit.: I to.own self Bakar I.described.him.to.him/her

“I described Bakar to myself.”

“*I described Bakar to himself.”

b. (mei )
1SG.ERG

bakar-ij
Bakar-NOM

[sak.utar
own

tav-s]i/∗j
self-DAT

aγ-v-u-c.er-e.
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-describe-AOR.INDIC

Lit.: I Bakar to.own self I.described.him.to.him/her

“I described Bakar toMYSELF.”

“*I described Bakar toHIMSELF.”

3.4.78.EXAMPLE .

a. (̌seni )
2SG.ERG

[sak.utar
own-DAT

tav-s]i/∗j
self-DAT

bakar-ij
Bakar-NOM

da-∅-u-xasiat-e.
PV-2AERG.SG-PRV-characterize-AOR.INDIC

Lit.: You.SG to.own self Bakar you.SG.characterized.him.to.him/her

“You characterized Bakar to yourself.”

“*You characterized Bakar to himself.”

b. (̌seni )
2SG.ERG

bakar-ij
Bakar-NOM

[sak.utar
own-DAT

tav-s]i/∗j
self-DAT

da-∅-u-xasiat-e.
PV-2AERG.SG-PRV-characterize-AOR.INDIC

Lit.: You.SG Bakar to.own self you.SG.characterized.him.to.him/her

“You characterized Bakar toYOURSELF.”

“*You characterized Bakar toHIMSELF.”

3.4.79.EXAMPLE .

a. giorgi-mi

Giorgi-ERG

[sak.utar
own

tav-s]i/∗j
self-DAT

bakar-ij
Bakar-NOM

da-∅-u-xat.-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-draw/paint-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: Giorgi to.own self Bakar he.drew/painted.him

“Giorgi drew/painted Bakar for himself.”

“*Giorgi i drew/painted Bakarj for himj .”
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b. giorgi-mi

Giorgi-ERG

bakar-ij
Bakar-NOM

[sak.utar
own

tav-s]i/∗j
self-DAT

da-∅-u-xat.-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-draw/paint-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: Giorgi Bakar to.own self he.drew/painted.him

“Giorgi drew/painted Bakar forHIMSELF.”

“*Giorgi i drew/painted Bakarj for HIM j .”

Thus, thesak.utar- “own” as a specifier of thePOSS+tav- complex reflexive phrase
selects the subject argument of the verb as the antecedent.

A Short Summary

The present subsection dealt with the specifier of the Georgian complex reflexive phrase
POSS+tav-, which can be given by simple and complex possessive pronouns, as well
as by a possessivesak.utar- “own”. Of the category “simple pronouns”, the 3rd person
mis- “his/her/its” and its reflexive counterparttavis- “self’s” were discussed. Whereas
the latter selects exclusively a clause-mate antecedent, the former never does so. Within
the plural possessive pronouns, there is a distinction between simple and complex pos-
sessives. The simple plural possessives are ambiguous between the collective and dis-
tributive readings, while the complex plural possessives are exclusively distributive.
The possessivesak.utar- “own” is not specified for the person feature and can in fact
serve as a specifier of the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav-, selecting an antecedent of any
person. However, the antecedent of thesak.utar- “own” can exclusively be the subject
argument.

3.4.6 The Complex Reflexive Phrase POSS+tav-as a Determiner

As has become clear already in Subsection 3.4.5, the 3rd person reflexive possessive
pronountavis-appears as a determiner of a phrase. This subsection describes the com-
plex reflexive phrasePOSS+tav-, serving as a determiner ofNPs.

Observe that it is the reflexive phrasetavis- tav-(3.4.80a) but never the 3rd person
singular reflexive possessivetavis- “self’s” (3.4.80b) or the head of the phrasetav-
“self” (3.4.80c) that appears as a determiner of the head nounekim-i-c:

3.4.80.EXAMPLE .

a. igi
3SG.NOM

tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-is
self-GEN

ekim-i-c
doctor-NOM-ADD

aris
he.is

da
and

vekil-i-c.
lawyer-NOM-ADD

Lit.: (S)he is his/her own doctor and lawyer

“(S)he is taking care of himself/herself, (s)he is his/her own master.”
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b. *igi
3SG.NOM

tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

ekim-i-c
doctor-NOM-ADD

ar-i-s
he.is

da
and

vekil-i-c.
lawyer-NOM-ADD

“(S)he is taking care of himself/herself, (s)he is his/her own master.”

c. *igi
3SG.NOM

tav-is
self-GEN

ekim-i-c
doctor-NOM-ADD

ar-i-s
he.is

da
and

vekil-i-c.
lawyer-NOM-ADD

“(S)he is taking care of himself/herself, (s)he is his/her own master.”

Example 3.4.80a together with the examples in 3.4.81 and 3.4.82 illustrate the de-
terminer use of the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- in existential sentences:

3.4.81.EXAMPLE .

roca
when

lingvist.-eb-i
linguist-PL-NOM

k.avk.asia-̌si
Caucasia-in

lingvist.ur
linguistic

ekspedicia-̌si
expedition-in

mi-d-i-an,
PV-move-TS-3ANOM.PL

(isini)
3PL.NOM

taviant-i
3REFL.POSS.PL-NOM

tav-is
self-GEN

mzareul-eb-i-c
cook-PL-NOM-ADD

arian
they.are

da
and

damlagebl-eb-i-c.
cleaning.lady-PL-NOM-ADD

“When linguists go to a linguistic expedition in the Caucasus they are their own
cooks and cleaning ladies.” (i.e., it is not that they are occupied exclusively by do-
ing fieldwork but they also are taking care of themselves completely alone without
any help from others30)

3.4.82.EXAMPLE .

(is)
3SG.NOM

tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-is
self-GEN

mt.er-i-a.
enemy-NOM-COP

“(S)he is his/her own enemy.”

Example 3.4.80a is about someone being both a doctor and a lawyer to himself/her-
self, or, in other words, being able to take care of himself/herself. The other example,
3.4.81, is about linguists doing fieldwork in Caucasus and how they are forced by the
circumstances to work as a cook or a cleaning lady as well. Lastly, Example 3.4.82 is
about someone acting towards himself/herself like an enemy would have actedtowards
him/her. In all these cases, the referent of the reflexive phrase (serving as a determiner)
is identical to the referent of its antecedent. For instance, the referent of the tavis-i
tav-is in Example 3.4.80a is identical to the referent of the antecedentigi. Similarly,
the referent of thetaviant-i tav-isin Example 3.4.81 is identical to the referent of the
antecedentisini which is co-indexed with the phraselingvist.-eb-i from the upper clause.

30The example illustrates not only the determiner use of the reflexive phrase but also reflects the reality
of doing fieldwork in the Caucasus. To have a better understanding about fieldwork and how it has been
conducted in such diverse and unfortunately not always safe geopolitical areas as the Caucasus, the reader
is recommended to consult for instance, [Bor01].
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Besides, the referent of thetavis-i tav-isis identical to the referent of the antecedentis
in Example 3.4.82. Thus, everywhere in these examples there is a full identity match
between the referent of the reflexive phrase serving as a determiner of an NP and that
of the corresponding antecedent.

However, not every case of the reflexive phrase as a determiner of an NP can be
interpreted in this manner. Depending on the lexical semantics of the head of theNP that
the reflexive phrase modifies, it might be possible to get an interpretation in which there
is no full identity match between the referents of the reflexive phrase and the antecedent.
These are the cases in which the head noun of the phrase having the reflexive phrase
POSS+tav- as a determiner does not refer to a potential agent but rather to a potential
theme. For instance, if the head noun that is modified by the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav-
in Example 3.4.80a is a doctor and a lawyer, or in 3.4.81 in which it is linguists doing
fieldwork and in 3.4.82 in which it is someone acting as an enemy, and the characters
are all agents rather than being acted upon, an example such as 3.4.83 involves the
head noun referring to a potential theme. In 3.4.83 the head nounmsxverp. leb-adbeing
modified by the reflexive phrasesak.utar-i tav-is refers to victims or a potential theme
(rather than to an abuser which would be a potential agent).

3.4.83.EXAMPLE . (Adopted from [KT04]31)

tu
if

čven
1PL.ERG

am
this.OBL

t.ragedia-s
tragedy.DAT

q.uradγeba-∅
attention-NOM

ar
not

mi-v-a-kc-i-e-t...,
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-direct-TS-INDIC-PLERG

(čven)
1PL.NOM

q.oveltvis
always

msxverp. leb-ad
victim-PL-ADV

da-v-řc-eb-i-t
PV-1ANOM.SG-remain-TS-INDIC-PLNOM

— sak.utar-i
own-NOM

tav-is
self-GEN

msxverp. leb-ad.32

victim-PL-ADV

“If we do not pay attention to this tragedy we will always remain victims—victims
of our own selves”

31The sentence in Example 3.4.83 is from an article published in a daily newspaper in Tbilisi, Georgia
in May 2004 [KT04]. The article reflects a discussion held between school teachers, methodologists,
psycholinguists and the Ministry of Education officials responsible for the school education reform in
Georgia. The main concern of the discussion has been poor results of the tests in Georgian language taken
by 9 and 10 year old school children. The sentence reflects the reactionfrom one of the participants who
argued against blaming only the test quality and possible errors of calculation but to make radical changes
to the education system.

32The full version of the extract which might be needed when analyzing theinterpretation of the reflex-
ive phrase and its referent is presented here:tu �ven am �ragedias qurad�eba ar mivakiet da sas�rapod misi gamos�oreba ardavi�qet, tu �ven tavi kvi�a�i davmalet, qoveltvis msxver�lebad davr�ebit|sa�utaritavis msxver�lebad. “If we do not pay attention to this tragedy and do not immediately start making
corrections, if we hide our head in the sand, we will always remain victims—victims of our own selves.”
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In Example 3.4.83 in which the head noun that is modified by the reflexive phrase
POSS+tav- refers to a potential theme, there is no full identity match between the ref-
erents of the reflexive phrase and the antecedent. More precisely, thereferent of the
reflexive phrase is an aspect, property, something related to or associated with the ref-
erent of the antecedent. Taking into account the circumstances in which theutterance
in 3.4.83 was produced (see Footnote 31 as well as Footnote 32 in this chapter), the
referent of the reflexive phrasesak.utar-i tav-isrefers to only some aspect(s) of the ref-
erent of the corresponding antecedent, the nominative-markedčven. The meaning of
the sentence in 3.4.83 is that unless they (i.e., the authorities responsible for the school
reform in Georgia) pay attention to the reasons for the bad test results among the school
kids and unless radical changes to the education system of Georgia in general, are made
they will be victims of their own carelessness. Thus, the reflexive phraseserving as a
determiner in fact does not refer to the referent of the antecedentčven(i.e., the au-
thorities responsible for the school reform in Georgia) but rather to a property of the
antecedent, namely, the carelessness.

The same could be said of Example 3.4.84a. Whereas the nominalizationubedur-i
alone (as in 3.4.84b) means “unlucky [one]”, the same nominalization modified by the
reflexive phrasetavis-i tav-isin 3.4.84a refers to someone who gets hurt by circum-
stances, and which is therefore a potential theme, rather than a potential agent).

3.4.84.EXAMPLE .

a. tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-is
self-GEN

ubedur-i
unlucky-NOM

“unlucky [one]” (said about someone who does not do anything wrongto any-
body and only harms himself/herself unintentionally; whatever (s)he does,it al-
ways turns out to be harming to him/her)”

b. ubedur-i
unlucky-NOM

“unlucky [one]”

Thus, examples 3.4.80a, 3.4.81, 3.4.82, as opposed to examples 3.4.83, 3.4.84 il-
lustrate correspondingly that the full versus partial identity match between the referents
of the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav-and its antecedent is sensitive to the thematic charac-
terization (agent vs. theme).33

In the rest of this subsection there will be an attempt to draw a comparison between
the 3rd person reflexive possessivetavis- and the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- as a de-
terminer of anNP. Note that neither the 3rd person reflexive possessivetavis- (3.4.42,
3.4.43a) nor the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- (3.4.85, 3.4.86) can be a determiner of the
subject argument of verbs, whether it is transitive or intransitive:

33Note that the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- as well as the reciprocalertmanet-when used as a subject
argument are in some cases also sensitive to the thematic characteristics (agent vs. theme). See Chapter 7.
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3.4.85.EXAMPLE .

gela-∅i

Gela-NOM

šin
at.home

da-řc-a.
PV-stay-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

*tavis-ii
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-is
self-GEN

da-∅
sister-NOM

tbilis-ši
Tbilisi-in

c.a-vid-a.
PV-move-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Gela stayed at home. His sister went to Tbilisi.”

3.4.86.EXAMPLE .

*tavis-ii
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-is
self-GEN

ekim-i
doctor-NOM

∅-a-k-eb-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-praise-TS-3ANOM.SG

gela-si .
Gela-DAT

“Gela, acting as his own doctor, praises himself.”

Furthermore, it is the 3rd person reflexive possessivetavis- (3.4.87) but not the
reflexive phrasetavis-i tav-is-(3.4.88) which is able to modify the object.

3.4.87.EXAMPLE .

gela-∅i

Gela-NOM

∅-a-k-eb-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-praise-TS-3ANOM.SG

tavisi
3REFL.POSS.SG

ekim-s.
doctor-DAT

“Gela praises his doctor.”

3.4.88.EXAMPLE .

*gela-∅i

Gela-NOM

∅-a-k-eb-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-praise-TS-3ANOM.SG

tavis-ii
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-is
self-GEN

ekim-s.
doctor-DAT

“Gela praises his doctor.”

The difference between the two modifiers is that the use of the reflexive phrase
POSS+tav- as a determiner ofNPs is restricted to the intransitive verbs likebe, remain,
become, turn into, etc. (see the examples 3.4.80a, 3.4.81, 3.4.82, 3.4.83, 3.4.89a).
No other classes of verbs, intransitive (3.4.85) or transitive (3.4.86, 3.4.88), allow the
phrase as a modifier of an argument.

On the contrary, the 3rd person reflexive possessivetavis- is ungrammatical in ex-
istential sentences with verbs such asbe, remain, become, turn into, etc. (3.4.89b). The
possessive pronoun never occurs as a modifier of the subject argument of verbs, whether
transitive (3.4.43a) or intransitive (3.4.42), while it is freely available as a modifier of
the object argument of transitive verbs irrespective of whether it is a direct (3.4.87) or
an indirect object (3.4.43b).
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3.4.89.EXAMPLE .

a. gela-∅
Gela-NOM

[[tavis-ii
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-is]
self-GEN

gulšemat.k. ivar-i-a]i .
fan-NOM-COP

“Gela is a fan of himself.”

b. *gela-∅
Gela-NOM

[tavis-ii
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

gulšemat.k. ivar-i-a]i .
fan-NOM-COP

“Gela is a fan of himself.”

The Georgian examples with the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- as a determiner of the
predicateNP with existential verbs in 3.4.80a, 3.4.81, 3.4.82, 3.4.83, 3.4.84a, 3.4.89a
are similar to the English examples in 3.4.90a vs. 3.4.90b and 3.4.91a vs. 3.4.91b:

3.4.90.EXAMPLE . From [Hae98, p. 239]

a. Shei is [[[heri ] own] cook]i ].

b. *Shei is [heri cook]i .

3.4.91.EXAMPLE .

a. Youi are [[[youri ] own] enemy]i ].

b. *Youi are [youri enemy]i .

In the examples 3.4.90b and 3.4.91b, there is a circular coindexation, which is
ruled out by the condition calledi-within-i filter (3.4.92, see [Cho81]). This condition
prevents the co-indexation of a phrase with a phrase that contains it:

3.4.92.FILTER. The i-within-i filter is defined as∗[i . . . αi . . .]

Like the Englishher in 3.4.90b oryour in 3.4.91b, the Georgian reflexive possessive
tavis-i in 3.4.89b is coindexed with the phrase containing it. Because of the circularity,
thei-within-i filter is violated and the examples are ungrammatical. However, the same
reflexive possessivetavis-i, when embedded further inside another phrase [tavis-i tav-
is] (3.4.89a), could be coindexed with a larger phrase containing them (justlike the
Englishher in 3.4.90a oryour in 3.4.91a).

As is shown in the examples 3.4.93a vs. 3.4.93b, the head of the phrasetavis-i
gund-is(3.4.93b) in which the reflexive possessive is embedded, might even be deleted,
leaving the case-marker as a residue (3.4.93a). That the use in (3.4.93a)is grammat-
ical shows that, as far as the reflexive possessive is embedded into somephrase, its
coindexing with the upper phrase does not lead to ungrammaticality:

3.4.93.EXAMPLE .
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a. gela-∅
Gela-NOM

[[[tavis-ii ]-s]
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM-GEN

gulšemat.k. ivar-i-a]i .
fan-NOM-COP

“Gela is a fan of his one.”

b. gela-∅
Gela-NOM

[[[tavis-ii ]
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

gund-is]
team-GEN

gulšemat.k. ivar-i-a]i .
fan-NOM-COP

“Gela is a fan of his team.”

Finally, the behavior of the 3rd person reflexive possessivetavis-and the reflexive
phrasePOSS+tav-when used as a determiner of anNP is summarized in Table 3.1.

Verb Type Argument The 3rd Person Reflexive The Reflexive Phrase
Modified Possessivetavis- POSS+tav-

Existential PredicateNP * (3.4.89b) X (3.4.89a)
Intransitive Subject * (3.4.42) * (3.4.85)
Transitive Subject * (3.4.43a) * (3.4.86)
Transitive Object X (3.4.87) * (3.4.88)

Table 3.1: The 3rd Person Reflexive Possessivetavis- and The Reflexive Phrase
POSS+tav-as a Modifier.

The subject argument, whether intransitive or transitive, does not allow either of
the reflexive modifiers (3.4.42, 3.4.43a, 3.4.85, 3.4.86). This illustrates thatboth the
reflexive possessivetavis- and the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- need a c-commanding
antecedent and, additionally, in 3.4.85 and 3.4.86 there is a circularity which makes the
sentences ungrammatical in any case.

That the c-command relation is important, can be concluded from the fact that
tavis- is allowed to modify the object argument of transitive verbs as well (3.4.87).
The reflexive possessive is c-commanded and bound by the subject which is in fact the
antecedent for the possessive.

The fact that the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- is not allowed to modify the object
argument of transitive verbs (3.4.88) is due to the circularity which causesa violation
of the i-within-i filter.

Finally, the distinction between the use of the reflexive possessive (3.4.89b) versus
the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- (3.4.89a) as a determiner of the predicateNP in existen-
tial sentences again illustrates circularity and thei-within-i effect.

3.4.7 Conclusion

This section dealt with the Georgian complex reflexive phrasePOSS+tav-. The distri-
bution of the phrase has been looked at. A plan of the subsections was presented in
Subsection 3.4.1. In Subsection 3.4.2 it was shown that the Georgian reflexive phrase
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has to be bound in a local domain, necessarily by a c-commanding antecedent and
can never serve as a long-distance anaphor or as a logophor. That the anaphor re-
quires a c-commanding antecedent, irrespective of the word order was shown in Sub-
section 3.4.3. To check whether the structural dominance exists between arguments in
Georgian the Georgian data was tested with the use of the tests like Quantifier-Variable
Binding,Weak Cross-OverEffects, Superiority Effects andPrinciple CEffects in Sub-
section 3.4.4. The very tests have shown that there is an asymmetric c-commandre-
lation between the subject and direct object as well as between the indirectand direct
object arguments.

Apart from the distribution of thePOSS+tav- the determiner of the phrase was dis-
cussed in Section 3.4.5. It was determined what the difference between the3rd per-
son singular possessivemis- “him/her/it” and its reflexive counterparttavis- “self’s”
and between the simple plural possessives and the corresponding complex plural pos-
sessives were. Additionally the possessivesak.utar- “own” was considered, which can
also serve as a determiner of thePOSS+tav-phrase. Since thesak.utar- is underspecified
with regard to the person feature, it can select an antecedent of any person. The only
restriction for thesak.utar- is that it must have the subject argument as an antecedent.
Subsection 3.4.6 dealt with the determiner use of the reflexivePOSS+tav-, hereby illus-
trating thei-within-i filter at work. Finally, Subsection 3.4.7 concludes Section 3.4.

3.5 The Simple Reflexive Pronountav-

3.5.1 Introduction

The previous Section 3.4 dealt with the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav-. In this section the
simple reflexive pronountav- within the Binding Theory of [Cho81] will be consid-
ered. There will be an attempt to show how the two diachronically related [AL02] but
synchronically distinct anaphoric strategies—the complexPOSS+tav- and the simple
reflexive pronountav-—differ within the latter theory.

3.5.2 Is the Simple Reflexivetav- the Same POSS+tav-Strategy?

It is important to note that thePOSScan be optional in the complex reflexive phrase
POSS+tav-which results in reflexivetav- that stands alone. For instance, for any of the
POSS+tav- phrases in 3.5.1a, 3.5.1b, 3.5.2a, 3.5.2b, 3.5.3a, 3.5.3b it is possible to have
the possessive deleted (cf. 3.5.1a vs. 3.5.4a, 3.5.1b vs. 3.5.4b, 3.5.2a vs. 3.5.5a, 3.5.2b
vs. 3.5.5b, 3.4.20a vs. 3.5.6a, 3.4.22a vs. 3.5.6b):

3.5.1.EXAMPLE .

a. mei
1SG.ERG

bakar-sj
Bakar-DAT

[čem-i
1POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]i
self-NOM
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aγ-v-u-c.er-e.
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-describe-AOR.INDIC

Lit.: I to.Bakar myself I.described.him/her.to.him

“I described myself to Bakar.”

b. mei
1SG.ERG

bakar-sj
Bakar-DAT

[tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]j
self-NOM

aγ-v-u-c.er-e.
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-describe-AOR.INDIC

Lit.: I to.Bakar himself I.described.him.to.him

“I described Bakar to himself.”

3.5.2.EXAMPLE .

a. šeni
1SG.ERG

bakar-sj
Bakar-DAT

[šen-i
2POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]i
self-NOM

da-∅-u-xasiat-e.
PV-2AERG.SG-PRV-characterize-AOR.INDIC

Lit.: You.SG to.Bakar yourself you.SG.characterized.him/her.to.him

“You characterized yourself to Bakar.”

b. šeni
1SG.ERG

bakar-sj
Bakar-DAT

[tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]j
self-NOM

da-∅-u-xasiat-e.
PV-2AERG.SG-PRV-characterize-AOR.INDIC

Lit.: You.SG to.Bakar self’s self you.SG.characterized.him.to.him

“You described Bakar to himself.”

3.5.3.EXAMPLE .

a. (Given also under 3.4.20a)

giorgi-mi

Giorgi-ERG

bakar-sj
Bakar-DAT

[tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]i/∗j
self-NOM

da-∅-u-xat.-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-draw/paint-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: Giorgi to.Bakar self’s self he.drew/painted.him.for.him

“Giorgi drew/painted himself for Bakar.”

b. giorgi-mi

Giorgi-ERG

bakar-sj
Bakar-DAT

[mis-i
3POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]
∗i/j

self-NOM

da-∅-u-xat.-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-draw/paint-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC
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Lit.: Giorgi for.Bakar himself he.drew/painted.him.for.him

“Giorgii drew/painted Bakarj for himj .”

3.5.4.EXAMPLE .

mei
1SG.ERG

bakar-sj
Bakar-DAT

tav-ii/j
self-NOM

aγ-v-u-c.er-e.
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-describe-AOR.INDIC

Lit.: I to.Bakar self I.described.him/her.to.him

a. “I described myself to Bakar.”

b. “I described Bakar to himself.”

3.5.5.EXAMPLE .

šeni
1SG.ERG

bakar-sj
Bakar-DAT

tav-ii/j
self-NOM

da-∅-u-xasiat-e.
PV-2AERG.SG-PRV-characterize-AOR.INDIC

Lit.: You.SG to.Bakar self you.SG.characterized.him/her.to.him

a. “You characterized yourself to Bakar.”

b. “You described Bakar to himself.”

3.5.6.EXAMPLE .

giorgi-mi

Giorgi-ERG

bakar-sj
Bakar-DAT

tav-ii/j
self-NOM

da-∅-u-xat.-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-draw/paint-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: Giorgi for.Bakar self he.drew/painted.him.for.him

a. “Giorgi drew/painted himself for Bakar.”

b. “Giorgii drew/painted Bakarj for himj .”

The examples 3.5.4, 3.5.5 and 3.5.6 illustrate a direct object use of thetav- which
lacks a possessive as a determiner. In the presence of a determiner, thechoice of an
antecedent depends on the determiner (cf. 3.5.1a vs. 3.5.1b, 3.5.2a vs. 3.5.2b, 3.5.3a
vs. 3.5.3b). Since the anaphor and its antecedent must share the personfeature, the
person feature of a certain possessive determines one particular antecedent while at the
same time excluding others. For instance, the reflexive phrase which hasčem-ias a de-
terminer in 3.5.1a,̌sen-iin 3.5.2a andtavis-i in 3.5.3a, can only have a corresponding
subjectNP as an antecedent but not the indirect objectNP bakar-s. Similarly, the reflex-
ive phrase which hastavis-i as a determiner in 3.5.1b and 3.5.2b andmis-i in 3.5.3b,
can have the indirect objectNP bakar-sas an antecedent but not the corresponding
subjectNP.

Whenever the determiner is absent there is no restriction on any particular an-
tecedent. Consequently, anyNP can serve as an antecedent and bind the anaphoric
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simple tav-. For instance, the simpletav- in 3.5.4, 3.5.5 or 3.5.6 can have both the
subject and the indirect object as an antecedent. The simpletav-, which is an indirect
object in 3.5.7, 3.5.8, 3.5.9, takes the subject as an antecedent (cf. the examples 3.5.7
vs. 3.5.10a, 3.5.8 vs. 3.5.11a, 3.5.9 vs. 3.5.12a). However, it is impossible for it to
take the direct objectbakar-i as an antecedent, since the latter cannot bind the indirect
object (cf. the examples 3.5.7 vs. 3.5.10b, 3.5.8 vs. 3.5.11b, 3.5.9 vs. 3.5.12b).

3.5.7.EXAMPLE .

mei
1SG.ERG

tav-si/∗j
self-DAT

bakar-ij
Bakar-NOM

aγ-v-u-c.er-e.
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-describe-AOR.INDIC

Lit.: I to.self Bakar I.described.him.to.him/her

a. “I described Bakar to myself.”

b. “*I described Bakar to himself.”

3.5.8.EXAMPLE .

šeni
2SG.ERG

tav-si/∗j
self-DAT

bakar-ij
Bakar-NOM

da-∅-u-xasiat-e.
PV-2AERG.SG-PRV-characterize-AOR.INDIC

Lit.: You.SG to.self Bakar you.SG.characterized.him.to.him/her

a. “You characterized Bakar to yourself.”

b. “*You characterized Bakar to himself.”

3.5.9.EXAMPLE .

giorgi-mi

Giorgi-ERG

tav-si/∗j
self-DAT

bakar-ij
Bakar-NOM

da-∅-u-xat.-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-draw/paint-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: Giorgi to.self Bakar he.drew/painted.him.to.him

a. “Giorgi drew/painted Bakar for himself.”

b. “*Giorgi i drew/painted Bakarj for himj .”

3.5.10.EXAMPLE .

a. mei
1SG.ERG

[čem-s
1POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s]i
self-DAT

bakar-ij
Bakar-NOM

aγ-v-u-c.er-e.
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-describe-AOR.INDIC

Lit.: I to.myself Bakar I.described.him.to.him/her

“I described Bakar to myself.”
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b. mei
1SG.ERG

[tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s]
∗i/∗j

self-DAT

bakar-ij
Bakar-NOM

aγ-v-u-c.er-e.
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-describe-AOR.INDIC

Lit.: I to.himself Bakar I.described.him.to.him

a. “*I described Bakar to myself.”

b. “*I described Bakar to himself.”

3.5.11.EXAMPLE .

a. šeni
2SG.ERG

[šen-s
2POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s]i
self-DAT

bakar-ij
Bakar-NOM

da-∅-u-xasiat-e.
PV-2AERG.SG-PRV-characterize-AOR.INDIC

Lit.: You.SG to.yourself Bakar you.SG.characterized.him.to.him/her

“You characterized Bakar to yourself.”

b. šeni
2SG.ERG

[tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s]
∗i/∗j

self-DAT

bakar-ij
Bakar-NOM

da-∅-u-xasiat-e.
PV-2AERG.SG-PRV-characterize-AOR.INDIC

Lit.: You.SG to.self’s.self Bakar you.SG.characterized.him.to.him

a. “*You characterized Bakar to yourself.”

b. “*You characterized Bakar to himself.”

3.5.12.EXAMPLE .

a. giorgi-mi

Giorgi-ERG

[tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s]i/∗j
self-DAT

bakar-ij
Bakar-NOM

da-∅-u-xat.-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-draw/paint-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: Giorgi to.self’s.self Bakar he.drew/painted.him.to.him

a. “Giorgi drew/painted Bakar for himself.”

b. “*Giorgi i drew/painted Bakarj for himj .”

b. giorgi-mi

Giorgi-ERG

[mis
3POSS.SG

tav-s]
∗i/∗j

self-DAT

bakar-ij
Bakar-NOM

da-∅-u-xat.-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-draw/paint-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: Giorgi to.himself Bakar he.drew/painted.him.to.him

a. “*Giorgi drew/painted Bakar for himself.”

b. “*Giorgi i drew/painted Bakarj for himj .”
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The fact that thePOSSis optional in thePOSS+tav- phrase might give rise to the
idea that there is the only strategyPOSS+tav- with an optionalPOSS. However, this is
true only in 3-argument verbs, whether these are prototypical (cf. the examples 3.5.4
vs. 3.5.1, 3.5.5 vs. 3.5.2, 3.5.6 vs. 3.4.20a) or derived (cf. the examples 3.5.13 vs.
3.5.14):

3.5.13.EXAMPLE .

mani
3SG.ERG

mej
1SG.DAT

tav-ii/j
self-NOM

ga-m-a-lanz.γ-v-in-a.
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-curse-TS-CAUS-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“He made me curse himself/myself.”

3.5.14.EXAMPLE .

a. mani
3SG.ERG

mej
1SG.DAT

[tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]i/∗j
self-NOM

ga-m-a-lanz.γ-v-in-a.
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-curse-TS-CAUS-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“He made me curse himself.”

b. mani
3SG.ERG

mej
1SG.DAT

[čem-i
1POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]
∗i/j

self-NOM

ga-m-a-lanz.γ-v-in-a.
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-curse-TS-CAUS-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“He made me curse myself.”

As for 2-argument verbs, they show that the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- and the
simple tav- are two different strategies (cf. 3.5.15a vs. 3.5.16a, 3.5.15b vs. 3.5.16b,
3.5.15c vs. 3.5.16c, 3.5.17a vs. 3.5.18a, 3.5.17b vs. 3.5.18b, 3.5.17c vs. 3.5.18c, 3.5.19
vs. 3.5.20, 3.5.21 vs. 3.5.22):

3.5.15.EXAMPLE .

a. me
1SG.ERG

čem-i
1POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i
self-NOM

v-a-k-e.
1AERG.SG-PRV-praise-AOR.INDIC

“I praised myself.”

b. šen
2SG.ERG

šen-i
2POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i
self-NOM

∅-a-z.ag-e.
2AERG.SG-PRV-curse-AOR.INDIC

“You cursed yourself.”

c. man
3SG.ERG

tavis-i
3REFL.POSS-NOM

tav-i
self-NOM

ga-∅-a-masxr-a.
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-clown-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC
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“He made fun of himself.”

3.5.16.EXAMPLE .

a. me
1SG.ERG

tav-i
self-NOM

v-i-k-e.
1AERG.SG-PRV-praise-AOR.INDIC

“I praised myself.”

b. šen
2SG.ERG

tav-i
self-NOM

∅-i-z.ag-e.
2AERG.SG-PRV-curse-AOR.INDIC

“You cursed yourself.”

c. man
3SG.ERG

tav-i
self-NOM

ga-∅-i-masxr-a.
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-clown-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“He made fun of himself.”

3.5.17.EXAMPLE .

a. mei
1SG.NOM

v-a-k.rit.ik.-eb
1ANOM.SG-PRV-criticize-TS

[čem-s
1POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s]i .
self-DAT

“I criticize myself.”

b. šeni
2SG.NOM

∅-a-k.rit.ik.-eb
2ANOM.SG-PRV-criticize-TS

[šen-s
2POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s]i .
self-DAT

“You criticize yourself.”

c. isi
3SG.NOM

∅-a-k.rit.ik.-eb-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-criticize-TS-3ANOM.SG

[tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s]i .
self-DAT

“He criticizes himself.”

3.5.18.EXAMPLE .

a. mei
1SG.NOM

v-i-k.rit.ik.-eb
1ANOM.SG-PRV-criticize-TS

tav-si .
self-DAT

“I criticize myself.”

b. šeni
2SG.NOM

∅-i-k.rit.ik.-eb
2ANOM.SG-PRV-criticize-TS

tav-si .
self-DAT

“You criticize yourself.”

c. isi
3SG.NOM

∅-i-k.rit.ik.-eb-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-criticize-TS-3ANOM.SG

tav-si .
self-DAT

“He criticizes himself.”

3.5.19.EXAMPLE .

mei
1SG.NOM

v-a-k-eb
1ANOM.SG-PRV-praise-TS

[čem-s
1POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s]i .
self-DAT

“I praise myself.”
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3.5.20.EXAMPLE .

mei
1SG.NOM

v-i-k-eb
1ANOM.SG-PRV-praise-TS

tav-si .
self-DAT

“I praise myself.”

3.5.21.EXAMPLE .

giorgi-mi

Giorgi-ERG

[tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]i
self-NOM

∅-a-k-o.
3BNOM.SG-PRV-praise-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Giorgi praisedHIMSELF.”

3.5.22.EXAMPLE .

giorgi-mi

Giorgi-ERG

tav-ii
self-NOM

∅-i-k-o.
3BNOM.SG-PRV-praise-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Giorgi praised himself.”

The process does not only consist of simply replacing the simpletav-by the phrase
POSS+tav-but it also changes to the verb form. Moreover, in the presence of the simple
tav- strategy there is a verb form marked by a verbal reflexive marker, the pre-radical
vowel i- (see 3.5.16a–c, 3.5.18a–c, 3.5.20, 3.5.22) while in thePOSS+tav- strategy the
verb form with the voweli- is redundant34 (cf. 3.5.15a vs. 3.5.23a, 3.5.15b vs. 3.5.23b,
3.5.15c vs. 3.5.23c, 3.5.17a vs. 3.5.24a, 3.5.17b vs. 3.5.24b, 3.5.17c vs. 3.5.24c, 3.5.19
vs. 3.5.25, 3.5.21 vs. 3.5.26):

3.5.23.EXAMPLE .

a. me
1SG.ERG

[čem-i
1POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]i
self-NOM

v-i-k-e.
1AERG.SG-PRV-praise-AOR.INDIC

“*I praised myself.”

“I praisedMYSELF.”

b. šen
2SG.ERG

[šen-i
2POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]i
self-NOM

∅-i-z.ag-e.
2AERG.SG-PRV-curse-AOR.INDIC

“*You cursed yourself.”

“You cursedYOURSELF.”

34If the complexPOSS+tav- is accompanied with the verbal reflexivei-, there still is a focused reading.
See Footnote 14 in Chapter 4 about the use of complex reflexivization strategies together with intrinsically
reflexive verbs.
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c. man
3SG.ERG

[tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]i
self-NOM

ga-∅-i-masxr-a.
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-clown-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“*He made fun of himself.”

“He made fun ofHIMSELF.”

3.5.24.EXAMPLE .

a. mei
1SG.NOM

v-i-k.rit.ik.-eb
1ANOM.SG-PRV-criticize-TS

[čem-s
1POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s]i .
self-DAT

“*I criticize myself.”

“I criticize MYSELF.”

b. šeni
2SG.NOM

∅-i-k.rit.ik.-eb
2ANOM.SG-PRV-criticize-TS

[šen-s
2POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s]i .
self-DAT

“*You criticize yourself.”

“You criticize YOURSELF.”

c. isi
3SG.NOM

∅-i-k.rit.ik.-eb-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-criticize-TS-3ANOM.SG

[tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s]i .
self-DAT

“*He criticizes himself.”

“He criticizesHIMSELF.”

3.5.25.EXAMPLE .

mei
1SG.NOM

v-i-k-eb
1ANOM.SG-PRV-praise-TS

[čem-s
1POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s]i .
self-DAT

“*I praise myself.”

“I praiseMYSELF.”

3.5.26.EXAMPLE .

giorgi-mi

Giorgi-ERG

∅-i-k-o
3BNOM.SG-PRV-praise-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

[tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]i .
self-NOM

“*Giorgi praised himself.”

“Giorgi praisedHIMSELF.”

The possessive part of the reflexive phrase can not simply be dropped (cf. 3.5.15a
vs. 3.5.27a, 3.5.15b vs. 3.5.27b, 3.5.15c vs. 3.5.27c, 3.5.17a vs. 3.5.28a,3.5.17b vs.
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3.5.28b, 3.5.17c vs. 3.5.28c, 3.5.19 vs. 3.5.29, 3.5.21 vs. 3.5.30) or added(cf. 3.5.16a
vs. 3.5.23a, 3.5.16b vs. 3.5.23b, 3.5.16c vs. 3.5.23c, 3.5.18a vs. 3.5.24a,3.5.18b vs.
3.5.24b, 3.5.18c vs. 3.5.24c, 3.5.20 vs. 3.5.25, 3.5.22 vs. 3.5.26) without losing an
aspect of the meaning or its grammaticality.

3.5.27.EXAMPLE .

a. *me
1SG.ERG

tav-i
self-NOM

v-a-k-e.
1AERG.SG-PRV-praise-AOR.INDIC

“I praised myself.”

b. *šen
2SG.ERG

tav-i
self-NOM

∅-a-z.ag-e.
2AERG.SG-PRV-curse-AOR.INDIC

“You cursed yourself.”

c. *man
3SG.ERG

tav-i
self-NOM

ga-∅-a-masxr-a.
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-clown-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“He made fun of himself.”

3.5.28.EXAMPLE .

a. *me
1SG.NOM

v-a-k.rit.ik.-eb
1ANOM.SG-PRV-criticize-TS

tav-s.
self-DAT

“I praised myself.”

b. *šen
2SG.NOM

∅-a-k.rit.ik.-eb
2ANOM.SG-PRV-criticize-TS

tav-s.
self-DAT

“You criticize yourself.”

c. *is
3SG.NOM

∅-a-k.rit.ik.-eb-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-criticize-TS-3ANOM.SG

tav-s.
self-DAT

“He criticizes himself.”

3.5.29.EXAMPLE .

*mei

1SG.NOM

v-a-k-eb
1ANOM.SG-PRV-praise-TS

tav-si .
self-DAT

“I praise myself.”

3.5.30.EXAMPLE .

*giorgi-mi

Giorgi-ERG

tav-ii
self-NOM

∅-a-k-o.
3BNOM.SG-PRV-praise-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Giorgi praised himself.”
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Thus, thePOSS+tav- and the simpletav- are not interchangable. Although di-
achronically the latter is derived from the former one,35 synchronically the two are
different.

If the two (the simpletav-and thePOSS+tav-) would be the same strategy with and
without the optionalPOSS, then not only the examples with the simpletav-but also the
corresponding examples with thePOSS+tav- should be grammatical in an unfocused
reading. However, as the examples 3.5.16a vs. 3.5.23a, 3.5.16b vs. 3.5.23b, 3.5.16c vs.
3.5.23c, 3.5.18a vs. 3.5.24a, 3.5.18b vs. 3.5.24b, 3.5.18c vs. 3.5.24c, 3.5.20 vs. 3.5.25,
3.5.22 vs. 3.5.26 illustrate, this is not the case.

Furthermore, if the simpletav-and thePOSS+tav-would be the same strategy with
and without the optionalPOSS, then not only the examples with thePOSS+tav-but also
the examples with the simpletav- should be grammatical. However, as the examples
3.5.15a vs. 3.5.27a, 3.5.15b vs. 3.5.27b, 3.5.15c vs. 3.5.27c, 3.5.17a vs. 3.5.28a,
3.5.17b vs. 3.5.28b, 3.5.17c vs. 3.5.28c, 3.5.19 vs. 3.5.29, 3.5.21 vs. 3.5.30illustrate,
this is not the case.

Thus, thePOSSis optional in thePOSS+tav-phrase with 3-argument verbs and there
the tav- that stands alone, represents the samePOSS+tav- strategy with an optional
POSS. In 3-argument verbs, after having dropped thePOSS, the co-indexing is possible
between the alone standing reflexivetav- and any other co-argumentNP (unless the
reflexive c-commands theNP).

However, in 2-argument verbs the simpletav- is not the samePOSS+tav- strategy
with the droppedPOSS. In 2-argument verbsPOSSis not optional at all but it serves as
an obligatory co-indexing tool between the anaphor and the antecedent. ThePOSScan
not be deleted unless another co-indexation tool, the verbal reflexive prefix i-, is used.

Thus, the complex reflexive phrasePOSS+tav-and the simple reflexivetav- (requir-
ing the verbali- support) should be recognized as being two different reflexivization
strategies.

When discussing the simpletav-only the strategy used with the obligatory presence
of the verbal reflexivei- in 2-argument verbs will be referred to and not the occurrences
of the headtav-with an optional and droppedPOSSdeterminer in 3-argument verbs.

3.5.3 Domain and C-Command

The reflexive simpletav-, just like the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- (Example 3.4.1),
must be bound in a local domain (3.5.31a). The simpletav- must have a clause-mate
antecedent and if the reflexive is in the lower clause, anNP from the upper clause cannot
serve as an antecedent (3.5.31b):

3.5.31.EXAMPLE .

35Old Georgian only used thePOSS+tav-strategy [Sha76, Sar97].
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a. levan-ii
Levan-NOM

∅-pikr-ob-s,
3BDAT.SG-think-TS-3ANOM.SG

rom
that

mej
1SG.ERG

tav-i
∗i/j

self-NOM

v-i-k-e.
1AERG.SG-PRV-praise-AOR.INDIC

“Levan thinks that I praised myself.”

“*Levani thinks that I praised himi .”

b. iliai

Ilia.NOM

∅-pikr-ob-s,
3BDAT.SG-think-TS-3ANOM.SG

rom
that

gia-sj

Gia-DAT

s-jer-a,
3BDAT.SG-belive-3ANOM.SG

k.axa-sk
Kakha-DAT

∅-sur-s,
3BDAT.SG-want-3ANOM.SG

bakar-isl
Bakar-GEN

z.ma-mm

brother-ERG

∅-i-k-o-s
3BNOM.SG-PRV-praise-SUBJ-3AERG.SG

tav-i
∗i/∗j/∗k/∗l/m .

self-NOM

“Ilia i thinks that Giaj believes [that] Kakhak wants [that] Bakarl ’s brotherm praises
himself

∗i/∗j/∗k/∗l/m .”

Besides the locality constraint, the simpletav- has to have a c-commanding an-
tecedent. As Example 3.5.31b illustrates, the baretav- can only have a c-commanding
z.ma-mas an antecedent but no noun phrases (such ask.axa-s, gia-s, ilia ) from the upper
clauses. Therefore, the simple reflexive pronountav- can not act as along distance
anaphor[And86] which is possible, for instance, for the Icelandic reflexive (Exam-
ple 3.4.2).

The fact that the specifier of the phrasebakar-is z.ma-mcannot serve as an an-
tecedent, also shows the importance of c-command. The determinerbakar-isis unable
to c-command and consequently bind the reflexivetav-i in 3.5.31b. Therefore, the sim-
ple tav-does not only require a clause-mate but also a c-commanding antecedent.

As illustrated by Example 3.5.32, the simpletav- cannot be used in logophoric
contexts (cf. the logophoric use of the English self-form in Example 3.4.3):

3.5.32.EXAMPLE .

a. *tav-is
self-GEN

da
and

rekt.or-is
head.of.a.university-GEN

saxel-it
name-INST

∅-e-c.v-i-e
2ANOM.SG-PRV-visit-TS-AOR.INDIC

universit.et.-is
university-GEN

st.amba-s.
printing.house-DAT

“On behalf of myself and the head of the university visit the university printing
house.”

b. *tav-is
self-GEN

garda
except

q.vela-∅
everybody-NOM

še-∅-a-mčn-ev-s
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-notice-TS-3ANOM.SG

p.rezident.-is
president-GEN

uvicoba-s-a
ignorance-DAT-EV

da
and

p.olit.ik.ur
political

sibece-s.
being.cross.eyed-DAT
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“Anyone but yourself will notice the president’s ignorance and being politically
cross eyed.”

c. *tav-is
self-GEN

msgavs-i
alike-NOM

xalx-is-a-tvis
people-GEN-EV-for

dikt.at.or-s
dictator-DAT

q.oveltvis
always

mo-∅-e-z.ebn-eb-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-search-TS-3ANOM.SG

ert-i
one-NOM

sak.an-i.
prison.cell-NOM

Lit.: For people like yourself there can always be searched a prison cellby the
dictator

“For people like yourself the dictator always has a prison cell.”

Therefore, the Georgian simple reflexive pronountav- must be bound in a local
domain by a c-commanding antecedent and cannot be used either as a long-distance
anaphor (3.5.31) or as a logophor (3.5.32).36

3.5.4 Binding and Word Order

As was already mentioned in Section 3.4.3 when the Georgian complex reflexive phrase
POSS+tav- was discussed, word order does not influence binding in most cases. The
examples 3.5.33a vs. 3.5.33b illustrate that this is true for the simple reflexive pronoun
tav-as well:

3.5.33.EXAMPLE .

a. k.ac-ii
man-NOM

∅-i-k-eb-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-praise-TS-3ANOM.SG

tav-si .
self-DAT

“The man praises himself.”

b. tav-si
self-DAT

∅-i-k-eb-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-praise-TS-3ANOM.SG

k.ac-ii .
man-NOM

“The man praisesHIMSELF.”

Thus, word order changes do not affect a binding relation between thesimple re-
flexive pronountav-and its antecedent.

3.5.5 POSS+tav-, tav-and Sub-Classes of Transitive Verbs

Among the differences in distribution of the simple and complex nominal reflexiviza-
tion strategies, there is specific one that concerns their behavior with regard to certain
sub-classes of transitive verbs. Namely, the transitive verbs referring to physical de-
struction, acts of violence and activities which are very unlikely to be committed by

36As already mentioned in Footnote 16 in Chapter 3, certain verbs and verb readings in Georgian show
anaphors as a subject argument. However, this is true for the complex reflexives only (to be discussed in
Chapter 7), not for the simpletav-.
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a person towards himself/herself. Whereas for other transitive verbs both the complex
reflexivePOSS+tav- and the simple reflexive pronountav- are available normally, (cf.
3.5.15a vs. 3.5.16a, 3.5.15b vs. 3.5.16b, 3.5.15c vs. 3.5.16c, 3.5.17a vs. 3.5.18a,
3.5.17b vs. 3.5.18b, 3.5.17c vs. 3.5.18c, 3.5.19 vs. 3.5.20, 3.5.21 vs. 3.5.22), with
the verbs of physical destruction and acts of violence only the simple reflexive pronoun
tav- is possible and no use ofPOSS+tav- is grammatical (3.5.34a vs. 3.5.34c, 3.5.35a
vs. 3.5.35c, 3.5.36a vs. 3.5.36c):37

3.5.34.EXAMPLE .

a. *k.ac-ma
man-ERG

mo-∅-k. l-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-kill-3 AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i.
self-NOM

“The man killed himself.”

b. *k.ac-ma
man-ERG

mo-∅-k. l-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-kill-3 AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

tav-i.
self-NOM

“The man killed himself.”

c. k.ac-ma
man-ERG

mo-∅-i-k. l-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-kill-3 AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

tav-i.
self-NOM

“The man killed himself.”

d. *k.ac-ma
man-ERG

mo-∅-i-k. l-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-kill-3 AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i.
self-NOM

“The man killed himself.”

“The man killedHIMSELF.”

3.5.35.EXAMPLE .

a. *k.ac-ma
man-ERG

čamo-∅-a-xřc-o
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-hang-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i.
self-NOM

“The man hung himself.”

b. *k.ac-ma
man-ERG

čamo-∅-a-xřc-o
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-hang-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

tav-i.
self-NOM

“The man hung himself.”
37Although transitive verbs still allow the complexPOSS+tav- in the presence of the verbal reflexive

markeri- on a focused interpretation (see the examples 3.5.23–3.5.26), for the verbs referring to physical
destruction and acts of violence such occurrence of the strategies is ungrammatical (3.5.34d, 3.5.35d,
3.5.36d).
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c. k.ac-ma
man-ERG

čamo-∅-i-xrč-o
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-hang-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

tav-i.
self-NOM

“The man hung himself.”

d. *k.ac-ma
man-ERG

čamo-∅-i-xrč-o
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-hang-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i.
self-NOM

“The man hung himself.”

“The man hungHIMSELF.”

3.5.36.EXAMPLE .

a. *k.ac-ma
man-ERG

da-∅-a-saxǐcr-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-crippled-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i.
self-NOM

“The man crippled himself.”

b. *k.ac-ma
man-ERG

da-∅-a-saxǐcr-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-crippled-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

tav-i.
self-NOM

“The man crippled himself.”

c. k.ac-ma
man-ERG

da-∅-i-saxǐcr-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-crippled-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

tav-i.
self-NOM

“The man crippled himself.”

d. *k.ac-ma
man-ERG

da-∅-i-saxǐcr-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-crippled-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i.
self-NOM

“The man crippled himself.”

“The man crippledHIMSELF.”

The cases like the ones above that contain physical destruction and acts of violence
(see the examples 3.5.34–3.5.36) are formally similar to the cases with verbs referring
to actions affecting inalienable nouns (see the examples 3.5.37–3.5.39). As the exam-
ples 3.5.37a, 3.5.37d, 3.5.38a, 3.5.38d, 3.5.39a, 3.5.39d illustrate, the inalienable nouns
modified by a possessive are ungrammatical. Similarly, the grammaticalizedtav-mod-
ified by a possessive is ungrammatical with the verbs of physical destruction and of
violence (3.5.34a, 3.5.34d, 3.5.35a, 3.5.35d, 3.5.36a, 3.5.36d). Note that the only pos-
sibility is the inalienable noun (cf. 3.5.37c vs. 3.5.37b, 3.5.38c vs. 3.5.38b, 3.5.39c vs.
3.5.39b) / the grammaticalizedtav- (3.5.34c vs. 3.5.34b, 3.5.35c vs. 3.5.35b, 3.5.36c
vs. 3.5.36b) with the obligatory presence of the verbal prefixi-:
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3.5.37.EXAMPLE .

a. *van gog-ma
van.Gogh-ERG

tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

q.ur-i
ear-NOM

mo-∅-č.r-a.
PV-3BNOM.SG-cut.off-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Van Gogh cut off his ear.”

b. *van gog-ma
van.Gogh-ERG

q.ur-i
ear-NOM

mo-∅-č.r-a.
PV-3BNOM.SG-cut.off-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Van Gogh cut off his ear.”

c. van gog-ma
van.Gogh-ERG

q.ur-i
ear-NOM

mo-∅-i-č.r-a.
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-cut.off-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Van Gogh cut off his ear.”

d. *van gog-ma
van.Gogh-ERG

tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

q.ur-i
ear-NOM

mo-∅-i-č.r-a.
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-cut-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Van Gogh cut off his ear.”

3.5.38.EXAMPLE .

a. *giorgi-m
Giorgi-ERG

tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

p. ir-i
face-NOM

ga-∅-p.ars-a.
PV-3BNOM.SG-shave-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Giorgi shaved.”

b. *giorgi-m
Giorgi-ERG

p. ir-i
face-NOM

ga-∅-p.ars-a.
PV-3BNOM.SG-shave-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Giorgi shaved.”

c. giorgi-m
Giorgi-ERG

p. ir-i
face-NOM

ga-∅-i-p.ars-a.
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-shave-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Giorgi shaved.”

d. *giorgi-m
Giorgi-ERG

tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

p. ir-i
face-NOM

ga-∅-i-p.ars-a.
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-shave-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Giorgi shaved.”
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3.5.39.EXAMPLE .

a. *giorgi-m
Giorgi-ERG

tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i
head-NOM

da-∅-ban-a.
PV-3BNOM.SG-wash-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Giorgi washed his head.”

b. *giorgi-m
Giorgi-ERG

tav-i
head-NOM

da-∅-ban-a.
PV-3BNOM.SG-wash-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Giorgi washed his head.”

c. giorgi-m
Giorgi-ERG

tav-i
head-NOM

da-∅-i-ban-a.
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-wash-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Giorgi washed his head.”

d. *giorgi-m
Giorgi-ERG

tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i
head-NOM

da-∅-i-ban-a.
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-wash-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Giorgi washed his head.”

Therefore, the verbs referring to physical destruction, acts of violence or of affect-
ing inalienable nouns (3.5.34–3.5.39) group together, distinctly from the rest of the
transitive verbs according to the use of the reflexivization strategies andco-indexing
tools. Perhaps the more affected patient should be distinguished from lessaffected
patient as a direct object argument of the verbs representing the two majorgroupings.

A different effect can be seen with verbs taking only an indirect objectapart from
the subject argument (see an example of such a verb in 2.4.3a–e). For these verbs,
the only available reflexivization strategy is the full reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- while
the dropping of the determinerPOSSis not allowed (3.5.40a vs. 3.5.40b, 3.5.41a vs.
3.5.41b, 3.5.42a vs. 3.5.42b). The verbal reflexivei- support also does not make the
use of the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav-with (3.5.40d–3.5.42d) or without the determiner
(3.5.40c–3.5.42c) grammatical:

3.5.40.EXAMPLE .

a. k.ac-i
man-NOM

∅-e-lap.arak.-eb-od-a
3BDAT.SG-PRV-talk-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s.
self-DAT

“The man was talking to himself.”

b. *k.ac-i
man-NOM

∅-e-lap.arak.-eb-od-a
3BDAT.SG-PRV-talk-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

tav-s.
self-DAT

“The man was talking to himself.”
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c. *k.ac-i
man-NOM

∅-i-lap.arak.-eb-od-a
3BDAT.SG-PRV-talk-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

tav-s.
self-DAT

“The man was talking to himself.”

d. *k.ac-i
man-NOM

∅-i-lap.arak.-eb-od-a
3BDAT.SG-PRV-talk-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s.
self-DAT

“The man was talking to himself.”

3.5.41.EXAMPLE .

a. k.ac-i
man-NOM

∅-e-brz.-od-a
3BDAT.SG-PRV-fight-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s.
self-DAT

“The man was fighting with himself.”

b. *k.ac-i
man-NOM

∅-e-brz.-od-a
3BDAT.SG-PRV-fight-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

tav-s.
self-DAT

“The man was fighting with himself.”

c. *k.ac-i
man-NOM

∅-i-brz.-od-a
3BDAT.SG-PRV-fight-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

tav-s.
self-DAT

“The man was fighting with himself.”

d. *k.ac-i
man-NOM

∅-i-brz.-od-a
3BDAT.SG-PRV-fight-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s.
self-DAT

“The man was fighting with himself.”

3.5.42.EXAMPLE .

a. k.ac-i
man-NOM

∅-e-k.amat-eb-od-a
3BDAT.SG-PRV-debate-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s.
self-DAT

“The man was debating with himself.”

b. *k.ac-i
man-NOM

∅-e-k.amat-eb-od-a
3BDAT.SG-PRV-debate-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

tav-s.
self-DAT

“The man was debating with himself.”

c. *k.ac-i
man-NOM

∅-i-k.amat-eb-od-a
3BDAT.SG-PRV-debate-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

tav-s.
self-DAT

“The man was debating with himself.”

d. *k.ac-i
man-NOM

∅-i-k.amat-eb-od-a
3BDAT.SG-PRV-debate-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s.
self-DAT

“The man was debating with himself.”
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The intransitive verbs in 3.5.40, 3.5.41 and 3.5.42 take an addressee/benefactive
as the only object argument, which means that the affectedness is low. Certainly the
indirect object of the intransitive verbs is less affected than the direct object argument in
the verbs of violence and destruction in the examples 3.5.34–3.5.36, or in the transitive
verbs of affecting inalienable nouns in the examples 3.5.37–3.5.39.

The facts regarding the use of the complex reflexivePOSS+tav- versus the simple
reflexive pronountav-, are summarized in Table 3.2.

Semantic Syntactic Affectedness ofPOSS tav- Example
Verb Role of the the Referent +
Classes Anaphor of the Reflexivetav-

2-Argument 3.5.40a vs. 3.5.40c
Intransitive IO Low X * 3.5.41a vs. 3.5.41c
Verbs 3.5.42a vs. 3.5.42c
Transitive 3.5.34a vs. 3.5.34c
Verbs DO High * X 3.5.35a vs. 3.5.35c
of Violence 3.5.36a vs. 3.5.36c
and 3.5.37a vs. 3.5.37c
Destruction 3.5.38a vs. 3.5.38c

3.5.39a vs. 3.5.39c
Other 3.5.15 vs. 3.5.16,
2-Argument DO High X X 3.5.17 vs. 3.5.18
Transitive 3.5.19 vs. 3.5.20
Verbs 3.5.21 vs. 3.5.22

Table 3.2: The Use of the Complex ReflexivePOSS+tav versus the Simple Reflexive
Pronountav- in 2-Argument Verbs.

Table 3.2 shows the fact that the simple reflexive pronountav- is available with
2-argument verbs, even when the object argument is of high affectedness. The 2-
argument intransitive verbs taking an indirect object (naturally of low affectedness)
thetav-becomes unavailable.

3.5.6 Conclusion

Section 3.5 dealt with the Georgian simple reflexive pronountav-. Subsection 3.5.2
argued that in 2-argument transitive verbs, thetav- is not a subtype of the reflexive
phrasePOSS+tav- but rather a different reflexivization strategy. Subsection 3.5.3 char-
acterized the simple reflexive pronountav- as having to be bound in a local domain by
a c-commanding antecedent and to be unable to serve as a long-distance anaphor or as
a logophor. Subsection 3.5.4 has argued that the word order does not affect the inter-
pretation and the antecedent choice of thetav-. Subsection 3.5.5 provided evidence to
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relate the low affectedness of the object argument with the unavailability of thesimple
reflexive pronountav-.

3.6 The Georgian Reciprocals

3.6.1 Introduction

In this section, the behavior of Georgian reciprocals will be described and analyzed.
Subsection 3.6.2 deals with the form of the reciprocals, while Subsection 3.6.3dis-
cusses their anaphoric properties. In Subsection 3.6.4, it is argued thatword order does
not affect the interpretation and antecedent choice for the reciprocalsin most cases.
Furthermore, it illustrates that reciprocals have a restriction disallowing an indirect
object to be bound by a direct object, irrespective of word order changes. It is gener-
ally assumed that reciprocals, requiring pluralNPs as antecedents, should trigger plural
marking. However, the Georgian data discussed in Subsection 3.6.5 illustratethat plural
agreement is not necessary. Finally, in Subsection 3.6.6 the section is concluded.

3.6.2 The Form of the Reciprocals

A Short Introduction

Georgian has no verbal reciprocal marker and uses the following reciprocal forms:
ertmanet-, ertimeore-. There is also a third one—erturt-—used in some of the Modern
Georgian dialects (Xevsurian, Moxevian and Pshavian, [Mar64a, pp.213-214]). For the
rest, its use is restricted to literary works (mainly those whose authors are speakers of
the dialects, [Mar64a, pp. 213-214]). The works consist mainly of poetry and therefore
the use oferturt- is stylistically marked if it appears in everyday speech.38 When
looking at the form of reciprocals (Subsection 3.6.2) the various forms occurring in
modern dialects will be considered as well as the previous periods of the language, like
the Old or Middle Georgian. However, in the rest of the Section 3.6 when discussing
the distribution of the Georgian reciprocals only the Modern Georgianertmanet-and
ertimeore-will be referred to.

Two Main Patterns

If the reciprocal expressions both in Old, Middle, Modern Georgian andthe modern
dialects are considered, it can be seen that the forms are compounds consisting of two
pronominal elements. Irrespective of the phonological processes, thereciprocal expres-
sions have gone through, all the forms make use of the indefinite pronounert- “one”
(historically derived from the cardinalert- “one”) and another pronominal, which is

38Since the use oferturt- in Modern Georgian is characteristic mainly to literary works, the study of
literary sources is important for the precise description of its distribution.
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either the same indefiniteert-, definitemeore(historically the ordinalmeore“second”)
or definitesxva“another, other”.

All the reciprocal forms can be categorized into two different groups: (i) the group
with reciprocal forms built onone+(CASE)+oneand (ii) the group with reciprocal forms
built onone+another.

The examples 3.6.1–3.6.4 (taken from [Mar64a]) illustrate the reciprocal expres-
sions built on the compounding of the indefinite pronounone(one+(CASE)+one):

3.6.1.EXAMPLE . Old Georgian

a. ert+i+ert-
one+NOM+one

b. urt+i+ert+a-
one+NOM+one+EV

3.6.2.EXAMPLE . Middle Georgian

ert+man+ert-39

one+ERG+one

3.6.3.EXAMPLE . Modern Georgian

a. ert+man+et-
one+ERG+one

b. ert+urt-
one+one

3.6.4.EXAMPLE . Various mountainous dialects

a. ert+man+ert-
one+ERG+one

b. ert+urc
one+one.DAT

(< ert+urt+s)
one+one+DAT

The examples 3.6.5–3.6.7 (taken from [Mar64a]) illustrate the reciprocal expres-
sions built on the compounding of the indefinite pronounoneand the definiteanother
(one+(CASE)+another):

3.6.5.EXAMPLE . Modern Georgian

ert+i+meore-
one+NOM+another

39The form was used in Middle Georgian and is used in Modern Georgian dialects (see Example 3.6.4a
as well as [Mar64a]).
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3.6.6.EXAMPLE . Imeretian, Gurian, Rach’an dialects

ert+i+more-
one+NOM+another

(< ert+i+moore-
one+NOM+another

< ert+i+meore-)
one+NOM+another

3.6.7.EXAMPLE . Xevsurian dialect

ercxva-
REC-

(< ert+sxva-)
one+another-

Although the forms of the Modern Georgian reciprocalsertmanet-andertimeore-
are transparent (Example 3.6.8), each of them is already grammaticalized intoan un-
analyzable unit (Example 3.6.9) which can further be marked for case according to its
syntactic function. For instance, in Example 3.6.10, the reciprocal gets theDAT marker
as a direct object in the Present Indicative and in 3.6.11 it is marked byNOM as a direct
object in the Aorist Indicative:

3.6.8.EXAMPLE .

a. ertmanet-< ert+man+et-< ert+man+ert-40

one+ERG+one-

“each other.”

b. ertimeore-< ert+i+meore-
one+NOM+another-

“each other”

3.6.9.EXAMPLE .

a. čven
1PL.NOM

*ert-s-et-s/
one-DAT-one-DAT

ert+man+et-s
one+ERG+one-DAT(=REC-DAT)

šařsan
last.year

še-v-xvd-i-t.
PV-1ANOM.SG-meet-AOR.INDIC-PLNOM

“We met each other last year.”

b. čven
1PL.NOM

*ert-s-meore-s/
one-DAT-another-DAT

ert+i+meore-s
one+NOM+another-DAT(=REC-DAT)

šařsan
last.year

še-v-xvd-i-t.
PV-1ANOM.SG-meet-AOR.INDIC-PLNOM

“We met each other last year.”

40See Footnote 39 at Example 3.6.2, Chapter 3.
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3.6.10.EXAMPLE .

megobr-eb-i
friend-PL-NOM

ertmanet-s/
REC-DAT

ertimeore-s
REC-DAT

∅-a-mxne-v-eb-en.
3BDAT.SG-PRV-cheerful-EC-TS-3ANOM.PL

“The friends cheer up each other.”

3.6.11.EXAMPLE .

čven
1PL.ERG

ertmanet-i/
REC-NOM

ertimeore-∅
REC-NOM

šařsan
last.year

ga-v-i-can-i-t.
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-get.acquainted.with-AOR.INDIC-PLERG

“We met each other last year.”

Thus, the modern Georgian reciprocalsertmanet-andertimeore-were formed on
the basis of the indefinite pronounert- “one” and the definitemeore“another, other”.
However, in the modern language, each of the forms is just one whole, which can no
longer be analyzed as being constituted of different parts.

Movement analysis is not possible forertmanet-and ertimeore-

In the following, it will be argued that it is not possible to derive the syntax and seman-
tics of ertmanet-andertimeore-compositionally from the syntax and semantics of the
elements they consist of, which was proposed in [HLM91] for the English reciprocal
each other.

These authors build their analysis on decomposing the reciprocaleach otherinto
two parts—the distributive quantifiereachand the reciprocatorother. Sinceeach is
a quantifier,each othercould be a kind of complex quantifier in itself. The authors
assume thateachmoves and leaves anNP trace. The relation betweeneachand its
antecedent is subject to Principle A. Thus,eachis an anaphor, while [eother] is an
R-expression.

The arguments for treating reciprocals as quantifiers are the following: The mean-
ing of the reciprocals could be represented using quantifiers; reciprocals and quantifi-
cationaleachare similar; like universal quantifiers, reciprocals also exhibit (i) a distrib-
utive reading and (ii) scope ambiguities with propositional attitude verbs (first noticed
by [Hig80]).

However, in another paper [DMP94] it is argued that there are counter-arguments
for the analysis of reciprocals as quantifiers. One of the counter-arguments is that the
analysis given in [HLM91] cannot be maintained with other languages. Forinstance,
this is the case for Chicheŵa, which has a verbal reciprocal marker (see [DMP94] and
the example 3.6.12a given there) and for Danish (3.6.12b), which is a language closely
related to English but has a reciprocal as one word:
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3.6.12.EXAMPLE .

a. Chichêwa

Mbidzi
10zebras

zi-ku-mény-an-a.
10SM-PRES-hit-REC-FV

“The zebras are hitting each other.”

b. Danish

Zebraerne
zebra.PL.DEFIN

slår
hit.PRES

hinanden.
each.other

“The zebras are hitting each other.”

In Chichêwa, it is impossible to have a distributor and reciprocator encoded sep-
arately, since the reciprocal is a single verbal morpheme (see the morpheme-an- in
Example 3.6.12a). As for Danish, although it has a non-verbal reciprocal, it is diffi-
cult to maintain a movement analysis of a distributor, as both the distributor and the
reciprocator are encoded as one word (3.6.12b).

Another counter-argument is the distributivity. The same distribution effectsare
observed with theNPs which are not necessarily quantifiers, for instance as is the case
with bare plurals in Example 3.6.13. Thus, having the same distribution effects does
not automatically mean that the reciprocals are quantifiers. It could simply be that
reciprocals inherit the distributive properties from their antecedents, which are plural
NPs.

3.6.13.EXAMPLE . Vans carrying emergency aid arrive at this village every three days.

a. A different van comes every three days (distributive reading).

b. A group of vans arrive every three days (collective reading).

It is impossible to have a movement analysis for the Georgian reciprocals as was
proposed for the Englisheach otherby [HLM91]. The reason for that is that Georgian
has reciprocals as one word rather than as a combination of two words.

Even if it is attempted to decompose the forms into their parts as is done in the
examples 3.6.14b and 3.6.15b there will be no reciprocal reading anymore:

3.6.14.EXAMPLE .

a. bav̌sv-eb-ma
child-PL-ERG

ertmanet-i
REC-NOM

ga-∅-i-cn-es.
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-get.acquainted.with-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

“The children met each other.”
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b. bav̌sv-eb-i-dan
child-PL-INST-from

ert-ma
one-ERG

ert-i
one-NOM

gaicno.
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-get.acquainted.with-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“*Each of the children met the other.”

“One of the children met one (of the rest).”

3.6.15.EXAMPLE .

a. bav̌sv-eb-i
child-PL-ERG

ertimeore-s
REC-DAT

∅-e-lap.arak.-eb-i-an.
3BDAT.SG-PRV-talk-TS-TS-3AERG.PL

“The children are talking to each other.”

b. bav̌sv-eb-i-dan
child-PL-INST-from

ert-i
one-NOM

meore-s
another-DAT

∅-e-lap.arak.-eb-a.
3BDAT.SG-PRV-talk-TS-3AERG.SG

“*Each of the children is talking to the other.”

“One of the children is talking to another [one].”

Thus, it is not possible to maintain a movement analysis for the Georgian recipro-
cals as is possible for Englisheach other[HLM91].

A Short Summary

Subsection 3.6.2 provided an overview of the reciprocal forms in Old, Middle Georgian
as well as in modern Georgian dialects. This was done to illustrate that the forms
are based on the pronouns such as the indefiniteert- “one” and the definitemeore
“another, other”. It was argued that the reciprocal forms are no longer analyzable in
Modern Georgian as being constituted of different parts. This automaticallyrules out
the movement analysis for the Georgian reciprocals as was possible for theEnglish
each other.

3.6.3 Domain and C-Command

A Short Introduction

In this subsection the antecedent choice of the Georgian reciprocals, whether the c-
command relation is important for their distribution and how the person and number
features of the potential antecedents influence the actual choice will be discussed.

Any C-Commanding Clause-Mate NP as an Antecedent

The Georgian reciprocalsertmanet-andertimeore-can only have a clause-mate an-
tecedent, as Example 3.6.16 illustrates. When they appear in the lower clause,they
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cannot be bound by an antecedent in the matrix clause. Thus, the binding domain for
the reciprocals is a clause:

3.6.16.EXAMPLE .

bav̌sv-eb-ma(i1+···+in )

child-PL-ERG

ga-∅-i-xsen-es
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-recall-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

(is),
3SG.NOM

rom
that

st.udent.-eb-ij 1+···+jn

student-PL-NOM

ertmanet-s
∗(i1+···+in )/(j 1+···+jn )/

REC-DAT

ertimeore-s
∗(i1+···+in )/(j 1+···+jn )

REC-DAT

∅-e-̌cxub-nen.
3BDAT.SG-PRV-argue-3ADAT.PL.AOR.INDIC

“The children recalled that the students argued with each other.”

“*The children recalled that the students argued with them.”

Example 3.6.17 illustrates that neitherertmanet-nor ertimeore-can be embedded
in the subject position of the clause and have an antecedent in the higher clause:

3.6.17.EXAMPLE .

*bavšv-eb-i(i1+···+in )

child-PL-NOM

∅-pikr-ob-en,
3BDAT.SG-think-TS-3ANOM.PL

rom
that

ertmanet-is(i1+···+in )/
REC-GEN

ertimeore-s(i1+···+in )

REC-GEN

tojin-eb-i
doll-PL-NOM

dasaban-i-a.
to.be.washed-NOM-COP

“The children think that each other’s dolls have to be washed.”

That it is not possible for the reciprocalsertmanet-/ertimeore-in Example 3.6.18
to take any of the coordinated phrases asilia da levan-i, gia-s-a da luk.a-s, k.axa-s-a da
giorgi-s as an antecedent, shows that the reciprocals can not be bound long-distance
but only locally:

3.6.18.EXAMPLE .

[ilia
Ilia.NOM

da
and

levan-i]i+j

Levan-NOM

∅-pikr-ob-en,
3BDAT.SG-think-TS-3ANOM.PL

rom
that

[gia-s-a
Gia-DAT-EV

da
and

luk.a-s]k+l

Luka-DAT

s-jer-a-t,
3BDAT.SG-belive-3ANOM.SG-PLDAT

[k.axa-s-a
Kakha-DAT-EV

da
and

giorgi-s]m+n

Giorgi-DAT

∅-sur-t,
3BDAT.SG-want-PLDAT

[bakar-is-a
Bakar-GEN-EV

da
and

irak. li-s]o+p

Irakli-GEN

z.m-eb-maq+r

brother-PL-ERG

∅-a-k-o-n
3BNOM.SG-PRV-praise-SUBJ-3AERG.PL

ertmanet-i
∗(i+j )/∗(k+l)/∗(m+n)/∗(o+p)/(q+r)/

REC-NOM

ertimeore-∅
∗(i+j )/∗(k+l)/∗(m+n)/∗(o+p)/(q+r).

REC-NOM
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“Ilia and Levan think that Gia and Luka believe [that] Kakha and Giorgi want [that]
Bakar’s and Irakli’s brothers praise each other.”

However, even within the clause, not every argument can be realized asa reciprocal.
For instance, usually none of the reciprocals can appear as a subject argument and have
an antecedent in the same clause (cf. 3.6.19a vs. 3.6.19b):41

3.6.19.EXAMPLE .

a. *ertmanet-i/
REC-NOM

*ertimeore-∅
REC-NOM

gv-a-k-eb-s
1BDAT.PL-PRV-praise-TS-3ANOM.SG

(čven).
1PL.DAT

Lit.: Each other praises us.

b. (čven)
1PL.NOM

v-a-k-eb-t
1ANOM.SG-PRV-praise-TS-PLNOM

ertmanet-s/
REC-DAT

ertimeore-s.
REC-DAT

“We praise each other.”

Since in Example 3.6.18 it is impossible for the reciprocals to be bound by the
clause-matebakar-is-a da irak. li-s which is a specifier of the subject argumentbakar-
is-a da irak. li-s z.m-eb-mait can be concluded that Georgian reciprocals require not only
a clause-mate but also a c-commanding antecedent.

Thus, the Georgian reciprocalsertmanet-andertimeore-must be bound in a local
domain necessarily by a c-commanding antecedent. For them to have a long-distance
antecedent, is impossible.

As was said already, neither of the reciprocals is exclusively subject-oriented but
they can take also a non-subject argument as an antecedent. Here an example illustrat-
ing any of the subject and indirect object arguments as possible antecedents is given
(Example 3.6.20):

3.6.20.EXAMPLE .

[giorgi-m
Giorgi-ERG

da
and

bakar-ma]i+j

Bakar-ERG

[ilia-s-a
Ilia-DAT-EV

da
and

levan-s]k+l

Levan-DAT

ertmanet-i(i+j )/(k+l)/
REC-NOM

ertimeore-∅(i+j )/(k+l)

REC-NOM

aγ-∅-u-c.er-es.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-describe-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: Giorgi and Bakar to.Ilia and to.Levan each.other they.described.them.to.them

“Giorgi and Bakar described each other to Ilia and Levan.”

“Giorgi and Bakar described Ilia to Levan and Levan to Ilia.”

41Note however that with certain verbs and verb readings the reciprocalertmanet-as a subject argument
is still possible. See, for instance, Example 5.5.1 or the discussion of theissue of subject anaphors in
Chapter 7.
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However, the indirect object reciprocals in 3.6.21 cannot have a non-subject argu-
ment (here the direct object coordinatedNP ilia -∅ da levan-i) as an antecedent:

3.6.21.EXAMPLE .

[giorgi-m
Giorgi-ERG

da
and

bakar-ma]i+j

Bakar-ERG

ertmanet-s(i+j )/∗(k+l)/
REC-DAT

ertimeore-s(i+j )/∗(k+l)

REC-DAT

[ilia-∅
Ilia-NOM

da
and

levan-i]k+l

Levan-NOM

aγ-∅-u-c.er-es.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-describe-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: Giorgi and Bakar to.each.other Ilia and Levan they.described.them.to.them

“Giorgi described Ilia and Levan to Bakar and Bakar described Ilia andLevan to
Giorgi.”

“*Giorgi and Bakar described Ilia to Levan and Levan to Ilia.”

The fact that in Georgian the indirect object reciprocals fail to be c-commanded by
the direct object argument, illustrates the indirect object vs. direct objectasymmetry as
well as the importance of c-command in reciprocal binding in general.42

Restrictions on the Antecedent

As was shown in Example 3.6.20, Georgian reciprocals have no subject restriction and
can have any c-commandingNP as an antecedent. Some more examples are given in
3.6.22:

3.6.22.EXAMPLE .

a. čven(i1+···+in )

1PL.ERG

[ilia-s-a
Ilia-DAT-EV

da
and

levan-s](j+k)

Levan-DAT

ertmanet-i(i1+···+in )/(j+k)/
REC-NOM

ertimeore-∅(i1+···+in )/(j+k)

REC-NOM

aγ-v-u-c.er-e-t.
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-describe-AOR.INDIC-PLERG

Lit.: We to.Ilia and to.Levan each.other
we.described.him/her/them.to.him/her/them

“We described each other to Ilia and Levan.”

“We described Ilia to Levan and Levan to Ilia.”

b. tkven(i1+···+in )

2PL.ERG

[ilia-s-a
Ilia-DAT-EV

da
and

levan-s]j+k

Levan-DAT

ertmanet-i(i1+···+in )/(j+k)/
REC-NOM

ertimeore-∅(i1+···+in )/(j+k)

REC-NOM

aγ-∅-u-c.er-e-t.
PV-2AERG.SG-PRV-describe-AOR.INDIC-PLERG

42In Section 3.4.4 there was an evidence from the domain of bound variable interpretation showing
that the subject asymmetrically c-commands the direct object, and that theindirect object asymmetrically
c-commands the direct object. Even if one might not accept the notion “c-command” but instead wants to
rely on notions such as o-command/syntactic rank fromHPSG/LFG, which both are broadly similar to the
hierarchies of grammatical relation in relational grammar, there is a hierarchical asymmetry.
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Lit.: You.PL to.Ilia and to.Levan each.other
you.PL.described.him/her/them.to.him/her/them

“You described each other to Ilia and Levan.”

“You described Ilia to Levan and Levan to Ilia.”

c. mat(i1+···+in )

3PL.ERG

[ilia-s-a
Ilia-DAT-EV

da
and

levan-s]j+k

Levan-DAT

ertmanet-i(i1+···+in )/(j+k)/
REC-NOM

ertimeore-∅(i1+···+in )/(j+k)

REC-NOM

aγ-∅-u-c.er-es.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-describe-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: They to.Ilia and to.Levan each.other
they.described.him/her/them.to.him/her/them

“They described each other to Ilia and Levan.”

“They described Ilia to Levan and Levan to Ilia.”

However, reciprocals do require plural antecedents. Even if theoretically the direct
object reciprocal can have either the subject or the indirect object as an antecedent
(Example 3.6.22) the result will be ungrammatical unless the potential antecedent is
plural.

For instance, it is not wrong for the direct object reciprocals to have a subject ar-
gument as an antecedent (Example 3.6.22). However, as soon as the subject argument
is singular, the anaphoric relation between the reciprocal and the argument cannot be
maintained (cf. 3.6.22a vs. 3.6.23a, 3.6.22b vs. 3.6.23b, 3.6.22c vs. 3.6.23c):

3.6.23.EXAMPLE .

a. mei
1SG.ERG

[ilia-s-a
Ilia-DAT-EV

da
and

levan-s]j+k

Levan-DAT

ertmanet-i
∗i/(j+k)/

REC-NOM

ertimeore-∅
∗i/(j+k)

REC-NOM

aγ-v-u-c.er-e.
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-describe-AOR.INDIC

Lit.: I to.Ilia and to.Levan each.other I.described.him/her/them.to.him/her/them

“I described Ilia and Levan to each other.”

b. šeni
2SG.ERG

[ilia-s-a
Ilia-DAT-EV

da
and

levan-s]j+k

Levan-DAT

ertmanet-i
∗i/(j+k)/

REC-NOM

ertimeore-∅
∗i/(j+k)

REC-NOM

aγ-∅-u-c.er-e.
PV-2AERG.SG-PRV-describe-AOR.INDIC

Lit.: You.SG to.Ilia and to.Levan each.other
you.SG.described.him/her/them.to.him/her/them

“You described Ilia and Levan to each other.”
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c. mani
3SG.ERG

[ilia-s-a
Ilia-DAT-EV

da
and

levan-s]j+k

Levan-DAT

ertmanet-i
∗i/(j+k)/

REC-NOM

ertimeore-∅
∗i/(j+k)

REC-NOM

aγ-∅-u-c.er-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-describe-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: (S)he to.Ilia and to.Levan each.other
(s)he.described.him/her/them.to.him/her/them

“(S)he described Ilia and Levan to each other.”

Similarly, it is possible for the direct object reciprocals to have an indirect object
argument as an antecedent (Example 3.6.22). However, as soon as the indirect object
argument is singular, the anaphoric relation between the reciprocal and the argument
cannot be maintained (cf. 3.6.22a vs. 3.6.24a, 3.6.22b vs. 3.6.24b, 3.6.22cvs. 3.6.24c):

3.6.24.EXAMPLE .

a. čven(i1+···+in )

1PL.ERG

masj
3SG.DAT

ertmanet-i(i1+···+in )/∗j /
REC-NOM

ertimeore-∅(i1+···+in )/∗j

REC-NOM

aγ-v-u-c.er-e-t.
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-describe-AOR.INDIC-PLERG

Lit.: We to.him/her each.other we.described.him/her/them.to.him/her/them

“We described each other to him/her.”

b. tkven(i1+···+in )

2PL.ERG

masj
3SG.DAT

ertmanet-i(i1+···+in )/∗j /
REC-NOM

ertimeore-∅(i1+···+in )/∗j

REC-NOM

aγ-∅-u-c.er-e-t.
PV-2AERG.SG-PRV-describe-AOR.INDIC-PLERG

Lit.: You.PL to.him/her each.other
you.PL.described.him/her/them.to.him/her/them

“You described each other to him/her.”

c. mat(i1+···+in )

3PL.ERG

masj
3SG.DAT

ertmanet-i(i1+···+in )/∗j /
REC-NOM

ertimeore-∅(i1+···+in )/∗j

REC-NOM

aγ-∅-u-c.er-es.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-describe-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: They to.him/her each.other they.described.him/her/them.to.him/her/them

“They described each other to him/her.”

Note that mass nouns (cf.the examples 3.6.25a, 3.6.25b) and compounds referring
to more than one referent (3.6.25c) but formally representing singularNPs (by trigger-
ing a singular agreement) can also serve as an antecedent for reciprocals in Georgian.
The fact that the mass nouns and compounds behave as singularNPs can be seen on the
agreement they trigger on the verb form (cf.∅-e-k.amat-eb-od-avs. *∅-e-k.amat-eb-od-
nenin 3.6.25a,̌semo-s-c.q. r-a vs. *šemo-s-c.q. r-nen in 3.6.25b,∅-e-lap. arak. -eb-od-avs.
*∅-e-lap. arak. -eb-od-nenin 3.6.25c):
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3.6.25.EXAMPLE .

a. c.q.vil-i (i+j )

couple-NOM

ertmanet-s(i+j )/
REC-DAT

ertimeore-s(i+j )

REC-DAT

∅-e-k.amat-eb-od-a/
3BDAT.SG-PRV-argue-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

*∅-e-k.amat-eb-od-nen.
3BDAT.SG-PRV-argue-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“The couple was arguing with each other.”

b. xalx-i(i1+···+in )

people-NOM

ertmanet-s(i1+···+in )/
REC-DAT

ertimeore-s(i1+···+in )

REC-DAT

šemo-s-c.q.r-a/
PV-3BDAT.SG-get.disappointed-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

* šemo-s-c.q.r-nen.
PV-3BDAT.SG-get.disappointed-3ANOM.PL.AOR.INDIC

“The people got disappointed on each other.”

c. da-z.ma-∅(i+j )

sister-brother-NOM

ertmanet-s(i+j )/
REC-DAT

ertimeore-s(i+j )

REC-DAT

∅-e-lap.arak.-eb-od-a/
3BDAT.SG-PRV-talk-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

*∅-e-lap.arak.-eb-od-nen.
3BDAT.SG-PRV-talk-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“The sister and brother were talking to each other.”

Therefore, it is necessary for the antecedent to refer to more than onereferent (cf.
3.6.22a vs. 3.6.23a, 3.6.22b vs. 3.6.23b, 3.6.22c vs. 3.6.23c). However,it is not neces-
sary for the antecedent to trigger a plural agreement, as illustrated in Example 3.6.25.

Verb Semantics and Reciprocal Interpretation

The verb of which the lexical semantics imply an interaction between the referents of
the plural subject, for instance,meet, play, argue, cooperate, contest, get divorced,
split, etc. (see the examples 3.6.26a–3.6.29a) when taking a plural subject, canget a
reciprocal interpretation,43 unless the object argument or the relevant adjunct postposi-
tional phrase is specified.

43For more information on so-called reciprocal verbs see [Sil]. It seems that Georgian resembles Eng-
lish as it does not have any special morphology for verbs with a reciprocal interpretation. [Sil] gives
a number of devices that these verbs are associated with, such as affixation (Russian, Hungarian), cliti-
cization (Italian, Serbo-Croatian, Czech), special verbal template (Hebrew) and having no morphological
marking at all (English).
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The examples 3.6.26b and 3.6.27b illustrate unergative verbs taking an agentive
subject.44 The verbs can take an addressee as an adjunct postpositional phrasewhich is
optional unless it is specified.

If no adjunct postpositional phrase is specified, then two interpretations are possi-
ble,which is exemplified in 3.6.26a and 3.6.27a. Namely, one referring to a state (being
involved in arguing in 3.6.26a1 and being involved in playing in 3.6.27a1) and the other
interpretation being reciprocal (see the examples 3.6.26a2 and 3.6.27a2).Getting the
same reciprocal interpretation is also possible via an adjunct postpositionalphrase (see
the examples 3.6.26c and 3.6.27c).

3.6.26.EXAMPLE .

a. p.olit.ik.os-eb-ma
politician-PL-ERG

∅45-i-k.amat-es.
3BNOM.SG-PRV-argue-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: Politicians they.argued

1. “The politicians argued.”

2. “The politicians argued with each other.”

44Example 3.6.27 illustrates the unergative verb which can take also a cognate object, e.g. play a certain
game, however the unergative in 3.6.26 does not imply any cognate object whatsoever. Still it is possible
to have nominals likebevr-“many/much”,cot.a- “little” used as a pseudo-object, marked in theTAM Series
as aDO of transitives. See Footnote 45 in Example 3.6.26.

45The prefix∅- in the form∅-i-k.amat-es(3.6.26a-c) is triggered by an optional argument for unergatives.
Although any cognate object marked as an object argument is ungrammatical unless given as an adjunct
(cf. (i) vs. ii), such nouns asbevr-“many/much”,cot.a- “little” behave as a direct object by case-marking
(cf. (iii) vs. 2.4.2a, (iv) vs. 2.4.2c, (v) vs. 2.4.2e):

i. Aorist Indicative,TAM Series II

*p.olit.ik.os-eb-ma
politician-PL-ERG

p.olit.ik.a-∅
politics-NOM

∅-i-k.amat-es.
3BNOM.SG-PRV-argue-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: Politicians politics they.argued

“The politicians argued about politics.”

ii. Aorist Indicative,TAM Series II

p.olit.ik.os-eb-ma
politician-PL-ERG

p.olit.ik.a-ze
politics-on

∅-i-k.amat-es.
3BNOM.SG-PRV-argue-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: Politicians politics.on they.argued

“The politicians argued about politics.”

iii. Aorist Indicative,TAM Series II

p.olit.ik.os-eb-ma
politician-PL-ERG

bevr-i/
much-NOM

cot.a-∅
little-NOM

∅-i-k.amat-es.
3BNOM.SG-PRV-argue-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: Politicians much/little they.argued

“The politicians argued a lot/little.”

iv. Present Indicative,TAM Series I

p.olit.ik.os-eb-i
politician-PL-NOM

bevr-s/
much-DAT

cot.a-s
little-DAT

∅-k.amat-ob-en.
3BDAT.SG-argue-TS-3ANOM.PL
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b. p.olit.ik.os-eb-ma(i1+···+in )

politician-PL-ERG

∅-i-k.amat-es
3BNOM.SG-PRV-argue-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

žurnalist.-eb-tan(j 1+···+jn ).
journalist-PL-with
Lit.: Politicians they.argued with.journalists

“The politicians argued with journalists.”

c. p.olit.ik.os-eb-ma(i1+···+in )

politician-PL-ERG

∅-i-k.amat-es
3BNOM.SG-PRV-argue-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

ertmanet-tan(i1+···+in )/
REC-with

ertimeore-s-tan(i1+···+in ).
REC-DAT-with

Lit.: Politicians they.argued with.each.other

“The politicians argued with each other.”

3.6.27.EXAMPLE .

a. me
1SG.ERG

da
and

ana-m
Ana-ERG

v-i-tamǎs-e-t.
1AERG.SG-PRV-play-AOR.INDIC-PLERG

Lit.: I and Ana we.played

1. “Ana and I played.”

2. “Ana and I played with each other.”

b. mei
1SG.ERG

da
and

ana-mj

Ana-ERG

v-i-tamǎs-e-t
1AERG.SG-PRV-play-AOR.INDIC-PLERG

bav̌sv-eb-tan(k1+···+kn ).
child-PL-with
Lit.: I and Ana we.played with.children

“Ana and I played with the children.”

c. mei
1SG.ERG

da
and

ana-mj

Ana-ERG

v-i-tamǎs-e-t
1AERG.SG-PRV-play-AOR.INDIC-PLERG

ertmanet-tan(i+j )/
REC-with

ertimeore-s-tan(i+j ).
REC-DAT-with

Lit.: Politicians much/little they.argue

“The politicians argue a lot/little.”

v. Perfect,TAM Series III

p.olit.ik.os-eb-s
politician-PL-DAT

bevr-i/
much-NOM

cot.a-∅
little-NOM

∅-u-k.amat-i-a-t.
3BDAT.SG-PRV-argue-PERF-3ANOM.SG-PLDAT

Lit.: Politicians much/little they.have.argued

“The politicians have (apparently) argued a lot/little.”
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Lit.: I and Ana we.played with.each.other

“Ana and I played with each other.”

The examples 3.6.28b and 3.6.29b show the so-called intransitive verbs taking a
subject and the only indirect object.46 Whenever the indirect object is absent, there
can be two interpretations which is exemplified in 3.6.28a and 3.6.29a. Namely, the
interpretation implies an indirect object inferrable from the verb form but being deleted
because of the possible pro-drop (see the examples 3.6.28a1 and 3.6.29a1), and the
other interpretation is reciprocal (see the examples 3.6.28a2 and 3.6.29a2). It is also
possible to get the same reciprocal interpretation by representing the indirect object by
a reciprocal (see the examples 3.6.28c and 3.6.29c).

3.6.28.EXAMPLE .

a. me
1SG.NOM

da
and

ana-∅
Ana-NOM

še-v-xvd-i-t.
PV-1ANOM.SG-meet-AOR.INDIC-PLNOM

Lit.: I and Anna we.met.him/her/them

1. “Ana and I met him/her/them.”

2. “Ana and I met.”

b. me
1SG.NOM

da
and

ana-∅
Ana-NOM

še-v-xvd-i-t
PV-1ANOM.SG-meet-AOR.INDIC-PLNOM

giorgi-s.
Giorgi-DAT

Lit.: I and Anna we.met.him/her/them Giorgi

“Ana and I met Giorgi.”

c. mei
1SG.ERG

da
and

ana-∅j

Ana-NOM

še-v-xvd-i-t
PV-1ANOM.SG-meet-AOR.INDIC-PLNOM

ertmanet-si+j /
REC-DAT

ertimeore-si+j .
REC-DAT

Lit.: I and Anna we.met.him/her/them each.other

“Ana and I met each other.”

3.6.29.EXAMPLE .

a. čven
1PL.NOM

da-v-cil-d-i-t.
PV-1ANOM.SG-separate-INTR-AOR.INDIC-PLNOM

Lit.: We we.got.separated.from.him/her/them

1. “We got separated from him/her/them.”

2. “We got separated.”

46See Example 2.4.3 and Table 2.5 in Chapter 2.
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b. čven(i1+···+in )

1PL.NOM

da-v-cil-d-i-t
PV-1ANOM.SG-separate-INTR-AOR.INDIC-PLNOM

megobr-eb-s(j 1+···+jn ).
friend-PL-DAT

Lit.: We we.got.separated.from.him/her/them friends

“We got separated from the friends.”

c. čven(i1+···+in )

1PL.NOM

da-v-cil-d-i-t
PV-1ANOM.SG-separate-INTR-AOR.INDIC-PLNOM

ertmanet-s(i1+···+in )/
REC-DAT

ertimeore-s(i1+···+in ).
REC-DAT

Lit.: We we.got.separated.from.him/her/them each.other

“We got separated from each other.”

However, not specifying an indirect object does not always lead to a reciprocal
interpretation. For instance, in 3.6.28a or in 3.6.29a, as well as in Example 3.6.30a the
indirect object is not specified. However, unlike 3.6.28a2 and 3.6.29a2,a reciprocal
reading is not possible for 3.6.30a2.

3.6.30.EXAMPLE .

a. me
1SG.ERG

da
and

ana-m
Ana-ERG

gasaγeb-i
key-NOM

da-v-u-t.ov-e-t.
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-leave-AOR.INDIC-PLERG

Lit.: I and Ana key we.left.it.for.him/her/them

1. “Ana and I left the key for him/her/them.”

2. “*Ana and I left the key for each other.”

b. me
1SG.ERG

da
and

ana-m
Ana-ERG

gasaγeb-i
key-NOM

da-v-u-t.ov-e-t
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-leave-AOR.INDIC-PLERG

elene-s.
Elene-DAT

Lit.: I and Ana key we.left.it.for.him/her/them Elene

“Ana and I left the key for Elene.”

c. mei
1SG.ERG

da
and

ana-mi

Ana-ERG

gasaγeb-i
key-NOM

da-v-u-t.ov-e-t
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-leave-AOR.INDIC-PLERG

ertmanet-si+j /
REC-DAT

ertimeore-si+j .
REC-DAT

Lit.: I and Ana key we.left.it.for.him/her/them each.other

“Ana and I left the key for each other.”

The verbs of which the lexical semantics imply an interaction between the referents
of the plural subject could be considered as “lexically reciprocal” by theanalogy of
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“lexically reflexive” verbs. Just like lexically reflexive verbs asshave, wash, etc. which
have a reflexive reading, unless the direct object is specified (cf. 3.6.31a vs. 3.6.31b),
lexically reciprocal verbs have a reciprocal reading unless their object argument or an
appropriate adjunct is specified (cf. 3.6.26a vs. 3.6.26b, 3.6.27a vs. 3.6.27b, 3.6.28a
vs. 3.6.28b, 3.6.29a vs. 3.6.29b):47

3.6.31.EXAMPLE .

a. John washes.

b. John washes a pullover.

Thus, whenever the reciprocal reading is available, this is due to the lexical seman-
tics of verbs.

A Short Summary

In Subsection 3.6.3, there were arguments present that were in favor ofany c-comman-
ding clause-mateNP being potential antecedent for Georgian reciprocals. However, it
was also argued that only that c-commanding clause-mateNP can actually serve as an
antecedent which represents a pluralNP either morphologically (marked by the plural
suffix -eb) or lexically (mass nouns, compounds referring to more than one referent
but triggering a singular agreement). The subsection provided some data illustrating
unergatives and 2-argument intransitives, of which the lexical semanticsimply the in-
teraction between the referents of their plural subject, get a reciprocalreading when-
ever the adjunct postpositional phrase (with unergatives) or the indirect object (in the
so-called 2-argument intransitives), are not overtly specified.

3.6.4 Binding and Word Order

It was noted earlier that the word order changes do not affect bindingrelation between
the complex reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- and its antecedent (Subsection 3.4.3) or be-
tween the simple reflexive pronountav- and its antecedent (Subsection 3.5.4) in most
cases. Similarly, the reordering of the arguments within a clause does not affect bind-
ing relations between the reciprocals and their antecedents (cf. the examples 3.6.32 vs.
3.6.16, 3.6.33 vs. 3.6.18, 3.6.34 vs. 3.6.20, 3.6.35 vs. 3.6.21).

3.6.32.EXAMPLE .

bav̌sv-eb-ma(i1+···+in )

child-PL-ERG

ga-∅-i-xsen-es
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-recall-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

(is),
3SG.NOM

rom
that

ertmanet-s
∗(i1+···+in )/(j 1+···+jn )/

REC-DAT

47See [RS05] discussing reciprocalization as an arity (valency changing,here reducing) operation.
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ertimeore-s
∗(i1+···+in )/(j 1+···+jn )

REC-DAT

∅-e-̌cxub-nen
3BDAT.SG-PRV-argue-3ADAT.PL.AOR.INDIC

st.udent.-eb-ij 1+···+jn .
student-PL-NOM

“The children recalled that the students argued withEACH OTHER.”

“*The children recalled that the students argued with them.”

3.6.33.EXAMPLE .

[ilia
Ilia.NOM

da
and

levan-i]i+j

Levan-NOM

∅-pikr-ob-en,
3BDAT.SG-think-TS-3ANOM.PL

rom
that

[gia-s-a
Gia-DAT-EV

da
and

luk.a-s]k+l

Luka-DAT

s-jer-a-t,
3BDAT.SG-belive-3ANOM.SG-PLDAT

[k.axa-s-a
Kakha-DAT-EV

da
and

giorgi-s]m+n

Giorgi-DAT

∅-sur-t,
3BDAT.SG-want-PLDAT

ertmanet-i
∗(i+j )/∗(k+l)/∗(m+n)/∗(o+p)/(q+r)/

REC-NOM

ertimeore-∅-
∗(i+j )/∗(k+l)/∗(m+n)/∗(o+p)/(q+r)

REC-NOM

∅-a-k-o-n
3BNOM.SG-PRV-praise-SUBJ-3AERG.PL

[bakar-is-a
Bakar-GEN-EV

da
and

irak. li-s]o+p

Irakli-GEN

z.m-eb-maq+r .
brother-PL-ERG

“Ilia and Levan think that Gia and Luka believe [that] Kakha and Giorgi want [that]
Bakar’s and Irakli’s brothers praiseEACH OTHER.”

3.6.34.EXAMPLE .

[giorgi-m
Giorgi-ERG

da
and

bakar-ma]i+j

Bakar-ERG

ertmanet-i(i+j )/(k+l)/
REC-NOM

ertimeore-∅(i+j )/(k+l)

REC-NOM

aγ-∅-u-c.er-es
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-describe-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

[ilia-s-a
Ilia-DAT-EV

da
and

levan-s]k+l .
Levan-DAT

Lit.: Giorgi and Bakar each.other they.described.them.to.them to.Ilia and to.Levan

“Giorgi and Bakar describedEACH OTHER to Ilia and Levan.”

“Giorgi and Bakar described Ilia to Levan and Levan to Ilia (rather than describe
someone else to Ilia and Levan).”

3.6.35.EXAMPLE .

[giorgi-m
Giorgi-ERG

da
and

bakar-ma]i+j

Bakar-ERG

[ilia-∅
Ilia-NOM

da
and

levan-i]k+l

Levan-NOM

ertmanet-s(i+j )/∗(k+l)/
REC-DAT

ertimeore-s(i+j )/∗(k+l)

REC-DAT

aγ-∅-u-c.er-es.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-describe-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: Giorgi and Bakar Ilia and Levan to.each.other they.described.them.to.them
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“Giorgi described Ilia and Levan to Bakar (rather than to someone else) and Bakar
described Ilia and Levan to Giorgi (rather than to someone else).”

“*Giorgi and Bakar described Ilia to Levan (rather than to someone else)and Levan
to Ilia (rather than to someone else).”

The fact that, irrespective of the word order, the direct object cannot serve as an
antecedent for the indirect object reflexive (cf. 3.6.35 vs. 3.6.21), shows the indirect
vs. direct object asymmetry in Georgian.48

However, there is a difference in the anaphoric relations when reciprocals get em-
bedded in the subject argument. Namely, whereas an unscrambled object cannot be in
a binding relation with a reciprocal embedded in a subject (3.6.36a), this is possible for
the scrambled object over the subject (3.6.36b):49

3.6.36.EXAMPLE .

a. *[ertmanet-isi+j /
REC-GEN

ertimeore-si+j

REC-GEN

masc.avlebl-eb-ma]
teacher-PL-ERG

ga-∅-a-k.rit.ik.-es
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-criticize-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

[giorgi-∅
Giorgi-NOM

da
and

bakar-i]i+j .
Bakar-NOM

“Each otheri+j ’s teachers criticized Giorgii and Bakarj .”

b. [giorgi-∅
Giorgi-NOM

da
and

bakar-i]i+j

Bakar-NOM

[ertmanet-isi+j /
REC-GEN

ertimeore-si+j

REC-GEN

masc.avlebl-eb-ma]
teacher-PL-ERG

ga-∅-a-k.rit.ik.-es.
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-criticize-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

“ EACH OTHERi+j ’s teachers criticized Giorgii and Bakarj .”

Although the scrambling illustrated in the examples 3.6.32 vs. 3.6.16, 3.6.33 vs.
3.6.18, 3.6.34 vs. 3.6.20, 3.6.35 vs. 3.6.21 do not disrupt binding and seemto be an
instance of A’-movement, cases like 3.6.36a vs. 3.6.36b do show A-scrambling.

3.6.5 Number Agreement of Reciprocals in Georgian

Although it is generally known that reciprocal pronouns require pluralantecedents (cf.
3.6.22a vs. 3.6.23a, 3.6.22b vs. 3.6.23b, 3.6.22c vs. 3.6.23c, 3.6.22a vs. 3.6.24a,
3.6.22b vs. 3.6.24b, 3.6.22c vs. 3.6.24c as well as 3.6.37a vs. 3.6.37b, 3.6.38a vs.

48Recall that Georgian reflexives behave just like Georgian reciprocalsby having a restriction disal-
lowing an indirect object to be bound by a direct object (see the examples3.4.19, 3.4.21, 3.4.23, 3.4.77,
3.4.78, 3.4.79, 3.5.7, 3.5.8, 3.5.9, 3.5.10b, 3.5.11b, 3.5.12).

49The same effect was illustrated above for the anaphoric possessivetavis-embedded in a subject (cf.
3.4.9a vs. 3.4.9b).
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3.6.38b) it may not be necessary for reciprocals to be pluralNPs triggeringPL agree-
ment themselves (see, for intance, Example 3.6.25).50

3.6.37.EXAMPLE . ([HLM91, p. 63])

a. The spies suspected each other.

b. *The spy suspected each other.

Example 3.6.38a illustrates the Georgian reciprocals as direct object arguments of
the verb. According to 3.6.38a vs. 3.6.38b, the antecedent of the reciprocals must be
plural:

3.6.38.EXAMPLE .

a. isini
3PL.NOM

∅-a-k.rit.ik.-eb-en
3BDAT.SG-PRV-criticize-TS-3ANOM.PL

ertmanet-s/
REC-DAT

ertimeore-s.
REC-DAT

“They criticize each other.”

b. *is
1SG.NOM

∅-a-k.rit.ik.-eb-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-criticize-TS-3ANOM.SG

ertmanet-s/
REC-DAT

ertimeore-s.
REC-DAT

Lit.: (S)he criticizes each other.

If the reciprocals in Example 3.6.38a are replaced by a nominal it can be seen that
the very verb form is underspecified with respect to the number of the object argument
(Example 3.6.39). Thus, both singular and plural direct objectNPs are able to trigger
the singular SetB agreement prefix∅-:

3.6.39.EXAMPLE .

isini
3PL.NOM

∅-a-k.rit.ik.-eb-en
3BDAT.SG-PRV-criticize-TS-3ANOM.PL

p.olit.ik.os-s/
politician-DAT

p.olit.ik.os-eb-s.
politician-PL-DAT

“They criticize the politician/politicians.”

How can it be found out what kind of agreement can be triggered by the reciprocals
—singular or plural? The verb form that takes the reciprocals as a directargument in
3.6.38a has a SetB agreement marker for direct object arguments, which in principle
can be triggered by either a singular or plural direct object argument, asis illustrated
in 3.6.39. Thus, the reciprocals in 3.6.38a can be interpreted either as a singular or as a
pluralNP. But following from a wide range of cross-linguistic data in which reciprocals

50The phenomenon—reciprocals triggering singular agreement—is not restricted to Georgian and has
been found cross-linguistically as well. For instance, the Basque reciprocal pronounelkar “each other”
invariably displays singular agreement ([Tra03a, p. 160], [Art03, p. 607]).
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trigger plural agreement and also following from the fact that reciprocals must have a
plural antecedent, it is tempting to believe that the reciprocal in 3.6.38a is a plural NP

triggering a plural agreement.
However, the examples of verbs taking the reciprocalertmanet-as a subject argu-

ment51 unambiguously show that the only agreement the reciprocal triggers is singular
(3.6.40a). In 3.6.40a, the reciprocal appears as a subject argument of the given verb
(cf. 3.6.40a vs. 3.6.40d) and triggers the singular SetA agreement marker-s rather
than the plural-en (cf. 3.6.40a vs. 3.6.40b, 3.6.40a vs. 3.6.40c). Thus, according
to Example 3.6.40a, it is not possible to qualify the Georgian reciprocalertmanet-as
plural.

3.6.40.EXAMPLE .

a. ertmanet-i
REC-NOM

gv-a-oc-eb-s/
1BDAT.PL-PRV-surprise-TS-3ANOM.SG

*gv-a-oc-eb-en
1BDAT.PL-PRV-surprise-TS-3ANOM.PL

(čven).
1PL.DAT

Lit.: Each.other it.surprises.us / *they.surprise.us us

“We are surprised by something related to each other.”

b. gv-a-oc-eb-s
1BDAT.PL-PRV-surprise-TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he/it surprises us.”

“*They surprise us.”

c. gv-a-oc-eb-en
1BDAT.PL-PRV-surprise-TS-3ANOM.PL

“*(S)he/*it surprises us.”

“They surprise us.”

d. (čven)
1PL.NOM

ertmanet-s
REC-DAT

v-a-oc-eb-t.
1ANOM.SG-PRV-surprise-TS-PLNOM

“We surprise each other.”

It might be debatable whether theNOM reciprocalertmanet-iis the subject argu-
ment of the verb formgv-a-oc-eb-s“(s)he/it surprise us” in 3.6.40a. The reason for
this is the difference in the thematic structure ofcriticize andsurprise. Whereas∅-
a-k. rit.ik. -eb-en“They criticize him/her/it/them” in 3.6.38a is a regular transitive verb
taking a human, agentive, volitional agent as a subject argument and a human (and pos-
sibly a non-human) theme as an object argument,gv-a-oc-eb-s“(s)he/it surprises us”
in 3.6.40a is an object experiencer verb taking a stimulus/theme as a subject argument

51Note that unlikeertmanet-the other reciprocalertimeore-never appears as a subject argument (see
Chapter 7).
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and a human experiencer as an object. Since the experiencer is higher onthe animacy
hierarchy, it is often perceived as the optimal candidate for being a subject of the clause
by native speakers. Thus, under such an interpretation, the seemingly subject recipro-
cal in 3.6.40a is perceived as an ordinary object, while itsDAT-marked bindeřcven—is
perceived as a subject argument (dative-marked subjects are no surprise, since most
Georgian psych verbs take aDAT experiencer and aNOM theme, seem-z.ul-s “I hate
him/her/it” in 2.4.7c).

However, it is important to make a distinction between the two different classesof
verbs taking aDAT experiencer as an argument in Georgian. These classes correspond
to the well known division in the literature between thefrighten type and thefear type
predicates.52 In Georgian, the difference in semantics and thematic structure of these
two classes of psych verbs is reflected in case alignment. Namely, if subjectexperiencer
verbs mark their experiencer subject byDAT in all the threeTAM Series (seegiorgi-
s in Example 3.6.41a,b,c) and their theme/stimulus argument byNOM (seek. itxva-∅
in Example 3.6.41a,b,c), the object experiencer verbs behave similar to the transitive
verbs that mark their theme/stimulus argument byNOM and the experiencer object by
DAT in theTAM Series I (cf. 3.6.42a vs. 3.6.43a), the theme/stimulus argument byERG

and the experiencer object byNOM in the TAM Series II (cf. 3.6.42b vs. 3.6.43b) and
the theme/stimulus argument byDAT and the experiencer object byNOM in the TAM

Series III (cf. 3.6.42c vs. 3.6.43c):

3.6.41.EXAMPLE .

a. Present Indicative,TAM Series I

giorgi-s
Giorgi-DAT

mo-s-c.on-s
PV-3BDAT.SG-like-3ANOM.SG

k. itxva-∅.
reading-NOM

“Giorgi likes reading.”

b. Aorist Indicative,TAM Series II

giorgi-s
Giorgi-DAT

mo-∅-e-c.on-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-like-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

k. itxva-∅.
reading-NOM

“Giorgi liked reading.”

c. Prefect,TAM Series III

giorgi-s
Giorgi-DAT

mo-s-c.on-eb-i-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-like-TS-PERF-3ANOM.SG

k. itxva-∅.
reading-NOM

“Giorgi has (apparently) liked reading.”

52[BR88]’s preoccupare(worry)/piacere(appeal) types of verbs.
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3.6.42.EXAMPLE .

a. Present Indicative,TAM Series I

(is)
3SG.NOM

(čven)
1PL.DAT

gv-a-oc-eb-s.
1BDAT.PL-PRV-surprise-TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he/it surprises us.”

b. Aorist Indicative,TAM Series II

(man)
3SG.ERG

(čven)
1PL.NOM

ga-gv-a-oc-a.
PV-1BDAT.PL-PRV-surprise-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“(S)he/it surprised us.”

c. Prefect,TAM Series III

(mas)
3SG.DAT

(čven)
1PL.NOM

ga-v-u-oc-eb-i-vart.
PV-1ANOM.SG-PRV-surprise-TS-PERF-COP1.PL(=CLNOM.PL)

“(S)he/it has (apparently) surprised us.”

3.6.43.EXAMPLE .

a. (is)
3SG.NOM

(me)
1SG.DAT

m-k. l-av-s.
1BDAT.SG-kill- TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he kills / is killing me.”

b. (man)
3SG.ERG

(me)
1SG.NOM

mo-m-k. l-a.
PV-1BNOM.SG-kill-3 AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“(S)he killed me.”

c. (mas)
3SG.DAT

(me)
1SG.NOM

ar
NEG

mo-v-u-k. l-i-var.53

PV-1ANOM.SG-PRV-kill- PERF-COP1.SG(=CLNOM.SG)

“(S)he has not killed me.”

Therefore, if the subject experiencer and object experiencer verbs are compared in
Georgian, the latter will group with transitive verbs by case alignment of theirargu-
ments. As a consequence,čven, theDAT argument ofgv-a-oc-eb-s(3.6.40a), must be
qualified as an object argument whileertmanet-i, theNOM argument, must be qualified
as a subject.

In principle, whatever the grammatical relation, theNOM marked reciprocalertma-
net-i in 3.6.40a triggers singular agreement (see the singular SetA agreement suffix-s
on the verb formgv-a-oc-eb-sin 3.6.40a) and serves as a piece of evidence for arguing
against analyzing the reciprocal as plural in Georgian.

53The verb formmo-v-u-k. l-i-var employing the perfective suffix -i (3.6.43) is not considered by pre-
scriptive grammarians as a literary form. However, it is used in everyday speech and in the media far more
often than the normative formmo-v-u-k. l-av-var (employing the thematic suffix -av).
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3.6.6 Conclusion

Section 3.6 dealt with reciprocals in Georgian. Subsection 3.6.2 has arguedin favor
of the Georgian reciprocalsertmanet-and ertimeore-to represent one word, which
excludes the movement analysis for them. In Subsection 3.6.3 it was shown that any
c-commanding clause-mateNP referring to more than one referent can be an antecedent
for Georgian reciprocals, irrespective of the agreement theNP triggers, a singular or a
plural. That subsection has also illustrated some intransitive verbs acquiring a recipro-
cal reading when taking a plural subject. In Subsection 3.6.4 it was claimed that the
word order changes do not affect the interpretation of the reciprocalsin Georgian, un-
less they are embedded in an argument. The same subsection has illustrated that the
Georgian reciprocals obey a restriction disallowing an indirect object to bebound by a
direct object. In Subsection 3.6.5 it was stated that the reciprocalertmanet-triggers a
singular agreement, making the analysis of the reciprocal as plural doubtful. Finally,
Subsection 3.6.6 concluded the section.

3.7 Summary

Chapter 3 has explored some issues of binding in Georgian. Section 3.1 offered a plan
of subsections, each discussing different issues. Section 3.2 gave anoverview of the
works on Georgian reflexives and reciprocals. Most Georgian authors, although recog-
nizing the grammaticalized body-parttav- as a reflexive, tend to group it together with
personal pronouns. This has probably to do with the ability of thetav- to be used
in the so-calledobject camouflagecases [Har81] as a 3rd person pronominal phrase,
rather than as a reflexive phrase. Also, the existing literature fails to make aclear
distinction between the uses of thetav- with and without the specifier, the posses-
sive pronoun. After some basics of the Government and Binding module ofthe GB

Theory [Cho81] were presented in Section 3.3, theGB theoretical analysis of the two
diachronically related, but synchronically distinct reflexivization strategies—the com-
plex reflexive phrasePOSS+tav-and the simple reflexive pronountav-—has been given
respectively in the sections 3.4 and 3.5. It was shown that both thePOSS+tav- and the
tav-must be bound in a local domain by a c-commanding antecedent and it is impossi-
ble for either of them to be used as a long-distance anaphor or a logophor. Word order
changes mostly do not affect the interpretation and the antecedent choiceof the two
reflexivization strategies.

In Section 3.4, while studying thePOSS+tav- strategy, the specifier of the reflex-
ive phrase was discussed and a distinction between the 3rd person possessivemis-
“his/her/its” and its reflexive counterparttavis-“self’s” was made as well as distinction
between the simple and complex plural possessive pronouns. The possessivesak.utar-
“own” was considered, which may serve as a specifier of the phrasePOSS+tav- and
which is exclusively subject-oriented. Additionally, there was a focus on the use of the
complex reflexive phrasePOSS+tav-as a determiner of anNP, illustrating thei-within-i
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effect (Subsection 3.4.6).
In Section 3.6 the form and the distribution of the Georgian reciprocalsertmanet-

andertimeore-have been studied. It was argued that the reciprocals constitute of one
word. This makes their partition into a quantifier and a reciprocator for applying the
movement analysis [HLM91] implausible. As has been argued, any c-commanding
clause-mate pluralNP serves as a potential antecedent forertmanet-andertimeore-.
Like in the case of the two reflexivization strategies, the change of word order mostly
has no effect on the interpretation of the reciprocals. The same section argued against
considering the Georgian reciprocalertmanet-as a pluralNP based on the data illus-
trating an exclusively singular agreement triggered by the reciprocal.





Chapter 4

Outline of Reflexivization Strategies in Georgian

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3, the Georgian complex reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- and the simple reflex-
ive pronountav- have been discussed within the framework of the Binding Theory
[Cho81]. This chapter will provide an analysis of the two reflexivization strategies
within the framework of another reflexivization theory—the Reinhart and Reuland’s
Reflexivity Theory [RR93].

For the study of reflexivization strategies in Georgian, it is important to consider
both the Binding Theory of [Cho81] (see Chapter 3), which is concerned with the
referential properties of nominal expressions, and the Reflexivity Theory of [RR93],
which is concerned with the semantic properties of predicates (this chapter). As both
theories have different points of focus, they will offer different toolsfor creating a
formal account of the reflexivization strategies.

In this chapter the Reflexivity Theory will be presented first in Section 4.2,then the
nominal and the verbal reflexivization in Georgian will be discussed in sections 4.3 and
4.4 respectively. Finally, in Section 4.5 there will be a summary of the chapter.

4.2 The Reflexivity Framework

Whereas in the Standard Binding theory [Cho81] the distribution of anaphors, as well
as intra-sentential anaphora and referential expressions, are subject to syntactic con-
straints, in Reinhart and Reuland’sReflexivityTheory [RR93] the distribution of reflex-
ives is dealt with in two different modules of grammar—(i) two non-structuralbinding
conditions (Reflexivity conditions)A andB and (ii) a structural condition onA-chain
formation. The definitions are given below:

Non-structural conditions of Reflexivity:

A. A reflexive-marked syntactic predicate is reflexive.

137
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B. A reflexive semantic predicate is reflexive-marked.

4.2.1.DEFINITION. (Syntactic and Semantic Predicates)

• Thesyntactic predicateof (a head)P is P , all its syntactic arguments and an ex-
ternal argument ofP (subject). Thesyntactic argumentof P are the projections
assigned—role or Case byP .

• Thesemantic predicateof P is P and all its arguments at the relevant semantic
level.

4.2.2.DEFINITION. (Reflexive and Reflexive-Marked Predicates)

• A predicate isreflexive, iff two of its arguments are coindexed.

• A predicate (formed ofP ) is reflexive-markediff either P is lexically reflexive
or one ofP ’s arguments is aSELF-anaphor.

Structural condition of Reflexivity:

• Generalized Chain Condition: C=(α1 ,...,αn ) is a chain iff C is the maximal se-
quence such that

– there is an indexi such that for allj, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, αj carries that index, and

– for all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, αj governsαj+1 .

• Condition on A-chain: A maximal A-chain(α1 , . . . , αn) contains exactly one
link α1 which is +R.

• An NP is +R iff it carries a full specification for phi-features (person, number,
gender) and structural case.

The idea that in the distribution of the anaphora the semantics of predicates is im-
portant, is crucial forReflexivityand this is clearly different from the standard Binding
Theory. Reflexivization is defined over predicates without any involvement of syntac-
tic structure. As for the configurational effects of binding, this is taken care of by the
Chain condition. For instance, according to [RR93, p. 665], by ConditionA both She
praised herselfand *Herself praised herare equally allowed. It is the Chain condition
that disallows the existence of chains headed by [-R] elements like the Englishherself
and, thus, rules out the latter.

Instead of having a difference between anaphors and simple pronouns, which was
the case in the standard Binding Theory [Cho81], there is a partitioning ofNPs accord-
ing to the properties [R] and [SELF]. An element is [+R] if it carries a full specification
for phi-features and structural Case, and it is [-R] if it does not. An element is [+SELF]
if it reflexivizes a predicate, and consequently an element is [-SELF] if it does not. It
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is not the case that anaphors and pronouns are grouped apart (as itis in the standard
Binding Theory). They can both fall in the same group according to their features of
[-R] or [+R], [-SELF] or [+SELF]. Not their status as either anaphors or pronouns but
their feature specification is important for their ability to form a chain, and thusfor
their behaviour.

Depending on the combination of [R] and [SELF] features [RR93] gives the ty-
pology of anaphoric expressions shown on Table 4.1. According to [RR93], NPs are
divided into three classes—SELF type anaphors,SE type anaphors and Pronouns.

SELF type anaphor SE type anaphor Pronoun

Reflexivising function ([SELF]) + – –
Referential independence ([R]) – – +

Table 4.1: Typology of anaphoric expressions

However, in factNPs have to be grouped into the 4 different groups depending
on the characteristics of [±R] and [±SELF] (see Table 4.2). As the authors of the
Reflexivity Theory note themselves [RR93], they do not discuss the type of anaphors
with the feature specification [+SELF]; [+R].1

[+SELF] [- SELF]

[+R] — Pronoun
[-R] SELF type anaphor SE type anaphor

Table 4.2: Typology ofNPs

According to this system, not all [-R] elements function as reflexive markers. For
instance, unlike the Dutch [+SELF] anaphorzichzelf(Example 4.2.3b),zich is [-SELF]
because it is not able to reflexivize the predicate (Example 4.2.3a). The reflexive zich
is referred to as aSE type anaphor just like those from the other languages having the
feature composition [-R; -SELF] and functioning like pronominal anaphors but not as
reflexivizers:

4.2.3.EXAMPLE .

a. *Max
Max

haat
hates

zich.
zich

1Later works within the Reflexivity Theory such as [AE99] (among others) qualify the Greek anaphor
o eaftos tuas a [+SELF]; [+R] element which affects its distribution and properties. This dissertation
argues for the GeorgianPOSS+tav-strategy to be a [+SELF]; [+R] element (Subsection 4.3.2).
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b. Max
Max

haat
hates

zichzelf.
zichzelf

Lexically reflexive predicates do not need to be reflexive-marked by aSELF type
anaphor. Sice they are semantically reflexive predicates, they are already reflexive-
marked and can take only [-SELF] elements like pronominalSE anaphors (see Condi-
tion B of [RR93]).2 Dutch provides an example for that:

4.2.4.EXAMPLE . (From [Eve86])

a. Jani wast zichi .

“Jan washes.”

b. Arnoldi vergist zichi nooit.

Lit.: Arnold mistakes himself never

“Arnold is never mistaken.”

As far as the cases like Example 4.2.5 are concerned, they do not involve reflexive-
marked predicates [RR93]. For a predicate to be reflexive-marked it must be either
lexically reflexive or one of its arguments has to be aSELF-anaphor. The sentences
in Example 4.2.5 do not involve lexically reflexive predicates, but they do involve a
SELF-anaphor. However, the anaphor either (i) is not in an A-position (see Exam-
ple 4.2.5a by [Ros70] cited in [RR93], Example 4.2.5b by [ZH89] cited in [RR93] and
Example 4.2.5d by [RR93]) or (ii) it is an argument but not co-indexed with any of the
co-arguments (see Example 4.2.5c by [RR93]). As claimed by [RR93], in such uses
as Example 4.2.5a,b,d (labelled by the authors as logophoric), reflexivity marking does
not apply and the distribution ofSELF is governed solely by discourse principles.3

4.2.5.EXAMPLE . (Logophors)

a. Physicists like yourself are a godsend.

b. She gave both Brenda and myself a dirty look.

c. *She gave myself a dirty look.

d. Max boasted that the queen invited Lucie and himself for a drink.

According to [RR93], the so-called focus anaphors (oremphaticanaphors (by
[Kun87, ZH89, Kis87]), i.e. thoseSELF anaphors which as focus, can occur even in

2As noted in [RR93, p. 667], the fact that intrinsically reflexive verbs favor SE anaphors overSELF

anaphors, follows from the principle of economy—the same property should not be marked twice. How-
ever, it is also acknowledged in [RR93] that theSELFanaphor can still appear with such verbs if discourse
requires that.

3Note that theSELFanaphors in Example 4.2.5 can be replaced by simple pronouns and that the choice
between theSELF anaphor and a simple pronoun is motivated by discourse considerations.
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an A-position) are treated the same way as the logophors (expressing the point of view
of the narrator, Example 4.2.5). In other words, they are not subject to the reflexiv-
ity conditions, even though they occur in an A-position. In neither of the cases does
reflexive-marking (see [RR93] as well as Section 4.2) apply, and the interpretation of
theSELF anaphor is regulated by discourse principles.

[RR93] bring up the issue of disjoint reference in order to show that Condition B
does operate on semantic predicates. The sentences in examples 4.2.6a (taken from
[RR93, p. 676], example(32a)) and 4.2.6c (taken from [RR93, p. 676], example(32b))
trigger a preference for a distributive interpretation of the plural / coordinatedNP, while
those in the examples 4.2.6b (taken from [RR93, p. 677], example(35a)),4.2.6d (taken
from [RR93, p. 677], example(35b)) force a collective interpretation:

4.2.6.EXAMPLE .

a. *We2 voted for me1.

b. We elected me.

c. *[Felix and Lucie1]2 praised her1.

d. Felix and Lucie1 authorized her1 to be their representative.

If a distributive reading is forced like it is done in the examples 4.2.7a (taken from
[RR93, p. 677], example(38a)) and 4.2.7c (taken from [RE01]) it results in ungrammat-
ical sentences (see the interpretations of the examples 4.2.7a and 4.2.7c in 4.2.7b (taken
from [RR93, p. 677], example(38b)) and 4.2.7d (taken from [RE01])respectively):

4.2.7.EXAMPLE .

a. *Felix but not Lucie praised her.

b. [Felix (λ x (x praised her))] but not [Lucie (λ x (x praised x))]

c. *Both Max1 and Lucie talked about him1.

d. Max (λ x (x talked about x))& Lucie (λ x(x talked about him))

According to [RR93], under the collective reading (see the examples 4.2.6b, 4.2.6d)
no reflexive predicate is formed, as the predicate is not distributed over the twoNPs in
the subject but they are taken as a set. However, under the distributive reading, there is
always a reflexive predicate formed (see 4.2.7b, 4.2.7d). Since there isa reflexive pred-
icate formation but no actual reflexive marking (no SELF anaphor is involved there)
the sentences are ruled out by Condition B.

In the next sections the Georgian reflexivization strategies will be described and
an attempt will be made to accommodate anaphoric binding phenomena within the
Reflexivityframework.
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4.3 Nominal Reflexivization in Georgian

4.3.1 Introduction

For making anaphoric reference, in Georgian one or more of the followingreflexiviza-
tion strategies are used: (1) a reflexive phrasePOSS+tav-; (2) a simple reflexive pronoun
tav-; (3) verbal reflexivization strategy, the pre-radical voweli-. Section 4.3 gives a de-
scription of each of the nominal reflexivization strategies within the Reflexivity Theory
[RR93] and shows their anaphoric properties (while verbal reflexivization strategy, the
pre-radical voweli- will be studied in Section 4.4). In Section 4.3 the subsections
are organized as follows: Subsection 4.3.2 discusses thePOSS+tav- strategy, Subsec-
tion 4.3.3 is concerned with the simple reflexive pronountav- and in Subsection 4.3.4
conclusions will be drawn.

4.3.2 The POSS+tav-Strategy

A Short Introduction

First, the discussion on nominal reflexivization in Georgian will start with assessing
anaphoric properties and distribution of one of the two nominal reflexivization strate-
gies, namely a reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- (Section 3.1), as in Example 4.3.1:

4.3.1.EXAMPLE .

giorgi-mi

Giorgi-ERG

k.arg-ad
good-ADV

da-∅-a-xasiat-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-characterize-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

[tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]i .
self-NOM

Lit.: Giorgi well charachterised self’s self

“Giorgi characterized himself well.”

As was mentioned before, the complex reflexive phrase consists of a nominal head
tav-, a grammaticalized body-part noun for “head”, which gets a possessive pronoun
as a specifier.4 As is illustrated in Example 4.3.1, both the head and the possessive get
case-marking corresponding to the syntactic role of the reflexive phrase. In 4.3.1, the
reflexive phrase is a direct object and consequently gets the nominativemarking like
direct objectNP would have gotten in the Aorist Indicative (3.6.43b, 4.3.2, 4.3.3, 4.3.4
among others).

4The POSS+tav- construction is a standard case of the so called head reflexive (in the terminology of
[Fal85]): a nominal morpheme indicating reflexivity (here,tav- ’head, self’) acts as the head of a noun
phrase in which it is preceded by a possessive pronoun. Some other language with a “head reflexive” might
illustrate a head noun followed by a possessive, depending on the constituent order of that language.
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4.3.2.EXAMPLE .

man
3SG.ERG

igi
1SG.NOM

ga-∅-lax-a.
PV-3BNOM.SG-beat-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“(S)he beat him/her.”

4.3.3.EXAMPLE .

man
3SG.ERG

naq. in-i
ice.cream-NOM

še-∅-č.am-a.
PV-3BNOM.SG-eat-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“(S)he ate the ice-cream.”

4.3.4.EXAMPLE .

man
3SG.ERG

c.q.al-i
water-NOM

da-∅-a-kc-i-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-pour-TS-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

iat.ak.-ze.
floor-on

“(S)he poured water on the floor (intentionally).”

In Chapter 3, the properties of the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav-were discussed within
the Binding Theory [Cho81]. In this chapter, the reflexive phrase withinthe Reflexivity
theory [RR93] will be explored. It is important to find out where to locate thephrase
within the typology of anaphoric expressions. In other words, it is necessary to de-
termine which type of anaphor the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- is. Is it a SELF or SE

type anaphor (Table 4.1), that is, is it possible for the phrase to reflexivize a lexically
non-reflexive predicate?

In order to check what type of anaphor thePOSS+tav- is, the feature composition for
thePOSS+tav- must be identified according to the features [±R] and [±SELF]. Check-
ing whether the phrase is [+R] or [-R], or whether it is referentially independent or not,
would mean to check the phrase with regard to the phi-features and to the availability of
structural case (Section 4.2). Furthermore, checking whether the phrase is [+SELF] or
[-SELF] would mean to check how the phrase behaves with regard to lexically reflexive
predicates.

First, thePOSS+tav- will be checked for phi-features and the availability of struc-
tural case and later, the behavior of the phrase in combination with lexically reflexive
predicates will be checked. The only note to be made at this point is that amongthe
phi-features which include person, number and gender, the gender feature is irrelevant
in the grammar of Georgian in general and, thus, for thePOSS+tav- strategy in par-
ticular as well. Therefore, in order to identify the referential (in)dependence of the
POSS+tav-, the strategy will be tested for only two phi-features (person and number)
and the availability of structural case.
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The POSS+tav-and Person Feature

The phrasePOSS+tav- takes either a 1st (Example 3.5.15a), 2nd (Example 3.5.15b)
or 3rd person (Example 3.5.15c) antecedent depending on the person feature of the
POSS, which agrees in person with the antecedent. Thus, the person feature isnot
underspecified.

Note also that irrespective of the person of thePOSSand, correspondingly, of the
antecedent, thePOSS+tav- always acts as a 3rd personNP. Although the phrase may
sometimes not trigger the actual 3rd person marker on the verb form (3.5.15a, 3.5.15b)
as it is in Example 3.5.15c it is still possible to check the person triggered by the
POSS+tav-. For instance, the verb formv-a-k-ewhich takes the phrasěcem-i tav-i
in Example 3.5.15a can also take any 3rd personNP as an object argument (Exam-
ple 4.3.5a) but never 1st (Example 4.3.5b) or 2nd personNPs (Example 4.3.5c):5

4.3.5.EXAMPLE .

a. me
1SG.ERG

is/
3SG.NOM

levan-i/
Levan-NOM

p.rezident.-is
president-GEN

p.olit.ik.a-∅
politics-NOM

v-a-k-e.
1AERG.SG-PRV-praise-AOR.INDIC

“I praised him(/her)/Levan/the president’s politics.”

b. *me
1SG.ERG

me
1SG.NOM

v-a-k-e.
1AERG.SG-PRV-praise-AOR.INDIC

“I praised myself.”

c. *me
1SG.ERG

šen
2SG.NOM

v-a-k-e.
1AERG.SG-PRV-praise-AOR.INDIC

“I praised you.”

Similarly, the verb form∅-a-z.ag-e which takes the phrasěsen-i tav-i in Exam-
ple 3.5.15a can also take any 3rd personNP as an object argument (Example 4.3.6a) but
never 1st (Example 4.3.6b) or 2nd personNPs (Example 4.3.6c):

4.3.6.EXAMPLE .

a. šen
2SG.ERG

is/
3SG.NOM

levan-i/
Levan-NOM

p.rezident.-is
president-GEN

p.olit.ik.a-∅
politics-NOM

∅-a-z.ag-e.
2AERG.SG-PRV-curse-AOR.INDIC

“You cursed him(/her)/Levan/the president’s politics.”

5The examples 4.3.5b and 4.3.5c are not grammatical because their object arguments condition agree-
ment markers, namely,m- andg- respectively (2.2.1c, 2.2.2b), but those markers are not foundin these
verb forms. The same applies to 4.3.6b and 4.3.6c as well as to 4.3.7b and 4.3.7c.
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b. *šen
2SG.ERG

me
1SG.NOM

∅-a-z.ag-e.
2AERG.SG-PRV-curse-AOR.INDIC

“You cursed me.”

c. *šen
2SG.ERG

šen
2SG.NOM

∅-a-z.ag-e.
2AERG.SG-PRV-curse-AOR.INDIC

“You cursed yourself.”

Analogically, the verb formga-∅-a-masxr-awhich takes the phrasetavis-i tav-i
in Example 3.5.15c can also take any 3rd personNP as an object argument (Exam-
ple 4.3.7a) but never 1st (Example 4.3.7b) or 2nd personNPs (Example 4.3.7c):

4.3.7.EXAMPLE .

a. man
3SG.ERG

is/
3SG.NOM

levan-i/
Levan-NOM

p.rezident.-is
president-GEN

p.olit.ik.a-∅
politics-NOM

ga-∅-a-masxr-a.
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-clown-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“(S)he made fun of him(/her)/Levan/the president’s politics.”

b. *man
3SG.ERG

me
1SG.NOM

ga-∅-a-masxr-a.
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-clown-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“(S)he made fun of me.”

c. *man
3SG.ERG

šen
2SG.NOM

ga-∅-a-masxr-a.
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-clown-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“(S)he made fun of you.”

Another piece of evidence forPOSS+tav- phrases as 3rd personNPs comes from
the use of preverbs. According to [Sha73, p. 246], several verb forms (give, sell, write,
address, bring) with both mi- andmo- preverbs show that the 2nd person groups to-
gether with 1st person with respect to the preverb they can get. Namely, theproximate
mo- is available only when the beneficiary is 1st (Example 4.3.8a) or 2nd person(Ex-
ample 4.3.8b) and ungrammatical when the beneficiary is 3rd person (Example4.3.8c).
On the contrary, the distantmi- is available with the 3rd person beneficiary (Exam-
ple 4.3.8c) but not with the 1st (Example 4.3.8a) and 2nd (Example 4.3.8b):

4.3.8.EXAMPLE .

a. man
3SG.ERG

me
1SG.DAT

c.ign-i
book-NOM

mo-m-c-a/
PV-1BDAT.SG-give-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

*mi-m-c-a.
PV-1BDAT.SG-give-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“(S)he gave me a book.”
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b. man
3SG.ERG

šen
2SG.DAT

c.ign-i
book-NOM

mo-g-c-a/
PV-2BDAT.SG-give-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

*mi-g-c-a.
PV-2BDAT.SG-give-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“(S)he gave you a book.”

c. man
3SG.ERG

mas
3SG.DAT

c.ign-i
book-NOM

*mo-s-c-a/
PV-3BDAT.SG-give-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

mi-s-c-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-give-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“(S)he gave him/her a book.”

Now if the use of the distantmi- and proximatemo- with the POSS+tav- is con-
sidered, it can be seen that the reflexive phrase (the examples 4.3.9a, 4.3.10a, 4.3.11a)
groups together with 3rd personNPs (the examples 4.3.11b, 4.3.11c, 4.3.11d) in the
sense that they require the use of the distantmi-, but never of the proximatemo-. As for
the 1st and 2nd personNPs, they behave just the opposite: they require the proximate
mo-but never the distantmi- (the examples 4.3.9b, 4.3.9c, 4.3.10b, 4.3.10c).

For instance, the reflexive phrases taking the 1st and 2nd person antecedents—̌cem-
s tav-s(Example 4.3.9a) anďsen-s tav-s(Example 4.3.10a) respectively—just like the
3rd personNPs (the examples 4.3.11b, 4.3.11c, 4.3.11d) require the distantmi-, but
never the proximatemo-.

As for the 1st (the examples 4.3.9b, 4.3.9c) and 2nd person simple pronouns (the
examples 4.3.10b, 4.3.10c), they, unlike the reflexivečem-s tav-s(Example 4.3.9a)
andšen-s tav-s(Example 4.3.10a) and 3rd personNPs (the examples 4.3.11b, 4.3.11c,
4.3.11d), always require the proximatemo-, but never the distantmi-.

4.3.9.EXAMPLE .

a. me
1SG.NOM

čem-s
1POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s
self-DAT

mi-v-e-salm-e/
PV-1ANOM.SG-PRV-greeting-AOR.INDIC

*mo-v-e-salm-e.
PV-1ANOM.SG-PRV-greeting-AOR.INDIC

“I greeted myself.”

b. is
3SG.NOM

me
1SG.DAT

*mi-m-e-salm-a/
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-greeting-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

mo-m-e-salm-a.
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-greeting-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

“(S)he greeted me.”

c. šen
2SG.NOM

me
1SG.DAT

*mi-m-e-salm-e/
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-greeting-AOR.INDIC

mo-m-e-salm-e.
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-greeting-AOR.INDIC
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“You greeted me.”

4.3.10.EXAMPLE .

a. šen
2SG.NOM

šen-s
2POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s
self-DAT

mi-∅-e-salm-e/
PV-2ANOM.SG-PRV-greeting-AOR.INDIC

*mo-∅-e-salm-e.
PV-2ANOM.SG-PRV-greeting-AOR.INDIC

“You greeted yourself.”

b. is
3SG.NOM

šen
2SG.DAT

*mi-g-e-salm-a/
PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-greeting-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

mo-g-e-salm-a.
PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-greeting-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

“(S)he greeted you.”

c. me
1SG.NOM

šen
2SG.DAT

*mi-g-e-salm-e/
PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-greeting-AOR.INDIC

mo-g-e-salm-e.
PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-greeting-AOR.INDIC

“I greeted you.”

4.3.11.EXAMPLE .

a. is
3SG.NOM

tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s
self-DAT

mi-∅-e-salm-a/
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-greeting-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

*mo-∅-e-salm-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-greeting-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

“(S)he greeted himself/herself.”

b. is
3SG.NOM

mas
3SG.DAT

mi-∅-e-salm-a/
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-greeting-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

*mo-∅-e-salm-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-greeting-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

“(S)he greeted him/her.”

c. me
1SG.NOM

mas
3SG.DAT

mi-v-e-salm-e/
PV-1ANOM.SG-PRV-greeting-AOR.INDIC

*mo-v-e-salm-e.
PV-1ANOM.SG-PRV-greeting-AOR.INDIC

“I greeted him/her.”
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d. šen
2SG.NOM

mas
3SG.DAT

mi-∅-e-salm-e/
PV-2ANOM.SG-PRV-greeting-AOR.INDIC

*mo-∅-e-salm-e.
PV-2ANOM.SG-PRV-greeting-AOR.INDIC

“You greeted him/her.”

Just like the 3rd personNPs (the examples 4.3.11b, 4.3.11c, 4.3.11d), the reflex-
ive phrasetavis tav-sthat takes the 3rd person antecedent (4.3.11a) and the reflexive
phrasešcem-s tav-s(4.3.9a) anďsen-s tav-s(4.3.10a) that require the 1st and 2nd per-
son antecedent respectively, but that function as 3rd personNPs, all require the distant
mi- and never use the proximatemo-.

Thus, the phrase triggers the 3rd person agreement. However, thePOSSunam-
biguously shows the person (and number) of the antecedent. As a whole,the phrase
POSS+tav-, irrespective of the agreement it triggers, is transparent with regard tothe
person feature.

Therefore, thePOSS+tav-strategy is specified for the person feature.

The POSS+tav-and Number Feature

In generaltav-as a noun6 can be marked for plural (Example 4.3.12). Thetav-as a head
of the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- does not get a plural marking in Modern Georgian
(Example 4.3.13):7

4.3.12.EXAMPLE .

(me)
1SG.ERG

es
PROX.NOM

tav-eb-i
head-PL-NOM

gamo-v-t.ov-e.
PV-1AERG.SG-omit-AOR.INDIC

“I omitted these chapters.”

4.3.13.EXAMPLE .

6The itemtav- is used synchronically as a body-part for “head” as well as with some other meanings
like “chapter” (4.3.12, 5.2.12a), “top”, etc.

7In Old Georgian, by contrast,tav- in the reflexive phrase could still be marked for plural (see (i) as
well as [Sha76, p. 49]; [Imn79, p. 489]):

i. da-∅-i-cv-en-i-t
PV-2AERG.SG-PRV-protect-TS-INDIC-PLERG

tav-n-i
self-PL-NOM

tkven-n-i
2POSS.PL-PL-NOM

q.ovl-is-a-gan
all-GEN-EV-from

angahreb-is-a.
covetousness-GEN-EV

“Keep yourselves from all covetousness.” (Luke 12, 15; translationfrom [Dar61])
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laškroba-̌si
excursion-in

bakar-mai
Bakar-ERG

da
and

ilia-mj

Ilia-ERG

[taviant
3REFL.POSS.PL

tav-(*-eb)-s-a-c](i+j )/∗(k+l)

self-PL-DAT-EV-too
mi-∅-xed-es
PV-3BDAT.SG-take.care-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

da
and

ana-s-ak
Ana-DAT-EV

da
and

elene-s-a-cl .
Elene-DAT-EV-too

“During the excursion Bakar and Ilia took care of themselves as well as ofAnna
and Elene.”

However, the number of the antecedent still makes a difference for the phrase as a
whole. Namely, in case there is a plural antecedent for thePOSS+tav- phrase, this will
be reflected on thePOSS(cf. 4.3.13 vs. 4.3.14):

4.3.14.EXAMPLE .

laškroba-̌si
excursion-in

bakar-mai
Bakar-ERG

[tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s-a-c]i/∗j
self-DAT-EV-too

mi-∅-xed-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-take.care-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

da
and

ana-s-a-cj .
Ana-DAT-EV-too

“During the excursion Bakar took care of himself as well as of Anna.”

This means that thePOSS+tav-strategy is specified for the person feature.

The POSS+tav-and Structural Case

It is known that two types of case marking are distinguished—structural and inherent
[Cho81, Cho86]. Structural case is assigned by spec(ifier)-head agreement, while in-
herent case is assigned by a theta role or by government. For instance, structural case is
assigned by the finite inflection on the verb to the specifier of theIP, i.e. to the subject.
Other structural case assigners are, for instance, postpositions.

As was already mentioned in Section 2.4, in Georgian, actual case marking is sen-
sitive to the argument structure of a verb, verb class and aspectual andtemporal charac-
teristics expressed by the verb form (but not to particular grammatical relations). The
case marking of the subject argument—whetherNOM, ERG or DAT—is dependent on
the inflectional properties of the clause. Since the case of the subject argument is as-
signed by the finite inflection, the cases mentioned above could qualify as structural
cases.

However, the dative assigned to the subject argument in theTAM Series III should
be distinguished from the dative assigned to goals and experiencer arguments. Since
the latter arguments invariably get the dative marking, irrespective of the inflection, the
dative case in goals and experiencer arguments is an inherent case depending on the
theta role (goal, experiencer).
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Throughout this dissertation one will find examples of thePOSS+tav- phrase being
marked for case according to its syntactic role in the sentence as a direct object (for
instance, 3.4.1a, 3.4.1b, 4.3.1 among others), irrespective of the case marking. The
POSS+tav- phrase can even be marked byERG, the case of the subject in Aorist In-
dicative (the examples 5.4.1, 6.6.4, 7.3.11b among others) or byNOM, the case of the
subject in Present Indicative (Example 7.2.5a). Thus, thePOSS+tav- strategy does not
lack structural case.

The POSS+tav- is a [+SELF;+R] Type Anaphor

It follows from the discussion above, that at the moment nothing prevents the com-
plex POSS+tav- strategy to be regarded as [+R]. As could already be seen, the phrase
POSS+tav-carries full specification for the phi-features (person and number, while gen-
der being irrelevant) and structural case. Thus, thePOSS+tav- reflexivization strategy
qualifies as a [+R] element.

Apart from knowing that thePOSS+tav- phrase is [+R] it is necessary to know
whether thePOSS+tav- is a [+SELF] or a [-SELF] element. This is necessary in order to
locate thePOSS+tav- phrase within the typology ofNPs (Table 4.2) in which the four
types ofNPs are chategorized according to the features [±R] and [±SELF].

In the Reflexivity Theory [RR93] an element is [+SELF] if it can reflexivize a pred-
icate, and an element is [-SELF] if it cannot. Therefore, it should be checked how the
POSS+tav- phrase behaves with verbs. As the examples 3.5.15, 3.5.17, 3.5.19, 3.5.21
and 4.3.1 illustrate, thePOSS+tav-phrase does reflexivize the verbs which are not lexi-
cally reflexive and can make the reflexive reading of the sentences possible. Therefore,
the POSS+tav- can reflexivize and, thus, is [+SELF]. At the same time, thePOSS+tav-
phrase acts as a [+R] element.8 Based on these findings, thePOSS+tav-should be char-
acterized as a [+R; +SELF] reflexivization strategy.

As the authors of theReflexivitytheory note when discussing the types of anaphoric
expressions (see [RR93, p. 658], footnote 4), they do not discuss the properties of pos-
sessive anaphors although these are widespread cross-linguistically.Thus, the types
of the anaphors with a head specified by a possessive pronoun, to which the Georgian
POSS+tav- strategy belongs, are not considered in theReflexivitytheory of [RR93].
However, there are works studying the behavior of such types of anaphors. For in-
stance, [AE95, EA97, AE99, Eve03] consider the Greek anaphoro eaftos tuwithin the
Reflexivitytheory of [RR93] and give it the same feature specification as has been given
here to the GeorgianPOSS+tav- strategy, namely [+R; +SELF]. These authors note that
O eaftos tucrucially differs from the Dutch [-R, +SELF] anaphoric strategyzichzelfin
that it is headed by a nouneaftoswhich acts as aSELF-element while, at the same time,
it is fully specified for phi-features ([masc],[3-pers],inflected for [numb/case]). Ex-
actly this specification ofo eaftos tuas a [+R; +SELF] makes it possible for the Greek

8See [Eve03, p. 7] for a similar view.
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anaphor to be in the subject position. As is known already, Conditions A andB equally
allow reflexives in both positions (subject and object) while the Chain condition rules
out the chains headed by [-R] elements. In Dutch or English the reflexives are ruled
out in subject position because they are [-R] while in Greeko eaftos tuis [+R] and the
chain condition simply does not hold. Also, even if not the [+R] feature of the Greek
anaphor, there cannot be any chain formation since only the determiner ofthe reflexive
phrase is co-indexed with the antecedent (see the co-indexed elementstu andtu Petru
in Example 4.3.15 taken from [AE99] adopting the co-indexation given in [Iat88]):

4.3.15.EXAMPLE .

a. [O
The

eaftosj
self

tui ]j
his

ton
CL.ACC

provlimatizi
puzzle-3SG

[ton
the

Petro]i .
Petros.ACC

“Himself puzzles Petros.”

b. [(O eaftos tui )j (+R)] [(ton Petro)i (+R)]

The reflexive phrases look very much alike in Georgian and in Greek. However,
instead of adopting the analysis of Greek by [AE99] for the GeorgianPOSS+tav-, as
implied in [Eve03], it will be argued against the analysis in Chapter 6.

Such work as [Eve03, p. 20] uses an idea that was first discussed in [AE99] which
says that [+R, +SELF] anaphors are allowed to show non-anaphoric behavior because
they do not violate Chain formation [RR93]. They do not violate Chain formation be-
cause of one simple reason: there is no Chain formation in languages with the anaphors
of the structure [+R, +SELF]. Thus, the non-anaphoric behaviour of [+R, +SELF]
anaphors simply reduces to the structure and the feature specification of anaphors
themeselves. However, in Chapter 7 it will be shown that for Georgian andfor Greek (as
well as for Basque having the reflexive of the same structure) the form of the anaphor
cannot account for its non-anaphoric behavior, in other words, forits ability to appear
in the subject position.

The Structure of the POSS+tav-Phrase

As was mentioned before, the Georgian reflexive phrase consists of a head and its
determiner, a possessive pronoun. It is important to note that only the determiner agrees
in phi-features with the antecedent and not the whole phrase (see 3.5.17aand 3.5.17b).

The phrase looks very similar to the Greek reflexive phraseton eafton muin 4.3.16,
which consists of the definite determinerton, the head nouneaftonand the possessive
clitic mu. The similarity consists of the fact that in both languages only the possessive
determiner is co-indexed with the antecedent of the reflexive phrases but not the whole
reflexive phrase as such. Namely, it is the Georgian determinerčem-sin 3.5.17a (or
šen-sin 3.5.17b) and the Greek determinermu in 4.3.16 which agree in phi-features
with the antecedent:
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4.3.16.EXAMPLE . (Greek, [Iat88])

Eghoi
I

tonj

CL.ACC.MASC.SG

xero
know

[ton
DET.ACC.MASC.SG

eaftonj
REFL

mui ]j .
POSS.GEN.1SG

“I know myself.”

On the basis of this structure [Iat88] has argued that the Greek reflexive phrase
is not subject to Principle A, since only the possessive clitic is co-indexed with the
antecedent but not the whole phrase.

A different analysis of the Greek reflexiveo eaftos tuis offered in theReflexivity
theory [RR93] by [AE95, EA97, AE99]. The authors call the Greek type of anaphor
an inalienable possession anaphor. It is argued thato eaftos tuqualifies as a [+R,
+SELF] anaphor. As it is fully specified for phi-features (and, thus, being [+R]), the
Greek anaphor is unable to form an A-chain with the antecedent becauseaccording to
[RR93]’s chain condition, the formation of A chains with two [+R] links is not allowed.

In Subsection 4.3.2 it was argued that the Georgian reflexive phrasePOSS+tav-
was a [+R, +SELF] anaphor. This makes it tempting to follow the analysis of [AE95,
EA97, AE99] for Greek which has the anaphor of the same feature specification as
the GeorgianPOSS+tav- strategy. Namely, it could be argued that just like in Greek,
in Georgian thePOSS+tav-strategy qualifies as aninalienable possession anaphorand
does not form an A-chain because of its structure. This would explain why it is possible
in Georgian to have anaphors in subject position, just like it is possible to have nom-
inative anaphors in Greek [AE95, EA97, AE99]. However, it would not be possible
to explain why only some verbs allowinalienable possession anaphorsas subjects but
others do not (cf., for instance, 3.4.13a vs. 7.3.11b).

The indexation given by [Iat88] for the Greeko eaftos tucan also be adopted for
Georgian (3.5.17). However, following [Eve01], the view that the possessive alone is an
anaphor [Iat88] should be argued against. [Eve01] suggests to “distinguish the element
that agrees with an antecedent as a result of an anaphoric relation fromthe anaphoric
element itself”.9

Thus, if [Eve01] is followed in distinguishing agreement and anaphoric relations it
is possible to identify the whole reflexive phrase as an anaphor. If the structure of the
reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- is considered again, it can be seen that the determiner is a
possessive pronoun which is obligatorily bound only to the headtav- (cf. the examples
3.5.19 vs. 3.5.29, 3.5.19 vs. 4.3.17).

4.3.17.EXAMPLE .

*mei

1SG.NOM

v-a-k-eb
1ANOM.SG-PRV-praise-TS

[čem-si ].
1POSS.SG-DAT

“I praise myself.”

9[Eve01] refers to [AE99] who have shown that “α is an anaphor” and “α agrees with its antecedent”
are not equivalent at all.
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Thus, as far as the GeorgianPOSS+tav-strategy is concerned, only the combination
of the possessive and the head noun (but not the possessive (4.3.17) or the head alone
(3.5.29)) have anaphoric properties.

A Short Summary

Subsection 4.3.2 has discussed thePOSS+tav- reflexivization strategy. It was argued
that it is specified for the person and number features and that it does not lack structural
case. Provided that the gender feature is irrelevant for the grammar of Georgian, the
reflexive phrase should be qualified as [+R]. Since thePOSS+tav- reflexivizes the verbs
which are not lexically reflexive it can qualify as [+SELF]. The feature composition
makes the Georgian reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- a [+SELF;+R] type anaphor. In the
same subsection it was also argued that although only the specifier of the reflexive
phrase agrees in phi-features with the antecedent but with not the whole phrase, only
the combination of the specifier and the headtav-has anaphoric properties.

4.3.3 The Simpletav-Strategy

A Short Introduction

Before turning to the verbal reflexive strategy (Section 4.4) another nominal reflexiviza-
tion strategy will be considered in this subsection. As was already mentioned above,
apart from the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- (see Subsection 4.3.2), there is another re-
flexivization strategy, a simple reflexive represented by a grammaticalized body-part
tav- ”head”, referred to here as a baretav-strategy (4.3.18):

4.3.18.EXAMPLE .

tvit+na+k.et-i
INTENS+PPART+make-NOM

bomb-it
bomb-INST

t.erorist.-mai
terrorist-ERG

tav-ii
self-NOM

a-∅-i-petk-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-explode-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

da
and

sxv-eb-i-c
other-PL-NOM-too

da-∅-a-saxǐcr-a.
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-cripple-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“By a self-made bomb the terrorist blew up himself and also crippled others.”

It was argued extensively in Subsection 3.5.2 that the simple reflexivetav- is not
the same as thePOSS+tav- strategy with a dropped specifier. Although diachronically
related (see [AL02]), the two strategies are distinct. In this section the simpletav-
will be checked with regard to the phi-features and the availability of structural case to
determine whether it is either [+R] or [-R]. Then it will be shown how the simpletav-
behaves with lexically reflexive predicates, in order to determine whether itis [+SELF]
or [-SELF].
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The Simpletav-and Person Feature

The reflexive simpletav- is not restricted with regard to the person feature of the an-
tecedent and can take not only 3rd person (see the examples 3.5.16c, 4.3.18) but also
1st (Example 3.5.16a) and 2nd person antecedents (Example 3.5.16b). Therefore, the
simpletav- is underspecified with regard to person feature.

The Simpletav-and Number Feature

In the examples above, the simpletav-has singular antecedents (4.3.18, 3.5.16). How-
ever, it can also take plural antecedents (Example 4.3.19):

4.3.19.EXAMPLE .

bakar-mai
Bakar-ERG

da
and

ilia-mj

Ilia-ERG

k.arg-i
good-NOM

sc.avl-it
study-INST

tav-i(i+j )

self-NOM

gamo-∅-i-čin-es.
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-distinguish-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

“Bakar and Ilia distinguished themselves by studying well.”

As has become clear from the comparison of the examples 4.3.19 vs. 4.3.20, the
simple tav- is underspecified with regard to the number feature, disallowing explicit
number marking. Whether the simpletav-has a singular antecedent (4.3.18) or a plural
one (4.3.19) it makes no difference with regard to the form of the simpletav-strategy:

4.3.20.EXAMPLE .

*bakar-mai
Bakar-ERG

da
and

ilia-mj

Ilia-ERG

k.arg-i
good-NOM

sc.avl-it
study-INST

tav-eb-i(i+j )

self-PL-NOM

gamo-∅-i-čin-es.
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-distinguish-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

“Bakar and Ilia distinguished themselves by studying well.”

Therefore, it should be concluded that the simpletav-strategy does not carry a full
specification for the phi-features as person and number.

The gender feature is irrelevant since it is actually never specified in the nominal or
verbal system in Georgian, and not just for the simple reflexivetav- (or thePOSS+tav-
strategy, Section 4.3.2).10

10In Georgian, gender is identified exclusively on the lexical level.
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The Simpletav-and Structural Case

Unlike the POSS+tav- strategy, which can appear as a subject argument of the verb
(7.3.11b, 4.3.21 as well as other relevant examples from Chapter 7), the reflexive sim-
ple tav- can never be marked by the cases of subject, for instance, byERG in Aorist
Indicative. If the itemtav- appears with theERG marker (4.3.22), the only available
reading is a body-part reading:

4.3.21.EXAMPLE .

a. [tavis-ma
3REFL.POSS.SG-ERG

tav-ma]
self-ERG

gamo-∅-a-mžγavn-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-uncover-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

zaza-∅.
Zaza-NOM

Lit.: Himself uncovered Zaza

“His own properties, his good actions or wrong doings uncovered (madeit possible
to identify) Zaza.”

b. [tavis-ma
3REFL.POSS.SG-ERG

tav-ma]
self-ERG

mo-∅-k. l-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-kill-3 AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

k.ac-i.
man-NOM

Lit.: Himself killed the man

“*His head killed the man.”

*Himself killed the man.

“His own properties, his actions and/or wrong doings made the man suffer (or
caused his death).”

4.3.22.EXAMPLE .

a. tav-ma
self/head-ERG

gamo-∅-a-mžγavn-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-uncover-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

zaza-∅.
Zaza-NOM

Lit.: *Self/Head uncovered Zaza

“[His] head uncovered (i.e., made it possible to identify) Zaza.”

b. tav-ma
self/head-ERG

mo-∅-k. l-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-kill-3 AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

k.ac-i.
man-NOM

Lit.: *Self/Head killed the man

“The head killed the man.” (for instance, the cut head of a dragon killed theman
(in a fairy tale) or the head from a Lenin’s deconstructed statue killed the man)

Note that the simple reflexivetav- can be marked as an object argument, that is
by NOM and DAT. Thus, it does not lack structural case. However, since it does not
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carry a full specification for phi-features (person, number, (gender being irrelevant)),
the simpletav-qualifies as a [-R] element.

The Simpletav- is a SE Type Anaphor

As could be seen above in this section, the simpletav- lacks phi-features. Therefore, it
should be considered to be a [-R] element. In order to locate the simpletav- strategy
within the typology ofNPs schematized in Table 4.2 or within the typology of anaphoric
expressions in Table 4.1 and to identify it as either aSELFor aSEanaphor it is necessary
to identify whether it is a [+SELF] or a [-SELF] element. As was already noted, in the
Reflexivity Theory [RR93] an element is [+SELF] if it reflexivizes a predicate, and an
element is [-SELF] if it cannot do so.

If the simpletav- besides being [-R] is also a [-SELF] element, that is the element
which is unable to reflexivize, just like the Dutchzich (4.2.3a), it should be concluded
that the strategy is aSE type anaphor. However, if the simpletav- is [+SELF], so if it
is able to reflexivize, it will qualify as aSELF type anaphor, just like the Dutchzichzelf
(4.2.3b).

The Dutchzich is unable to reflexivize since, as Example 4.2.3a illustrates, it can-
not reflexivize the verbs which are not lexically reflexive and cannotmake the reflexive
reading of the sentences possible. On the contrary, the Dutchzichzelfis able to reflex-
ivize such verbs (Example 4.2.3b). Consequently,zichzelfqualifies as aSELF anaphor
andzich— as aSE anaphor.

Now the simpletav- should be considered. As the examples 3.5.27–3.5.30 illus-
trate, the simpletav- is not able to reflexivize the verbs which are not lexically reflexive.

The fact that the simpletav-can also appear in grammatical sentences, for instance,
in 3.5.16, 3.5.18, 3.5.20, 3.5.22 does not mean that the simpletav- strategy can reflex-
ivize. The sentences show not just the simpletav- but also the verb forms marked by
the pre-radical voweli-, which is a verbal reflexivization strategy in itself.

Thus, the simpletav- strategy, taken alone, without any verbal reflexivei- support,
is unable to reflexivize (cf. 3.5.27a vs. 3.5.16a, 3.5.27b vs. 3.5.16b, 3.5.27c vs. 3.5.16c,
3.5.28a vs. 3.5.18a, 3.5.28b vs. 3.5.18b, 3.5.28c vs. 3.5.18c, 3.5.29 vs. 3.5.20, 3.5.30
vs. 3.5.22) and, thus, has to be qualified as [-SELF]. As could be seen already, the
simpletav- strategy is also [-R]. Therefore, the simpletav- functions as a [-SELF, -R]
strategy or, in other words, it is aSE type anaphor (Table 4.2).

A Short Summary

Subsection 4.3.3 has discussed the simpletav- reflexivization strategy. It was shown
that it is specified neither for the person nor for the number features and, thus, has to
be qualified as [-R]. Since the simpletav- is unable to reflexivize the verbs that are not
lexically reflexive, it has to be qualified as [-SELF]. This makes the simpletav-strategy
a [-SELF;-R] and, thus, aSE type anaphor.
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4.3.4 Conclusion

Section 4.3 offered a description and analysis of the Georgian nominal reflexivization
strategies within the Reflexivity Theory [RR93]. Two different strategieswere identi-
fied, thePOSS+tav- strategy as a [+SELF;+R] type anaphor (Subsection 4.3.2) and the
simpletav-strategy as aSE type anaphor (Subsection 4.3.3).

4.4 Verbal Reflexivization

4.4.1 Introduction

In the previous section, the nominal reflexivization strategies in Georgian were dis-
cussed within the Reflexivity Theory of [RR93] (Section 4.3). This sectionconsiders
the Georgian pre-radical voweli- as a verbal reflexivization strategy as well as a marker
present in some classes of intransitive verbs. The use of the pre-radical vowel i- as a
verbal reflexive will be dealt with in Subsection 4.4.2. The other occurrences of the
i- as a homonymous morpheme in passive, unaccusative, unergative verbs will be dis-
cussed in Subsection 4.4.3. Finally, in Subsection 4.4.4 there will be a conclusion of
the section.

4.4.2 Reflexive Pre-Radical Voweli-

A Short Introduction

This subsection describes the use of the verbal pre-radical voweli- as a reflexive marker.
First it will be argued that the status of the vowel as a reflexive marker is unclear
within the Reflexivity Theory of [RR93] unless some notions are modified. Then all
the Georgian reflexivization strategies, some of their combinations and their ability to
make a reflexive reading possible will be reviewed. Georgian inalienable nouns used
without an appropriate determiner but with an obligatory presence of the verbal pre-
radical voweli- will also be discussed in order to illustrate the fact that this vowel is a
component of a further reflexivization strategy.

Verbal Reflexive i- and its Status in the Reflexivity Theory

Subsection 4.3.3 has illustrated the simple reflexivetav- alone to be unable to reflex-
ivize a predicate. Only when the simpletav- is accompanied by the pre-radical voweli-,
it is possible to get a grammatical result as in the examples 3.5.27a vs. 3.5.16a, 3.5.27b
vs. 3.5.16b, 3.5.27c vs. 3.5.16c, 3.5.28a vs. 3.5.18a, 3.5.28b vs. 3.5.18b,3.5.28c vs.
3.5.18c, 3.5.29 vs. 3.5.20, 3.5.30 vs. 3.5.22.

Furthermore, the pre-radical voweli- is by itself also not able to reflexivize, whether
the binding is meant to be between the subject and the direct object (4.4.1–4.4.4) or
between the direct and indirect objects (Example 4.4.5):
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4.4.1.EXAMPLE .

a. *me
1SG.ERG

v-i-k-e.
1AERG.SG-PRV-praise-AOR.INDIC

“I praised myself.”

b. *šen
2SG.ERG

∅-i-z.ag-e.
2AERG.SG-PRV-curse-AOR.INDIC

“You cursed yourself.”

c. *man
3SG.ERG

ga-∅-i-masxr-a.
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-clown-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“(S)he made fun of himself/herself.”

4.4.2.EXAMPLE .

a. *me
1SG.NOM

v-i-k.rit.ik.-eb.
1ANOM.SG-PRV-criticize-TS

“I criticize myself.”

b. *šen
2SG.NOM

∅-i-k.rit.ik.-eb.
2ANOM.SG-PRV-criticize-TS

“You criticize yourself.”

c. *is
3SG.NOM

∅-i-k.rit.ik.-eb-s.
3BDAT.SG-PRV-criticize-TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he criticizes himself/herself.”

4.4.3.EXAMPLE .

*me
1SG.NOM

v-i-k-eb.
1ANOM.SG-PRV-praise-TS

“I praise myself.”

4.4.4.EXAMPLE .

*giorgi-m
Giorgi-ERG

∅-i-k-o.
3BNOM.SG-PRV-praise-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Giorgi praised himself.”

4.4.5.EXAMPLE .

*me
1SG.ERG

mas
3SG.DAT

v-i-k-e.
1AERG.SG-PRV-praise-AOR.INDIC

“I praised him/her to himself.”

However, the voweli- alone can serve as a reflexivizer in case the binding is meant
to be between the subject and the indirect object arguments (cf. 4.4.6a vs.4.4.7a, 4.4.6b
vs. 4.4.7b, 4.4.6c vs. 4.4.7c):
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4.4.6.EXAMPLE .

a. me
1SG.ERG

mo-v-i-č.er-i
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-cut-AOR.INDIC

namcxvar-i.
cake-NOM

“I cut myself a cake.”

b. šen
2SG.ERG

da-∅-i-sx-i
PV-2AERG.SG-PRV-pour-AOR.INDIC

q.ava-∅.
coffee-NOM

“You poured yourself [some] coffee.”

c. ana-m
Ana-ERG

ga-∅-i-tal-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-peel-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

vǎsl-i.
apple-NOM

“Ana peeled herself an apple.”

4.4.7.EXAMPLE .

a. me
I.ERG

mo-v-̌c.er-i
PV-1AERG.SG-cut-AOR.INDIC

namcxvar-i.
cake-NOM

“I cut a cake.”

b. šen
you.ERG

da-∅-a-sx-i
PV-2AERG.SG-PRV-pour-AOR.INDIC

q.ava-∅.
coffee-NOM

“You poured coffee.”

c. ana-m
Ana-ERG

ga-∅-tal-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-peel-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

vǎsl-i.
apple-NOM

“Ana peeled an apple.”

If the verb forms with the pre-radical voweli- are compared to the verb forms
without the vowel, the reflexive semantics can be attributed to the presence of this
vowel (cf. 4.4.6a vs. 4.4.7a, 4.4.6b vs. 4.4.7b, 4.4.6c vs. 4.4.7c). Example4.4.6a–c
illustrates that the markeri- can appear in any person. That the presence of both the
vowel and the indirect object yields ungrammatical results (cf. 4.4.8a vs. 4.4.6a, 4.4.8b
vs. 4.4.6b, 4.4.8c vs. 4.4.6c) illustrates that the pre-radical voweli- can in fact absorb
the indirect object argument:

4.4.8.EXAMPLE .

a. *me
1SG.ERG

čem-s
1POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s
self-DAT

mo-v-i-č.er-i
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-cut-AOR.INDIC

namcxvar-i.
cake-NOM

“I cut myself a cake.”

b. *šen
2SG.ERG

šen-s
2POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s
self-DAT

da-∅-i-sx-i
PV-2AERG.SG-PRV-pour-AOR.INDIC

q.ava-∅.
coffee-NOM
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“You poured yourself coffee.”

c. *ana-m
Ana-ERG

tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s
self-DAT

ga-∅-i-tal-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-peel-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

vǎsl-i.
apple-NOM

“Ana peeled herself an apple.”

Within the Reflexivity Theory [RR93], the verb formsmo-v-i-̌c.er-i, da-∅-i-sx-i and
ga-∅-i-tal-a in 4.4.6a, 4.4.6b and 4.4.6c, are reflexive predicates, since two of their ar-
guments, namely the subject and indirect object, are coindexed (see Definition 4.2.2
of reflexive predicates in Section 4.2). It is important to know whether the very verbs
can also be reflexive-marked. According to Definition 4.2.2 of reflexive-marked predi-
cates in Section 4.2, a predicate is reflexive-marked iff either the predicateis lexically
reflexive or one of its arguments is aSELF-anaphor.

The verbs used in 4.4.6a-c are not lexically reflexive. At least the rootson which the
verb forms in the examples 4.4.6a–c are based (-č. er- “cut”, -sx-“pour”, -tal- “peel”) are
not lexically reflexive. Clearly if there is any kind of reflexive reading available for the
verbs in 4.4.6a–c, it is due to the presence of the pre-radical voweli- (cf. 4.4.6a vs.
4.4.7a, 4.4.6b vs. 4.4.7b, 4.4.6c vs. 4.4.7c) but not due to the lexical semantics of the
verbs. Thus, there is some kind of marking, the pre-radical voweli- but its status is
unclear within the available definitions of the Reflexivity Theory. These predicates are
not lexically reflexive, however the forms have morphological reflexive marking.

Neither do the sentences in 4.4.6a–c show aSELF-anaphor as an argument of the
verbs presented there. In fact, Georgian does not even have aSELF type anaphor as
such, but only aSE anaphor (see Section 4.3.3) and a [+SELF;+R] type anaphor (see
Section 4.3.2).11 However, even if theoretically not only aSELF-anaphor but also
a [+SELF;+R] type anaphor can make a predicate reflexive-marked, the verb forms
marked by the pre-radical voweli- in Example 4.4.6a–c are not able to take [+SELF;+R]
type anaphoric strategyPOSS+tav-as an argument (4.4.8a–c).

Thus, according to the definitions of Reflexivity Theory, the predicates inExam-
ple 4.4.6a–c are reflexive but it cannot be said that they are reflexive-marked, which
means a violation of [RR93]’s Condition B. Most probably Definition 4.2.2 is based
on a limited set of languages which does not include those languages possessing other
types of anaphors and having other means of expressing reflexivization instead of lexi-
cally reflexive verbs orSELFtype anaphors having a feature specification [+SELF;+R].12

AcceptingSELF type anaphors (or, in other words, [+SELF;-R] type anaphors) as crucial
elements that can make a predicate reflexive-marked (see Definition 4.2.2 in Subsec-
tion 4.2) is restrictive for such languages as Georgian that do not have this precise type

11The [+SELF;+R] type anaphor and theSELF type anaphor differ by the feature [R]. If the former is
characterised by [+R], the latter, theSELF type anaphor is characterized by [-R] (Table 4.2).

12Note that [RR93] does not discuss [+SELF;+R] type anaphors.
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of anaphor.13

Georgian Reflexivization Strategies, their Combinations and the Ability to Reflex-
ivize

First the reflexivizing ability of each of the available reflexivization strategies and their
combinations will be summarized (Table 4.3). Once again, there are two nominal
reflexivization strategies, the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- (see Subsection 4.3.2) and
the simpletav- (see Subsection 4.3.3) and one verbal reflexivization strategy, the pre-
radical voweli- (see Subsection 4.4.2).

The [+SELF;+R] type anaphorPOSS+tav- taken alone, reflexivizes a predicate (see
3.5.15, 3.5.17, 3.5.19, 3.5.21). There is no need to have the verb form additionally
marked for the verbal reflexive, with the use of the pre-radical voweli- (the complex
POSS+tav-, when accompanied by the verbal reflexivei-, results in a focused reading
(3.5.23–3.5.26)).14

The verbal reflexivei- alone, without a help of any nominal strategy, only partially
serves as a reflexivizer, namely, when the subject and the indirect object arguments of
3-argument verbs are coindexed (cf. 4.4.6a vs. 4.4.7a, 4.4.6b vs. 4.4.7b, 4.4.6c vs.
4.4.7c). In the rest of the cases, such as when either the subject and direct object (the
examples 4.4.1–4.4.4) or the direct and indirect object arguments (4.4.5) are coindexed,
the verbal voweli- is unable to reflexivize a predicate.

The simple reflexivetav- alone (which is aSE type anaphor characterized by the
features [-SELF;-R]) never reflexivizes a predicate (3.5.27–3.5.30) unless it is used in
combination with pre-radical voweli- (3.5.16, 3.5.18, 3.5.20, 3.5.22). This means that
the verbali- is a reflexivizer (irrespective of its status within the Reflexivity Theory).

Here, an example from Kannada [Lid96] can be used, in which theSE anaphor
taanualone cannot serve as a reflexivizer but only in combination with the verbal re-
flexive -koLL- (cf. 4.4.9b vs. 4.4.9a).

4.4.9.EXAMPLE . (From [Lid96])

a. *Hari
Hari

tann-annu
self-ACC

hoDe-d-a.
hit-PAST-3SM

“Hari hit himself.”

13In [RR93], as well in some later works such as [RE01], the feature [SELF] refers to the reflexivizing
function and being marked [+SELF] means that an element is able to reflexivize the predicate. How-
ever, according to [RR93]’s definition of reflexive and reflexive-marked predicates (see Definition 4.2.2
in Subsection 4.2), it is theSELF type anaphors that make predicates reflexive-marked, not just the feature
[+SELF].

14See also [RR93], according to which lexically reflexive predicates do not need to be reflexive-marked
by a SELF type anaphor. They are already reflexive-marked and can takeSE anaphors as an argument.
However, in [RR93] it is also acknowledged that theSELF anaphors can still appear with intrinsically
reflexive verbs if discourse requires that. See also Footnote 2 in Chapter 4.
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Anaphoric Strategies Ability to Example
and their Combinations Reflexivize

POSS+tav- yes 3.5.15, 3.5.17, 3.5.19, 3.5.21
Simpletav- no 3.5.27–3.5.30
Pre-radical voweli- partially 4.4.1–4.4.5, 4.4.6 vs. 4.4.7
Simpletav-& Pre-radical voweli- yes 3.5.16, 3.5.18, 3.5.20, 3.5.22
POSS+tav-& Pre-radical voweli- yes 3.5.23–3.5.26

Table 4.3: Anaphoric Strategies, their Combinations, and the Ability to Reflexivize.

b. Hari
Hari

tann-annu
self-ACC

hoDe-du-koND-a.
hit-PP-REFL.PAST-3SM

“Hari hit himself.”

c. Hari
Hari

tann-annu-taane
self-ACC-self

hoDe-d-a.
hit-PAST-3SM

“Hari hit himself.”

d. ?Hari
Hari

tann-annu-taane
self-ACC-self

hoDe-du-koND-a.
hit-PP-REFL.PAST-3SM

“Hari hit himself.”

4.4.10.EXAMPLE .

a. *elene-m
Elene-ERG

tav-i
self-NOM

še-∅-a-k-o.
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-praise-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Elene praised herself.”

b. elene-m
Elene-ERG

tav-i
self-NOM

še-∅-i-k-o.
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-praise-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Elene praised herself.”

c. elene-m
Elene-ERG

tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i
self-NOM

še-∅-a-k-o.
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-praise-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“Elene praised herself.”

d. elene-m
Elene-ERG

tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i
self-NOM

še-∅-i-k-o.
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-praise-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“*Elene praised herself.”

“Elene praisedHERSELF.”
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The similarity between the Georgian and Kannada data is striking. Both requirethe
verbal reflexive (Georgiani- and Kannada-koL marker (-koND in the past tense)) in
the presence of the simpler nominal strategy (the Georgian simple reflexivetav-and the
Kannadataanu) (cf. 4.4.9b vs. 4.4.9a and 4.4.10b vs. 4.4.10a) but not with the complex
strategy (the Georgian reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- and the Kannadatann-CASE-taane)
(cf. 4.4.9d vs. 4.4.9c and 4.4.10d vs. 4.4.10c).15

Based on the behaviour of the Kannada verbal reflexive marker, [Lid96] proposes
to include verbal reflexivization in the Reflexivity framework [RR93]. According to
[Lid96], this could be done by extending the definition of reflexive-marked predicate
(see Definition 4.2.2) and assuming that reflexive marking can be realized lexically
(sometimes through a verbal affix (see [Lid96] and also Example 4.4.9b)) or syntacti-
cally (through aSELF anaphor16 (see [RR93] and also Example 4.4.9c).

The ungrammaticality of the Kannada Example 4.4.9a is predicted under such an
approach [Lid96]. Namely, the predicate in 4.4.9a is reflexive—two of its arguments are
coindexed—but not reflexive-marked. It is not reflexive-marked because the predicate
is not lexically reflexive (there is no verbal reflexive there), and there is noSELFstrategy
used there. Therefore, it results in a Condition B violation [RR93].

In the Kannada Example 4.4.9b, the verbal reflexive morphologically reflexive-
marks the predicate and both Condition A and Condition B are satisfied.

In the grammatical Kannada Example 4.4.9c the predicate is reflexive (two of its
arguments are coindexed). The predicate is not lexically reflexive (there is no verbal
reflexive there). However, theSELF strategy is used, which reflexive-marks the pred-
icate (see Definition 4.2.2 in Subsection 4.2). Thus, in 4.4.9c both Condition A and
Condition B are satisfied.

In the Kannada Example 4.4.9d, the verbal reflexive morphologically reflexive-
marks the predicate and both Condition A and Condition B [RR93] seem to be met.
However, both theSELF strategy and the verbal reflexivization are redundant.17

The same way, the ungrammaticality of the Georgian Example 4.4.10a is predicted
under the [RR93] approach modified by [Lid96] because the predicate isreflexive —

15For Georgian the complex strategy combined with the verbal reflexive marker is redundant and results
in a focused reading (4.4.10d). As for Kannada, it is not clear from[Lid96] whether there is a focused
reading when the Kannada complex reflexive gets combined with the verbal reflexive marker (4.4.9d). On
an unfocused reflexive reading the sentence in 4.4.9d gets a questionmark, according to [Lid96].

16It was already argued at the beginning of Section 4.4.2 that there mightbe languages, like Georgian,
which do not have aSELF type anaphor as such (i.e. anaphors of the feature specification [+SELF;-
R]). And claimingSELF type anaphors to be the only elements making a predicate reflexive-marked (see
Definition 4.2.2 in Subsection 4.2) is restrictive for the languages not having the very type of anaphor.
Probably, the feature [+SELF] alone has to be sufficient for reflexive marking. Otherwise, specifying
SELF type anaphors (i.e., [+SELF;-R] anaphors) as the only reflexivizers, rules out the [+SELF;+R] type
anaphors as possible reflexivizers. However, as illustrated in Subsection 4.3.2, the only reflexivizer Geor-
gian possesses—thePOSS+tav-strategy—is exactly of the [+SELF;+R] type. Note that another reflexiviza-
tion strategy, the simple reflexivetav-, is not a reflexivizer as such, as argued in Subsection 4.3.3. Instead,
it is a SE type anaphor with the feature specification [-SELF;-R].

17See Footnote 15 in Chapter 4.
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two of its arguments are coindexed—but not reflexive-marked. The predicate is not
reflexive-marked, since the predicate is not lexically reflexive, and it also does not take
a SELF anaphor as an argument. Thus, there is a Condition B violation [RR93].

In the Georgian Example 4.4.10b the verbal reflexive morphologically reflexive-
marks the predicate and both Condition A and Condition B are satisfied.

In the grammatical Georgian Example 4.4.10c the predicate is reflexive because
two of its arguments are coindexed). Although the predicate is not lexically reflexive
(there is no verbal reflexive there), there is another reflexivization strategy used, which
is [+SELF] and which reflexive-marks the predicate. Thus, in 4.4.10c both ConditionA
and Condition B are satisfied.

In the Georgian Example 4.4.10d, the verbal reflexive morphologically reflexive-
marks the predicate and both Condition A and Condition B [RR93] seem to be met.
However, both theSELF strategy and the verbal reflexivization are redundant, which
results in a focused reading.

It seems that, just like for Kannada, Georgian data could also be accounted for by
extending the definition of reflexive-marked predicate (see Definition 4.2.2of [RR93]
given in Subsection 4.2), as proposed in [Lid96], assuming that reflexive marking can
be realized not only via a nominal reflexivization strategy, aSELF anaphor18 but also
otherwise.

However, in this dissertation, arguments against considering the morphological re-
flexive marking under the label “lexical” [Lid96] will be given. The reflexive i- is a
morpheme like any other morpheme in the pre-radical slot of affixes in Georgian verb
forms. Thus, unlike the [Lid96]’s analysis for the Kannada verbal reflexive marker, the
Georgian prefixi- should not be called a lexical manifestation of reflexivization and
the verb forms marked by the verbal reflexive markeri- should not be forced under the
label “lexically reflexive verbs”.

Moreover, the so-called “lexically reflexive verbs” should not be considered to be a
class of verbs which are necessarily associated with reflexivization or with co-indexing
of two of its arguments. Even such a verb aswashput forwasd as an example of
a lexically reflexive verb, whenever there is a discussion on inherent reflexivity, in
Georgian in Present Indicative, Imperfect Indicative and Present Subjunctive fails to
be associated with any reflexivization strategy available (Example 4.4.11a),either the
reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- (Example 4.4.11b), the simple reflexive pronountav- (Ex-
ample 4.4.11c), the verbal reflexive markeri- (Example 4.4.11d) or the combination of
the simple reflexive pronountav-and the verbal markeri- (Example 4.4.11e):

4.4.11.EXAMPLE . Present Indicative of theTAM Series I19

a. levan-i
Levan-NOM

ban-a-ob-s.
wash-TS-TS-3ANOM.SG

“Levan washes himself.”
18See Footnote 16 in Chapter 4.
19For theTAM Series, Sub-Series and Screeves see Table 2.1 in Chapter 2.
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b. *levan-i
Levan-NOM

tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s
self-DAT

ban-a-ob-s.
wash-TS-TS-3ANOM.SG

“Levan washes himself.”

c. *levan-i
Levan-NOM

tav-s
self-DAT

ban-a-ob-s.
wash-TS-TS-3ANOM.SG

“Levan washes himself.”

d. *levan-i
Levan-NOM

i-ban-a-ob-s.
PRV-wash-TS-TS-3ANOM.SG

“Levan washes himself.”

e. *levan-i
Levan-NOM

tav-s
self-DAT

i-ban-a-ob-s.
PRV-wash-TS-TS-3ANOM.SG

“Levan washes himself.”

This means that if the grooming verbs (falling under a larger class of medial verbs)
are considered as lexically reflexive, it will result in the [RR93]’s Condition B violation
for Georgian. If they are lexically reflexive, it has to be reflected via being reflexive-
marked. However, the verb in Example 4.4.11a has no reflexive marking.

Perhaps morphological reflexive marking should be included in the definition so
that the cases such as 4.4.1–4.4.5, 4.4.6 could also be accounted for by theReflexivity
Condition B. These examples illustrate the predicates whose arguments are coindexed.
Thus, the predicates are reflexive, according to the definition of Reflexive-Marked Pred-
icates (see Definition 4.2.2). According to the Condition B of the Reflexivity Theory,
reflexive predicates have to be reflexive-marked. However, within theavailable defin-
itions (see [RR93]), the predicates in 4.4.1–4.4.5, 4.4.6, which are reflexive cannot be
reflexive-marked, since for being reflexive-marked a predicate either has to take aSELF

type anaphor as an argument or it has to be a lexically reflexive predicate. The exam-
ples 4.4.1–4.4.5, 4.4.6 do not show aSELF type anaphor. Neither these predicates are
lexically reflexive. Thus, within the Reflexivity Theory these predicates are reflexive
but not reflexive-marked, which results in the Condition B violation, unlessthe notion
of reflexive-marked is reconsidered and the verbal morphological reflexive markers are
included as one of the manifestations of reflexivity.

However, this might not be done easily, especially because the marker may have
a distribution which includes not only reflexive uses. Both Kannada and Georgian
reflexive markers have a broader usage, including intransitive uses.20

The non-reflexive uses of the Georgian pre-radical voweli- will be discussed be-
low in Subsection 4.4.3. But before that, the inalienable possessive constructions in
Georgian will be dealt with.

20[Rei02] and [RS05] bring these uses under the general heading of lexical operations (including pas-
sive, middle, reflexive, unaccusative). In many languages such lexical operations co-occur with some
morphological marking (a reflexive clitic, a verbal affix, sometimes aSEanaphor) to check/absorb a resid-
ual structural case.
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Georgian Inalienable Nouns Do Not Require a Possessive Determiner

The use of the Georgian inalienable nouns exclusively with the verbal reflexivization
strategy in the examples 3.5.37–3.5.39 is analogical to the inalienable possessive con-
structions in other languages, like for instance, French (Example 4.4.12) and Spanish
(Example 4.4.13) in which inalienable nouns alone result in ungrammatical sentences
(4.4.12a, 4.4.13a) and it is necessary to have also a reflexive marker (French verbal
reflexive clitics’ (< se) and Spanishse, see 4.4.12b, 4.4.13b). The Georgian case with
obligatory combination of the grammaticalized inalienable noun and the verbali- strat-
egy (cf. 3.5.37b vs. 3.5.37c, 3.5.38b vs. 3.5.38c, 3.5.39b vs. 3.5.39c) is similar to those
constructions of the Romance languages (cf. 4.4.12a vs. 4.4.12b, 4.4.13avs. 4.4.13b).

4.4.12.EXAMPLE . (From [Kön99], examples 44, 45)

a. *Marci
Marci

a
has

lavé
washed

les
the

piedsi .
feeti .

b. Marci
Marci

s’
SELFi

est
is

lavé
washed

les
the

piedsi .
feeti

“Marci washed hisi feet.”

4.4.13.EXAMPLE . ( [Lid96], example 24)

a. ??Maria
Maria

abrió
opened

los
the

ojos
eyes

con
with

la
the

manos.
hands

“Maria opened her eyes with her hands.”

b. Maria
Maria

se
REFL

abrió
opened

los
the

ojos
eyes

con
with

la
the

manos.
hands

“Maria opened her eyes with her hands.”

However, in languages where no verbal reflexivization strategy (either a clitic or a
verbal marker) is available, for instance, in English, it is obligatory to havea possessor
of the inalienable noun expressed overtly as a possessive pronoun (cf. 4.4.14a vs.
4.4.14b):

4.4.14.EXAMPLE .

a. *I washed hands. (6= I washed my hands.)

b. I washed my hands.

The possessor and the subject in 4.4.14b refer to the same referent and, thus, are
of the same feature specification. Overtly specifying a possessor is one way to mark
co-indexing of arguments.21 An alternative way is to have a reflexive verbal clitic or

21A possessor can be given either as a possessive determiner (4.4.14b) or as an extra possessor argument
(cf. (i) vs. (ii)):
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a verbal reflexive affix. For instance, Georgian verbal reflexivei- implies that only the
subject is the possessor of the inalienable noun (4.4.15a):

4.4.15.EXAMPLE .

a. ana-m
Ana-ERG

še-∅-i-č.r-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-cut-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

tma-∅
hair-NOM

(*tojina-s/
doll-DAT

*elene-s).
Elene-DAT

“Anai cut heri hair.”

“*Ana cut the doll’s/Elene’s hair.”

b. ana-m
Ana-ERG

še-∅-č.r-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-cut-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

tma-∅
hair-NOM

(tojina-s/
doll-DAT

elene-s).
Elene-DAT

“*Ana i cut heri hair.”

“Ana cut the doll’s/Elene’s hair.”

This once again suggests the pre-radical voweli- to be regarded as a reflexivization
strategy on its own, irrespective of the fact that not each and every occurrence of the
vowel is a manifestation of the reflexivization.

A Short Summary

In Subsection 4.4.2, the pre-radical voweli- as a reflexivization strategy was discussed.
It was illustrated thati- alone, without a help of any other nominal reflexivization strate-
gies, marks the reflexivity when there is a coindexing of the subject and indirect object
arguments. Further, it was shown that the simple reflexive pronountav- obligatorily
requires the presence of the pre-radical voweli-. Since the simpletav- is anSE type
anaphor and, thus, unable to reflexivize a predicate, the pre-radicalvowel i- has to be
the tool which reflexive-marks the predicate. Therefore, the verbali- is a pure reflex-
ivization strategy.

Some similar facts from Kannada were reviewed (according to [Lid96]) illustrating
a simple nominal reflexivization strategy of theSEanaphoric type obligatorily requiring

i. *Sie
she.NOM

kämmte
combed

die
the

Haare.
hair.ACC

“Shei combed heri hair.”

ii. Siei

she.NOM

kämmte
combed

sichi
sich.DAT

die
the

Haare.
hair.ACC

“Shei combed heri hair.”
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a verbal reflexive marker. Together with Kannada, Georgian illustratesthe need for the
verbal reflexivization to be incorporated in the [RR93]’s Reflexivity Theory. Some
notions in the theory should be modified in order to avoid the [RR93]’s Condition B
violations. However, the present work is limited to describing the distribution ofthe
Georgian verbal reflexivization strategy. The theoretical issues and modifications will
be left for further research.

Furthermore, the examples of Georgian inalienable nouns were brought up, which
never appear with a specifier but need the pre-radical voweli- to be present in the verb
form. A similar case was shown in French and Spanish allowing inalienable nouns
without a specifier but with the obligatory presence of a verbal reflexive clitic, and a
different case of English and German obligatorily requiring a specifier for inalienable
nouns while having a verbal reflexive device that is unavailable. French, Spanish and
Georgian data suggest that the verbal reflexive clitic in French and Spanish and the
pre-radical voweli- in Georgian are able to mark the referential identity of the subject
and the possessor of the inalienable noun while there is no need to overtly specify the
possessor. Thus, these verbal devices, among which the Georgian pre-radical voweli-
can be found, are true reflexivization strategies on their own.

4.4.3 Non-Reflexive Pre-Radical Voweli-

A Short Introduction

Subsection 4.4.2 dealt with the pre-radical voweli- as a reflexivization marker. The
same slot is a home to several other vowels likee-, u-, a- serving as valency chang-
ing morphemes participating in voice alternations. There is also a homonymous non-
reflexivei- used in 3-argument transitive verbs, as well as thei- used in synthetic passive
forms, and there is thei- used in intransitive verbs like unaccusatives and unergatives.
All of these non-reflexive, intransitive and passive uses of the pre-radical voweli- will
be dealt with in Subsection 4.4.3.

Other-Directed Benefactivei- and u- in 3-Argument Verbs.

In 3-argument transitive verbs, when there is no referential identity between the subject
and the indirect object and the indirect object is either the 1st (Example 4.4.16) or the
2nd person (Example 4.4.17), verb forms show a voweli- in the pre-radical slot:

4.4.16.EXAMPLE .

a. šen
2SG.NOM

me
1SG.DAT

k.oment.ar-s
comment-DAT

m-i-gzavn-i.
1BDAT.SG-PRV-send-TS

“You send me comments.”

b. is
3SG.NOM

me
1SG.DAT

k.oment.ar-s
comment-DAT

m-i-gzavn-i-s.
1BDAT.SG-PRV-send-TS-3ANOM.SG
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“(S)he sends me comments.”

4.4.17.EXAMPLE .

a. me
1SG.NOM

šen
2SG.DAT

k.oment.ar-s
comment-DAT

g-i-gzavn-i.
2BDAT.SG-PRV-send-TS

“I send you comments.”

b. is
3SG.NOM

šen
2SG.DAT

k.oment.ar-s
comment-DAT

g-i-gzavn-i-s.
2BDAT.SG-PRV-send-TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he sends you comments.”

The marking is sensitive to a 1st/2nd vs. 3rd person distinction—when the indirect
object is 3rd person instead of the voweli- the vowelu- appears in the verb forms
(4.4.18):

4.4.18.EXAMPLE .

a. me
1SG.NOM

mas
3SG.DAT

k.oment.ar-s
comment-DAT

v-u-gzavn-i.
1ANOM.SG-PRV-send-TS

“I send him/her comments.”

b. šen
2SG.NOM

mas
3SG.DAT

k.oment.ar-s
comment-DAT

∅-u-gzavn-i.
2ANOM.SG-PRV-send-TS

“You send him/her comments.”

c. is
3SG.NOM

mas
3SG.DAT

k.oment.ar-s
comment-DAT

∅-u-gzavn-i-s.
3BDAT.SG-PRV-send-TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he sends him/her comments.”

Although the sentences in the examples 4.4.6a–c and those in 4.4.16, 4.4.17 all
imply a benefactive action, the differences in semantics—self-directed (4.4.6a–c) vs.
other-directed action (4.4.16, 4.4.17)—suggest a distinction between the reflexive (or
the self-directed benefactive)i- (4.4.6a–c) and non-reflexive, the other-directed bene-
factive i- (4.4.16, 4.4.17).

Note that not only the semantics is different but also the form. In case the subject
and indirect object are coindexed, the pre-radical slot is occupied byi-, irrespective of
the person (4.4.6a–c). However, when there is no coindexation and, consequently, no
reflexive reading possible, there is ai- vs. u- alternation in the slot, depending on the
person of the indirect object (correspondingly 1st/2nd vs. 3rd) (cf.the examples 4.4.16
vs. 4.4.18 or 4.4.17 vs. 4.4.18).

The Pre-Radical Voweli- in Synthetic Passive Verb Forms.

Among the three types of synthetic passive distinguished by [Sha73, pp.288-290] there
is a so-calledi- passive. These are the synthetic passive forms of which the pre-radical
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slot is filled by the pre-radical voweli- (see Example 4.4.19a). Note that in the pres-
ence of an extra possessor argument, the vowele- occupies the pre-radical slot (see
Example 4.4.19b):

4.4.19.EXAMPLE . (Passive)

a. nǐsan-i
mark-NOM

i-c.er-eb-a
PRV-write-TS-3ANOM.SG

(masc.avlebl-is
teacher-GEN

mier).
by

“The mark is being written (by the teacher).”

b. (me)
1SG.DAT

nišan-i
mark-NOM

m-e-c.er-eb-a
1BDAT.SG-PRV-write-TS-3ANOM.SG

(masc.avlebl-is
teacher-GEN

mier).
by

“The mark is being written to/for me (by the teacher).”

c. *nišan-i
mark-NOM

e-c.er-eb-a
PRV-write-TS-3ANOM.SG

(masc.avlebl-is
teacher-GEN

mier).
by

“The mark is being written (by the teacher).”

d. *(me)
1SG.DAT

nišan-i
mark-NOM

m-i-c.er-eb-a
1BDAT.SG-PRV-write-TS-3ANOM.SG

(masc.avlebl-is
teacher-GEN

mier).
by

“The mark is being written to/for me (by the teacher).”

The synthetic passive formi-c.er-eb-ain Example 4.4.19a takes the only theme ar-
gument that corresponds to the subject arguments and which triggers the 3rd person sin-
gular Set A affix. The 2-argument synthetic verb formm-e-c.er-eb-ain Example 4.4.19b
takes an additional argument, representing a possessor marked byDAT and triggering
the Set B agreement affix. The agent argument is still implied but it is demoted into a
postpositional phrasemasc.avlebl-is mier“by the teacher” (4.4.19a,b).

The i- vs. e- opposition shows a valency alternation. Namely, the latter appears
instead of the former when there is an increase in valency (in this case by adding an
extra possessor). It isi- but nevere- which is used in 1-argument passive forms (cf.
4.4.19a vs. 4.4.19c). And it ise- but neveri- which is used in 2-argument passive
forms (cf. 4.4.19b vs. 4.4.19d).

The Pre-Radical Voweli- in Unaccusative Verbs.

The pre-radical voweli- is present in unaccusatives22 (4.4.20a, 4.4.21a, 4.4.22a) which,
in the presence of an extra possessor argument, turn into 2-argument unaccusatives and
have the vowele- in the pre-radical slot (4.4.20b, 4.4.21b, 4.4.22b):

22Unaccusatives correspond to a part of the [Sha73, pp.485-488]’s medio-passiveverbs, a part of the
Class 2 verbs in [Har81, pp. 259-267] and to thestative verbsin the terminology of [Hew95b, pp. 393-
406].
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4.4.20.EXAMPLE .

a. c.q.eul-i
damned-NOM

k.omp.iut.er-i
computer-NOM

isev
again

gada-i-t.virt-a.
PV-PRV-load23-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

“The damned computer rebooted again.”

b. me
1SG.DAT

c.q.eul-i
damned-NOM

k.omp.iut.er-i
computer-NOM

isev
again

gada-m-e-t.virt-a.
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-load-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: To.me damned computer again rebooted

“My damned computer rebooted again.”

“*I rebooted the computer again.”

c. *c.q.eul-i
damned-NOM

k.omp.iut.er-i
computer-NOM

isev
again

gada-e-t.virt-a.
PV-PRV-load-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

“The damned computer rebooted again.”

d. *me
1SG.DAT

c.q.eul-i
damned-NOM

k.omp.iut.er-i
computer-NOM

isev
again

gada-m-i-t.virt-a.
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-load-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

Lit.: To.me damned computer again rebooted

“My damned computer rebooted again.”

“*I rebooted the computer again.”

4.4.21.EXAMPLE .

a. xǎc.ap.ur-i
Khatchapuri-NOM

i-c.v-eb-a.
PRV-burn-TS-3ANOM.SG

Lit.: Khatchapuri it.is.getting.burned

“Khatchapuri is getting burned.”

b. šen
2SG.DAT

xač.ap.ur-i
Khatchapuri-NOM

g-e-c.v-eb-a.
2BDAT.SG-PRV-burn-TS-3ANOM.SG

Lit.: To.you.SG Khatchapuri it.is.getting.burned.to.you

“Your Khatchapuri is getting burned.”

“*You are burning Khatchapuri.”

23This is an example of a de-nominal verb. The verb form has a nominal root t.virt- “load”, “luggage”.
The verb formgada-i-t.virt-a “it rebooted” with the preverbgada-“from one place to another” and another
oneča-i-t.virt-a “It loaded” with the preverb̌ca- “down into” belong to computer jargon.
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c. *xač.ap.ur-i
Khatchapuri-NOM

e-c.v-eb-a.
PRV-burn-TS-3ANOM.SG

“Khatchapuri is getting burned.”

d. *šen
2SG.DAT

xač.ap.ur-i
Khatchapuri-NOM

g-i-c.v-eb-a.
2BDAT.SG-PRV-burn-TS-3ANOM.SG

“Your Khatchapuri is getting burned.”

“*You are burning Khatchapuri.”

4.4.22.EXAMPLE .

a. otax-i
room-NOM

i-vs-eb-a
PRV-fill- TS-3ANOM.SG

buz-eb-it.
fly-PL-INST

Lit.: Room it.is.getting.filled with.flies

“The room is getting filled with flies.”

b. mas
3SG.DAT

otax-i
room-NOM

∅-e-vs-eb-a
3BDAT.SG-PRV-fill- TS-3ANOM.SG

buz-eb-it.
fly-PL-INST

Lit.: To.him/her room it.is.getting.filled.to.him/her with.flies

“His/her room is getting filled with flies.”

“*(S)he is filling the room with flies.”

c. *otax-i
room-NOM

e-vs-eb-a
PRV-fill- TS-3ANOM.SG

buz-eb-it.
fly-PL-INST

“The room is getting filled with flies.”

d. *mas
3SG.DAT

otax-i
room-NOM

∅-i-vs-eb-a
3BDAT.SG-PRV-fill- TS-3ANOM.SG

buz-eb-it.
fly-PL-INST

“His/her room is getting filled with flies.”

The unaccusative formsgada-i-t.virt-a in Example 4.4.20a,i-c. v-eb-a in Exam-
ple 4.4.21a andi-vs-eb-ain Example 4.4.22a take the only argument which triggers
the 3rd person singular Set A affix. As for the corresponding (b) sentences, the verb
formsgada-m-e-t.virt-a in Example 4.4.20b,g-e-c. v-eb-ain Example 4.4.21b and∅-e-
vs-eb-ain Example 4.4.22b take an additional argument that represents a possessor but
that is marked byDAT triggering the Set B agreement affix.

The i- vs. e- opposition shows a valency alternation. Thee- appears instead of the
i- when there is an increase in valency (here by adding an extra possessor argument).
It is i- but nevere- which is used in 1-argument unaccusative forms (cf. 4.4.20a vs.
4.4.20c, 4.4.21a vs. 4.4.21c, 4.4.22a vs. 4.4.22c). And the other way around, it is e-
but neveri- which is used in 2-argument unaccusative forms (cf. 4.4.20b vs. 4.4.20d,
4.4.21b vs. 4.4.21d, 4.4.22b vs. 4.4.22d).24

24It should be noted that it is not always the case thate- forms are 2-argument verbs. Modern Georgian
has a few examples which have the pre-radical vowele-but which take only one argument (seegada-e-g-o
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Although the pre-radical vowelsi- ande-are described as passive in the traditional
literature [Sha73, Dam82] the verb forms given in the examples 4.4.20, 4.4.21, 4.4.22
are unaccusative. As in passives there is an implied agent, while in the examples 4.4.20,
4.4.21, 4.4.22 there is no such implication, so the verbs in the examples cannot qualify
as passive. The verb forms showing thei- in the pre-radical slot do not take an agent but
a theme as a subject argument (see the examples 4.4.20a, 4.4.21a, 4.4.22a).Therefore,
they qualify as unaccusative.

The Pre-Radical Voweli- in Unergative Verbs.

Unergatives (labelled asmedio-activein [Sha73, pp.470-484], Class 3 verbs in [Har81,
p. 259-267] andmedial verbsin the terminology of [Hol81] and [Hew95b, pp. 339-
363]) show the voweli- in the pre-radical slot in the Future Sub-Series of theTAM

Series I25 (Example 4.4.23c) and theTAM Series II (Example 4.4.23d) while there is no
i- in the Present Sub-Series of theTAM Series I (4.4.23a and 4.4.23b):

4.4.23.EXAMPLE . (Unergative)

a. Present Indicative, Present Sub-Series of theTAM Series I

bav̌sv-i
child-NOM

∅26-t.ir-i-s.
3BDAT.SG-cry-TS-3ANOM.SG

“A/the child cries.”

in (i) which is Tschenḱeli’s example cited by [Aro94, p. 17]). Those verbs had a wider use before, while
today they sound archaic and are stylistically marked.

In Old Georgian, there were several 1-argument verbs withe- (among them alsoda-e-bad-ain (ii)
taken from [Sar97, p. 90]) which goti- marking in the last period of the Old Georgian around the X-XI
centuries (cf. (ii) vs. (iii)). This period seems to be important in the spread of the polysemous (or homo-
nymous) pre-radical voweli-, since in the period, namely, X century, the vowel appears in unergatives,
unaccusatives and several passives never before having thei- marking ([Sar97, p.90]):

i. (Modern Georgian)
[is]
3SG.NOM

gada-e-g-o.
PV-PRV-g-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

“(S)he died.”

ii. (Old Georgian)
*da-i-bad-a/
PV-PRV-born-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

da-e-bad-a.
PV-PRV-born-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

“(S)he was born.”

iii. (Modern Georgian)
da-i-bad-a/
PV-PRV-born-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

*da-e-bad-a.
PV-PRV-born-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

“(S)he was born.”

25For theTAM Series see Table 2.1 in Chapter 2.
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“A/the child is crying.”

b. Imperfect Indicative, Present Sub-Series of theTAM Series I

bav̌sv-i
child-NOM

∅-t.ir-od-a.
3BDAT.SG-cry-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

“A/the child was crying.”

c. Future Indicative, Future Sub-Series of theTAM Series I

bav̌sv-i
child-ERG

∅-i-t.ir-eb-s.
3BDAT.SG-PRV-cry-TS-3ANOM.SG

“A/the child will cry.”

“A/the child will be crying.”

d. Aorist Indicative,TAM Series II

bav̌sv-ma
child-ERG

∅-i-t.ir-a.
3BNOM.SG-PRV-cry-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“A/the child cried.”

There are a few verbs of active semantics (deponent verbsin the terminology of
[Sha73, p. 296-300] and other works mostly adopting the terminology27) which also
show the voweli- in the pre-radical slot in the Future Sub-Series of theTAM Series I
(4.4.24c) and theTAM Series II (4.4.24d) as well as in the Present Sub-Series of the
TAM Series I (4.4.24a and 4.4.24b). Traditional literature cites them as examples of a
mismatch between the form (passive) and the meaning (active) ([Sha73, p. 296-300],
[Asa87]). However, it is not clear why the vowel is referred to as passive. Even less
clear is what label would be appropriate for the voweli- in those verbs:

4.4.24.EXAMPLE .

a. Present Indicative, Present Sub-Series of theTAM Series I

is
3SG.NOM

i-gin-eb-a
PRV-curse-TS-3ANOM.SG

(*mtavroba-s).28

government-DAT

“(S)he is engaged in cursing (*the government).”

b. Imperfect Indicative, Present Sub-Series of theTAM Series I
26See Footnote 18 in Chapter 2.
27For deponent verbs in Georgian see also [Tui02].
28Although neithermtavroba-“government” nor any other nominal is able to be used as a direct object

of the i-marked verb forms in 4.4.24, thebevr-“many”, “much”, “a lot” might serve as a quasi object and
be marked as a direct object of transitives (cf. 4.4.24a vs. 2.4.2c, 4.4.24b vs. 2.4.2b, 4.4.24c vs. 2.4.2d,
4.4.24d vs. 2.4.2a).
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is
3SG.NOM

i-gin-eb-od-a
PRV-curse-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

(*mtavroba-s).
government-DAT

“(S)he was engaged in cursing (*the government).”

c. Future Indicative, Future Sub-Series of theTAM Series I
is
3SG.NOM

še-i-gin-eb-a
PV-PRV-curse-TS-3ANOM.SG

(*mtavroba-s).
government-DAT

“(S)he will curse (*the government).”

d. Aorist Indicative,TAM Series II
man
3SG.ERG

še-i-gin-a
PV-PRV-curse-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

(*mtavroba-∅).
government-NOM

“(S)he cursed (*the government).”

One thing that becomes absolutely clear is that the object argument is absorbed in
Example 4.4.24a–d (cf. 4.4.24 vs. 4.4.25) and the subject argument is an agent rather
than a theme (as it is in unergatives):

4.4.25.EXAMPLE .

a. Present Indicative, Present Sub-Series of theTAM Series I
is
3SG.NOM

∅-a-gin-eb-s29

3BDAT.SG-PRV-curse-TS-3ANOM.SG

mtavroba-s.
government-DAT

“(S)he curses the government.”

29The nominalmtavroba-in 4.4.25 is a malefactive, while the cognate object is not present as such.
The malefactive gets marked byDAT in all the threeTAM Series, as normally indirect object argument
of ditransitives do (cf. 4.4.25a vs. 2.4.1c, 4.4.25b vs. 2.4.1b,4.4.25c vs. 2.4.1d, 4.4.25d vs. 2.4.1a).
However, the nominaldeda-“mother” might serve as a quasi object and get the marking of direct object
of ditransitives (i.e.,DAT in TAM Series I,NOM in TAM Series II,NOM in TAM Series III, cf. (i) vs. 2.4.1c,
(ii) vs. 2.4.1b, (iii) vs. 2.4.1d, (iv) vs. 2.4.1a):

i. Present Indicative, Present Sub-Series of theTAM Series I
is
3SG.NOM

deda-s
mother-DAT

∅-a-gin-eb-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-curse-TS-3ANOM.SG

mtavroba-s.
government-DAT

“(S)he curses the government.”

ii. Imperfect Indicative, Present Sub-Series of theTAM Series I
is
3SG.NOM

deda-s
mother-DAT

∅-a-gin-eb-d-a
3BDAT.SG-PRV-curse-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

mtavroba-s.
government-DAT

“(S)he was cursing the government.”

iii. Future Indicative, Future Sub-Series of theTAM Series I
is
3SG.NOM

deda-s
mother-DAT

še-∅-a-gin-eb-s
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-curse-TS-3ANOM.SG

mtavroba-s.
government-DAT

“(S)he will curse the government.”

iv. Aorist Indicative,TAM Series II
man
3SG.ERG

deda-∅
mother-NOM

še-∅-a-gin-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-curse-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

mtavroba-s.
government-DAT

“(S)he cursed the government.”
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b. Imperfect Indicative, Present Sub-Series of theTAM Series I

is
3SG.NOM

∅-a-gin-eb-d-a
3BDAT.SG-PRV-curse-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

mtavroba-s.
government-DAT

“(S)he was cursing the government.”

c. Future Indicative, Future Sub-Series of theTAM Series I

is
3SG.NOM

še-∅-a-gin-eb-s
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-curse-TS-3ANOM.SG

mtavroba-s.
government-DAT

“(S)he will be cursing the government.”

d. Aorist Indicative,TAM Series II

man
3SG.ERG

še-∅-a-gin-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-curse-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

mtavroba-s.
government-DAT

“(S)he cursed the government.”

Thus, the verb forms in Example 4.4.24 are unergative verbs irrespective of their
form.

The i- vs. e- Alternation in Synthetic Passives and Unaccusatives versus Unerga-
tives.

There is s small note that should be make regardingi- vs. e- alternation. It is not
the case that every 1-argument verb takingi- has a 2-Argumente- counterpart. Only
unaccusatives and passives withi- can havee- as a pre-radical vowel when there is
an extra (DAT-marked) possessor/benefactor/goal argument (cf. 4.4.19a vs. 4.4.19b,
4.4.20a vs. 4.4.20, 4.4.21a vs. 4.4.21b, 4.4.22a vs. 4.4.22b). As for unergatives, there
is no i- vs. e- alternation when getting 2-argument unergatives from 1-argument ones
(cf. 4.4.26a vs. 4.4.23c, 4.4.26b vs. 4.4.23d):

4.4.26.EXAMPLE . (Unergatives)

a. Future Indicative, Future Sub-Series of theTAM Series I

*bavšv-i
child-NOM

me
1SG.DAT

m-e-t.ir-eb-s.
1BDAT.SG-PRV-cry-TS-3ANOM.SG

“A/the child will mourn me.”

“A/the child will be mourning me.”

b. Aorist Indicative,TAM Series II

*bavšv-ma
child-ERG

me
1SG.NOM

m-e-t.ir-a.
1BDAT.SG-PRV-cry-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“A/the child mourned me.”
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Deponent verbs, thematically identical to unergatives, do also not allowi- vs. e-
alternation when getting 2-argument forms from 1-argument ones. For instance, ob-
serve the ungrammatical verb formm-e-k.bin-eb-athat takes theNP čvil-i as an agent
argument in Example 4.4.27b, derived via adding a possessor to the argument frame
of the 1-argument deponent verb, that is unergativei-k.bin-eb-a in Example 4.4.27a.
However, observe the homonymous formm-e-k.bin-eb-ain Example 4.4.28b which is
grammatical under the passive interpretation, i.e. when the corresponding1-argument
verb i-k.bin-eb-ain 4.4.28a takes the onlyNP (čvil-i) representing a theme argument:

4.4.27.EXAMPLE . (Deponent verbs)

a. čvil-i
infant-NOM

i-k.bin-eb-a.
PRV-bite-TS-3ANOM.SG

“The infant bites (for instance, it is in a stage of the development when babies are
getting new teeth and like something hard to bite on).”

b. *čvil-i
infant-NOM

me
1SG.DAT

m-e-k.bin-eb-a.
1ADAT.SG-PRV-bite-TS-3ANOM.SG

“The infant bites me (whenever it sees me it bites me).”

4.4.28.EXAMPLE . (Passives)

a. čvil-i
infant-NOM

i-k.bin-eb-a.
PRV-bite-TS-3ANOM.SG

“The infant gets bitten (e.g., by insects).”

b. čvil-i
infant-NOM

me
1SG.DAT

m-e-k.bin-eb-a.
1BDAT.SG-PRV-bite-TS-3ANOM.SG

“My infant gets bitten (e.g., by insects).”

It is also not the case that every 2-argumente- form has a 1-argument counterpart
with the pre-radicali-. Again passives and unaccusatives are the ones allowing the
alternation (4.4.29, 4.4.30) whereas unergatives do not allowe- vs. i- alternation (cf.
4.4.31a vs. 4.4.31b, 4.4.32a vs. 4.4.32b). In fact for 1-argument unergative verb forms
in Present Indicative, there is no need of the pre-radical vowel as illustrated by the
examples 4.4.31c, 4.4.32c:

4.4.29.EXAMPLE . (Passives)

a. es
PROX.NOM

c.ign-i
book-NOM

k.argad
well

i-q. id-eb-a.
PRV-sell-TS-3ANOM.SG

“This book sells well.”

b. (me)
1SG.DAT

es
PROX.NOM

c.ign-i
book-NOM

k.argad
well

m-e-q. id-eb-a.
1BDAT.SG-PRV-sell-TS-3ANOM.SG

Lit.: To.me this book well it.sells.to.me

“This book sells well (I am selling the book).”
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4.4.30.EXAMPLE . (Unaccusatives)

a. gul-i
heart-NOM

i-γl-eb-a.
PRV-get.tired-TS-3ANOM.SG

“The heart gets tired.”

b. (̌sen)
2SG.DAT

gul-i
heart-NOM

g-e-γl-eb-a.
2BDAT.SG-PRV-get.tired-TS-3ANOM.SG

“Your heart gets tired.”

4.4.31.EXAMPLE . (Unergatives)

a. giorgi-∅
Giorgi-NOM

(me)
1SG.DAT

m-e-buzγun-eb-a.
1BDAT.SG-PRV-grumble-TS-3ANOM.SG

“Giorgi grumbles to me.”

“Giorgi is grumbling to me.”

b. *giorgi-∅
Giorgi-NOM

i-buzγun-eb-a.
PRV-grumble-TS-3ANOM.SG

“Giorgi grumbles.”

“Giorgi is grumbling.”

c. giorgi-∅
Giorgi-NOM

∅30-buzγun-eb-s.
3BDAT.SG-grumble-TS-3ANOM.SG

“Giorgi grumbles.”

“Giorgi is grumbling.”

4.4.32.EXAMPLE . (Unergatives)

a. tatia-∅
Tatia-NOM

(šen)
2SG.DAT

k.argad
well

g-e-tamǎs-eb-a.
2BDAT.SG-PRV-play-TS-3ANOM.SG

“Tatia plays well with you.”

“Tatia is playing well with you.”

b. *tatia-∅
Tatia-NOM

k.argad
well

i-tamǎs-eb-a.
PRV-play-TS-3ANOM.SG

“Tatia plays well.”

“Tatia is playing well.”

c. tatia-∅
Tatia-NOM

k.argad
well

∅-tamǎs-ob-s.
3BDAT.SG-play-TS-3ANOM.SG

“Tatia plays well.”

“Tatia is playing well.”
30For glossing unergatives with an extra agreement marker, adopted in this dissertation, see Footnote 18

in Chapter 2.
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Thus, although the pre-radical voweli- may appear in unergatives, unaccusative
and synthetic passives, the vowele- is available only in those 2-argument verb forms
of which the 1-argument alternate does not take an agent argument—suchare unac-
cusative and synthetic passive verb forms.

A Short Summary

Subsection 4.4.3 has discussed several classes of verbs which displaythe voweli- in
the pre-radical slot while they do not trigger reflexive reading. The first case discussed
was the voweli-, alternating with a vowelu-, to register the presence of an indirect
object which is not co-indexed with the subject argument. The distribution ofthe i- vs.
u- corresponds to the person of the indirect object argument, namely, 1st/2nd vs. 3rd.

Other cases discussed include synthetic passive verb forms, unaccusative, unerga-
tive verbs and the so-called deponent verbs. According to the form, thedeponent verbs
group together with the synthetic passive verb forms and unaccusatives. More pre-
cisely, the deponent verbs as well as synthetic passive verb forms andunaccusatives
have the pre-radical voweli- in all the screeves of theTAM Series I and II while the
unergative verbs have the vowel only in some screeves (see above).

However, deponent verbs can be grouped together with unergativesbecause they
have a similar thematic structure. They both take an agent as a subject argument, unlike
synthetic passive verb forms and unaccusatives that have a theme as a subject argument.

Additionally, whereas the synthetic passive verb forms and unaccusatives display
the pre-radical vowele- when there is an increase in valency, the deponent verbs and
unergatives never do so.

4.4.4 Conclusion

Section 4.4 discussed the Georgian pre-radical voweli-. Subsection 4.4.1 offered an
introduction into the section. Subsection 4.4.2 gave a description and an analysis of
the vowel as a verbal reflexivization strategy within the Reflexivity Theory of [RR93].
Although the status of the reflexive pre-radical voweli- is unclear within the theory,
because verbal reflexivization is not incorporated there, it has beenargued in the sub-
section that the vowel is a pure reflexivization strategy.

Subsection 4.4.3 dealt with a non-reflexive homonymous pre-radicali- obligatorily
being present in 3-argument verb forms when the 1st/2nd person indirect object is not
coindexed with the subject.

The same subsection discussed the other occurrences of thei- as a homonymous
morpheme in synthetic passive forms, unaccusative, unergative and deponent verbs. A
comparison of these classes of verbs has also been given with regard tothe use of the
vowel. Finally, Subsection 4.4.4 concluded the section.
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4.5 Summary

Chapter 4 offers a description and analysis of Georgian reflexivizationstrategies within
the Reflexivity Theory [RR93].

Section 4.1 is an introductory section in which a plan of the chapter is given.
Section 4.2 offered an overview of the Reflexivity Theory according to which the

distribution of anaphors, referential expressions and intra-sententialanaphora is regu-
lated by two modules—structural and non-structural. The crucial claim of the theory
(in contrast with the Binding Theory of [Cho81]) is that the distribution is sensitive to
the semantics of predicates. Consequently, the Reflexivization is defined over predi-
cates without any involvement of syntactic structure. The non-structuralmodule of the
theory allows utterances likeThe man killed himselfand *Himself killed the mansince,
according to the basic definitions 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, the predicates in both of the sen-
tences are reflexive as well as reflexive-marked. However, the structural condition on
A-chains rules out the starred utterance because, according to the structural condition,
the chains can be headed only by [+R] (i.e. referential) elements, while the English
reflexive qualifies as [-R].

Instead of the division ofNPs into anaphors and simple pronouns, as is done in the
Binding Theory of [Cho81], the Reflexivity Theory makes a further distinction of three
main types of anaphoric expressions according to the features [±R] and [±SELF] (i.e.
having a reflexivizing function). Namely, these areSELF type anaphors characterized
by the features [-R; +SELF], SE type anaphors which are [-R; -SELF] and pronouns of
the [+R; -SELF] feature characteristics (Table 4.1).

Within this theory, only theSELF type anaphors are able to reflexivize, because
they possess the feature [+SELF]. As for theSE type anaphors, they are unable to make
a reflexive reading of an utterance possible, unless the predicate is lexically reflexive
(i.e., verbs of grooming, etc.). In the latter case it is believed that the lexically reflexive
predicate is reflexive-marked in itself. That is why the use of theSE type anaphors (not
possessing the reflexivizing [+SELF] feature but only [-SELF]) with such predicates
does not lead to an ungrammaticality.

Section 4.3 deals with the two Georgian nominal reflexivization strategies—the
reflexive phrasePOSS+tav-(see Subsection 4.3.2) and the simple reflexive pronountav-
(see Subsection 4.3.3)—within the Reflexivity Theory [RR93]. Previously, in Chapter
3 and, in particular, in Subsection 3.5.2 it was argued that the two strategies should
be distinguished on the synchronic level. In Section 4.3 the properties of each of the
strategies were studied and indeed they prove to be different types of anaphors. Namely,
the POSS+tav- strategy is identified as a [+SELF;+R] type anaphor (Subsection 4.3.2)
and the simpletav-strategy—as aSE type anaphor (see Subsection 4.3.3).

Section 4.4 studied the Georgian pre-radical voweli-. A description and an analysis
of the vowel as a verbal reflexivization strategy is given within the Reflexivity Theory
of [RR93]. It was argued that because verbal reflexivization is notincorporated in the
theory, the purely reflexive uses of the pre-radical voweli- have no clear status within
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the theory.
The same section also dealt with the occurrences of the prefixi- as a non-reflexive

homonymous morpheme in 3-argument verb forms exclusively when the 1st/2nd person
indirect object is not coindexed with the subject, as well as in synthetic passive forms,
unaccusative, unergative and deponent verbs.

In Section 4.4.4 Chapter 4 is concluded. In the next chapter the discussionon the
occurrences of the phrasePOSS+tav- will be treated, which presents challenges to the
Binding Theory of [Cho81] and the Reflexivity Theory of [RR93].





Chapter 5

“Anaphors” that Violate the Binding Theory

5.1 Introduction

Chapter 3 showed the properties of local binding of reflexives and reciprocals in Geor-
gian. It was illustrated that these reflexives and reciprocals never serve as long-distance
anaphors. That is, they never allow long-distance binding. Furthermore, they cannot
have a logophoric use.

This chapter will discuss the cases in which anaphoric expressions fail toobey the
binding principles, whether they are of the type given in the standard Binding Theory
[Cho81] or in the Reflexivity Theory [RR93]. In Section 5.2 it will be argued that in
so-called object camouflage cases the phrase formally identical with the Georgian com-
plex reflexivization strategyPOSS+tav- shows non-anaphoric behavior. In Section 5.3
the non-anaphoric use of the phrase formally identical with the Georgian complex re-
flexivization strategyPOSS+tav- in ”wish”-formulae will be discussed. The sections 5.4
and 5.5 offer, respectively, examples of the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav-and the recipro-
calertmanet-as a subject argument, which is apparently not bound by a c-commanding
antecedent. Finally, Section 5.6 will consist of a summary of the chapter.

5.2 The Use of the Phrase POSS+tav- in Object Camouflage

The Georgian phrasePOSS+tav- has a special domain in which it is neither bound lo-
cally nor long-distance. For instance, the phrasečem-s tav-sin Example 5.2.1 formally
is identical to the reflexivePOSS+tav- discussed in Section 3.4 and Subsection 4.3.2.
However, if the phrasěcem-s tav-sin Example 5.2.1 is regarded as a true reflexive
phrase, it would exemplify a violation of the Binding Theory [Cho81].

5.2.1.EXAMPLE .

šen
2SG.NOM

mas
3SG.DAT

[čem-s
1POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s]
head-DAT

∅-u-xat.-av.
2ANOM.SG-PRV-draw/paint-TS

“You draw/paint me for him/her.”

183
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In Example 5.2.1 the reflexive phrasečem-s tav-sviolates Principle A of the stan-
dard Binding Theory (see Section 3.3 as well as [Cho81]). In order to be bound in its
governing category, the reflexive phrase has to be coindexed with its antecedent and
has to be c-commanded by it. But neither a c-command relation nor of coindexation
is possible for the antecedent, since there is no possible antecedent for the reflexive
phrasěcem-s tav-sin Example 5.2.1.

The reflexive phrase cannot be considered as a logophor either, since even if a
possible previous context is constructed, the phrasečem-s tav-swill not be able to refer
to previously mentioned referents in the discourse, but only to deictically present direct
object argument of the given verb form∅-u-xat.-av in Example 5.2.1.

And, unlike logophors, which do not change meaning if replaced by personal pro-
nouns, Georgian reflexive phrases in this context cannot be replaced by personal pro-
nouns (cf. the examples 5.2.1 vs. 5.2.2):

5.2.2.EXAMPLE .

* šen
2SG.NOM

mas
3SG.DAT

me
1SG.DAT

∅-u-xat.-av.
2ANOM.SG-PRV-draw/paint-TS

“You draw/paint me for him/her.”

In the Reflexivity framework (see Section 4.2 as well as [RR93]) too, the phrase
čem-s tav-sin Example 5.2.1 taken as a reflexive phrase is problematic. Reflexivity
condition A states that a reflexive-marked syntactic predicate is reflexive. If the phrase
čem-s tav-sin Example 5.2.1 is regarded as a reflexive (just as the same phrase is re-
garded reflexive in the examples 5.2.3a, 5.2.3b), the predicate in 5.2.1 will bereflexive-
marked. However, the predicate cannot be regarded as reflexive in the sense of Reinhart
and Reuland’s reflexivity of a predicate at the same time (see Definition 4.2.2 inSec-
tion 4.2). In order for a predicate to be reflexive, two of its arguments have to be coin-
dexed. In Example 5.2.1 none of the arguments are co-indexed, and, thus, the predicate
cannot be called reflexive.

5.2.3.EXAMPLE .

a. me
1SG.NOM

mas
3SG.DAT

[čem-s
1POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s]
head-DAT

v-u-xat.-av.
1ANOM.SG-PRV-draw/paint-TS

“I draw/paint myself for him/her.”

b. is
3SG.NOM

me
1SG.DAT

[čem-s
1POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s]
head-DAT

m-i-xat.-av-s.
1BDAT.SG-PRV-draw/paint-TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he draws/paints me for myself.”

The form of a certain phrase in a certain syntactic environment is important. How-
ever, the semantics are also crucial. The reflexive phrasečem-s tav-sin 5.2.1 is clearly
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used non-anaphorically. In fact, in such uses, binding is not an issue at all. All the
phrasěcem-s tav-sin 5.2.1 does, is to mark agreement by identifying the direct object
argument as a deictically referring element (“me”).

This kind of “camouflaging” of a direct object by an apparent reflexive has been
calledobject camouflageand recognized as a distinct phenomenon in studies of Geor-
gian. For instance, [Har81, p. 52] points out that object camouflage and tav-reflexivi-
zation apply under different conditions and cannot be accounted for under a common
syntactic rule. Similarly, [And84, p. 209] notes that “first and second person anaphors
are (exceptionally) [-Anaphor] under the conditions of the object camouflage construc-
tion”.

Object camouflage is obligatory whenever a non-3rd person argument functions as
a direct object of a 3-argument verb. The number of arguments is important, since
object camouflage applies to direct objects, only when there is also an indirect object in
that clause (see [Har81, p. 51]): “If a clause contains an indirect object, a first or second
person direct object in that clause is realized as a possessive pronoun + tavi, where the
possessive reflects the person and number of the input form”.

Restrictions on non-3rd person direct objects in this context are known cross-lin-
guistically. In many languages, in which this issue has been studied, the 1st and 2nd
person direct object is constrained in the presence of the indirect object. Within the
optimality theoretic account [Bon94] discusses the existence of a universal Person-
Case Constraint(PCC) which disallows first or second person agreement with a direct
object when dative agreement is also present, leaving 1st and 2nd personal pronouns
ungrammatical in such cases.

It has been shown in the literature that thePCC affects phonologically weak ele-
ments like clitics (Greek, French (Example 5.2.4), Italian, Catalan, Spanish and Arabic
[Bon91, Bon94, Ana02]), agreement affixes (Basque (Example 5.2.5from [Ana02]),
Georgian (Example 5.2.6 from [Har81]))1 and weak pronouns (Swiss German in Ex-
ample 5.2.7, Henk van Riemsdijk personal communication to [Ana02]).

5.2.4.EXAMPLE . (French, [Kay75], cited in [Bon94, p. 37])

a. *On
impers.

va
is-going-to

te
ACC-2nd

lui
DAT-3rd

mettre
put

dans
inside

les
the

bras.
arms

“They will put you in his arms.”

b. On
impers.

va
is-going-to

lui
DAT-3rd

mettre
put

le
the

béb́e
baby

dans
inside

les
the

bras.
arms

“They will put the baby in his arms.”

1The other examples throughout this dissertation also show that irrespective what is the person of the
agent argument, 3-argument verb forms taking the 1st person recipient and the 2nd person theme or, vice
versa, 2nd person recipient and the 1st person theme never display the agreement affix triggered by the 1st
or 2nd person theme argument.
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5.2.5.EXAMPLE . (Basque, [Ana02])

a. *Azpisapoek
Traitors.ERG

etsaiari
enemy.DAT

ni
me.ABS

saldu
sell

na-I-o-te.
1.ABS-root-3.DAT-3.ERG

“The traitors sell me to the enemy.”

b. Azpisapoek
Traitors.ERG

etsaiari
enemy.DAT

misila
missile.ABS

saldu
sell

d-∅-I-o-te.
pres-3.ABS-root-3.DAT-3.ERG

“The traitors sell the missile to the enemy.”

5.2.6.EXAMPLE . (Georgian, [Har81, pp. 48-49])

a. *vano-m
Vano-ERG

(šen)
2SG.NOM

še-g-a-dar-a
PV-2BNOM.SG-PRV-compare-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

givi-s.
Givi-DAT

“Vano compared you to Givi.”

b. vano-m
Vano-ERG

šen-i
2POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i
head-NOM

še-∅-a-dar-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-compare-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

givi-s.
Givi-DAT

“Vano compared you to Givi.”

5.2.7.EXAMPLE . (Swiss German, [Ana02])

a. *D’Maria
The.Maria

zeigt
shows

em
to.him

mich.
me

“Mary shows me to him.”

b. D’Maria
The.Maria

zeigt
shows

mir
to.me

en.
him

“Mary shows him to me.”

[Has] cites more languages from the literature exemplifying the phenomenon.Such
languages are Albanian (Indo-European), Romanian (Romance), Maltese (Semitic),
Hakha Lai (Chin, Tibeto-Burman), Kambera (Central Malayo-Polynesian), Manam
(Oceanic, Austronesian), Yimas (Sepik-Ramu), Monumbo (Torricelli), Warlpiri (Pama-
Nyungan), Ojibwa (Algonquian), Passamaquoddy (Algonquian), Tetelcingo Nahuatl
(Uto-Aztecan). Instead of the term used in [Bon94],Person-Case Constraint, [Has]
usesDitransitive Person-Role Constraint(DPRC) because he realizes that (i) case mark-
ing may not be comparable across languages2 while semantic roles are and (ii) some

2Among many other languages Georgian also illustrates that certain cases do not necessarily cor-
respond to certain grammatical relations. For instance, theNOM case marker can mark the subject of
transitives (inTAM Series I) as well as the direct object (inTAM Series II) (see Section 2.4).
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languages show person restrictions in monotransitive verbs (banning thecombination
of 3rd person agents and non-3rd person patients). [Has] argues ina usage based
(functional) account that it is in fact a (dis)preference but not a universal constraint
(as claimed by [Bon94]).3 One of the arguments of [Has] is that there are languages
not disallowing combination of the 3rd person recipient and non-3rd person theme,
such as —Lakhota, Noon (Northern Atlantic, Senegal), Haya (Bantu-J,Tanzania) and
Kabardian (Northwest Caucasian, see 5.2.8a):4

5.2.8.EXAMPLE .

a. Kabardian (Northwest Caucasian), cited in [Has] from [KV98]

w-je-s-te-n-s’.
2SG.TH-3SG.REC-1SG.AG-give-FUT-ASSRT

“I will give you to him.”

b. Adyghe (Northwest Caucasian), [KVK96]

w-je-s-te-̌s’t.
2SG.TH-3SG.REC-1SG.AG-give-FUT

“I will give you to him.”

The two major different ways of looking at the facts reported from the languages
mentioned above—the formal ([Bon94, Ana02] among others) and functional [Has]—
will not be reviewed here. This section is only intended to present Georgian facts and
show that the strategy—the phrasePOSS+tav-—which is used in object camouflage and
which has a form of the reflexive phrase, is in fact not anaphoric at all.5

In Georgian all non-3rd person direct object arguments must be “camouflaged”
as 3rd person, in order to agree properly with the verb (cf. 5.2.1 vs. 5.2.2, 5.2.9
vs. 5.2.10). It should be claimed that the use of thePOSS+tav- strategy instead of a
personal pronoun is one of the strategies that languages may use to avoidviolating PCC

(or DPRC).

5.2.9.EXAMPLE .

me
1SG.NOM

mas
3SG.DAT

[šen-s
2POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s]
head-DAT

v-u-xat.-av.
1ANOM.SG-PRV-draw/paint-TS

“I draw/paint you for him/her.”

3According to [Has], (The strong version of) the Ditransitive Person-Role Constraint is as follows:
Combinations of bound pronouns with the roles recipient and theme are disfavored if the theme pronoun
is first or second person.

4Another Northwest Caucasian language—Adyghe, also allows the 3rd person theme argument in the
presence of the recipient (see Example 5.2.8b from [KVK96]).

5In most of the languages in which this issue has been studied so far, the use of an apparent reflexive
marker in 3-argument verbs with non-3rd person theme seems present in Southern Tiwa [Ros90].
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5.2.10.EXAMPLE .

*me
1SG.NOM

mas
3SG.DAT

šen
2SG.DAT

v-u-xat.-av.
1ANOM.SG-PRV-draw/paint-TS

“I draw/paint you for him/her.”

In Georgian, the lexemetav- “head” got grammaticalized into a morpheme of var-
ious functions, both anaphoric and non-anaphoric. It were probablythe body-part
semantics which made the lexeme become an anaphoric element. As for the non-
anaphoric use of the phrasePOSS+tav- in object camouflage, it can be explained by
the persistence of certain characteristics in the behavior of the grammaticalized tav-
that are typical for nouns, namely their being 3rd personNPs. In other words, since
the morphemetav- is derived from a noun historically, it can function as a 3rd person
element, just as any other lexical noun does (see also [AL02]).

In Georgian, nouns keep the referential feature [+3rd person] irrespective of the
change in their lexical meaning either historically or synchronically via (i) polysemy
or (ii) in a particular context. For instance, the items in Example 5.2.11 have changed
their lexical semantics in the course of time but they all still trigger the 3rd person
agreement and, thus, represent 3rd personNPs. The examples 5.2.12a vs. 5.2.12b
illustrate polysemous items which, irrespective of the difference in lexical semantics,
do represent 3rd personNPs. Example 5.2.13 illustrates the change of lexical semantics
depending on a context (deixis). It is important that, although the lexical semantics of
the item changes, the item will still be a 3rd personNP:

5.2.11.EXAMPLE . (From [Sar97, p. 193])

a. cxedar-

1. Old Georgian “a bed”

2. Modern Georgian “a dead body of a human”

b. agarak.-

1. Old Georgian “a ground for cultivating”

2. Modern Georgian “a country-house”

c. simamr-

1. Old Georgian “a brother of a wife”, “a father of a wife”

2. Modern Georgian “a father of a wife”

5.2.12.EXAMPLE . (Polysemy)

a. am
PROX.ERG

tav-ma
chapter-ERG

(me)
1SG.DAT

did-i
big-NOM

dro-∅
time-NOM

c.a-m-a-rtv-a.6

PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-take-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC
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“This chapter costed me much time.”

b. am
PROX.ERG

tav-ma
head-ERG

(me)
1SG.DAT

did-i
big-NOM

dro-∅
time-NOM

c.a-m-a-rtv-a.
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-take-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“This head costed me much time.” (said by a hairdresser)

5.2.13.EXAMPLE . (Irony)

am
PROX.OBL

genios-ma
genius-ERG

šek.reba-∅-c
addition-NOM-ADD

k. i
PART

ar
NEG

∅-i-c-i-s.
3BNOM.SG-PRV-know-TS-3AERG.SG

“This genius does not know even addition.” (i.e. ignoramus)

It seems that nouns retain the person feature not only when changing thelexical
meaning (cf. 5.2.11a1 vs. 5.2.11a2, 5.2.11b1 vs. 5.2.11b2, 5.2.11c1 vs. 5.2.11c2,
5.2.12a vs. 5.2.12b, 5.2.13) but also when they lose the feature completely and turn
into a grammatical item, like the Georgiantav- does. When it is used as a reflexive
marker, it always triggers a 3rd person agreement [AL02].7

The cases of object camouflage (5.2.1) as well as the cases of reflexive POSS+tav-
(5.2.3a, 5.2.3b) show that phrasesPOSS+tav- trigger 3rd person agreement and, thus,
turn semantically non-3rd person referents into formally 3rd person ones(cf. 5.2.3a vs.
5.2.14a, 5.2.3b vs. 5.2.14b).8

6Although the verb root in Example 5.2.12 is glossed as “take” the formc.a-m-a-rtv-ahas a negative
flavor and means taking something against the will of its owner.

7Note that the Basque reflexiveburuaalso derived from a body-part for “head” also always triggers a
3rd person agreement ([Reb95, p. 315]).

8Recall the use of pre-radical vowels to register indirect object arguments of 3-argument verbs dis-
cussed in Subsection 4.4.3 when discussing the examples 4.4.16–4.4.18. This type of marking is sensitive
to a 1st/2nd vs. 3rd person distinction. More precisely, in the presence ofthe 1st and 2nd person indirect
objects with 3-argument verbs the pre-radical slot features the vowel-i- (4.4.16, 4.4.17) as opposed to the
3rd person indirect objects, which show the pre-radical vowel-u- (4.4.18).

Given this rule, in 3-argument verbs one would expect the 1st or 2nd person indirect object to be marked
on the verb by the pre-radical-i-. However, when the 1st or 2nd person indirect objects are given as the
phrasePOSS+tav- only verb forms with the pre-radical vowel-u- are grammatical, even though-u- is
otherwise a marker for 3rd person indirect objects. Thus, 1st or 2ndperson indirect objects given as
POSS+tav- in fact act as a 3rd personNPs in the construction of the sentence, triggering 3rd person-u-:

i. me
1SG.NOM

čem-s
1POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s
self-DAT

mšvid
peaceful

garemo-s
environment-DAT

v-u-kmn-i/
1ANOM.SG-PRV-create-INDIC

*v-i-kmn-i.
1ANOM.SG-PRV-create-INDIC

“I create a peaceful environment for myself.”
ii. šen

2SG.NOM

šen-s
2POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s
self-DAT

mšvid
peaceful

garemo-s
environment-DAT

∅-u-kmni/
2ANOM.SG-PRV-create-INDIC
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5.2.14.EXAMPLE .

a. me
1SG.NOM

mas
3SG.DAT

nat.urmort.-s
steel.life-DAT

v-u-xat.-av.
1ANOM.SG-PRV-draw/paint-TS

“I draw/paint a still life for him/her.”

b. is
3SG.NOM

me
1SG.DAT

nat.urmort.-s
steel.life-DAT

m-i-xat.-av-s.
1BDAT.SG-PRV-draw/paint-TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he draws/paints a still life for me.”

Due to the combination of a possessive and a noun, the phrasePOSS+tav- in gen-
eral is ideally suited to express both the person of the object and act as a 3rd person
grammatical item.9 Sometimes when thePOSSdeterminer of the phrase shares the ref-
erential feature of person with another argument, the phrasePOSS+tav-, representing
a 3rd personNP, gets interpreted as being anaphoric (5.2.3a, 5.2.3b). In other cases,
when there is no shared person feature and, consequently, no coindexation, the phrase
POSS+tav- is just a 3rd person camouflage for non-3rd person referents (cf. 5.2.1 vs.
5.2.2, 5.2.9 vs. 5.2.10).

It is important to note that aPOSS+tav- occurrence is reflexive only in some cases,
while it triggers 3rd person agreement in each and every occurrence.10 The fact that it
is reflexive is only one side of the grammaticalized body-parttav- “head”. The fact that
it is derived diachronically from a (body-part) noun might provide grounds for allowing
both an anaphoric and a non-anaphoric use.11 The question is whether, synchronically,
one can account forPOSS+tav- being used both as a reflexive and as a deictic pro-
noun (object camouflage). In an optimality theoretic framework one might formulate

*∅-i-kmn-i.
2ANOM.SG-PRV-create-INDIC

“You create a peaceful environment for yourself.”

9Exactly the same phenomenon can be observed in Basque, which has a complex reflexivization strat-
egy of the type “POSS+ body-part noun” exemplified in (i), neatly paralleling Georgian in its use of a
possessive and the body-part nounburu-a “head-DET” ([Reb95, p. 315]). Regardless of the grammatical
person of the antecedent,POSS+burua is always cross-referenced as 3rd person in the finite form of the
verb:

i. Aita-k
father-ERG

bere
his

buru-a
head.ABS-DET

hil
kill

d-u.
3SG-have

“The father killed himself.”

“*The father killed his head.”

10The phrasePOSS+tav- as a camouflaging tool (cf. 5.2.3a vs. 5.2.14a, 5.2.3b vs. 5.2.14b) as well as a
reflexivization strategy (cf. 3.5.1a vs. 3.5.1b, 3.5.2a vs. 3.5.2b or (i) vs. (ii) in Footnote 8 in Chapter 5) is
a 3rd personNP triggering a 3rd person agreement.

11See [Har81, p. 52] which also differentiates between the reflexivizationand object camouflage irre-
spective of formal similarity between the strategies used (in both cases thephrasePOSS+tav-). The author
argues that there is no single syntactic rule which could account for both phenomena because they apply
under different conditions. Thus, [Har81] argues that it is not possible to unify reflexivization and object
camouflage.
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it as follows: given a certain grammaticalization process, the grammatical system in
Georgian gives the option of either violating the PCC constraint or violating Binding
Condition A. Apparently the PCC constraint is ranked higher than Binding Condition
A, because object camouflage prevents a PCC constraint violation at the cost of Binding
Condition A violation. Another way of formulating it is the following: the Georgian
tav- “head” is grammaticalized into a fully reflexive SELF-noun comparable to English
selfor Greekeaftos. But contrary to Englishselfor Greekeaftosit does not force the
accompanying possessive pronoun into a bound reading (like inshe bumped her/*his
head), but instead allows the possessive pronoun to be unbound, just as Englishown in
my own mother hates himversusJohn hates his own mother.

5.3 The Use of the Phrase POSS+tav- in Wish Formulae

The standard way of expressing wishes in Georgian is the use of subjunctive morphol-
ogy with a particlenet.av “would that”.12 Example 5.3.1 illustrates such a use in which
the verb with subjunctive morphology takes arguments which can be expressed either
by full NPs or by personal pronouns. The latter are actually optional because ofthe
availability of pro-drop:

5.3.1.EXAMPLE .

net.av
OPT.PART

(me)
1SG.NOM

(šen)
2SG.DAT

g-mal-av-d-e.
2BDAT.SG-hide-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ

“I wish I were hiding you.”

However, there is one more alternative to the subjunctive-marked verb forms to ex-
press a wish which also uses the particlenet.av, however the verb shows no subjunctive
but indicative morphology:

5.3.2.EXAMPLE .

net.av
OPT.PART

da-m-a-mal-(v)-in-a
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-hide-TS-CAUS-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

(me)
1SG.DAT

šen-i
2POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i/
head-NOM

* šen.
2SG.NOM

“I wish I were hiding you.”

The second option illustrated in Example 5.3.2 has no subjunctive marking.13 The
verb used in 5.3.2 is indicative. It has a 2-argument reading. Note that thedirect object

12The form of the particle may vary according to dialects. The translation of the particle as “would
that” is taken over from [Hew95b, p. 447].

13Such wish formulae with an indicative verb form illustrated in 5.3.2 are widely spread in the North-
Eastern dialects of Georgian as well as in the North-Western Rach’an dialect, namely its Glola subdialect
[Sha84, Jor89]. However, one can occasionally find the wish formulae in the standard literary texts as
well.
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argument is necessarily expressed by the phrasePOSS+tav-. The use of a simple pro-
noun instead of the phrasePOSS+tav- in 5.3.2 is ungrammatical. It is also not possible
for the phrasePOSS+tav- to be optional otherwise it would result in another interpreta-
tion (cf. 5.3.3 vs. 5.3.2):

5.3.3.EXAMPLE .

net.av
OPT.PART

da-m-a-mal-(v)-in-a.
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-hide-TS-CAUS-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

“I wish I were hiding him/her/it/them/*you.”

As is known, the phrases headed by a grammaticalized body-parttav- “head” are
used as reflexive phrases, whenever arguments of a verb are coindexed. However, the
phrasešen-i tav-i in Example 5.3.2 cannot be analyzed as a reflexive, since there is
no antecedent for it in the given sentence. Furthermore, it cannot be regarded as a
logophor with an antecedent in a possible previous discourse because,unlike the lo-
gophors across languages, the phrasešen-i tav-iin 5.3.2 cannot be replaced by a simple
pronoun. And, more importantly, the only referent to which the phrasešen-i tav-iin
5.3.2 makes reference is not a referent previously mentioned in the discourse, but the
theme argument of the given verb formda-m-a-mal-(v)-in-a, the theme argument whom
the utterer wishes to hide.

Generally, when the arguments of 2-argument verbs are not coindexed, they are
simply coded in the verb form and can be given by simple pronouns which are optional
because of the available pro-drop and can be deleted unless emphasized(see the exam-
ples A.3.1–A.3.11 in Appendix A.3). So the appearance of the phrasePOSS+tav-as an
argument of a verb with a 2-argument reading seems to be unmotivated at first.

[Ami05b] offers data illustrating that a verb form with a certain number of argu-
ments always gets 1-argument-less interpretation within the wish formulae. Forin-
stance, the formmo-m-k. l-a taking 2 arguments in 5.3.4a gets a 1-argument reading in
the wish formula in 5.3.4b. Or the verb formga-m-a-cin-ataking 2 arguments in 5.3.5a
gets a 1-argument reading in the wish formula in 5.3.5b. The verb forma-m-a-̌sen-
eb-in-ataking 3-arguments in 5.3.6a gets a 2-argument reading in the wish formula in
5.3.6b.

5.3.4.EXAMPLE .

a. man
(s)he.ERG

(me)
I.NOM

mo-m-k. l-a.
PV-1BNOM.SG-kill-3 AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“(S)he killed me.”

b. net.av
OPT.PART

(me)
I.NOM

mo-m-k. l-a.
PV-1BNOM.SG-kill-3 AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“I wish I would die.”
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5.3.5.EXAMPLE .

a. man
(s)he.ERG

(me)
I.NOM

ga-m-a-cin-a.
PV-1BNOM.SG-PRV-laugh-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“(S)he made me laugh.”

b. net.av
OPT.PART

(me)
I.NOM

ga-m-a-cin-a.
PV-1BNOM.SG-PRV-laugh-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“I wish I would laugh.”

5.3.6.EXAMPLE .

a. man
(s)he.ERG

(me)
I.DAT

(is)
it.NOM

a-m-a-̌sen-eb-in-a.
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-build-TS-CAUS-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“(S)he made me build it.”

b. net.av
OPT.PART

(me)
I.DAT

(is)
it.NOM

a-m-a-̌sen-eb-in-a.
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-build-TS-CAUS-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“I wish I would build it.”

Thus, each of the examples in 5.3.4a–5.3.6a illustrates a verb form with a certain
number of arguments which gets 1-argument-less interpretation within the wish formu-
lae (5.3.4b–5.3.6b). [Ami05b] illustrates several arguments in favor of this view. One
of the arguments includes, for instance, the use of a transitive root-k. l-/-k.al- “killing”
for the intransitive “dying” (cf. 5.3.4a vs. 5.3.4b). This means that the wishformulae
with a n-argument reading involve the verb forms taking n+1 arguments.

As argued by [Ami05b], the kind of wish formulae with the particlenet.av making
use of indicative verb forms are derived from wish formulae having a God or some
higher power as an agent argument which got eventually lost but the form of the verb
was kept. The wish formulae must have undergone syntactic reanalysis which changed
the argument structure of the verbs used in the formulae while leaving the form intact.14

Perhaps the explanation for the use of the non-anaphoric phrasePOSS+tav- in the
wish formula in Example 5.3.2 lies exactly in the morphological peculiarity of the wish
formulae. As could have been observed, the wish formulae with a n-argument reading
make use of the verb forms taking n+1 arguments. Thus, the wish formula having a
2-argument reading in 5.3.2 has to be using a 3-argument verb form. And exactly, if

14According to [Lan77, p. 58], reanalysis is a “change in the structure ofan expression or class of
expressions that does not involve any immediate or intrinsic modification ofits surface manifestation.
According to [HC95, p. 61], “reanalysis involves a change in constituency, hierarchical structure, category
labels, grammatical relations”.
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the verb form used in the formula in 5.3.2 is compared to the same verb form taken out
of the formula in 5.3.7 it can be seen this is indeed the case:

5.3.7.EXAMPLE .

(man)
3SG.ERG

(me)
1SG.DAT

(is)
3SG.NOM

da-m-a-mal-(v)-in-a.
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-hide-TS-CAUS-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“(S)he made me hide him/her.”

Therefore, the verb form used in the wish formula 5.3.2 is a 3-argument verb taking
the 2nd person theme. And since non-3rd person theme arguments of 3-argument verbs
always require to be expressed via a camouflaging tool—the 3rd person non-anaphoric
and non-emphatic phrasePOSS+tav- (see Section 5.2 onobject camouflage), it is ex-
pected to have the 2nd person theme expressed via the phrasešen-i tav-iin 5.3.2.

It will be claimed here that the phrasePOSS+tav- in Example 5.3.2 is not anaphoric
at all. It simply behaves as a 3rd personNP. This is reflected in the coding of arguments
as well—POSS+tav-conditions 3rd person theme argument coding in the verb form. As
Example 5.3.8 illustrates, bothPOSS+tav-with 2nd person possessive and an obviously
3rd person referential expressions such asdevnil-ior t.k.bileul-i require the same coding:

5.3.8.EXAMPLE .

net.av
OPT.PART

da-m-a-mal-(v)-in-a
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-hide-TS-CAUS-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

(me)
1SG.DAT

[šen-i
2POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i]/
head-NOM

devnil-i/
fugitive-NOM

t.k.bileul-i.
sweeties-NOM

“I wish I were hiding you/the fugitive/the sweeties.”

Thus, there is nothing mysterious in the use of a non-anaphoric phrasePOSS+tav- in
wish formulae in Georgian. It is, in fact, a subcase of object camouflage and the phrase
POSS+tav-used there is not anaphoric but rather a 3rd person camouflaging tool.

5.4 The Reflexive Phrase POSS+tav-as a Subject Argument

As was illustrated earlier in the examples 3.4.10–3.4.13, the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav-
in general is unable to serve as a subject argument. However, the examples like 5.4.1
vs. 5.4.2 (as well as those in 7.3.11b vs. 7.3.11a) show that sometimes there is no
subject/object asymmetry and the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- can serve as a subject
argument:
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5.4.1.EXAMPLE .

čem-ma
1POSS.SG-ERG

tav-ma
self-ERG

m-i-xsn-a
1BNOM.SG-PRV-save-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

(me).
1SG.NOM

Lit.: Myself (s)he/it.saved.me me

“[Something related to] myself saved me.” (i.e., my past doings, personal charm,
etc. helped me to escape)

5.4.2.EXAMPLE .

me
1SG.ERG

v-i-xsen-i
1AERG.SG-PRV-save-AOR.INDIC

čem-i
1POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i.
self-NOM

“I saved myself.”

Example 5.4.1 above shows an Aorist Indicative transitive verb formm-i-xsn-a
“(s)he/it saved me” taking the phrasePOSS+tav-as a subject argument. That the reflex-
ive phrase is the subject argument can be seen in the case (ERG) the phrase is marked
by and in the agreement (the Set A agreement suffix-a) that it triggers.15

That the reflexive phrase functions as a subject argument, can also beseen when it
is substituted by some other ergativeNP (cf. 5.4.1 vs. 5.4.3):

5.4.3.EXAMPLE .

čem-ma
1POSS.SG-ERG

megobar-ma
friend-ERG

m-i-xsn-a
1BNOM.SG-PRV-save-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

(me).
1SG.NOM

“My friend saved me.”

In Example 5.4.1, the subject argument is realized as a phrasePOSS+tav-. Since its
interpretation depends on something else and its reference cannot be maintained inde-
pendently, the qualification of the phrasečem-ma tav-main 5.4.1 as anR-expression is
ungrammatical (see Condition C of the Binding Theory [Cho81], also Section3.3).

The phrasěcem-ma tav-main 5.4.1 can also not be qualified as a pronominal be-
cause pronominals are free in their governing category (see Condition B of the Binding
Theory of [Cho81], also Section 3.3) while this phrase in specific is referentially de-
pendent on the co-argumentNP me.16

Since theNP on which the interpretation of the phrasečem-ma tav-main 5.4.1 de-
pends is in the same clause as the phrase itself, or in other words, in its governing

15In Aorist Indicative transitive subjects are marked by ergative and they trigger the Set A agreement
(see 3.6.43b).

16Note that the phrasePOSS+tav- in object camouflage cases (5.2.1, 5.2.9) is free in its governing
category and, thus, qualifies as a pronominal.
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category, the very phrase does qualify as an anaphor. However, thecase of Exam-
ple 5.4.1 is anomalous in the sense that the antecedent of an anaphor is hierarchically
superior to the anaphor, either taken as c-command, or o-command (higheron an order
list of grammatical functions), as in Example 5.4.2. In Example 5.4.1 the anaphoric
phrasečem-ma tav-mais the subject argument itself c/o-commanding the postcedent
NP me, theNP on which the interpretation of the phrasečem-ma tav-madepends.

One would normally expect the direct object reflexive to be c-commanded by a
subject argument of a 2-argument verb, as in 5.4.2, but not the other way around as in
5.4.1. Both the reflexive phrasečem-ma tav-maand theNP meare in the same clause
(clause-mate condition) in Example 5.4.1. No matter what title is given to the reflexive
phrasěcem-ma tav-main 5.4.1—a reflexive in subject position, anaphor, cataphoror
postcedent reflexive—it displays a truly anaphoric behavior: its interpretation is depen-
dent on the co-argumentNP. However, the structural relation c-command seems to be
reversed—the subject reflexive seems to locally “bind” its postcedent.

The binding in the subject occurrences of the reflexive phrase will be discussed in
a more detail in the following chapters such as Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. It isnecessary
to figure out whether in such uses there is binding in the Binding Theoretic sense (see
[Cho81] as well as Definition 3.3.3) and if it is, what exactly is bound by what. Here
the subject uses of the phrasePOSS+tav- are presented in order to introduce the topic
and show that there are uses of the reflexive phrase which seem to violate Binding
Conditions [Cho81].

Note that in the subject uses of the reflexive phrase, if there is a violation of agree-
ment rules, the grammaticality fails. For instance, ifPOSS+tav-, instead of triggering
a 3rd person Set A agreement marker (like in Example 5.4.1), conditions a non-3rd
person Set A agreement marker (Example 5.4.4) the sentence becomes ungrammatical:

5.4.4.EXAMPLE .

* čem-ma
1POSS.SG-ERG

tav-ma
self-ERG

v-i-xsen-i
1AERG.SG-PRV-save-AOR.INDIC

me.
1SG.NOM

Lit.: Myself I.saved.him/her/it me

“[Something related to] myself saved me.” (i.e., my past actions, personal charm,
etc. helped me to escape)

The subject uses of the phrasePOSS+tav- discussed in the present Section 5.4 are
anaphoric even though they violate the standard binding principles [Cho81]. The same
phrase in object camouflage (Section 5.2) and in wish formulae (argued in this work
to be a subcase of object camouflage, Section 5.3), should be qualified aspronominal.
However, both the anaphoric and non-anaphoric uses of the phrasePOSS+tav-do trigger
the 3rd person agreement and act as 3rd personNPs. If the phrase is associated with
a non-3rd person agreement—there will be ungrammaticality (5.4.4). Thus, as it was
argued in Section 5.2 as well, the phrasePOSS+tav- seems to serve, in general, as a
camouflaging tool for an argument of any person into a 3rd personNP.
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5.5 The Reciprocalertmanet-as a Subject Argument

As was already illustrated before in Chapter 3, the Georgian reciprocalsertmanet-and
ertimeore-show local binding (3.6.16, 3.6.18). Additionally, Example 3.6.19 illus-
trated that none of the reciprocals are able to serve as a subject argument. But then
again, like in the case of the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- (see Section 5.4), there is a
possibility for one of the reciprocals, namelyertmanet-, to appear as a subject argu-
ment of verbs of certain characteristics. The conditions allowing the phenomenon will
not be treated in detail here, but the reader is referred to Chapter 7 foran extensive
discussion. Here, only an example will be presented to illustrate the non-anaphoric
behavior of the reciprocal:

5.5.1.EXAMPLE .

ertmanet-i
REC-NOM

gv-k. l-av-s
1BDAT.PL-kill- TS-3ANOM.SG

(čven).
1PL.DAT

Lit.: Each.other it.kills.us us

“[Something related to] each other makes us suffer.”

Example 5.5.1 illustrates a Present Indicative transitive verb formgv-k. l-av-s“(s)he/
it kills us” taking the reciprocalertmanet-ias a subject argument. The fact that the
reflexive phrase is the subject argument can be seen on the case (NOM) the phrase is
marked by and on the agreement (the Set A agreement suffix-s) that it triggers.17

That the reciprocal functions as a subject argument, can also be seen when it is
substituted by some other nominativeNP (cf. 5.5.1 vs. 5.5.2):

5.5.2.EXAMPLE .

a. ertmanet-is
REC-GEN

simorxcve-∅
shyness-NOM

gv-k. l-av-s
1BDAT.PL-kill- TS-3ANOM.SG

(čven).
1PL.DAT

Lit.: Each.other’s shyness it.kills.us us

“Each other’s being shy makes us suffer.”

b. simart.ove-∅
loneliness-NOM

gv-k. l-av-s
1BDAT.PL-kill- TS-3ANOM.SG

(čven).
1PL.DAT

Lit.: Loneliness it.kills.us us

“Loneliness makes us suffer.”

The reciprocalertmanet-iin Example 5.5.1 is certainly anaphoric because it is ref-
erentially dependent on the clause-mateNP čven.

17In Present Indicative, transitive subjects are marked by nominative and they trigger the Set A agree-
ment (3.6.43a).
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However, the reciprocal could be claimed to perform a non-anaphoric behavior.
Instead of being bound by its antecedent as in 5.5.3, the reciprocalertmanet-iin Exam-
ple 5.5.1 itself locally “binds” the postcedentNP čven, on the interpretation of which
the reciprocal depends:

5.5.3.EXAMPLE .

(čven)
1PL.NOM

v-k. l-av-t
1ANOM.SG-kill- TS-PLNOM

ertmanet-s.
REC-DAT

Lit.: We we.kill.him/her/it/them each.other

“We kill each other.”

The subject uses of the reciprocalertmanet-will be discussed in a more detail in
Chapter 7. Here our purpose was to introduce the topic and illustrate that there are
uses of the reciprocal, which, in spite of violating Binding Conditions [Cho81], are still
grammatical (Example 5.5.1).

5.6 Summary

Chapter 5 dealt with the uses of the Georgian phrasePOSS+tav- and the reciprocal
ertmanet-which seem to violate Binding Conditions [Cho81]. Section 5.1 gave an
outline of the sections of the chapter. We discussed the use of the Georgianphrase
POSS+tav- in object camouflage in Section 5.2 and the use of the phrase in wish for-
mulae in Section 5.3. Although both uses might seem to be violations of Binding Con-
dition A (see [Cho81] as well as Section 3.3), it was argued that they are not anaphoric
but pronominal and, thus, it does not make sense to discuss whether theyobey the
Condition A of the Binding Theory or not.

Although it may seem from Chapter 3 that the reflexive uses of the Georgian phrase
POSS+tav-obey the Binding Condition A [Cho81], this chapter has shown that there are
facts which seem to violate that same condition. Namely, the subject use of the reflexive
phrasePOSS+tav-and that of the reciprocalertmanet-, discussed correspondingly in the
sections 5.4 and 5.5. Finally, in Section 5.6 the chapter was summarized.



Chapter 6

Anaphors and Agreement

6.1 Introduction

Many languages ban nominative/subject anaphors. This chapter deals with several pos-
sible explanations for this fact. Sections 6.2 and 6.3 discuss, respectively, the Anaphor
Agreement Principle of [Riz90] and its modified version by [Woo99], whichis claimed
to account for the lack of subject anaphors, supplementing the Binding Theory [Cho81].
Section 6.4 shows that Georgian anaphors represent a counter-example for both ver-
sions of the Anaphor Agreement Principle. Section 6.5 refers to an alternative expla-
nation within the Reflexivity Theory of [RR93] offered in [AE99]. Section6.6 argues
that the Reflexivity theoretic explanation in [AE99] for the Greek subject anaphors
cannot be adopted for Georgian, as was previously suggested in [Eve01, Eve03]. For
[Eve01, Eve03] following [AE99], it is the internal structure of the anaphor in a given
language that allows such a language to have subject anaphors. Section6.6 offers data
illustrating subject uses of reflexives in Georgian which cannot be explained by the in-
ternal structure of anaphors and the related anaphoric properties alone, contrary to what
is argued by [Eve01, Eve03]. Instead of concentrating only on the form of the anaphors
it is suggested in this chapter to pay attention also to the verb classes which allowboth
the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- and the reciprocalertmanet-as their subject argument.
In Section 6.7 the chapter will be summarized.

6.2 Anaphor Agreement Effect

Taking some Italian and Icelandic data into account [Riz90, p. 32] arguesthat there
could be “an intrinsic incompatibility between the property of being an anaphorand
the property of being construed with agrement.”

The Icelandic and the Italian data illustrate that when an anaphor is marked by
nominative and, therefore, triggers agreement like any nominativeNP does in these
languages, the sentences are ungrammatical (6.2.1a, 6.2.2a). But if the anaphors are
marked by a case other than nominative (i.e., accusative in example 6.2.1b andgenitive
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in example 6.2.2b) and, thus, do not trigger agreement, the sentences are grammatical:

6.2.1.EXAMPLE . (Icelandic, [Mal84])

a. *Jóni

Jon
segir
says

aδ
that

sigi

SELF.NOM

elski
loves.SUBJ

Maria.
Maria.ACC

“Jon says that he loves Maria.”

b. J́oni

Jon
segir
says

aδ
that

Maria
Maria.NOM

elski
loves.SUBJ

sigi .
SELF.ACC

“Jon says that he loves Maria.”

6.2.2.EXAMPLE . (Italian, [Riz90, p. 33])

a. *A
to

loroi

them.DAT

interessano
interest.3PL

solo
only

se stessii .
themselves.NOM

“They’re only interested in themselves.”

b. A
to

loro
them.DAT

importa
matters

solo
only

di
of

se stessi.
themselves.GEN

“They only matter to themselves.”

The anaphor in Example 6.2.1a is a subject and the sentence is ungrammatical,
while the same anaphor in object position (6.2.1b) is fully grammatical. This could
give rise to the idea that there are certain positions (i.e., object position) associated
with anaphors in which they can appear, as opposed to other positions in which one can
never find anaphors.

According to [Riz90], what precludes a nominative anaphor is the presence of
agreement. On the basis of this he formulates a generalization which “holds quite
systematically in natural languages” the following way:

The Anaphor Agreement principle: Anaphors do not occur in syntactic
positions construed with agreement.

As [Riz90] shows, not the subject/non-subject status of an anaphor is crucial but the
presence/absence of agreement ([Riz90, p. 33]). As is illustrated in Example 6.2.3, an
anaphor becomes available in subject position if it is marked by a non-nominative case,
consequently does not trigger agreement. And an object anaphor becomes ungrammat-
ical if marked nominative, consequently triggering agreement (Example 6.2.4):

6.2.3.EXAMPLE . (Icelandic, [Mal84])

Húni

she
sagdi
said

aδ
that

sigi

SELF.ACC

vantadi
lacked.SUBJ

peninga.
money

“She said that she lacked money.”
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6.2.4.EXAMPLE . (Icelandic, [Mal84])

*Siggai
Sigga

telur
thinks

aδ
that

mér
to me

lı́ki
likes.SUBJ

sigi .
SELF.NOM

Therefore, it does not matter whether a reflexive is a subject or an object argument.
The most important condition is that the reflexive is not associated to agreement.

Contrary to [And82, Mal84] who suggest that the ungrammaticality of nominative
anaphors is related to the lack of the nominative form of the long-distance reflexives
in Icelandic, [Riz90] supposes that there has to be “a deeper syntactic incompatibility
[between anaphors and agreement] than just the lack of a form in the caseparadigm”.

In order to explain the incompatibility of anaphors and agreement, [Riz90] claims
that the agreement affix, assumed to be pronominal [Cho81], and the anaphor will
clash whenever forming a chain. Both members of the chain are never able tosatisfy
binding conditions simultaneously. Since the agreement is pronominal, it is subject
to the Principle B and is required to be locally free while the anaphor has to satisfy
principle A and is required to be locally bound. Under these considerations, agreeing
anaphors are correctly predicted to be ungrammatical.

Since anaphors are incompatible with agreement, anaphors in the absence of agree-
ment should be grammatical, as predicted by the principle. Chinese, which lacks agree-
ment, is a support for the hypothesis since it allows subject anaphors:

6.2.5.EXAMPLE . (Chinese from [Hua82] cited in [Riz90, p. 40])

Zhangsani
Zhangsan

shuo
said

ziji i
himself

hui
will

lai.
come

“Zhangsan said he will come.”

Thus, according to [Riz90], anaphors are incompatible with agreement.

6.3 Modified Anaphor Agreement Effect

The Anaphor Agreement Effect proposed by [Riz90] is discussed in [Woo99], in which
the author first gives a short overview of the arguments offered by [Riz90] in support
of the principle. Then to the Chinese example 6.2.5, brought by [Riz90] from [Hua82],
[Woo99] adds such languages as Khmer, Vietnamese, Korean and Thaito support the
idea that nominative/subject anaphors are expected in languages withoutagreement.
All of these languages allow subject anaphors while they lack agreement.

Additionally, [Woo99] proposes that not only agreeing subject anaphors are un-
grammatical but object anaphors will also be excluded in languages with object agree-
ment. Data from object agreement languages support this prediction. These languages
show that the normal object agreement cannot be used when the object isan anaphor.
Some of them behave like, for instance Swahili, in which anaphors can only trigger
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anaphoric agreement (Example 6.3.1a) but not the normal object agreement (Exam-
ple 6.3.1b) while others, like Inuit, employ intransitive constructions reflectingonly
subject agreement for expressing reflexivity (compare the reflexiveexample 6.3.2a em-
ploying the intransitive verb form to the normal transitive verbal marking in 6.3.2b1):

6.3.1.EXAMPLE . (Swahili, [Vit81])

a. Ahmed
Ahmed

a-na-ji-penda
3S-PRES-REFL-love

mwenyewe.
himself (emphatic reflexive)

“Ahmed loves himself.”

b. *Ahmed
Ahmed

a-na-m-penda
3S-PRES-3O-love

mwenyewe.
himself (emphatic reflexive)

“Ahmed loves himself.”

6.3.2.EXAMPLE . (Inuit, [BB91])

a. Anguti
man

immi-nuti
himself.DAT

taku-vuq.
see-INDIC.3SG

“The man sees himself.”

b. Angutip
man.ERG

arnaq
woman.ABS

taku-vaa.
see-INDIC.3SG.3SG

“The man sees the woman.”

[Woo99] argues that if a language still allows agreement triggered by an anaphor,
like the languages with object agreement do, then the agreement will exclusively be
special—not normal object agreement characteristic to these languages but a special
anaphoric form of agreement (see, for instance, 6.3.1a). [Woo99],thus, modifies
Rizzi’s principle as follows:

The Anaphor Agreement Effect(modified): Anaphors do not occur in syn-
tactic positions construed with agreement, unless the agreement is anapho-
ric.

1Note also that the subject of the transitive verb in 6.3.2b is marked ergative while the subject in
the reflexive example in 6.3.2a is not, which reflects how the reflexive actions are classified within this
language, namely, as intransitive.

Many ergative languages do not use the ergative construction when theobject is an anaphor (cf. for
instance, the Inuit 6.3.2a vs. 6.3.2b). However, [Woo99] arguesagainst the ungrammaticality of object
anaphors to follow from ergativity. By illustrating an examples from Enga (see (i) from [Lan73] cited in
[Woo99, p. 268]) the author shows that not all ergative languages bar object anaphors in ergative construc-
tions. Enga is in fact an example which supports the anaphor agreementprinciple in that the language
allows object anaphors while not having object agreement:

i. Baa-ḿe
he-ERG

tánge
self

pi-ly-á-mo.
hit-PRES-3S.SG-AUG

“He is hitting himself.”
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As [Woo99] notes, there are counter-examples to the modified version of the prin-
ciple. There are languages with object agreement that still have object anaphors, such
as Tamil, Modern Greek, Georgian, Albanian, Jacaltec, Selayarese (anAustronesian
language spoken in Indonesia) and French. [Woo99] tries to show that,for different
reasons, the languages in question are not real counter-examples.2 [Woo99] argues
that, for instance, in Georgian the features of the agreement morpheme do not match
those of the anaphor and the agreement is a default form of agreement (thus, in the
technical sense, no agreement). For instance, a reflexive object phrase in Georgian
always triggers 3rd person object agreement even when it is bound bythe 1st or 2nd
person antecedent (Example 6.3.3). Thus, only the possessor within the reflexiveNP

is coindexed with the antecedent, while the agreement between the objectNP and the
verb is triggered by the whole phrase:

6.3.3.EXAMPLE . (Georgian, [Har81])

(me)
1SG.NOM

čem-s
1POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s
self-DAT

v-a-k-eb.
1ANOM.SG-PRV-praise-TS

Lit.: I myself I.praise.him/her

“I praise myself.”

[Woo99] groups Albanian and Georgian together because they both usea default
agreement strategy to avoid the violation of the Anaphor Agreement effect.In Al-
banian, like in Georgian, the anaphors trigger 3rd person agreement whatever the per-
son of the antecedent:

6.3.4.EXAMPLE .

a. Vetja
self.NOM

më
CL.1SG.DAT

dhimset.
feel.sorry.for.3PRES.INACT

“I feel sorry for myself.”

2Jacaltec is only mentioned but not discussed in any detail in [Woo99]. Even from those object-
agreement languages that are considered in [Woo99] only Albanian and Greek will be mentioned because
they are similar to Georgian, the main focus of this dissertation. In general[Woo99] tries to argue that
the languages employ default agreement for their object anaphors and that agreement in technical sense
does not hold. As for the French past participle, default agreement was not in question as such. There the
reflexive clitic gets the same agreement as a non-reflexive one (see the suffix-eon the past participle form
décrit-e in (i) vs. (ii)). One of the solutions found in [Woo99] was to argue that, under [Mar84]’s account,
the reflexive clitics’- is not an object clitic but an intransitivizing morpheme while the agreement-e on
the verb form in (i) is instead triggered by the surfaceNP subjectCécile, moved from the object position:

i. Cécile
Cecile

s’était
REFL-was

décrit-e
described-FEM

comme
as

chaotique.
chaotic

“Cecile described herself as chaotic.”
ii. Cécile

Cecile
l’a
her-has

décrit-e
described-FEM

comme
as

sympathique.
friendly

“Cecile described her as friendly.”
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b. Dritës
Drita.DAT

i
CL.3SG.DAT

dhimset
pity.3SG.PAST.INACT

vetja.
self.NOM

“Drita pities herself.”

[Woo99] argues that the subject-verb agreement relation in the Albanian examples
6.3.4a (from [Hub85]) and 6.3.4b (from [Mas91]) is a manifestation of a “default”
agreement, and that such agreement does not count for the Anaphor Agreement princi-
ple, because the agreement morpheme is an inert slot filler, not indicating actual agree-
ment.

According to [Woo99], Greek uses a different strategy to avoid the Anaphor Agree-
ment effect. As Example 4.3.16 (repeated as 6.3.5) illustrates, in Greek a reflexive
NP consist of a definite determiner (ton), a possessor (mu) and a head (eafton) and it
triggers some kind of non-anaphoric agreement (here the accusative,masculine, singu-
lar clitic ton), contrary to the predictions of both versions of the Anaphor Agreement
Principle [Riz90, Woo99]. However, as [Woo99] argues, the Greek case is no counter-
example to the Anaphor Agreement principle. As already discussed by [Iat88], the
element that agrees with the antecedent is, in fact, the embedded possessive. In Ex-
ample 6.3.5 it is not the anaphor (mu) that is doubled by a clitic but the wholeNP (ton
eafton mu).

6.3.5.EXAMPLE . (Greek, [Iat88])

Eghoi
I

tonj

CL.ACC.MASC.SG

xero
know

[ton
DET.ACC.MASC.SG

eaftonj
REFL

mui ]j .
POSS.GEN.1SG

“I know myself.”

Although the way the verbal complex agrees with subjects/objects is different in
Georgian and Greek (agreement marking vs. clitic doubling) they both employthe
same mechanism with regard to the reflexiveNP—the whole phrase gets clitic-doubled
in Greek (Example 6.3.5) / marked in Georgian (Example 6.3.6) but not the possessive.
The agreement mechanism remains the same irrespective of whether the sametreatment
of Georgian possessors as embedded anaphors is adopted and, thus,Georgian is put into
the same group as Greek according to the coindexing (cf. 6.3.5 vs. 6.3.6):

6.3.6.EXAMPLE .

(mei )
1SG.NOM

[čem-si
1POSS.SG-DAT

tav-sj ]j
self-DAT

v-a-k-eb.
1ANOM.SG-PRV-praise-TS

Lit.: I myself I.praise.him/her

“I praise myself.”

It could be argued as well that Greek employs, in fact, the same “default agree-
ment” strategy as Georgian. In both languages, the whole reflexive phrase (but not its
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possessive) is in an agreement relation with the verbal complex (clitic in the case of
Greek and a person marker in the case of Georgian). The agreement could be called
a default agreement in the sense that these agreement markers are constant and do not
vary with regard to the person feature of the antecedent. For instance, inGreek, the
clitic “triggered” by the reflexive with the 1st person antecedent in Example6.3.5 will
be the same Accusative, Masculine, Singular as the clitic triggered by the reflexive with
3rd person, feminine antecedent in Example 6.3.7:

6.3.7.EXAMPLE . (Greek, [Iat88])

I
DEFIN.NOM.FEM.SG

Maria
Maria

ton
CL.ACC.MASC.SG

thavmazi
admires

ton
DET.ACC.MASC.SG

eafton
REFL

tis.
POSS.GEN.FEM.SG

“Maria admires herself.”

The same holds for Georgian, the reflexive phrase with 1st person antecedent (Ex-
ample 6.3.3) will trigger the same object agreement as the reflexive with 2nd (Exam-
ple 6.3.8a) or 3rd person antecedent (Example 6.3.8b):

6.3.8.EXAMPLE .

a. (̌sen)
2SG.NOM

šen-s
2POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s
self-DAT

∅-a-k-eb.
2ANOM.SG-PRV-praise-TS

Lit.: You.SG yourself you.SG.praise.him/her

“You praise yourself.”

b. (is)
3SG.NOM

tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s
self-DAT

∅-a-k-eb-s.
3BDAT.SG-PRV-praise-TS-3ANOM.SG

Lit.: (S)he himself/herself (s)he.praises.him/her

“(S)he praises himself/herself.”

Greek and Georgian reflexive constructions are treated the same way by[Eve01]
who is calling them “inalienable possession anaphors” (the term comes from[AE99]
discussing the Greek anaphor). [Eve01] argues that the possessive itself could not be
called an anaphor (for the Binding Theory), only the combination of the possessive and
the head noun have anaphoric properties (cf. the examples 4.3.17 vs. 6.3.6, 6.3.9a vs.
6.3.8a, 6.3.9b vs. 6.3.8b):

6.3.9.EXAMPLE .

a. *šeni
1SG.NOM

[šen-si ]
1POSS.SG-DAT

∅-a-k-eb.
2ANOM.SG-PRV-praise-TS

“You praise yourself.”
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b. *isi

1SG.NOM

[tavisi ]
1POSS.SG

∅-a-k-eb-s.
3BDAT.SG-PRV-praise-TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he praises himself/herself.”

Following [AE99], who showed that “α is an anaphor” is not equivalent to “α
agrees with its antecedent”, [Eve01] argues that the element that agreeswith an an-
tecedent as a result of an anaphoric relation should be distinguished from the anaphoric
element itself.

This means that when considering what exactly is an anaphor in Georgian,the
phrasePOSS+tav- as a whole should be distinguished from its determiner, namely, the
POSS. Perhaps it is thePOSSwhich shares the features with the antecedent, however,
the determiner alone is unable to serve as an anaphor (cf. 4.3.17 vs. 6.3.6,6.3.9a vs.
6.3.8a, 6.3.9b vs. 6.3.8b) but only the combination of both the determiner and thehead
of the phrasetav-.

6.4 Georgian and the (Modified) Anaphor Agreement Effect

It will be shown here that there is no reason to assume that Georgian has adefault
agreement strategy. If the language would have had such a strategy, default agreement
would hold only in the cases where the phrasešen-s tav-sis a reflexive like it is in
Example 6.3.8a (ortavis tav-sin Example 6.3.8b). However, Example 6.4.1 shows
that the same phrase also triggers 3rd person agreement when used non-anaphorically,
either as a body-part (6.4.1) or in object camouflage (5.2.1, 5.2.9):

6.4.1.EXAMPLE . (From [Ami03, p. 105])

(me)
1SG.NOM

sark.e-̌si
mirror-in

šen-s
2POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s
head-DAT

v-xed-av,
1ANOM.SG-see-TS

t.an-s
body-DAT

k. i
while/but

vera.
cannot

“I see your head in the mirror, but I cannot see your body.”

Therefore, the agreement is regular, triggered by the phi-feature specification of the
head of the phrasetav-: 3rd person, singular. It is clear that not the anaphoric status
of the phrase is responsible for triggering the 3rd person agreement in the examples
6.3.3, 6.3.8a, 6.3.8b but the referential properties of the whole phrase, namely the per-
son feature (3rd) of the head of the phrase (tav-). The fact that agreement both in Greek
and Georgian is always 3rd person singular, irrespective of the phi-features of the an-
tecedent, is due to the morphosyntactic properties of the specific type of anaphoric
expressions these languages use, not to their referential (anaphoric) status [Eve01].
Therefore, Georgian still remains a counter-example for the Anaphor Agreement Ef-
fect. The language has object agreement and also object anaphors which trigger neither
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anaphoric agreement, nor default agreement but instead only normal object agreement,
contrary to the Anaphor Agreement Effect [Riz90] or its modified version[Woo99].

Observe that Georgian not only allows agreeing object anaphors but also agreeing
anaphors in subject position, contrary to what [Woo99] claims. In discussing Georgian
data [Woo99] argues that the language does not allow subject anaphors. The author
relates their ungrammaticality to the fact that Georgian allows “default” agreement in
the construction where the anaphor is an object but not in the constructionwhere it is a
subject ([Woo99, p. 272]). However, certain verbs in Georgian do not show the usual
subject-object asymmetry for binding (cf. 6.4.2a vs. 6.4.2b) and the reflexive phrase in
subject position, by the way, triggering the subject agreement (see the 3rd person SetA
agreement marker-a on the verb formg-a-c.am-a3) is perfectly grammatical with them
(Example 6.4.2a):

6.4.2.EXAMPLE . (From [AE00])

a. šen-ma
2POSS.SG-ERG

tav-ma
self-ERG

g-a-c.am-a
2BNOM.SG-PRV-torture-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

(šen).
2SG.NOM

Lit.: Yourself.SG it.tortured.you.SG you.SG

“Something related to you made you suffer.”

b. (̌sen)
2SG.ERG

šen-i
2POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i
self-NOM

∅-a-c.am-e.
2AERG.SG-PRV-torment-AOR.INDIC

“You tormented yourself.”

“You made yourself suffer.”

Thus, the Georgian reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- can appear both in object and in
subject positions triggering an agreement which has been argued in Section 6.4 to be
neither anaphoric nor default. Thus, the very phrase is a counter-example to the original
Anaphor Agreement Effect [Riz90] as well as to its modified version [Woo99].

6.5 Reflexivity Theoretic Explanation for Subject Anaphors

It has been established that the standard Binding Theory does not givea straightforward
account for the nominative/subject anaphor gap. Rizzi’s hypothesis [Riz90] and its
modified version [Woo99] have been designed to account for that gap.However, the
Georgian reflexive expression is a problem for both the original Anaphor Agreement
Effect [Riz90] and its modified version [Woo99] since, as argued in Section 6.4, the
expression triggers a regular agreement (not a default one as argued by [Woo99]) and

3See Footnote15 in Section 5.4.
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contrary to both versions, it can appear as an object (Example 6.4.2b) and even as a
subject (Example 6.4.2a).

In [AE99] an explanation is given for the fact that Greek allows a nominative/sub-
ject anaphor with certain verbs. [AE99]’s explanation is formulated within the Reflex-
ivity [RR93] Theory. Treatment of the Georgian data through the reflexivity framework
(like that of the Greek by [AE99]) also seems to be possible.

As was already noted in Chapter 4, and, in particular, in Section 4.2, in the Reflex-
ivity framework binding is not directly about the relative distribution of anaphors vs.
pronominals, as it was in the standard Binding Theory, but about reflexive predicates.
It should be repeated here that the two non-structural conditions of Reflexivity such as
Conditions A and Conditions B given earlier in Section 4.2 which make clear what it
means for a predicate to be reflexive and reflexive-marked:

• A predicate isreflexive, iff two of its arguments are coindexed.

• A predicate (formed ofP ) is reflexive-markediff either P is lexically reflexive
or one ofP ’s arguments is aSELF-anaphor.

As was already noted, unlike in the standard Binding Theory, in Reflexivitythe
configurational effects of anaphora are not attributed to the Conditions Aand Con-
ditions B (which are non-structural and, thus, do not refer to the notion c-command)
but to the Condition on Chain Formation based on the notion of Generalized Chain
Condition defined in Section 4.2 and repeated below:

• Condition on A-chain: A maximal A-chain(α1 , . . . , αn) contains exactly one
link α1 which is +R.

• An NP is +R iff it carries a full specification for phi-features (person, number,
gender) and structural case.

In Reinhart and Reuland’s view [RR93], every lexical element is subject to A-Chain
Formation under the conditions given above. The Chain Condition interacts with the
Reflexivity Conditions A and B, and in the example below it will be explained howthis
works exactly. Nominative anaphors are excluded by the Chain Condition under the
assumption that anaphors are typically [-R]. To illustrate this, consider the examples in
6.5.1a, 6.5.1b:

6.5.1.EXAMPLE .

a. The mani pleases himselfi .

b. *Himselfi pleases the mani .

In 6.5.1a, 6.5.1b the predicates are both reflexive and reflexive-marked satisfying
Reflexivity Conditions A and B. In other words, as far as the Reflexivity Conditions are
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concerned, both 6.5.1a and 6.5.1b are grammatical. The ungrammaticality of 6.5.1b
is due to a violation of the Condition on A-chains because in 6.5.2b the head of the
chain is [-R] since the English anaphorhimselfis not fully specified for phi-features, as
argued for by [RR93].

6.5.2.EXAMPLE .

a. [(the man)i [+R], himselfi [-R]]

b. [himselfi [-R], (the man)i [+R]]

So let us turn the argumentation around. If in a language a sentence like 6.5.1b
would be grammatical, the Chain Condition, apparently, has not been violated.But that
is only possible if the anaphor is marked [+R]. As claimed in [AE99], this is the case
in Greek. O eaftos tuis headed by a noun (eaftos) which acts as a [+SELF] element,
satisfying the Reflexivity conditions, while, at the same time, it is fully specified for
phi-features (masculine, 3rd person, inflected for number/case), thusbeing [+R].

In Example 6.5.3a which illustrates a subject reflexive there can be no violation of
the Chain Condition because the two coindexed elementstu andtu Petrudo not form
an A-chain.

6.5.3.EXAMPLE .

a. [O
The

eaftosj
self

tui ]j
his

tu
CL.DAT

aresi
like.3SG

[tu
the

Petru]i .
Petros.DAT

“Himself pleases Petros.”

b. [(O eaftos tui )j (+R)] [(tu Petru)i (+R)]

Recall that for proper A-Chain Formation, it is obligatory that the chain is headed
by [+R] element. In 6.5.3a (see also 6.5.3b) bothNPs that could potentially form a
chain are characterized as [+R]. Note, however, that the predicate in 6.5.3a is reflexive-
marked but not reflexive, therefore not satisfying Reflexivity Conditions A [RR93]. It
is not reflexive because its arguments are not co-indexed, but it is reflexive-marked be-
cause one of its arguments is an anaphor with the feature [+SELF] (see Definition 4.2.2).
To account for this, [AE99] assume that the head of the reflexive phrase undergoes
covert head incorporation, with subsequent possessor raising (6.5.4). By noun incorpo-
ration analysis the possessortu and the objecttu Petruare co-arguments. Therefore,o
eaftos tuconfines with condition A.

6.5.4.EXAMPLE .

[O
The

tj tui ]i
his

tu
CL.DAT

[eaftosj -aresi]
self-like.3SG

[tu
the

Petru]i .
Petros.DAT
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As is well-known, overt noun incorporation is restricted to subjects of unaccusative
verbs [Bak88]. According to [AE99], it is expected that covert nounincorporation
will be restricted likewise. Since nominative anaphors in Greek are restricted to unac-
cusative verbs (while being unavailable with unergative/transitive verbs) the incorpora-
tion analysis makes it possible to account for the verb class restriction in the distribution
of nominative anaphors in Greek.4

6.6 Georgian and the Reflexivity Theoretical Explanation

The Georgian reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- is exactly of the same feature specification
as the Greek anaphor, namely, [+SELF;+R] (see Subsection 4.3.2), the subject occur-
rences of the reflexive phrase could also be attributed to the feature specification and
the specific structure of the phrase, as it is done for Greek in [AE99]. However, before
adopting the treatment of the “inalienable” type of anaphors also to Georgian, first, the
Georgian data will be thoroughly examined in this section.

First of all, in Example 6.6.1 the Chain Condition is not violated. Given the struc-
ture of the anaphor, there is no Chain Formation in this Georgian example, contrary to
the English example just discussed—the two coindexed elementstavis-andp. resident.-
cannot form an A-chain (see Condition on A-chain in Section 4.2):

6.6.1.EXAMPLE . (Adapted from [Ami04a, p. 429])

[tavis-mai
3REFL.POSS.SG-ERG

tav-maj ]j
self-ERG

∅-i-xsn-a
3BNOM.SG-PRV-save-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

p.rezident.-ii .
president-NOM

Lit.: Himself/herself (s)he/it.saved.him/her president

“His own positive/*negative personal properties, and/or his past achievements/*fai-
lures, etc. saved the president.” (the only available reading is to be out ofthe hard
situation rather than to survive physically)

Example 6.6.1 is grammatical, contrary to 6.5.1b. Note, however, that the predicate
is reflexive-marked but not reflexive, therefore not satisfying Reflexivity Condition A
and B [RR93]. It is not reflexive because its arguments are not-coindexed, but it is
reflexive-marked because one of its arguments is an anaphor with the feature [+SELF]
(see Definition 4.2.2). To account for this, [AE99]’s analysis for Greek could be fol-
lowed (6.5.3a) and, it could be assumed like the Greek (6.5.4) that the head of the
reflexive phrase undergoes covert head incorporation, with subsequent possessor rais-
ing:

4See, however, [RS04] arguing against the unaccusative analysis ofreflexives in general.
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6.6.2.EXAMPLE .

*[tavis-mai
3REFL.POSS.SG-ERG

tj ]i [tav-maj -∅-i-xsn-a]
self-ERG-3BNOM.SG-PRV-save-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

p.rezident.-ii
president-NOM

However, the difference between the Greek and Georgian examples respectively
in 6.5.3a and 6.6.1 is immense, in the sense that the Greek one exemplifies an unac-
cusative verb while the Georgian one involves a transitive verb. The covert head incor-
poration that is feasible for Greek, gives an ungrammatical result for Georgian, since
cross-linguistically, and in particular in Georgian, transitive subjects do not incorpo-
rate (Example 6.6.2). The phrasetavis-ma tav-main 6.6.1 is marked by ergative, the
case of the subject argument in Aorist Indicative (TAM Series II, see Table 2.4 in Chap-
ter 2) and triggers the Set A agreement marker-a (triggered by the subject argument of
(di)transitives and unergatives inTAM Series II).

There is another issue that should be raised here. In [AE99], there is an implication
that, just as in Greek, if in a language no Chain Formation is possible becauseof the
type of anaphor, the language will allow subject anaphors.

Analogically to Greek [AE99], works like [Eve01, Eve03] argue that subject ana-
phors are allowed in Georgian thanks to their structure and properties as [+SELF;+R]
elements which are able to escape Chain Formation due to their internal structure.

However, it is not clear how it is possible that the same type of anaphor, for instance,
in Georgian with the same ability to escape the Chain Formation, is grammatical in
subject position only with some verbs (4.3.21, 5.4.1, 6.4.2a, 6.6.1, 6.6.3, 6.6.4,7.3.11b)
and not with others (3.4.11a, 3.4.13a, 6.6.5, 6.6.6, 6.6.7):

6.6.3.EXAMPLE .

tavis-ma
3REFL.POSS.SG-ERG

tav-ma
self-ERG

še-∅-a-̌sin-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-scare-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

k.ac-i.
man-NOM

Lit.: Himself scared man

“The man got scared because of something related to himself.”

6.6.4.EXAMPLE . (Georgian, adapted from [Ami04a, p. 428])

tavis-ma
3REFL.POSS.SG-ERG

tav-ma
self-ERG

ga-∅-a-oc-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-surprise-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

k.ac-i.
man-NOM

Lit.: Himself surprised man

“The man got surprised because of something related to himself.”
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6.6.5.EXAMPLE .

*tavis-ma
3REFL.POSS-erg

tav-ma
self-ERG

da-∅-xat.-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-draw-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

k.ac-i.
man-NOM

Himself drew the man.

6.6.6.EXAMPLE .

*tavis-ma
3REFL.POSS-ERG

tav-ma
self-ERG

ga-∅-lanz.γ-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-curse-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

k.ac-i.
man-NOM

Himself cursed the man.

6.6.7.EXAMPLE .

a. *tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s
self-DAT

∅-u-q.var-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-love-3ANOM.SG

giorgi-∅.5

Giorgi-NOM

Himself loves Giorgi.

b. giorgi-s
Giorgi-DAT

∅-u-q.var-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-love-3ANOM.SG

tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i.
self-NOM

“Giorgi loves himself.”

The same can be observed in the languages with the same type of anaphor, for
instance, in Greek and Basque where only some verbs allow reflexives as a subject
(see 4.3.15a (here repeated as 6.6.8a), 6.6.9a for Greek and 6.6.11, 6.6.12, 6.6.13a for
Basque) while others do not (see 6.6.9b, 6.6.10 for Greek and 6.6.13b, 6.6.14, 6.6.15
for Basque):

6.6.8.EXAMPLE .

a. [O
The

eaftosj
self

tui ]j
his

ton
CL.ACC

provlimatizi
puzzle-3SG

[ton
the

Petro]i .
Petros.ACC

“Himself puzzles Petros.”

b. [(O eaftos tui )j (+R)] [(ton Petro)i (+R)]

6.6.9.EXAMPLE . (Greek, from [Ana99])

a. Tin
DEFIN

Maria
Maria.ACC

tin
CL-ACC

provlimatizi/enoxli/anisihi
puzzles/bothers/worries

o
DEFIN

eaftos
REFL-NOM

tis.
her

“Maria is puzzled/bothered/worried with/at/by herself.”

5Georgian subject experiencer verbs take a dative experiencer as a subject and a nominative theme as an
object (6.6.7b). Thus, the reflexive phrasetavis tav-sin 6.6.7a is the subject argument of the corresponding
verb.
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b. *Tin
DEFIN

Maria
Maria.ACC

den
not

tin
CL-ACC

thavmazi/aghapai
admires/likes

o
DEFIN

eaftos
REFL-NOM

tis.
her

Herself does not admire/like Mary.

6.6.10.EXAMPLE . (Greek, from [Ana99])

*Ton
the

eafto
REFL

tu
POSS.ACC

tu
CL.DAT

aresi
like-3SG

o
DEFIN

Petros.6

Petros.NOM

Himself likes Petros.

6.6.11.EXAMPLE . (Basque, X. Artiagoitia, personal communication)

neure
my

buru-a-k
head-DET-ERG

hilko
it.kills.me

nau.
AUX

Lit.: Myself kills me

“Something like my personality, the things I do and worry about. . . that is goingto
kill me.”

6.6.12.EXAMPLE . (Basque, from [Art03, p. 630])

Niri
1SG.DAT

batez
above

ere
all

neure
my.own

buru-a-k
head-DET-ERG

ematen
give.IMPERF

dit
AUX

beldurra.
fear

“Above all it is myself that causes me fear.”

6.6.13.EXAMPLE . (Basque, from I. Laka’s Basque Grammar Page)

a. Egunotan,
day.DET.in

neure
my.own

buru-a-k
head-DET-ERG

kezkatzen
worry.HAB

nau.
me.has.it

“These days, my(own)self worries me.”

b. *Neure
my.own

buru-a-k
head-DET-ERG

ikusi
seen

nau
me.has.it

ni.
I

“Myself has seen me.”

6.6.14.EXAMPLE . (Basque, [Art03, p. 622])

*Bere
his

buru-a-k
head-DET-ERG

Mirande
Mirande

hil
kill

zuen.
AUX

Himself killed Mirande.

6.6.15.EXAMPLE . (Basque, I. Laka, personal communication, 2001)

*Bere
her

buru-a-k
head-DET-ERG

Miren
Miren.ABS

maite
love

du.
has

Herself loves Miren.
6aresi is a subject experiencer verb [Ana99] taking a dative experiencer asa subject and a nominative

theme as an object. Thus, the anaphor in 6.6.10 is the subject argumentof the verb.
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If only the structure of an anaphor would matter (enabling to escape the Chain For-
mation) then, the anaphors in these languages (or in any language with the same type
of anaphor) would have to be grammatical in any position (subject or objectposition)
in any context irrespective of the verb semantic class. While the data showsthat this is
not the case in either of the above given languages, additional assumptions are neces-
sary. As was already mentioned, [AE99] argue that, ultimately, the distinction between
unaccasative and unergative verbs is relevant: the former allowing subject anaphors,
the latter barring subject anaphors. The distinction is linked to the fact that noun-
incorporation from subject position is generally excluded. In the case ofunaccusative
verbs, noun-incorporation is allowed because the subjects are underlyingly objects.
However, as the examples 6.6.1–6.6.4 (as opposed to the examples 6.6.5, 6.6.6) show,
it is not an unaccusative vs. unergative distinction that is responsible for (not) allowing
subject anaphors in Georgian.

Therefore, it should be concluded that it is not the structure of an anaphor which is
responsible for the grammaticality of subject anaphors (contrary to [AE99] for Greek
and [Eve01, Eve03] for Georgian).7 Note, furthermore, that if the form of an anaphor
matters (“inalienable possession” type, [AE99]) reciprocals should be expected to be
barred from subject positions, since they are not of the “inalienable possession” type in
Georgian and have rather a different structure than reflexives (seeSection 3.6.2 and the
examples 3.6.3a and 3.6.5). However, as the examples 3.6.40a, 5.5.1, 6.6.16a, 6.6.17a
and 6.6.18a illustrate, Georgian does allow the reciprocalertmanet-as a subject (cf.
3.6.40a vs. 3.6.40d, 5.5.1 vs. 5.5.3, 6.6.16a vs. 6.6.16b, 6.6.17a vs. 6.6.17b, 6.6.18a
vs. 6.6.18b):

6.6.16.EXAMPLE .

a. ertmanet-i
REC-NOM

∅-t.anj-av-t
3BDAT.SG-torment-TS-PLDAT

ivane-s-a
Ivane-DAT-EV

da
and

meri-s.
Meri-DAT

Lit.: Each.other it.torments.them Ivane and Meri

*Each other torment(s) Ivane and Meri

“[Something related to] each other makes Ivane and Meri suffer (i.e. theirshyness,
etc.).”

b. ivane-∅
Ivane-NOM

da
and

meri-∅
Meri-NOM

∅-t.anj-av-en
3BDAT.SG-torment-TS-3ANOM.PL

ertmanet-s.
REC-DAT

“Ivane and Meri torment each other.”

6.6.17.EXAMPLE .

a. amxanag-eb-s
friend-PL-DAT

∅-a-xar-eb-t
3BDAT.SG-PRV-happy-TS-PLDAT

ertmanet-i.8

REC-NOM

7[Reu01] relates the subject anaphor gap to the phi-feature deficiency of anaphors. Since Georgian
anaphors are not phi-feature deficient, their distribution is not inconsistent with [Reu01]’s approach.
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Lit.: Friends it.makes.them.happy each.other

“Something related to each other makes the friends happy.”

b. From [Tui98, p. 133], example (77)

amxanag-eb-i
friend-PL-NOM

∅-a-xar-eb-en
3BDAT.SG-PRV-happy-TS-3ANOM.PL

ertmanet-s.
REC-DAT

Lit.: Friends they.make.them.happy each.other

“The friends make each other happy.”

6.6.18.EXAMPLE . (Georgian, adapted from [Tui87, p. 300])

a. am
this.DAT

gogo-eb-s
girl-PL-DAT

ertmanet-i
REC-NOM

∅-a-int.eres-eb-t.
3BDAT.SG-PRV-interest-TS-PLDAT

Lit.: this girls each.other it.makes.them.interested

“Something related to each other interests these girls.”

b. es
this.NOM

gogo-eb-i
girl-PL-NOM

ertmanet-s
REC-DAT

∅-a-int.eres-eb-en
3BDAT.SG-PRV-interest-TS-3ANOM.PL

zγap.r-eb-it.
tale-PL-INST

Lit.: this girls each.other they.make.them.interested with.tales

“These girls are getting each other interested in folk tales.”

Furthermore, note that, apparently, the reciprocal being coindexed with the postce-
dent does not create a chain condition violation.

All this might suggest that there is not a simple primitive concept anaphor. A dis-
tinction between reflexives and reciprocals has to be made (for the similar view see
also [Eve00]), just like it is made for different types of reflexives [RR91, RR93, Saf96,
AE99]. If this is accepted, there should be a distinction between reflexives and recipro-
cals and it should be agreed that in the distribution of the subject reflexives, their form
is a relevant factor:

If a language has a subject anaphor, the anaphor will be “non-pronominal”.
i.e. its form (structure, properties) is relevant [AE99].

8Note that [Tui98]’s original example (78) on page 133 (brought in this footnote as (i)) gives the
reciprocal as a determiner. However, the reciprocal can be given not only as a determiner but also as a
head of the phrase as in 6.6.17a or in 3.6.40a:

i. amxanag-eb-s
friend-PL-DAT

∅-a-xar-eb-t
3BDAT.SG-PRV-happy-TS-PLDAT

ertmanet-is
REC-GEN

amb-eb-i.
news-PL-NOM

Lit.: Friends it.makes.them.happy each.other’s news

“Each other’s news makes the friends happy.”
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This is in accordance with the data, since all the languages reported in the liter-
ature having subject reflexives also have non-pronominal anaphors(Basque (6.6.12,
6.6.13a), Modern Greek (4.3.15a, 4.3.16, 6.3.7), Dargwa [Kib97], Nepali [BY00],
Albanian (6.3.4a and also [Hub85, Wil88]), Toba Batak [Sch84, CH05].However,
a cross-linguistic examination is required t establish whether the reverse is also the
case—whether languages having non-pronominal anaphors always show the phenom-
enon of subject anaphors. If the answer is “yes”, then the reason ofhaving subject
anaphors could lie in their structure. If not, then either the structure of the anaphor is
not relevant at all, or there is also something else apart from the structurewhich needs
further investigation.

Perhaps it is not the structure of the anaphor but the semantic/structural properties
of the classes of verbs that make it possible for reflexives to appear asa subject.

In Georgian irrespective of the structure of the anaphor, whether it is an inalien-
able type reflexive (the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav-) or a non-inalienable type reciprocal
(ertmanet-), it can surface as a subject with verbs of certain characteristics.

The next chapter will be devoted to assessing the verb classes allowing/disallowing
the reflexive phrase and reciprocal as their subject argument. Below,this chapter will
be summarized in Section 6.7.

6.7 Summary

While some authors have related the non-existence of nominative/subject anaphors to
the lack of the nominative forms in the paradigm of anaphors [And82, Mal84], others
have proposed the gap in the paradigm of anaphors to be related with an inconsistency
between anaphors and agreement. [Riz90] has called this the Anaphor Agreement Ef-
fect discussed here in Section 6.2. The principle, according to which anaphors do not
occur in syntactic positions construed with agreement, has been claimed by [Riz90]
to be working cross-linguistically. Via applying the principle to wider data including
some languages having object agreement, [Woo99] modified the principle acknowledg-
ing its cross-linguistic character. Section 6.3 dealt with the Anaphor Agreement Effect
modified by [Woo99], which says that if anaphors trigger an agreement, the agreement
will be exclusively either anaphoric or “default”.

Section 6.4 has argued that Georgian represents a counter-example forboth ver-
sions of the principle. Namely, it was argued that the agreement triggered by anaphors
in Georgian is neither anaphoric nor default, but instead is a normal agreement. Addi-
tionally, it was argued that apart from agreeing object anaphors, Georgian also allows
agreeing anaphors in subject position with certain verbs and verb readings so that the
agreement is neither anaphoric not default. Thus, the cross-linguistic nature of the
principle becomes doubtful.

Section 6.5 discussed another explanation for the presence/absence ofthe gap in the
paradigm of anaphors by [AE99]. To be more precise, [AE99] has offered an expla-
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nation as to why nominative/subject anaphors were not banned in Greek.The authors
have claimed the Greek anaphor to be [+SELF;+R] which makes Chain Formation with
the antecedent unavailable. If there is no Chain Formation, consequently Chain Forma-
tion violation is not an option. And if in Greek there is no Chain Formation violation,
the anaphors can appear in any position. The far reaching prediction implied in [AE99]
is that if in a language no Chain Formation is possible because of the type of anaphor,
the language will allow subject anaphors.

Later [Eve01, Eve03] have tried to extend the explanation of [AE99] alsofor Geor-
gian and argued that, because of its structure and properties, the [+SELF;+R] type
anaphoric phrasePOSS+tav- (see Subsection 4.3.2) is unable to form an A-Chain and
thus, it could appear in any position, including the subject position.

Section 6.6 has argued against adopting the treatment of the Greek data by [AE99]
also for Georgian. Even for Greek (and also for Georgian), if the structure enables
the anaphors to appear in subject position it has to be possible for the anaphor to be
a subject of verbs of any semantic class. However, this is not true in eitherGreek
or Georgian. Additionally, the Georgian reciprocalertmanet-, which is of a different
formation and not at all a [+SELF;+R] anaphor, is also allowed in subject position.

Since it is not the structure and the anaphoric properties of the reflexivephrase
POSS+tav- and the reciprocalertmanet-that are shared but the verb classes and verb
reading which allow them as a subject argument, it was suggested in Section 6.6 to take
into the consideration the verb classes and verb readings allowing the phenomenon.

In Section 6.7 Chapter 6 was summarized, and the next Chapter 7 will continue
with a detailed discussion on subject uses of the Georgian reflexive phrasePOSS+tav-
and those of the reciprocalertmanet-and thereby looking into the verb classes allowing
the phenomenon.





Chapter 7

Georgian Anaphors as a Subject Argument

7.1 Introduction

Everywhere in the traditional Georgian literature (see [Mar64a, Sha73,Kva96] among
others) as well as in the works on Georgian by foreign linguists (see [Har81, And84,
Hew95b] among others) in one form or another one will find a restriction onthe use
of reflexives and reciprocals as a subject.1 According to those authors, Georgian re-
flexives and reciprocals are never marked by the ergative case marker which is the case
exclusively of the subject.2 Subjects can only serve as an antecedent but they can never
be given as a reflexive or a reciprocal.3 However, [Asa82, Tui98, Ami98] give a small
amount of data on reflexives [Asa82, Ami98] and reciprocals [Tui98] used as a subject.4

This chapter deals with the subject uses of the Georgian reflexive phrase POSS+tav-
and the reciprocalertmanet-. The data given in [Asa82, Ami98, Tui98] will be con-
sidered in addition with other data published either later or from the field notes made
by the author of this dissertation in Georgia in the summers of 1999 and 2001. The
chapter is organized as follows: Section 7.2 gives an overview of the cases of the

1Sometimes such a restriction on the use of the reflexive and reciprocals isnot even overtly formulated
in the literature on Georgian, since it is already assumed that the use is ungrammatical.

2As already discussed in Section 2.4 (see also Table 2.4), subject arguments are not marked just for
ergative case. Verbs of different verb classes have different alignment in differentTAM Series (see, for
instance, [And84, Aro94, Boe89, Hew95b, Kva96, Sha73] among others). For instance, transitive verbs
have the subject argument marked byERG in TAM Series II, byNOM in TAM Series I and byDAT in TAM

Series III. Thus, the examples of subject reflexives (or subject reciprocals) are not only those marked by
ERG (5.4.1, 6.4.2a, 7.3.11b) but also those marked byNOM (3.6.40a, 5.5.1, 6.6.16a) orDAT.

3Although Georgian media and everyday spoken language offer examples of reflexives and reciprocals
as a subject argument, prescriptive Georgian grammarians refuse toacknowledge that the phenomenon
exists. They observe correctly that Russiansebjaand the reciprocaldrug-druganever appear as subjects.
However, this is irrelevant to the behavior of reflexives and reciprocals in Georgian. I am grateful to Kevin
Tuite (personal communication, 2000) for suggesting to concentrate not only on reflexives as in [AE00]
but also pay attention to the subject occurrences of reciprocals in Georgian with object experiencer verbs.

4The Candidate Dissertation later published as [Asa82] has been carried out between 1974–1981 and
defended in 1981 at the Tbilisi State University. As for [Tui98], it is a revised version of the PhD thesis
defended by the author at the Department of Linguistics of the Universityof Chicago in 1988.
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ergative-marked reflexive phrasePOSS+tav-. By examining the ergative-marked reflex-
ive phrases with quantificational postcedents it is argued that the cases are of genuine
binding rather than those of coreference. Section 7.3 discusses the interpretation the
reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- or the reciprocalertmanet-get in subject position. Two
major readings of anaphors in subject position in Georgian are identified. Namely, the
reading in which anaphors are interpreted as anaspect/property(Subsection 7.3.2) or
an image/representationof the postcedent (Subsection 7.3.3). As was noted earlier in
[Ami03, Ami04a], the cases in which anaphors are interpreted as anaspect/property
of the postcedent, illustrate constraints on the thematic composition of the verbs tak-
ing them as a subject argument. Namely, the anaphoric subject must be a theme/cause
rather than an agent and the direct object postcedent has to be an experiencer. This
narrows down the classes of verbs being able to take a subject anaphorto object experi-
encer verbs as well as transitive verbs on their psych (object experiencer reading). How-
ever, the subject uses of the anaphors that are interpreted as animage/representationof
the postcedent, do not give rise to such a constraint. On theimage/representationread-
ing, the anaphor in subject position can refer to inanimate or animate referents proxi-
mate to the postcedent. The cases with animate referents illustrate transitive verbs with
their agentive reading. Thus, in general, subject uses of anaphors are not really con-
strained by the semantics/thematic properties of verbs, contrary to what [AE99] claims
for Greek and [Ami04a] for Georgian.

The form of anaphors also does not seem to be an explanation for the distribution.
There were already arguments in Chapter 6 against relating the distribution of the Geor-
gian anaphors to their structure, as is done for the Greek anaphor of a similar structure
in [AE99]. In this chapter another recent work such as [Reu01] will bereferred to,
which also relates the proxy reading of the Dutch anaphorzichzelfto its being a com-
plex reflexive, thus, to its structure. Although both the Georgian anaphorPOSS+tav-and
the Dutchzichzelfare interpreted as a relevant function of their antecedent/postcedent
and are both complex anaphors by the form, for another Georgian anaphor, the recip-
rocalertmanet-it is problematic to fit in the explanation. The reciprocal also gets the
same proxy reading in subject position. However, it does not have a similarstructure as
complex reflexives cross-linguistically. In Section 7.4 the chapter will be summarized.

7.2 Can It Be Called Binding?

The first mentioning of the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- as a subject argument seems
to be in [Asa82] (later pointed out also in [Boe89] after [Asa82]). [Asa82]’s original
examples of ergative-marked reflexive phrases, like the one in Example 7.2.1, involve
causative verbs where the subject argument is given as a reflexive phrase:

7.2.1.EXAMPLE . (Adapted5 from [Asa82, p. 86])

5In the original example of the reflexive phrase as a subject by [Asa82] the indirect and direct objects
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tavis-ma6

3REFL.POSS.SG-ERG

tav-ma
self-ERG

ga-∅-a-k.et-eb-in-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-do-TS-CAUS-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

[nino-s
nino-DAT

es].
this.NOM

Lit.: Herself she/it.made.her.do.it Nino this

“Something in Ninoi ’s personality made heri do this.”

Apart from causatives, either synthetic (7.2.1, 7.2.2) or analytical (7.2.3), transitive
verbs are also able to take the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- (4.3.21, 5.4.1, 6.4.2a, 6.6.1,
7.2.4, 7.2.5a) and the reciprocalertmanet-(5.5.1, 6.6.16a) as a subject argument:

7.2.2.EXAMPLE .

čem-ma
1POSS.SG-ERG

tav-ma
self-ERG

ča-m-a-den-in-a
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-commit-CAUS-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

(me)
1SG.DAT

danǎsaul-i.
crime-NOM

Lit.: Myself it.made.me.commit.it me crime

“[Something in] myself made me commit the crime.”

7.2.3.EXAMPLE .

čem-ma
1POSS.SG-ERG

tav-ma
self-ERG

m-a-iz.ul-a
1BDAT.SG-PRV-force-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

amis
this.DAT

gaketeba-∅.
doing-NOM

“[Something in] my personality made me do this.”

are dropped, however they are reconstructed here according to another example of [Asa82] and are given
in the square brackets.

6Note that thePOSScan also be given as the possessivesak.utar- “own”. Since the possessive is
underspecified with regard to the person feature, it can select a postcedent of any person (see (i) and (ii)):

i. sak.utar-ma
own-ERG

tav-ma
self-ERG

ga-∅-a-k.et-eb-in-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-do-TS-CAUS-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

nino-s
nino-DAT

es.
this.NOM

“Something in Ninoi ’s personality made heri do this.”

ii. sak.utar-ma
own-ERG

tav-ma
self-ERG

ča-m-a-den-in-a
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-commit-CAUS-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

(me)
1SG.DAT

danǎsaul-i.
crime-NOM

Lit.: Own self it.made.me.commit.it me crime

“Something in myself made me commit the crime.”
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7.2.4.EXAMPLE . (From [Ami04a, p. 429])

tavis-ma
3REFL.POSS.SG-ERG

tav-ma
self-ERG

da-∅-γup.-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-ruin-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

p.rezident.-i.
president-NOM

Lit.: Himself ruined the president

“His own *positive / negative personal properties, and/or his past *achievements/
failures, etc. ruined the president.” (the only available reading is to have no way
out of the hard situation rather than to be destroyed physically)

7.2.5.EXAMPLE . (From [Ami04a, p. 437])

a. tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i
self-NOM

∅-a-c.am-eb-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-torture-TS-3ANOM.SG

k.ac-s.
man-DAT

Lit.: Himself is torturing the man

“His own property(/properties) make(s) the man suffer.” (non-agentive reading)

b. k.ac-i
man-NOM

∅-a-c.am-eb-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-torture-TS-3ANOM.SG

tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s.
self-DAT

“The man is torturing himself.”

Additionally, object experiencer predicates, being treated as causativeconstructions
[Pes95], can also take both the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- (6.6.3, 6.6.4, 7.2.6) and the
reciprocalertmanet-(3.6.40a, 6.6.17a, 7.2.7a) as a subject argument:

7.2.6.EXAMPLE . (From [Ami98, p. 117])

tavis-ma
3REFL.POSS.SG-ERG

tav-ma
self-ERG

še-∅-a-pikrian-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-thoughtful-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

ivane-∅.
Ivane-NOM

Lit.: Himself he/it.puzzled.him Ivane

“[Something related to] himself puzzled Ivane.”

7.2.7.EXAMPLE .

a. ertmanet-i
REC-NOM

g-a-braz-eb-t
2BDAT.SG-PRV-anger-TS-PLDAT

(tkven).
2PL.DAT

Lit.: Each.other it.angers.you.PL you.PL

“[Something related to each other] angers you.”

b. (tkven)
2PL.NOM

ertmanet-s
REC-DAT

∅-a-braz-eb-t.
2ANOM.SG-PRV-anger-TS-PLNOM

“You make each other angry.”
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The examples in 7.2.8 illustrate that there is no subject-object asymmetry in these
cases: 7.2.8a is a case of a subject anaphor, 7.2.8b a case of an objectanaphor:

7.2.8.EXAMPLE .

a. ertmanet-i
REC-NOM

∅-a-mxiarul-eb-t
3BDAT.SG-PRV-cheerful-TS-PLDAT

bav̌sv-eb-s.
child-PL-DAT

“Something in each other makes the children cheerful.” (i.e., their behavior,the
way they look, etc.)

b. bav̌sv-eb-i
child-PL-NOM

ertmanet-s
REC-DAT

∅-a-mxiarul-eb-en.
3BDAT.SG-PRV-cheerful-TS-3ANOM.PL

“The children make each other cheerful.” (i.e., by performing, telling, etc.)

Before going into a further discussion on the subject uses of the Georgian anaphors
it should be illustrated that the uses are the cases of binding rather than those of coref-
erence.

In order to verify that the relation between the ergative-marked subject reflexive
phrase and its nominative postcedent (or between the nominative-marked subject re-
flexive phrase and its dative postcedent) is binding and not just a coreference in the
examples like 4.3.21a, 4.3.21b, 5.4.1, 6.6.1, 6.6.3, 6.6.4, 7.2.1 as well as in 7.2.2,7.2.3,
7.2.4, 7.2.5a, 7.2.6, 7.3.11b, subject anaphors with a quantificational postcedent should
be considered.

It is well-known [Rei76] that, a pronominal can be dependent on the interpreta-
tion of a quantificational expression, if there is a binding relation between them. For
instance, the pronominalhe in Example 7.2.9a cannot get the value of the quantifica-
tional expressioneveryonebecause there is no binding relation between them. How-
ever, the pronominalhecan get the value of the quantificational expression when there
is a binding relation between the two, as in Example 7.2.9b:

7.2.9.EXAMPLE . (Based on [RE01])

a. *Everyonei /Johni had been worrying himself stiff. Hei was relieved.

b. Everyonei /Johni who had been worrying himself stiff said that hei was relieved.

c. *Everyoneis/Johnis mother said that hei was relieved.

Thus, if in Georgian the interpretation of the reflexive phrase in subject position is
dependent on the interpretation of the postcedent quantificational expression it could
be argued that there is a true binding relation between the anaphoric phrase and the
quantificational expression.

The sentences in 7.2.10, 7.2.11, 7.2.12 offer some examples of the reflexive phrase
POSS+tav- as a subject argument with a quantificational postcedent. Each of these
examples has an ergative marked reflexive phrasetavis-ma tav-maas a subject argu-
ment. The interpretation of the reflexive phrasetavis-ma tav-ma“himself/herself” is
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dependent on the interpretation of the postcedentq. vela-∅ “everybody”, which shows a
relation of variable binding:

7.2.10.EXAMPLE .

cxovreba-̌si
life-in

ertxel
once

mainc
at.least

tavis-ma
3REFL.POSS.SG-ERG

tav-ma
self-ERG

q.vela-∅
everybody-NOM

šeiz.leba
it.is.possible

da-∅-a-prtx-o-s.
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-scare-SUBJ-3AERG.SG

Lit.: In.life once at.least himself/herself everybody it.is.possible
(s)he/it.scares.SUBJ.him/her

“At least once in the life everybody can get scared of himself/herself.”

7.2.11.EXAMPLE .

t.q.uil-ad
lie-ADV

da-∅-a-bral-eb-t
PV-2ANOM.SG-PRV-blame-TS-PLNOM

zemo-dan
above-from

zec.ola-s,
press-DAT

uz.raob-is
Stagnation-GEN

c.l-eb-̌si
year-PL-in

mainc,
at.least

tavis-ma
3REFL.POSS.SG-ERG

tav-ma
self-ERG

∅-u-biz.g-a
3BDAT.SG-PRV-push-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

q.vela-s,
everybody-DAT

šesuliq.o
him/her.to.be.entered

p.art.ia-ši.
party-in

Lit.: Wrongly you.PL.will.blame.it from.above press, of.Stagnation in.years at.least
self’s self
it.pushed.him/her everybody to.join party

“You will wrongly blame the press from above, at least in the years of Stagnation
everybody was pushed by himself/herself to enter the party.”7

7.2.12.EXAMPLE .

gadamc.q.vet.
decisive

moment.-ši
moment-in

tavis-ma
3REFL.POSS.SG-ERG

tav-ma
self-ERG

q.vela-∅
everybody-NOM

šeiz.leba
it.is.possible

da-∅-a-pikr-o-s.
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-think-SUBJ-3AERG.SG

Lit.: Decisive moment.in himself/herself everybody it.is.possible
(s)he/it.makes.SUBJ.him/her.start.think

“In a decisive moment a property/aspect of one’s own can make everybody start
thinking.”

7What is meant by Example 7.2.11 is the following: in the Soviet Union in the years of Stagnation
(1970’s) people used to join the already corrupt communist party mainlyto use the membership for their
own carrier, not at all for sharing the principles of the party.
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The cases with quantificational postcedents in the examples 7.2.10, 7.2.11, 7.2.12
illustrate variable binding, not just coreference, between the subject anaphor and its
postcedent. Therefore, in general, subject anaphors in Georgian could be claimed to be
binding their postcedents and not just be coreferential with them.

That the reflexive phrase is the subject argument of the verb forms in theexamples
7.2.10, 7.2.11, 7.2.12 can be shown by the substitution test in 7.2.13, 7.2.14, 7.2.15:

7.2.13.EXAMPLE .

cxovreba-̌si
life-in

ertxel
once

mainc
at.least

umc.eob-is
helplessness-GEN

grz.noba-m
feeling-ERG

q.vela-∅
everybody-NOM

šeiz.leba
it.is.possible

da-∅-a-prtx-o-s.
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-scare-SUBJ-3AERG.SG

Lit.: In.the.life once at.least of.helplessness feeling everybody it.is.possible
it.scares.SUBJ.him/her

“At least once in the life the feeling of helplessness can scare everybody.”

7.2.14.EXAMPLE .

t.q.uil-ad
lie-ADV

da-∅-a-bral-eb-t
PV-2ANOM.SG-PRV-blame-TS-PLNOM

zemo-dan
above-from

zec.ola-s,
press-DAT

uz.raob-is
Stagnation-GEN

c.l-eb-̌si
year-PL-in

mainc,
at.least

uk.et
better

moc.q.ob-is
making.oneself.comfortable-GEN

survil-ma
will- ERG

∅-u-biz.g-a
3BDAT.SG-PRV-push-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

q.vela-s,
everybody-DAT

šesuliq.o
him/her.to.be.entered

p.art.ia-ši.
party-in

Lit.: Wrongly you.PL.will.blame.it from.above press of.Stagnation in.years at.least
better of.making.
.oneself.comfortable will it.pushed.him/her everybody to.join party

“You will wrongly blame the press from above, at least in the years of Stagnation
the will to make oneself comfortable pushed everybody to enter the party.”

7.2.15.EXAMPLE .

gadamc.q.vet.
decisive

moment.-ši
moment-in

tavis-ma
3REFL.POSS.SG-ERG

tviseb-eb-ma
quality-PL-ERG

q.vela-∅
everybody-NOM

šeiz.leba
it.is.possible

da-∅-a-pikr-o-s.
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-think-SUBJ-3AERG.SG8

Lit.: Decisive moment.in self’s qualities everybody it.is.possible
it.makes.SUBJ.him/her.start.think
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“In a decisive moment one’s own qualities can make everybody start thinking.”

Thus, the reflexive phrase in subject position has to be co-valued with anargument
in the VP not only when the argument is a referential expression (as in the examples
4.3.21a, 4.3.21b, 6.6.1, 6.6.3, 6.6.4, 7.2.1, 7.2.4, 7.2.5a, 7.2.6, 7.3.11b) but also when
it is quantificational (as in the examples 7.2.10, 7.2.11, 7.2.12).

7.3 Georgian Subject Anaphors and their Postcedents

7.3.1 Introduction

In the previous Section 7.2 it was argued that the relation between the Georgian ana-
phors used as a subject and their postcedents is a relation of binding rather than that of
a coreference. The present Section 7.3 deals with the interpretation of those anaphors
appearing as a subject argument of a verb. In general, none of the subject uses dis-
plays a full referential identity between the anaphor and its postcedent but there is an
obligatorily partial identity. Two main groups of subject uses are discussedaccord-
ing to what is the interpretation of the anaphor with regard to its antecedent. Namely,
the cases in which the anaphors get interpreted as anaspect/property ofthe postce-
dent (Subsection 7.3.2) and the cases in which the anaphors get interpreted as anim-
age/representation ofthe postcedent (Subsection 7.3.3). Although both (i) the structure
of the anaphors and (ii) the thematic composition of the verb may sometimes appear
as a decisive factor for the ability of an anaphor to appear as a subject argument, the
importance of both will be reviewed.

7.3.2 TheAspect/Property ofReading of the Subject Anaphors

In general, body-part reflexives in the languages of the world illustratehow body-
part terms are being interpreted as a synecdoche for the whole referent (pars pro toto,
[Sch99], see the examples 3.4.1, 7.3.1 for Georgian):

7.3.1.EXAMPLE .

(me)
1SG.ERG

(mas)
3SG.DAT

čem-i
my-NOM

tav-i
head-NOM

da-v-u-xat.-e.
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-draw/paint-AOR.INDIC

“I drew myself for him/her.”

“I drew my head for him/her.”

8Note that plural inanimate subjects trigger a singular agreement (in contrast with plural animate
subjects).
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Some of the examples of the subject anaphors, like 4.3.21a, 4.3.21b, 5.4.1, 6.4.2a,
6.6.1, 6.6.3, 6.6.4, 7.2.1, 7.2.2, 7.2.3, 7.2.4, 7.2.5a, 7.2.6 presented so far in this study
illustrate that the anaphors refer to some aspect(s) or some property/properties of the
referent of the postcedentNP. This might make an impression that body-parts when
grammaticalized into reflexive markers retain a concept of being a part of awhole and
refer to a part, property, an aspect of the referent of the postcedent (pars pro parte
reading).

However, as argued by [Ami04a] and in Section 6.6, the subject uses of the recip-
rocal ertmanet-show that theaspect/property ofreading has nothing to do with the
form of the anaphor. The reciprocal, when it appears in subject position has theas-
pect/property ofreading (3.6.40a, 5.5.1, 6.6.16a, 6.6.17a, 7.2.7a, 7.2.8a) but it neither
forms a possessive construction nor is derived from any body part (3.6.3a). Therefore,
theaspect/property ofreading is characteristic for the subject uses of anaphors as such.

This means that the semantics do not depend on formal properties like whether
it has a possessive morphosyntax (in the case of the reflexive) or not(in the case of
the reciprocal). As argued in [Ami04a], there must be something else that makes it
possible for the subject uses of anaphors to be interpreted as anaspect/property of
the postcedent. It is just a coincidence that the Georgian reflexive has astructure of
the possessive construction. If theaspect/property ofreading of a pro-form (or some
other word) in the subject position were related to the structure of that pro-form (e.g.
POSS+tav-) then the acceptable subject reciprocalertmanet-would also have to be of a
possessive form but in fact, it is not (3.6.3a).

Since the formally different reflexivePOSS+tav-and the reciprocalertmanet-, when
put in a subject position of a certain class of verbs both get interpreted alike, the similar
interpretation has to be related to the verb class rather than to the form of anyof the
anaphors.

It is argued in [Ami04a] that two generalizations seem to hold: (i) these anaphors
are grammatical when the subject has a cause/theme reading (of the originallytransi-
tive verbs) but not on the agentive subject reading,9 and (ii) none of the subject expe-
riencer verbs (taking a dative experiencer subject) are able to take the reflexive phrase
POSS+tav-10 (6.6.7a, 7.3.2a) or the reciprocalertmanet-as a dative marked (i.e. sub-

9Some of the examples of subject anaphors, like 4.3.21b, 6.4.2a, 6.6.3, 6.6.4, 7.2.5a, 7.2.6 illustrate that
reflexives as subjects cannot refer to agents but can only be understood as causers. The theme argument
of transitive verbs on a non-agentive reading is, in fact, an experiencer. Therefore, on their non-agentive
reading agentive verbs are turned into object experiencer verbs. The phenomenon of turning a transitive
into a psych verb on the stative reading is discussed in [Bou95] and [Ara98]. According to [Ara98],
agentive verbs can have a psych interpretation if the subject cannot beconstrued as agentive (This joke
really killed the audience; An idea hit Mary). It has been observed by [Bou95] that in fact any verb can
be interpreted as a psych verb if (a) the verb has one animate argumentwhich will be interpreted as an
experiencer (necessary but non-sufficient requirement), (b) theexternal argument is incapable of physical
action.

10The same is true for Greek and Basque. In both languages reflexive phrases appear as subjects only
with object experiencer verbs while the subject experiencer verbs areungrammatical with reflexive sub-
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ject) argument (Example 7.3.3). It can be concluded that the subject anaphors are not
allowed when they fulfill the role of agent or experiencer:

7.3.2.EXAMPLE .

a. *tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s
self-DAT

s-z.ul-s
3BDAT.SG-hate-3ANOM.SG

šalva-∅.
Shalva-NOM

Himself hates Shalva.

b. šalva-s
Shalva-DAT

s-z.ul-s
3BDAT.SG-hate-3ANOM.SG

tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i.
self-NOM

“Shalva hates himself.”

7.3.3.EXAMPLE .

a. *ertmanet-s
REC-DAT

∅-e-nat.r-eb-a(-t)
3BDAT.SG-PRV-long.for-TS-3ANOM.SG-PLDAT

d-eb-i.
sister-PL-NOM

Each other long(s) for the sisters.

b. d-eb-s
sister-PL-DAT

∅-e-nat.r-eb-a-t
3BDAT.SG-PRV-long.for-TS-3ANOM.SG-PLDAT

ertmanet-i.
REC-NOM

“The sisters long for each other.”

In [Ami04a] it is argued that the interpretation of anaphors in subject position of
verbs with experiencer objects should be related to the thematic properties ofthe verbs.
Namely, it has been argued that although the form and the anaphoric properties of
the reflexive phrasePOSS+tav- and the reciprocalertmanet-differ, they get the same
kind of interpretation, because the verb reading can only be associated with the subject
argument as a cause rather than as an agent. In other words, the anaphors get interpreted
not fully identical to the postcedent but as anaspect/property ofit because the verbs
taking them as a subject argument can only have a cause but not an agent as a subject.

However, several questions remain. First of all, if the reason of havingsubject
anaphors is in the thematic properties of verbs, then why are subject anaphors with
object experiencer verbs and transitive verbs on a non-agentive reading disallowed in
so many languages (such as English, Dutch, Icelandic, Russian, etc.)?

There is another question which might arise. Since both the reflexivePOSS+tav-
and the reciprocalertmanet-of a different formation are allowed as a subject it was
argued against the importance of the form of the anaphor for its appearance in the
subject position of a verb. But then why are only the reciprocals of a certain type
allowed as a subject argument in Georgian while the reciprocal of anothertype is not
allowed?

More precisely, the question is whether the difference in the form of the reciprocals
ertmanet-, erturt- vs. ertimeore-accounts for the differences in the distribution. The

jects (cf. 6.6.9a vs. 6.6.9b for Greek and 6.6.13a vs. 6.6.15 for Basque).
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data suggest that those reciprocal forms such as the literaryertmanet-and the dialectal
erturt- built via compounding of the indefinite pronounert- “one” (3.6.40a, 6.6.16a,
7.2.7a, 7.3.4, 7.3.5, 7.3.6) are grammatical as a subject while the literaryertimeore-
built via compounding of the indefinite pronounert- “one” and the definitemeore-

“another” are ungrammatical (7.3.7, 7.3.8, 7.3.9):

7.3.4.EXAMPLE .

erturt-i
REC-NOM

gv-a-oc-eb-s
1BDAT.PL-PRV-surprise-TS-3ANOM.SG

(čven).
1PL.DAT

Lit.: Each.other it.surprises.us us

“We are surprised by something related to each other.”

7.3.5.EXAMPLE .

erturt-i
REC-NOM

∅-k. l-av-t
3BDAT.SG-kill- TS-PLDAT

ivane-s
Ivane-DAT

da
and

meri-s.
Meri-DAT

Lit.: Each.other it.kills.them John and Mary

“Something related to each other makes John and Mary suffer (i.e. their shyness,
etc.).”

7.3.6.EXAMPLE .

erturt-i
REC-NOM

g-a-braz-eb-t
2BDAT.SG-PRV-anger-TS-PLDAT

(tkven).
2PL.DAT

Lit.: Each.other it.makes.you.PL.angry you.PL

“You get angry by something related to each other.”

7.3.7.EXAMPLE .

?ertimeore-∅
REC-NOM

gv-a-oc-eb-s
1BDAT.PL-PRV-surprise-TS-3ANOM.SG

(čven).
1PL.DAT

Lit.: Each.other it.surprises.us us

“We are surprised by something related to each other.”

7.3.8.EXAMPLE .

?ertimeore-∅
REC-NOM

lamis
almost

∅-k. l-av-t
3BDAT.SG-kill- TS-PLDAT

ivane-s
Ivane-DAT

da
and

meri-s.
Meri-DAT

Lit.: Each.other almost it.kills.them Ivane and Meri

“Something related to each other makes Ivane and Meri suffer (i.e. their shyness,
etc.).”
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7.3.9.EXAMPLE .

?ertimeore-∅
REC-NOM

g-a-braz-eb-t
2BDAT.SG-PRV-anger-TS-PLDAT

(tkven).
2PL.DAT

Lit.: Each.other it.makes.you.PL.angry you.PL

“You get angry by something related to each other.”

The next question arises if the group of examples is not limited to subject anaphors
with transitive verbs on a non-agentive reading (equalling thematically to object ex-
periencer verbs11) but also take into account the examples with transitive verbs with
affected theme allowing subject anaphors. Such examples are those in 4.3.21a, 5.4.1,
6.6.1, 7.2.1, 7.2.2, 7.2.3, 7.2.4 which use a verb form referring to a transitive action
carried out by the subject affecting a theme.12

Thus, it is not the semantics and thematic properties of the verb readings which
constrain the interpretation of the anaphors in subject position. Subject anaphors in
Georgian are available both on the non-agentive (object experiencer)and the agen-
tive readings of transitive verbs. Thus, their interpretation as an aspect/property of
the postcedent is not conditioned by the verb semantics, as was initially argued by
[Ami04a].

In the next subsection 7.3.3 some additional data of subject uses of the reflexive
phrasePOSS+tav- will be presented which also turn out to be problematic if the avail-
ability of the subject anaphors is related to the thematic properties of verbs allowing
them.

7.3.3 TheImage/Representation ofReading of the Subject Anaphors

As could have been seen above, most of the instances of the reflexivesas subjects
presented so far in this dissertation imply the referent of the reflexive to bean as-
pect/property of the referent of its postcedent (see also Example 7.3.10)so that the
apparent subject reflexives in fact refer to a cause rather than an agent argument of the
verb:

7.3.10.EXAMPLE .

[tavis-ma
3REFL.POSS.SG-ERG

tav-ma]
self-ERG

da-∅-marx-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-bury-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

mixa-∅.13

Mixa-NOM

Lit.:Himself.ERG he/it.buried.him Mixa.NOM

11See Footnote 9 in Chapter 7.
12Note that in the examples 4.3.21a, 5.4.1, 6.6.1, 7.2.1, 7.2.2, 7.2.3, 7.2.4 the subject refers exclusively

to a cause rather than to an agent but the object argument is still an affected theme.
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“No one (/nothing else) but Mixa’s savings made it possible to pay for all the
expenses related to his funeral.”

Below additional data will be discussed in which it is not necessary for the referent
of the reflexive to be an aspect/property of the referent of its postcedent but a represen-
tation such as a mirror image (7.3.11b), TV image (Example 7.3.13), a recordedvoice
(Example 7.3.15) or a closely resembling person such as a twin (7.3.17). Thecontexts
will now be considered one by one.

Example 7.3.11 reflects the situations where a girl who is looking into the mirror,
smiles. Note that the context for the sentence in 7.3.11a is such that the girl smiles to
herself so that she is aware of her emotions, and controls her body movements. How-
ever, the sentence in 7.3.11b is grammatical only if the girl smiles without intendingto
do so, unexpectedly, the smile just comes upon her lips. Perhaps in the verymoment of
witnessing the scene from the mirror the girl is somewhere away with her thoughts and,
thus, does not comprehend it is herself she is seeing, but takes the reflection as an actor.
Since in Example 7.3.11a the girl smiles agentively to her own reflection in the mirror,
it qualifies as the agent of the 2-argument unergative verbga-∅-u-γim-a. However, the
girl in 7.3.11b is the experiencer object. In Example 7.3.11b the ergative-marked re-
flexive phrase refers to the mirror image of the girl. Although the mirror image itself
cannot be agentive, the referent of the postcedent gets affected asan ordinary addressee
(cf. 7.3.11b vs. 7.3.12):

7.3.11.EXAMPLE . 14

a. gogo-m
girl-ERG

tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s
self-DAT

ga-∅-u-γim-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-smile-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

sark.e-̌si.
mirror-in

“The girl smiled to herself in the mirror.”

13This sentence in itself taken out of a context does not make much sense.One interpretation it can
get is the following: “Some property of Mixa (/some aspect of Mixa’s personality) ruined his life/career”.
However, according to my fieldwork notes of 1999, it is from a conversation between three cousins in a
small village in North-Eastern Georgia. Two of the cousins (in their 50s) each tried their best to argue that
their own family had paid a better respect to their grandfather and after hisdeath took care of his funeral.
Finally the third cousin (in her 30s) uttered the sentence in 7.3.10 to contradict them and to say that it was
the grandfather who has worked hard all his life to collect and leave the money for his own funeral. In
the area the dialect Mtiulian and Gudamaq.rian [Jor89, Tui98] is spoken. However, neither of the cousins
have really lived there but used to visit the village during their summer holidays. All of them have been
brought up and had their education from a primary school up to a university in Tbilisi, the capital, where
the Tbilisi Georgian (relatively close to the literary Georgian) is spoken. Additionally, the utterer of the
sentence had spent some 10 years in the Western Georgia, specifically inthe area where a different dialect
Imeretian is spoken. I am not sure which of the varieties of the language—only the Tbilisi Georgian, or
additionally any or both of the dialects—had to be blamed in the use of the construction.

14I am grateful to Kakhi Sakhltkhutsishvili for pointing out the sentences in Example 7.3.11.
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b. tavis-ma
3REFL.POSS.SG-ERG

tav-ma
self-ERG

ga-∅-u-γim-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-smile-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

gogo-s
girl-DAT

sark.-i-dan.
mirror-INST-from

Lit.: Herself she/it.smiled.to.her to.girl from.mirror

“The reflection of the girli smiled to heri from the mirror.”

7.3.12.EXAMPLE .

megobarma-ma
friend-ERG

ga-∅-u-γim-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-smile-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

gogo-s.
girl-DAT

Lit.: Friend (s)he.smiled.to.her to.girl

“A/the friend smiled to the girl.”

In the TV image context in 7.3.13 the referent of the postcedent, the fullNP p. art.i-is
lider-i, refers to a certain individual while the ergative marked subject reflexive phrase
refers only to his/her TV-image. Another possibility is that the person gets affected by
an aspect of his/her personality—being the party leader. However, irrespective of how
the referent of the postcedent is qualified—as affected by his/her TV image or by one
of the aspects of his/her personality—it gets affected as an ordinary patient (7.3.13),
similar to what is exemplified in 7.3.14:

7.3.13.EXAMPLE . (TV-image context, [Ami05a])

t.elevizor-is
TV-GEN

ek.ran-i-dan
screen-INST-from

[tavis-ma
3REFL.POSS.SG-ERG

tav-ma]
self-ERG

da-∅-moz.γvr-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-instruct-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

p.art.i-is
party-GEN

lider-i.
leader-NOM

Lit.: From the TV screen himself/herself.ERG (s)he.instructed.him/her
party leader.NOM

The context: The leader of the party was watching his/her own speech on the TV
and was instructed by himself/herself as an ordinary TV viewer would havebeen
instructed by a party leader.

7.3.14.EXAMPLE .

p.rezident-ma
president-ERG

da-∅-moz.γvr-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-instruct-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

p.art.i-is
party-GEN

lider-i.
leader-NOM

“The president instructed the party leader.”
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Example 7.3.15 illustrates a context in which a recorded voice of a person helps
him/her to recall the schedule for the next day. In this particular example a voice
recording is a representation of that person affecting him/her just as an ordinary agent
affects an addressee (cf. 7.3.15 vs. 7.3.16):

7.3.15.EXAMPLE . (Voice recording context, [Ami05a])

xširad
often

ucnaur-i
strange-NOM

grz.noba-∅
feeling-NOM

m-i-čn-d-eb-a,
1BDAT.SG-PRV-appear-INTR-TS-3ANOM.SG

roca
when

[čem-i-ve
1POSS.SG-NOM-FOC

tav-i]
self-NOM

m-e-ubn-eb-a,
1BDAT.SG-PRV-tell-TS-3ANOM.SG

ris
what.GEN

šemdeg
after

ra-∅
what-NOM

unda
should

ga-v-a-k.et-o.
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-do-SUBJ

Lit.: Often strange feeling it.appears.to.me when MYSELF it.tells.me what
I should do after what

[The context: Sometimes I dial my home number and leave a list of instructions for
myself on the voice mail in order to listen to them when returned back home and
remember what still has to be done the next day.] “It is always a strange feeling to
hear my own voice and realize that it is myself who tells me what has to be done
and in which order.”

7.3.16.EXAMPLE .

[čem-i-ve
my-NOM-FOC

xelkveit-i]
subordinate-NOM

m-e-ubn-eb-a
1BDAT.SG-PRV-tell-TS-3ANOM.SG

(me). . .
1SG.DAT

“My own subordinate tells me. . . ”

Example 7.3.17 illustrates a twin context in which the reflexive phrase does not
represent an aspect or image of the referent of the postcedent as it isin 7.3.13, 7.3.15 but
it is a completely different personality closely resembling the referent of thepostcedent.

7.3.17.EXAMPLE . (Twin context, [Ami05a])

mǎsin
then

k. i
PART

martla
really

v-i-pikr-e,
1AERG.SG-PRV-think-AOR.INDIC

rom
that

m-e-sizmr-eb-od-a,
1BDAT.SG-PRV-dream-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

rogor
how

∅-k.ocn-i-d-a
3BDAT.SG-kiss-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

[tavis-i
self’s-NOM

tav-i]
self-NOM

natia-s.
Natia-DAT

[Context (an amazed viewer): I came out and got amazed. Natia has turned into
two persons. They stood and talked to each other. Finally they also kissed each
other.] “It was only then when I really thought that I was dreaming how Natiawas
being kissed by her(own)self.”
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In 7.3.17 the reflexive phrase refers to the twin of the referent of the postcedentNP

natia-s. It is as human and as agentive as the referent of the fullNP dedain 7.3.18:

7.3.18.EXAMPLE .

deda-∅
mother-NOM

∅-k.ocn-i-d-a
3BDAT.SG-kiss-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

natia-s.
Natia-DAT

Lit.: mother.NOM she.was.kissing.her Natia.DAT

“The mother was kissing Natia.”

In these contexts, the Georgian reflexive phrases refer to an image or aclose as-
sociate which is not necessarily [-human]/[-animate] at all but can perform agentive
behavior and act as an agent.15 In other contexts, such as 7.3.11b, 7.3.13 and 7.3.15
correspondingly the mirror image of the girl, the TV image of the party leader and the
voice recording, are in no way agentive. However, the referent of the postcedent gets
affected by the images as an ordinary patient (cf. 7.3.13 vs. 7.3.14) or asan ordinary
addressee (7.3.11b vs. 7.3.12, 7.3.15 vs. 7.3.16). As for the twin contextin 7.3.17,
not only the referent of the postcedent gets affected as an ordinary patient (7.3.17 vs.
7.3.18) but also the referent of the reflexive phrase—the twin—performs an agentive
behavior. In 7.3.17, the reflexive phrase refers to the twin of the referent of the postce-
dentNP natia-swhich is as human and as agentive as the referent of the fullNP dedain
Example 7.3.18.

One might call the cases like 7.3.11b, 7.3.13, 7.3.15, 7.3.17 non-anaphoric.How-
ever, as [Jac92] shows, reflexive pronouns may be interpreted to refer to a representa-
tion of their antecedents and not only strictly identical to their antecedents. Although
[Jac92] discusses “canonical” uses such as object uses of the anaphors, the Georgian
data makes it possible to extend the observation to non-canonical uses of anaphors such
as the subject uses (7.3.11b, 7.3.13, 7.3.15, 7.3.17).16

15Such contexts where the utterer uses subject reflexive as a representation of the postcedent are mostly
those describing ireal worlds, dreams, associations.

16[Jac92] discusses object uses of anaphors on English data illustrating aproxy reading. The examples
brought by [Jac92] are adopted from several sources and illustratea statue, recording, actor and dream
contexts, where both a referential expression (seeRingoin (i)) and a reflexive (seehimself in (ii)) can refer
to a representation of a person. However, a statue reading for a referential expression in subject position
is unacceptable (iii). Note that Georgian would use a reflexive in subject position (iv) to express the case
like (iii). Compare the examples (iv) and (v), where the change of a position of an anaphor results in a
change of the interpretation.

i. All of a sudden I accidentally stumbled and fell on Ringo. (At Mme. Tussaud’s)

ii. Ringo fell on himself.

“The actual Ringo fell on the statue of Ringo.”

iii. *Ringo fell on himself.

“The statue of Ringo fell on the actual Ringo.”
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The examples in which the referent of the reflexive phrase refers to animage /
representation of its postcedent (7.3.11b, 7.3.13, 7.3.15, 7.3.17) also show that it is
not necessary for the lexical semantics or thematic properties of the verbsto undergo
changes in order to be able to take subject anaphors.

This is not to say that the interpretation of subject anaphors is not also largely
dependent on the lexical semantics of the verb, in a different sense. For instance, de-
pending on whether there is the verb like “save” or “ruin”, the interpretation of the
anaphoric subject argument changes (cf. 7.2.4 vs. 6.6.1)—it is the positive aspects and
properties which help the president avoid trouble in 6.6.1, while it is his negative sides
which put him into trouble in 7.2.4.

However, as 6.6.1 and 7.2.4 together with some other examples like 4.3.21a, 5.4.1,
7.2.1, 7.2.2, 7.2.3 illustrate as well, it is not necessary for a verb to be an object experi-
encer verb to be able to allow an anaphor as a subject argument. It is perfectly possible
to have an agentive reading of the verb as well.

Similar contexts like Mme. Tussaud’s and Münchhausen’s are discussed for Dutch
in [Reu01]. In both cases the Dutch complex anaphorzichzelfis interpreted as a repre-
sentation of the antecedent (7.3.19b, 7.3.20b) while the simplexzichas identical to it
(7.3.19a, 7.3.20a). Both in 7.3.19b and 7.3.20b theSELF anaphorzichzelfexpresses a
relation between the antecedent and its function that bears a systematic resemblance to
the antecedent, but can be distinguished from it.17

7.3.19.EXAMPLE . Madame Tussaud context, from [Reu01, p. 483]

Marie is famous and walked into Madame Tussaud’s. She looked in a mirror and. . .

a. ze
she

zag
saw

zich
SE

in
in

een
a

griezelige
creepy

hoek
corner

staan.
stand

iv. tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i
self-NOM

da-∅-e-c-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-fall-PV-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

ringo-s.
Ringo-DAT

“The statue of Ringo fell on the actual Ringo.”

“*The actual Ringo fell on the statue of Ringo.”

v. ringo-∅
Ringo-NOM

da-∅-e-c-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-fall-PV-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

tavis
3REFL.POSS.SG

tav-s.
self-DAT

“*The statue of Ringo fell on the actual Ringo.”

“The actual Ringo fell on the statue of Ringo.”

17Georgian, like English (or Dutch, Greek), allows a “property of” reading of nouns in examples like
4.3.21a, 4.3.21b, 5.4.1, 5.5.1, 6.4.2a, 6.6.1, 6.6.3, 6.6.4, 6.6.16a, 6.6.17a, 7.2.1, 7.2.2, 7.2.3, 7.2.4, 7.2.5a,
7.2.6, 7.2.7, 7.2.8a, 7.3.10. Among the English examples illustratinga “property of” reading areGlenn
Gould plays Bach[=work composed by Bach],I saw Ringo in Madame Tussaud[=statue of Ringo], etc.
The “image/representation of” reading in Georgian is an instantiation of this general process. What might
make Georgian different is that this process allows more interpretations (guises, to use a terminology of
[Hei98]) for POSS+tav- constructions than are readily available for reflexives in languages like Dutch,
English or Greek.
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“she saw herself standing in a creepy corner.”

b. ze
she

zag
saw

zichzelf
herself

in
in

een
a

griezelige
creepy

hoek
corner

staan.
stand

“she saw her statue standing in a creepy corner.”

7.3.20.EXAMPLE . Münchhausen context, [Reu01, p. 483]

a. De
the

baron
baron

trok
pulled

zich
SE

uit
out of

het
the

moeras.
swamp

“The baron pulled himself out of the swamp.” (by grabbing a branch of a tree
hanging over him)

b. De
the

baron
baron

trok
pulled

zichzelf
himself

uit
out of

het
the

moeras.
swamp

“The baron pulled himself out of the swamp.” (by his hair)

Since the complex reflexivezichzelfis able to refer to objects which stand proxy
to the antecedent and not be strictly identical to it while the simplexzich cannot do
so, [Reu01] interprets complex anaphors as a relevant function of the antecedent. For
instance, the Frisian complex anaphorhimselsin 7.3.21a is interpreted as a function
(7.3.21b) which maps the antecedent onto an object standing proxy for theantecedent.

7.3.21.EXAMPLE .

a. From [Reu01, p. 480]

Willem
Willem

hatet
hates

himsels.
himself

b. Willem λx (x hates f(x))

According to [Reu01], it is no coincidence that cross-linguistically the equivalent of
his head/soul/body/bone/eye/etc.is a possible anaphor, and the equivalent ofhis table
is not. Body-parts are inalienable nouns which in many languages can standto refer to
a person or objects which stand proxy to that person. Thus, it is possibleto consider
the semantics of body-part nouns to be responsible for interpreting them as a relevant
function of the antecedent in reflexive constructions. The subject uses of the reflexive
phrase in Georgian (headed by a body-parttav- “head”) which refer to an image of the
postcedent (7.3.13, 7.3.15, 7.3.17) are a nice illustration of a complex reflexive to be
interpreted as a function of the postcedent.

However, it is then again problematic to explain why the reciprocalertmanet-in
subject position (7.2.7a, 7.2.8a) gets the same interpretation as a reflexive phrase in
subject position would have gotten (see, for instance, 7.2.5a). The reciprocals in 7.2.7a
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and 7.2.8a are interpreted as aspect/property of their postcedents but they have no struc-
ture of inalienable anaphors. This would mean that the logical form given by Reuland
(7.3.21b) would be available, independent of the morphosyntactic properties of the
anaphor. But if that would be the case, the explanation for the differentreading of
anaphors, as in example 7.3.19, is lost.

The use of the body-part reflexive in contexts with a close associate, such as a twin
(Example 7.3.17), looks very much like the use of other body-parts to referto a relative
or a family member in conventionalized expressions like the one in Example 7.3.22:

7.3.22.EXAMPLE .

[čem-i
1POSS.SG-NOM

sisxl-i
blood-NOM

da
and

xorc-i]
flesh-NOM

tu
if

ga-m-c.ir-av-d-a
PV-1BDAT.SG-betray-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG.INDIC

ver
NEG

v-i-pikr-eb-d-i.
1ANOM.SG-PRV-think-TS-IMPERF-INDIC

Lit.: my blood and flesh if it.would.betray.me could.not I.would.think

“I would not think that my own flesh and blood will betray me.” (not necessarily a
family member but also a relative or even a compatriot)

It seems that body-parts have always been a source for metaphors in Georgian,
and some of them such assoul, heart and headeven got grammaticalized into the
reflexive markers or markers of ownership, possession. [Fäh91, p. 154] gives some
examples from Old Georgian brought here under 7.3.23 and 7.3.24 which illustrate the
lexemes that are no longer referring to a particular body-part during thehistory of the
language but to a certain grammatical function. Namely,tav- “head” (7.3.23, 7.3.24b),
sul-“soul” (7.3.24a) andgul- “heart” (see [F̈ah91]), together with a possessive pronoun,
function as a reflexive phrase:

7.3.23.EXAMPLE . (head, Old Georgian, from [F̈ah91])

gan-∅-i-q.v-es
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-divide-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

[samosel-i
garments-NOM

čem-i]
1POSS.SG-NOM

[tav-is-a
head-GEN-EV

mat-is-a].
3POSS.PL-GEN-ev

“They divided my garments among themselves.”

7.3.24.EXAMPLE . (soul, Old Georgian, from [F̈ah91])

a. nu
NEG

h-zrun-av-t
2ANOM.SG-care-TS-PLNOM

[sul-ta
soul-GEN.PL

tkŭen-ta-tvis].
2POSS.PL-GEN.PL-for

“Do not care for yourselves.”
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b. nu
NEG

h-zrun-av-t
2ANOM.SG-care-TS-PLNOM

[tav-ta
head-GEN.PL

tkŭen-ta-tvis].
2POSS.PL-GEN.PL-for

“Do not care for yourselves.”

Some more examples from Modern Georgian like 7.3.25, 7.3.26 illustrate the use
of other body-parts asleveror skinthat are also grammaticalized, namely the former as
a possessive (lever> own, 7.3.25) while the latter as a reflexive (skin> self, 7.3.26):

7.3.25.EXAMPLE . (lever, Modern Georgian)

kal-s
woman-DAT

daoblebul-i
orphaned-NOM

čvil-i
infant-NOM

γviz.l-i
lever-NOM

švil-i-vit
son/daughter-NOM-like

še-∅-u-q.var-d-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-love-INTR-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

“The woman loved the orphaned infant like her own child.”

7.3.26.EXAMPLE . (skin, Modern Georgian, from [Mor02, p. 12])

sak.utar
own

sipripana
thin

t.q.av-ze,
hide-on

upro
more

k. i,
though

k.an-ze,
skin-on

unda
must

gamo-∅-cad-o
PV-3BNOM.SG-try-3AERG.SG.SUBJ

da
and

mere
then

alal-ad
honest-ADV

∅-i-nan-o.
3BNOM.SG-PRV-regret-3AERG.SG.SUBJ

“[You] must experience [it] on [your] own thin hide, more though on the skin, and
then honestly regret.”

However, the uses of other body-parts thantav- “head” do not exceed the figurative
contexts, while the grammaticalized body-parttav- has firmly been fixed as a general
marker of reflexivity among other functions.

7.3.4 Conclusion

Section 7.3 was concerned with the interpretation of the complex reflexive phrase
POSS+tav- as well as with the reciprocalertmanet-acting as a subject argument of
a verb. The uses with the anaphors being interpreted either as (i) anaspect/property
(Subsection 7.3.2) or (ii) animage/ representation ofthe referent of the postcedent
(Subsection 7.3.3) were presented here. Although it might seem that the verbs involved
in the phenomenon have to be interpreted as object experiencer verbs (i.e., have an
object argument interpreted as an experiencer), there is evidence thatthis is not neces-
sary and the anaphors can serve as a subject argument also for transitive verbs with an
affected theme argument.

In Subsection 7.3.3 the Georgian reflexive phrase was discussed as a subject argu-
ment of verbs in special contexts. Such contexts include a TV, mirror image,voice
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recording and twin contexts which illustrate the referent of the anaphor interpreted as
an image/representation of the postcedent. The facts, although problematic for both
the Binding Theory [Cho81] and the Reflexivity Theory [RR93], could inprinciple be
accounted for by the analysis of complex anaphors as a relevant function of the an-
tecedent, proposed in [Reu01]. However, the Georgian reciprocalertmanet-, which is
unable to get the same treatment as the Georgian reflexive phrase but, at the same time,
is able to appear as a subject argument of verbs, makes the application of the analysis
offered by [Reu01] to the Georgian data problematic.

Note that the examples discussed in this chapter not only pose a challenge to the
regular binding conditions [Cho81] but also to theories in which binding conditions are
formulated on the basis of a thematic hierarchy [EA97] or grammatical functions, such
asHPSG[PS94] orLFG [Bre00].

7.4 Summary

Georgian is a language allowing reflexives as a subject argument of verbs. The sub-
ject use of the Georgian reflexive phrase was first documented with causative verbs by
[Asa82]. The later works such as [AE00, Ami03, Ami04a] discuss the usewith object
experiencer verbs and transitive verbs on non-agentive reading and [Ami05a] consid-
ers the use in special contexts such as a TV or mirror image, voice recording and twin
contexts. After a plan for the chapter in Section 7.1 was presented, different uses of the
anaphoric phrasePOSS+tav- in Section 7.2 were considered. It was argued for having
a binding rather than a coreference relation between the anaphor in subject position
and its postcedent. Section 7.3 was concerned with the interpretation of the subject
uses of anaphors. Namely, the uses of the reflexive phrase were reviewed and it was
analyzed when the phrase gets interpreted as anaspect/property ofthe postcedent (Sub-
section 7.3.2) and as animage/representation ofthe postcedent (Subsection 7.3.3). The
latter uses employ transitive verbs on their agentive reading in special contexts and can
refer to inanimate or animate referents standing proxy to the referent of thepostcedent.
The uses are problematic for the Binding Theory of [Cho81] as well as for the Reflexiv-
ity Theory of [RR93]. The data could be accounted for within the approach developed
in [Reu01], which regards complex anaphors as a relevant function ofthe antecedent,
thus, relates the syntax and semantics of the complex anaphors to their form. The
analysis of complex anaphors by [Reu01] seems to be appealing for the subject uses of
the Georgian complex reflexive phrasePOSS+tav-because the complex reflexive phrase
is interpreted either as an aspect/property or as an image/representation, thus, as some
function, of the postcedent. However, the Georgian reciprocalertmanet-, getting the
same interpretation in subject position but having no structure of complex anaphors,
makes the analysis by [Reu01] unapplicable to the Georgian data.





Chapter 8

Conclusions

This dissertation investigated reflexivization strategies of Georgian, a language with a
split between the nominative and active alignment in both case and agreementmarking
(Chapter 2). Unlike the previous studies, considering the reflexives asnot well estab-
lished in Georgian grammar [Mar64a], [Mar64b], the present work hasargued in favor
of having a consistent anaphoric system in Georgian.

The idea of not having a developed class of reflexives probably resulted from not
distinguishing several formally similar anaphoric elements by function. After having
identified two historically related but synchronically distinct nominal reflexivization
strategies—a simplex and a complex one, both based on a grammaticalized body-part
noun—this study offered a precise description of their distributional and semantic prop-
erties within the Binding Theory [Cho81] (Chapter 3). Apart from havingtwo overt
reflexive elements, i.e. two nominal strategies, Georgian uses a verbal reflexivization
strategy, the prefixi-, which interacts in an interesting way with the nominal strategies.
The study of the reflexivization strategies has been considered within a different the-
ory of anaphoric dependencies—the Reflexivity Theory of [RR93] (Chapter 4). The
latter theory enables not only a distinction between different functions of even seem-
ingly similar anaphoric elements but also makes it possible to study their behaviorwith
respect to the verb semantics.

Apart from describing the anaphoric system of Georgian the work has offered a
discussion on the uses which are apparent violations of principles of either the Binding
Theory [Cho81] or the Reflexivity Theory [RR93] (Chapter 5). One of such violations
was a non-anaphoric use of the phrase formally identical with the complex nominal
reflexivization strategy in “object camouflage” [Har81]. This means thatthe 1st or
2nd person direct object of ditransitive verbs gets expressed via the phrase formally
identical to the complex strategy. Like the previous study of the phenomenon [Har81],
the dissertation has recognized and argued in favor of a distinction of the two uses of
the phrase headed by the grammaticalized body-part—the anaphoric (in binding cases)
and pronominal (in “object camouflage”). The twofold and contrasting behavior of the
phrase as an anaphor and as a pronominal is an illustration of the grammaticalization
process that the body-part has undergone [AL02]. As is known, cross-linguistically,
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body-parts are among the material grammaticalized into reflexive markers andinten-
sifiers [Mor72], [Sch99], [Hei99], [KS00a], [KS00b], [K̈on01]. On the other hand,
nouns retain the referential properties (e.g., the person feature [+3rd]) even after hav-
ing been grammaticalized. That is how the Georgian body-part that is grammaticalized
as a reflexive also functions as a 3rd person phrase. Exactly being 3rd person allows
the phrase to be used as a pronominal in “object camouflage” to serve the needs of
agreement.

The dissertation has observed a potential problem for the two theories [Cho81],
[RR93] such as the subject use of the Georgian complex nominal reflexivization strat-
egy and that of the reciprocalertmanet-.

The subject use of anaphors is a counter-example also for various other propos-
als in the generative linguistic literature which try to explain why nominative/subject
anaphors are banned cross-linguistically or when they are available in some language
what the reason of their presence is (Chapter 6). Examples of such explanations have
been theanaphor agreement effectand its modified version according to which ana-
phors do not occur in syntactic positions construed with agreement [Riz90], and if
they still appear the agreement is either anaphoric or “default” [Woo99].However, the
Georgian data have illustrated the contrary. According to another explanation within
the Reflexivity Theory [RR93], a subject use of the Greek anaphor is due to its form
and its being a [+SELF;+R] reflexivization strategy [AE99]. It was proposed to extend
the analysis of the Greek anaphor to the Georgian complex nominal strategy as well
[Eve01], [Eve03]. However, the Georgian reciprocalertmanet-not being a [+SELF;+R]
reflexivization strategy but nevertheless being able to appear in the subject position
makes the proposal by [Eve01], [Eve03] not applicable to Georgian.

It seems that relating the form and the behavior of the anaphors is attractive. A re-
cent analysis of complex anaphors also relates their interpretation as a relevant function
of the antecedent to their being complex by form [Reu01]. This might seem tobe rele-
vant for accounting for the Georgian complex nominal reflexivization strategy, which in
subject position gets interpreted as either an aspect/property or an image/representation
(thus, some kind of function) of the postcedent (Chapter 7). However,the Georgian
reciprocalertmanet-, unable to be analyzed as a complex anaphor but being able to
appear as a subject argument exactly with the same “function of” interpretation, makes
the application of the solution to Georgian data problematic and leaves the issue of
subject anaphors open for further investigation.



Appendix A

Some Classes of Verbs in the Screeves of the Three
TAM Series

A.1 The 1-Argument Unaccusative-c. itld-/-c. itl- “turn red”

A.1.1.EXAMPLE . (Present Indicative, Present Sub-Series, Series I)
a. v-c. itl-d-eb-i 1

1ANOM.SG-red-INTR-TS-INDIC

“I am turning red”; “I turn red”

b. ∅-c. itl-d-eb-i
2ANOM.SG-red-INTR-TS-INDIC

“You.SG are turning red”; “You.SG turn red”

c. c. itl-d-eb-a
red-INTR-TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he is turning red”; “(S)he turns red”

d. v-c. itl-d-eb-i-t
1ANOM.SG-red-INTR-TS-INDIC-PLNOM

“We are turning red”; “We turn red”

e. ∅-c. itl-d-eb-i-t
2ANOM.SG-red-INTR-TS-INDIC-PLNOM

“You.PL are turning red”; “You.PL turn red”

f. c. itl-d-eb-i-an
red-INTR-TS-INDIC-3ANOM.PL

“They are turning red”; “They turn red”

1The unaccusative verb is derived from the adjectivec. itel- “red”. The presence of the intransitivizing
suffix -d is obligatory (see the examples A.1.1 – A.1.8). However, the screeves of theTAM Series III (see
the examples A.1.9 – A.1.11) using the adjective-based participial form (ga-c. itl-eb-ul- [PV-red-TS-ppart-]
“become red”; “redden”) do not have the suffix.
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A.1.2.EXAMPLE . (Imperfect Indicative, Present Sub-Series, Series I)
a. v-c. itl-d-eb-od-i

1ANOM.SG-red-INTR-TS-IMPERF-INDIC

“I was turning red”
b. ∅-c. itl-d-eb-od-i

2ANOM.SG-red-INTR-TS-IMPERF-INDIC

“You.SG were turning red”
c. c. itl-d-eb-od-a

red-INTR-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he was turning red”
d. v-c. itl-d-eb-od-i-t

1ANOM.SG-red-INTR-TS-IMPERF-INDIC-PLNOM

“We were turning red”
e. ∅-c. itl-d-eb-od-i-t

2ANOM.SG-red-INTR-TS-IMPERF-INDIC-PLNOM

“You.PL were turning red”
f. c. itl-d-eb-od-nen

red-INTR-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“They were turning red”

A.1.3.EXAMPLE . (Present Subjunctive,2 Present Sub-Series, Series I)
a. v-c. itl-d-eb-od-e

1ANOM.SG-red-INTR-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ

“[If] I were turning red”
b. ∅-c. itl-d-eb-od-e

2ANOM.SG-red-INTR-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ

“[If] You. SG were turning red”
c. c. itl-d-eb-od-e-s

red-INTR-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-3ANOM.SG

“[If] (S)he were turning red”
d. v-c. itl-d-eb-od-e-t

1ANOM.SG-red-INTR-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-PLNOM

“[If] we were turning red”
e. ∅-c. itl-d-eb-od-e-t

2ANOM.SG-red-INTR-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-PLNOM

“[If] you. PL were turning red”
f. c. itl-d-eb-od-nen

red-INTR-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“[If] they were turning red”

2When translating the verb forms in Present Subjunctive in the examples A.1.3 as well as A.2.3 and
A.3.3 the particleif will be put in the square brackets while not giving the corresponding particle rom “if”
in the Georgian examples for the sake of space and clarity.
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A.1.4.EXAMPLE . (Future Indicative, Future Sub-Series, Series I)
a. ga-v-c. itl-d-eb-i

PV-1ANOM.SG-red-INTR-TS-INDIC

“I will turn red”

b. ga-∅-c. itl-d-eb-i
PV-2ANOM.SG-red-INTR-TS-INDIC

“You.SG will turn red”

c. ga-c. itl-d-eb-a
PV-red-INTR-TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he will turn red”

d. ga-v-c. itl-d-eb-i-t
PV-1ANOM.SG-red-INTR-TS-INDIC-PLNOM

“We will turn red”

e. ga-∅-c. itl-d-eb-i-t
PV-2ANOM.SG-red-INTR-TS-INDIC-PLNOM

“You.PL will turn red”

f. ga-c. itl-d-eb-i-an
PV-red-INTR-TS-INDIC-3ANOM.PL

“They will turn red”

A.1.5.EXAMPLE . (Conditional, Future Sub-Series, Series I)
a. ga-v-c. itl-d-eb-od-i

PV-1ANOM.SG-red-INTR-TS-IMPERF-INDIC

“I would turn red”

b. ga-∅-c. itl-d-eb-od-i
PV-2ANOM.SG-red-INTR-TS-IMPERF-INDIC

“You.SG would turn red”

c. ga-c. itl-d-eb-od-a
PV-red-INTR-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he would turn red”

d. ga-v-c. itl-d-eb-od-i-t
PV-1ANOM.SG-red-INTR-TS-IMPERF-INDIC-PLNOM

“We would turn red”

e. ga-∅-c. itl-d-eb-od-i-t
PV-2ANOM.SG-red-INTR-TS-IMPERF-INDIC-PLNOM

“You.PL would turn red”

f. ga-c. itl-d-eb-od-nen
PV-red-INTR-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“They would turn red”
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A.1.6.EXAMPLE . (Future Subjunctive,3 Future Sub-Series, Series I)
a. ga-v-c. itl-d-eb-od-e

PV-1ANOM.SG-red-INTR-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ

“[I wish] I were turning red”
b. ga-∅-c. itl-d-eb-od-e

PV-2ANOM.SG-red-INTR-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ

“[I wish] you.SG were turning red”
c. ga-c. itl-d-eb-od-e-s

PV-red-INTR-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-3ANOM.SG

“[I wish] (s)he were turning red”
d. ga-v-c. itl-d-eb-od-e-t

PV-1ANOM.SG-red-INTR-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-PLNOM

“[I wish] we were turning red”
e. ga-∅-c. itl-d-eb-od-e-t

PV-2ANOM.SG-red-INTR-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-PLNOM

“[I wish] you.PL were turning red”
f. ga-c. itl-d-eb-od-nen

PV-red-INTR-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“[I wish] they were turning red”

A.1.7.EXAMPLE . (Aorist Indicative (or Simple Past), Series II)
a. ga-v-c. itl-d-i

PV-1ANOM.SG-red-INTR-AOR.INDIC

“I turned red”
b. ga-∅-c. itl-d-i

PV-2ANOM.SG-red-INTR-AOR.INDIC

“You.SG turned red”
c. ga-c. itl-d-a

PV-red-INTR-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

“(S)he turned red”
d. ga-v-c. itl-d-i-t

PV-1ANOM.SG-red-INTR-AOR.INDIC-PLNOM

“We turned red”
e. ga-∅-c. itl-d-i-t

PV-2ANOM.SG-red-INTR-AOR.INDIC-PLNOM

“You.PL turned red”

3The screeve of Future Subjunctive is used in unreal future conditions and in wishes [Hew95b, p. 240].
For instance,k.argi ikneboda, rom ga-c. itl-d-eb-od-e-s[good it.would.be that/if (s)he/it.turns.red] “It would
be good if (s)he/it turns red” ornet.av ga-c. itl-d-eb-od-e-s[would.that (s)he/it.turns.red] “I wish (s)he/it
turns red”. When giving the examples with Future Subjunctive in A.1.6 aswell as later in A.2.6 and
A.3.6, the particlenet.a/net.av/net.avi “would that” will be meant while not actually presenting it for the
sake of space and make the translations as wishes.
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f. ga-c. itl-d-nen
PV-red-INTR-3ANOM.PL.AOR.INDIC

“They turned red”

A.1.8.EXAMPLE . (Aorist Subjunctive (or Optative),4 Series II)
a. ga-v-c. itl-d-e

PV-1ANOM.SG-red-INTR-AOR.SUBJ

“[I wish] I turned red”
b. ga-∅-c. itl-d-e

PV-2ANOM.SG-red-INTR-AOR.SUBJ

“[I wish] you.SG turned red”
c. ga-c. itl-d-e-s

PV-red-INTR-AOR.SUBJ-3ANOM.SG

“[I wish] (s)he turned red”
d. ga-v-c. itl-d-e-t

PV-1ANOM.SG-red-INTR-AOR.SUBJ-PLNOM

“[I wish] we turned red”
e. ga-∅-c. itl-d-e-t

PV-2ANOM.SG-red-INTR-AOR.SUBJ-PLNOM

“[I wish] you.PL turned red”
f. ga-c. itl-d-nen

PV-red-INTR-3ANOM.PL.AOR.SUBJ

“[I wish] they turned red”

A.1.9.EXAMPLE . (Perfect,5 Series III)
a. ga-v-c. itl-eb-ul-var

PV-1ANOM.SG-red-TS-ppart-COP1.SG(=CLNOM.SG)
“I have (apparently) turned red”

b. ga-∅-c. itl-eb-ul-xar
PV-2ANOM.SG-red-TS-ppart-COP2.SG(=CLNOM.SG)
“You.SG have (apparently) turned red”

c. ga-c. itl-eb-ul-a6

PV-red-INTR-SUBJ-COP3.SG(=3ANOM.SG)
“(S)he has (apparently) turned red”

4The screeve of Aorist Subjunctive is used to express several things among which are also wishes
[Hew95b, p. 254]. When giving the examples with Aorist Subjunctive in A.1.8 as well as in A.2.8 and
A.3.8 the particlenet.a/net.av/net.avi “would that” will be meant and given in square brackets in the trans-
lations to the examples. However, the particle will not be actually present in Georgian examples for the
sake of space.

5The verb forms in the screeve of Perfect (exemplified in A.1.9, A.2.9 and A.3.9) express evidentiality
when used in affirmative sentences while in negative ones there is no such reading.

6Example A.1.9c illustrates the copulaaris “(s)he/it is” cliticized in its reduced form (-a<aris “(s)he/it
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d. ga-v-c. itl-eb-ul-var-t
PV-1ANOM.SG-red-TS-ppart-COP1.SG(=CLNOM.SG)-PLNOM

“We have (apparently) turned red”

e. ga-∅-c. itl-eb-ul-xar-t
PV-2ANOM.SG-red-TS-ppart-COP2.SG(=CLNOM.SG)-PLNOM

“You.PL have (apparently) turned red”

f. ga-c. itl-eb-ul-an
PV-red-TS-ppart-COP3.PL(=3ANOM.PL)
“They have (apparently) turned red”

A.1.10.EXAMPLE . (Pluperfect,7 Series III)
a. ga-v-c. itl-eb-ul-iq. avi8

PV-1ANOM.SG-red-TS-ppart-COP1.SG(=CLNOM.SG)
“I [should] have turned red”

b. ga-∅-c. itl-eb-ul-iq. avi
PV-2ANOM.SG-red-TS-ppart-COP2.SG(=CLNOM.SG)
“You.SG [should] have turned red”

c. ga-c. itl-eb-ul-iq. o
PV-red-TS-ppart-COP3.SG(=3ANOM.SG)
“(S)he [should] have turned red”

is”). Note that only 3rd person copula gets reduced while the 1st and 2ndperson forms are the same. See
the cliticized copulas-var (<var “I am”) in Example A.1.9a and-xar (<xar “You.SG are”) in Exam-
ple A.1.9b.

Since the cliticized copula-a in A.1.9c is the only affix which refers to the referential properties of
the argument taken by the verb, it equals to an agreement marker and will be qualified so in the glosses
in this dissertation (see also A.1.9f, A.1.10c, A.1.10f, A.1.11c, A.1.11f, A.3.9a1–a4, A.3.9c1–c4). How-
ever, in cases a verb form shows both a cliticized copula and an agreement marker, both referring to the
same argument, the copula will be qualified as a clitic (A.1.9a, A.1.9b, A.1.9d, A.1.9e, A.1.10a, A.1.10b,
A.1.10d, A.1.10e, A.1.11a, A.1.11b, A.1.11d, A.1.11e, A.3.9e1–e4, A.3.9f1–f4). See also Footnote 17 in
Chapter 2.

7The forms of the screeve Pluperfect translate as English past perfect as well as present perfect, de-
pending on a construction they are used. The forms can be used with the particle net.a/net.av/net.avi
“would that” to form a past wish or with a modal particleunda “should” [Hew95b, p. 267]. For in-
stance,rom ar ga-c. itl-eb-ul-iq. o, ver gamoařcevdnen sxv-eb-is-gan[that/if NEG he.had.turned.into.red
NEG they.would.have.distinguished.him.from.them other-PL-GEN-from] “If (s)he had not turned red they
would not have told him from others”. Among the particlenet.a/net.av/net.avi “would that” and a modal
particleunda“should” the latter will be meant and given in square brackets in the translations to the exam-
ples in A.1.10, A.2.10 or A.3.10. However, the particle will not be actually present in Georgian examples
for the sake of space.

8The 1st person copulasviq. avi “I was” and viq. avit “we were” get cliticized as-iq. avi (A.1.10a) and
-iq. avit (A.1.10d) respectively. As for the 2nd person copulasiq. avi “you.SG were”, iq. avit “you.PL were”
or the 3rd person copulasiq. o “he was”, iq. vnen“they were”, they keep their shape when cliticized (see
-iq. avi (A.1.10b),-iq. avit (A.1.10e) and-iq. o (A.1.10c),-iq. vnen(A.1.10f) respectively).
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d. ga-v-c. itl-eb-ul-iq. avi-t
PV-1ANOM.SG-red-TS-ppart-COP1.SG(=CLNOM.SG)-PLNOM

“We [should] have turned red”

e. ga-∅-c. itl-eb-ul-iq. avi-t
PV-2ANOM.SG-red-TS-ppart-COP2.SG(=CLNOM.SG)-PLNOM

“You.PL [should] have turned red”

f. ga-c. itl-eb-ul-iq. vnen
PV-red-TS-ppart-COP3.PL(=3ANOM.PL)
“They [should] have turned red”

A.1.11.EXAMPLE . (IIIrd Subjunctive,9 Series III)
a. ga-v-c. itl-eb-ul-iq. o10

PV-1ANOM.SG-red-TS-ppart-COP1.SG(=CLNOM.SG)
“[Who said as if] I had turned red”

b. ga-∅-c. itl-eb-ul-iq. o
PV-2ANOM.SG-red-TS-ppart-COP2.SG(=CLNOM.SG)
“[Who said as if] you.SG had turned red”

c. ga-c. itl-eb-ul-iq. os
PV-red-TS-ppart-COP3.SG(=3ANOM.SG)
“[Who said as if] (s)he had turned red”

d. ga-v-c. itl-eb-ul-iq. o-t
PV-1ANOM.SG-red-TS-ppart-COP1.SG(=CLNOM.SG)-PLNOM

“[Who said as if] we had turned red”

e. ga-∅-c. itl-eb-ul-iq. o-t
PV-2ANOM.SG-red-TS-ppart-COP2.SG(=CLNOM.SG)-PLNOM

“[Who said as if] you.PL had turned red”

f. ga-c. itl-eb-ul-iq. vnen
PV-red-TS-ppart-COP3.PL(=3ANOM.PL)
“[Who said as if] they had turned red”

9According to [Sha73, p. 223], the use of the screeve IIIrd Subjunctive is considerably narrowed in
modern Georgian and the forms of the screeve Pluperfect are in use instead. One of the expressions that
could require the use of a verb form in IIIrd Subjunctive isvin tkva, titkos...“who said as if...”. In the
examples of the screeve IIIrd Subjunctive (A.1.11, A.2.11 and A.3.11) the expression will be meant and
given in the square brackets in translation while not giving the Georgian expression itself for the sake of
space.

10The 1st person copulasviq. o “[if] I were” and viq. ot “[if] we were” get cliticized as-iq. o (A.1.11a)
and-iq. ot (A.1.11d) respectively. As for the 2nd person copulasiq. o “[if] you. SG were”, iq. ot “[if] you. PL

were” or the 3rd person copulasiq. os“[if] (s)he were”, iq. vnen“[if] they were”, they keep their shape when
cliticized (see-iq. o (A.1.11b),-iq. ot (A.1.11e) and-iq. os(A.1.11c),-iq. vnen(A.1.11f) respectively).
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A.2 The 1-Argument Unergative-cin- “laugh”

A.2.1.EXAMPLE . (Present Indicative, Present Sub-Series, Series I)
a. v-i-cin-i

1ANOM.SG-PRV-laugh-TS

“I am laughing”; “I laugh”

b. ∅-i-cin-i
2ANOM.SG-PRV-laugh-TS

“You.SG are laughing”; “You.SG laugh”

c. ∅11-i-cin-i-s
3BDAT.SG-PRV-laugh-TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he is laughing”; “(S)he laughs”

d. v-i-cin-i-t
1ANOM.SG-PRV-laugh-TS-PLNOM

“We are laughing”; “We laugh”

e. ∅-i-cin-i-t
2ANOM.SG-PRV-laugh-TS-PLNOM

“You.PL are laughing”; “You.PL laugh”

f. ∅-i-cin-i-an
3BDAT.SG-PRV-laugh-TS-3ANOM.PL

“They are laughing”; “They laugh”

A.2.2.EXAMPLE . (Imperfect Indicative, Present Sub-Series, Series I)
a. v-i-cin-od-i

1ANOM.SG-PRV-laugh-IMPERF-INDIC

“I was laughing”

b. ∅-i-cin-od-i
2ANOM.SG-PRV-laugh-IMPERF-INDIC

“You.SG were laughing”

c. ∅-i-cin-od-a
3BDAT.SG-PRV-laugh-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he was laughing”

d. v-i-cin-od-i-t
1ANOM.SG-PRV-laugh-IMPERF-INDIC-PLNOM

“We were laughing”

e. ∅-i-cin-od-i-t
2ANOM.SG-PRV-laugh-IMPERF-INDIC-PLNOM

“You.PL were laughing”

11See Footnote 18 in Chapter 2.
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f. ∅-i-cin-od-nen
3BDAT.SG-PRV-laugh-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“They were laughing”

A.2.3.EXAMPLE . (Present Subjunctive,12 Present Sub-Series, Series I)
a. v-i-cin-od-e

1ANOM.SG-PRV-laugh-IMPERF-SUBJ

“[If] I were laughing”
b. ∅-i-cin-od-e

2ANOM.SG-PRV-laugh-IMPERF-SUBJ

“[If] you. SG were laughing”
c. ∅-i-cin-od-e-s

3BDAT.SG-PRV-laugh-IMPERF-SUBJ-3ANOM.SG

“[If] (s)he were laughing”
d. v-i-cin-od-e-t

1ANOM.SG-PRV-laugh-IMPERF-SUBJ-PLNOM

“[If] we were laughing”
e. ∅-i-cin-od-e-t

2ANOM.SG-PRV-laugh-IMPERF-SUBJ-PLNOM

“[If] you. PL were laughing”
f. ∅-i-cin-od-nen

3BDAT.SG-PRV-laugh-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“[If] they were laughing”

A.2.4.EXAMPLE . (Future Indicative, Future Sub-Series, Series I)
a. ga-v-i-cin-eb

PV-1ANOM.SG-PRV-laugh-TS

“I will laugh”
b. ga-∅-i-cin-eb

PV-2ANOM.SG-PRV-laugh-TS

“You.SG will laugh”
c. ga-∅-i-cin-eb-s

PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-laugh-TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he will laugh”
d. ga-v-i-cin-eb-t

PV-1ANOM.SG-PRV-laugh-TS-PLNOM

“We will laugh”
e. ga-∅-i-cin-eb-t

PV-2ANOM.SG-PRV-laugh-TS-PLNOM

“You.PL will laugh”

12See Footnote 2 in Appendix A.1.
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f. ga-∅-i-cin-eb-en
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-laugh-TS-3ANOM.PL

“They will laugh”

A.2.5.EXAMPLE . (Conditional, Future Sub-Series, Series I)
a. ga-v-i-cin-eb-d-i

PV-1ANOM.SG-PRV-laugh-TS-IMPERF-INDIC

“I would laugh”
b. ga-∅-i-cin-eb-d-i

PV-2ANOM.SG-PRV-laugh-TS-IMPERF-INDIC

“You.SG would laugh”
c. ga-∅-i-cin-eb-d-a

PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-laugh-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he would laugh”
d. ga-v-i-cin-eb-d-i-t

PV-1ANOM.SG-PRV-laugh-TS-IMPERF-INDIC-PLNOM

“We would laugh”
e. ga-∅-i-cin-eb-d-i-t

PV-2ANOM.SG-PRV-laugh-TS-IMPERF-INDIC-PLNOM

“You.PL would laugh”
f. ga-∅-i-cin-eb-d-nen

PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-laugh-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“They would laugh”

A.2.6.EXAMPLE . (Future Subjunctive,13 Future Sub-Series, Series I)
a. ga-v-i-cin-eb-d-e

PV-1ANOM.SG-PRV-laugh-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ

“[I wish] I laugh”
b. ga-∅-i-cin-eb-d-e

PV-2ANOM.SG-PRV-laugh-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ

“[I wish] you.SG laugh”
c. ga-∅-i-cin-eb-d-e-s

PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-laugh-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-3ANOM.SG

“[I wish] (s)he laughs”
d. ga-v-i-cin-eb-d-e-t

PV-1ANOM.SG-PRV-laugh-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-PLNOM

“[I wish] we laugh”
e. ga-∅-i-cin-eb-d-e-t

PV-2ANOM.SG-PRV-laugh-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-PLNOM

“[I wish] you.PL laugh”

13See Footnote 3 in Appendix A.1.
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f. ga-∅-i-cin-eb-d-nen
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-laugh-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“[I wish] they laugh”

A.2.7.EXAMPLE . (Aorist Indicative (or Simple Past), Series II)
a. ga-v-i-cin-e

PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-laugh-AOR.INDIC

“I laughed”
b. ga-∅-i-cin-e

PV-2AERG.SG-PRV-laugh-AOR.INDIC

“You.SG laughed”
c. ga-∅-i-cin-a

PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-laugh-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“(S)he laughed”
d. ga-v-i-cin-e-t

PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-laugh-AOR.INDIC-PLERG

“We laughed”
e. ga-∅-i-cin-e-t

PV-2AERG.SG-PRV-laugh-AOR.INDIC-PLERG

“You.PL laughed”
f. ga-∅-i-cin-es

PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-laugh-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

“They laughed”

A.2.8.EXAMPLE . (Aorist Subjunctive (or Optative),14 Series II)
a. ga-v-i-cin-o

PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-laugh-SUBJ

“[I wish] I laughed”
b. ga-∅-i-cin-o

PV-2ANOM.SG-PRV-laugh-SUBJ

“[I wish] you.SG laughed”
c. ga-∅-i-cin-o-s

PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-laugh-SUBJ-3AERG.SG
“[I wish] (s)he laughed”

d. ga-v-i-cin-o-t
PV-1AERG.SG-PRV-laugh-SUBJ-PLERG

“[I wish] we laughed”
e. ga-∅-i-cin-o-t

PV-2AERG.SG-PRV-laugh-SUBJ-PLERG

“[I wish] you.PL laughed”

14See Footnote 4 in Appendix A.1
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f. ga-∅-i-cin-o-n
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-laugh-SUBJ-3AERG.PL

“[I wish] they laughed”

A.2.9.EXAMPLE . (Perfect,15 Series III)
a. ga-m-i-cin-i-a

PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-laugh-PERF-3ANOM.SG

“I have (apparently) laughed”
b. ga-g-i-cin-i-a

PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-laugh-PERF-3ANOM.SG

“You.SG have (apparently) laughed”
c. ga-∅-u-cin-i-a

PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-laugh-PERF-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he has (apparently) laughed”
d. ga-gv-i-cin-i-a

PV-1BDAT.PL-PRV-laugh-PERF-3ANOM.SG

“We have (apparently) laughed”
e. ga-g-i-cin-i-a-t

PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-laugh-PERF-3ANOM.SG-PLDAT

“You.PL have (apparently) laughed”
f. ga-∅-u-cin-i-a-t

PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-laugh-PERF-3ANOM.SG-PLDAT

“They have (apparently) laughed”

A.2.10.EXAMPLE . (Pluperfect,16 Series III)
a. ga-m-e-cin-a

PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-laugh-3ANOM.SG

“I [should] have laughed”
b. ga-g-e-cin-a

PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-laugh-3ANOM.SG

“You.SG [should] have laughed”
c. ga-∅-e-cin-a

PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-laugh-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he [should] have laughed”
d. ga-gv-e-cin-a

PV-1BDAT.PL-PRV-laugh-3ANOM.SG

“We [should] have laughed”
e. ga-g-e-cin-a-t

PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-laugh-3ANOM.SG-PLDAT

“You.PL [should] have laughed”

15See Footnote 5 in Appendix A.1.
16See Footnote 7 in Appendix A.1.
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f. ga-∅-e-cin-a-t
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-laugh-3ANOM.SG-PLDAT

“They [should] have laughed”

A.2.11.EXAMPLE . (IIIrd Subjunctive,17 Series III)
a. ga-m-e-cin-o-s

PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-laugh-SUBJ-3ANOM.SG

“[Who said as if] I had laughed”
b. ga-g-e-cin-o-s

PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-laugh-SUBJ-3ANOM.SG

“[Who said as if] you.SG had laughed”
c. ga-∅-e-cin-o-s

PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-laugh-SUBJ-3ANOM.SG

“[Who said as if] (s)he had laughed”
d. ga-gv-e-cin-o-s

PV-1BDAT.PL-PRV-laugh-SUBJ-3ANOM.SG

“[Who said as if] we had laughed”
e. ga-g-e-cin-o-t

PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-laugh-SUBJ-PLDAT

“[Who said as if] you.PL had laughed”
f. ga-∅-e-cin-o-t

PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-laugh-SUBJ-PLDAT

“[Who said as if] they had laughed”

A.3 The Transitive -č. r-/-č. er- “wound”

Throughout A.3.1–A.3.11 the examples (a1)–(a4) illustrate the verb forms taking the
1st person subject and the 2nd person direct object; (b1)–(b4) illustrate the verb forms
taking the 1st person subject and the 3rd person direct object; (c1)–(c4) — the 2nd
person subject and the 1st person direct object; (d1)–(d4) — the 2ndperson subject
and the 3rd person direct object; (e1)–(e4) — the 3rd person subjectand the 1st person
direct object; (f1)–(f4) — the 3rd person subject and the 2nd persondirect object and
(g1)–(g4) — the 3rd person subject and the 3rd person direct object.

A.3.1.EXAMPLE . (Present Indicative, Present Sub-Series, Series I)
a1. g-č. r-i

2BDAT.SG-wound-TS

“I am wounding you.SG”; “I wound you.SG”
a2. g-č. r-i-t

2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-PLDAT

“I am wounding you.PL”; “I wound you.PL”

17See Footnote 9 in Appendix A.1.
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a3. g-č. r-i-t
2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-PLNOM

“We are wounding you.SG”; “We wound you.SG”

a4. g-č. r-i-t
2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-PL18

“We are wounding you.PL”; “We wound you.PL”

b1. v-č. r-i
1ANOM.SG-wound-TS

“I am wounding him/her”; “I wound him/her”

b2. v-č. r-i
1ANOM.SG-wound-TS

“I am wounding them”; “I wound them”

b3. v-č. r-i-t
1ANOM.SG-wound-TS-PLNOM

“We are wounding him/her”; “We wound him/her”

b4. v-č. r-i-t
1ANOM.SG-wound-TS-PLNOM

“We are wounding them”; “We wound them”

c1. m-̌c. r-i
1BDAT.SG-wound-TS

“You.SG are wounding me”; “You.SG wound me”

c2. gv-̌c. r-i
1BDAT.PL-wound-TS

“You.SG are wounding us”; “You.SG wound us”

c3. m-̌c. r-i-t
1BDAT.SG-wound-TS-PLNOM

“You.PL are wounding me”; “You.PL wound me”

c4. gv-̌c. r-i-t
1BDAT.PL-wound-TS-PLNOM

“You.PL are wounding us”; “You.PL wound us”

18If after comparing the formsg-č. r-i (A.3.1a1) vs. g-č. r-i-t (A.3.1a2) the plural marker-t can be at-
tributed to the dative marked direct object argument, and if after comparing the formsg-č. r-i (A.3.1a1)
vs. č. r-i-t (A.3.1a3) the plural marker-t can be attributed to the nominative marked subject argument, the
plural marker-t in A.3.1a4 can potentially be triggered either by the subject or by the directobject argu-
ment. However, since it is impossible to decide exactly which one triggers the-t, the suffix will be glossed
asPL without indicating in the index the case of the argument triggering the marker. The same applies to
those examples where the verb form takes the 1st person plural subject and the 2nd person plural direct
object such as A.3.2a4, A.3.3a4, A.3.4a4, A.3.5a4, A.3.6a4,A.3.7a4, A.3.8a4 or in theTAM Series III to
the forms taking the 2nd person plural subject and the 1st person plural direct object A.3.9c4, A.3.10c4,
A.3.11c4.
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d1. ∅-č. r-i
2ANOM.SG-wound-TS

“You.SG are wounding him/her”; “You.SG wound him/her”

d2. ∅-č. r-i
2ANOM.SG-wound-TS

“You.SG are wounding them”; “You.SG wound them”

d3. ∅-č. r-i-t
2ANOM.SG-wound-TS-PLNOM

“You.PL are wounding him/her”; “You.PL wound him/her”

d4. ∅-č. r-i-t
2ANOM.SG-wound-TS-PLNOM

“You.PL are wounding them”; “You.PL wound them”

e1. m-̌c. r-i-s
1BDAT.SG-wound-TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he is wounding me”; “(S)he wounds me”

e2. gv-̌c. r-i-s
1BDAT.PL-wound-TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he is wounding us”; “(S)he wounds us”

e3. m-̌c. r-i-an
1BDAT.SG-wound-TS-3ANOM.PL

“They are wounding me”; “They wound me”

e4. gv-̌c. r-i-an
1BDAT.PL-wound-TS-3ANOM.PL

“They are wounding us”; “They wound us”

f1. g-č. r-i-s
2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he is wounding you.SG”; “(S)he wounds you.SG”

f2. g-č. r-i-t
2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-PLDAT

“(S)he is wounding you.PL”; “(S)he wounds you.PL”

f3. g-č. r-i-an
2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-3ANOM.PL

“They are wounding you.SG”; “They wound you.SG”

f4. g-č. r-i-an
2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-3ANOM.PL

“They are wounding you.PL”; “They wound you.PL”

g1. ∅-č. r-i-s
3BDAT.SG-wound-TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he is wounding him/her”; “(S)he wounds him/her”
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g2. ∅-č. r-i-s
3BDAT.SG-wound-TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he is wounding them”; “(S)he wounds them”
g3. ∅-č. r-i-an

3BDAT.SG-wound-TS-3ANOM.PL

“They are wounding him/her”; “They wound him/her”
g4. ∅-č. r-i-an

3BDAT.SG-wound-TS-3ANOM.PL

“They are wounding them”; “They wound them”

A.3.2.EXAMPLE . (Imperfect Indicative, Present Sub-Series, Series I)
a1. g-č. r-i-d-i

2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC

“I was wounding you.SG”
a2. g-č. r-i-d-i-t

2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC-PLDAT

“I was wounding you.PL”
a3. g-č. r-i-d-i-t

2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC-PLNOM

“We were wounding you.SG”
a4. g-č. r-i-d-i-t

2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC-PL

“We were wounding you.PL”
b1. v-č. r-i-d-i

1ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC

“I was wounding him/her”
b2. v-č. r-i-d-i

1ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC

“I was wounding them”
b3. v-č. r-i-d-i-t

1ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC-PLNOM

“We were wounding him/her”
b4. v-č. r-i-d-i-t

1ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC-PLNOM

“We were wounding them”
c1. m-̌c. r-i-d-i

1BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC

“You.SG were wounding me”
c2. gv-̌c. r-i-d-i

1BDAT.PL-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC

“You.SG were wounding us”
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c3. m-̌c. r-i-d-i-t
1BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC-PLNOM

“You.PL were wounding me”

c4. gv-̌c. r-i-d-i-t
1BDAT.PL-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC-PLNOM

“You.PL were wounding us”

d1. ∅-č. r-i-d-i
2ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC

“You.SG were wounding him/her”

d2. ∅-č. r-i-d-i
2ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC

“You.SG were wounding them”

d3. ∅-č. r-i-d-i-t
2ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC-PLNOM

“You.PL were wounding him/her”

d4. ∅-č. r-i-d-i-t
2ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC-PLNOM

“You.PL were wounding them”

e1. m-̌c. r-i-d-a
1BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he was wounding me”

e2. gv-̌c. r-i-d-a
1BDAT.PL-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he was wounding us”

e3. m-̌c. r-i-d-nen
1BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“They were wounding me”

e4. gv-̌c. r-i-d-nen
1BDAT.PL-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“They were wounding us”

f1. g-č. r-i-d-a
2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he was wounding you.SG”

f2. g-č. r-i-d-a-t
2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG-PLDAT

“(S)he was wounding you.PL”

f3. g-č. r-i-d-nen
2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“They were wounding you.SG”
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f4. g-č. r-i-d-nen
2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“They were wounding you.PL”

g1. ∅-č. r-i-d-a
3BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he was wounding him/her”

g2. ∅-č. r-i-d-a
3BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he was wounding them”

g3. ∅-č. r-i-d-nen
3BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“They were wounding him/her”

g4. ∅-č. r-i-d-nen
3BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“They were wounding them”

A.3.3.EXAMPLE . (Present Subjunctive,19 Present Sub-Series, Series I)
a1. g-č. r-i-d-e

2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ

“[If] I were wounding you.SG”

a2. g-č. r-i-d-e-t
2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-PLDAT

“[If] I were wounding you.PL”

a3. g-č. r-i-d-e-t
2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-PLNOM

“[If] we were wounding you.SG”

a4. g-č. r-i-d-e-t
2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-PL

“[If] we were wounding you.PL”

b1. v-č. r-i-d-e
1ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ

“[If] I were wounding him/her”

b2. v-č. r-i-d-e
1ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ

“[If] I were wounding them”

b3. v-č. r-i-d-e-t
1ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-PLNOM

“[If] we were wounding him/her”

19See Footnote 2 in Appendix A.1.
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b4. v-č. r-i-d-e-t
1ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-PLNOM

“[If] we were wounding them”

c1. m-̌c. r-i-d-e
1BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ

“[If] you. SG were wounding me”

c2. gv-̌c. r-i-d-e
1BDAT.PL-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ

“[If] you. SG were wounding us”

c3. m-̌c. r-i-d-e-t
1BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-PLNOM

“[If] you. PL were wounding me”

c4. gv-̌c. r-i-d-e-t
1BDAT.PL-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-PLNOM

“[If] you. PL were wounding us”

d1. ∅-č. r-i-d-e
2ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ

“[If] you. SG were wounding him/her”

d2. ∅-č. r-i-d-e
2ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ

“[If] you. SG were wounding them”

d3. ∅-č. r-i-d-e-t
2ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-PLNOM

“[If] you. PL were wounding him/her”

d4. ∅-č. r-i-d-e-t
2ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-PLNOM

“[If] you. PL were wounding them”

e1. m-̌c. r-i-d-e-s
1BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-3ANOM.SG

“[If] (s)he were wounding me”

e2. gv-̌c. r-i-d-e-s
1BDAT.PL-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-3ANOM.SG

“[If] (s)he were wounding us”

e3. m-̌c. r-i-d-nen
1BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“[If] they were wounding me”

e4. gv-̌c. r-i-d-nen
1BDAT.PL-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“[If] they were wounding us”
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f1. g-č. r-i-d-e-s
2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-3ANOM.SG

“[If] (s)he were wounding you.SG”
f2. g-č. r-i-d-e-t

2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-PLDAT

“[If] (s)he were wounding you.PL”
f3. g-č. r-i-d-nen

2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“[If] they were wounding you.SG”
f4. g-č. r-i-d-nen

2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“[If] they were wounding you.PL”
g1. ∅-č. r-i-d-e-s

3BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-3ANOM.SG

“[If] (s)he were wounding him/her”
g2. ∅-č. r-i-d-e-s

3BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-3ANOM.SG

“[If] (s)he were wounding them”
g3. ∅-č. r-i-d-nen

3BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“[If] they were wounding him/her”
g4. ∅-č. r-i-d-nen

3BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“[If] they were wounding them”

A.3.4.EXAMPLE . (Future Indicative, Future Sub-Series, Series I)
a1. da-g-̌c. r-i

PV-2BDAT.SG-wound-TS

“I shall wound you.SG”
a2. da-g-̌c. r-i-t

PV-2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-PLDAT

“I shall wound you.PL”
a3. da-g-̌c. r-i-t

PV-2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-PLNOM

“We shall wound you.SG”
a4. da-g-̌c. r-i-t

PV-2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-PL

“We shall wound you.PL”
b1. da-v-̌c. r-i

PV-1ANOM.SG-wound-TS

“I shall wound him/her”
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b2. da-v-̌c. r-i
PV-1ANOM.SG-wound-TS

“I shall wound them”

b3. da-v-̌c. r-i-t
PV-1ANOM.SG-wound-TS-PLNOM

“We shall wound him/her”

b4. da-v-̌c. r-i-t
PV-1ANOM.SG-wound-TS-PLNOM

“We shall wound them”

c1. da-m-̌c. r-i
PV-1BDAT.SG-wound-TS

“You.SG will wound me”

c2. da-gv-̌c. r-i
PV-1BDAT.PL-wound-TS

“You.SG will wound us”

c3. da-m-̌c. r-i-t
PV-1BDAT.SG-wound-TS-PLNOM

“You.PL will wound me”

c4. da-gv-̌c. r-i-t
PV-1BDAT.PL-wound-TS-PLNOM

“You.PL will wound us”

d1. da-∅-č. r-i
PV-2ANOM.SG-wound-TS

“You.SG will wound him/her”

d2. da-∅-č. r-i
PV-2ANOM.SG-wound-TS

“You.SG will wound them”

d3. da-∅-č. r-i-t
PV-2ANOM.SG-wound-TS-PLNOM

“You.PL will wound him/her”

d4. da-∅-č. r-i-t
PV-2ANOM.SG-wound-TS-PLNOM

“You.PL will wound them”

e1. da-m-̌c. r-i-s
PV-1BDAT.SG-wound-TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he will wound me”

e2. da-gv-̌c. r-i-s
PV-1BDAT.PL-wound-TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he will wound us”
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e3. da-m-̌c. r-i-an
PV-1BDAT.SG-wound-TS-3ANOM.PL

“They will wound me”
e4. da-gv-̌c. r-i-an

PV-1BDAT.PL-wound-TS-3ANOM.PL

“They will wound us”
f1. da-g-̌c. r-i-s

PV-2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he will wound you.SG”
f2. da-g-̌c. r-i-t

PV-2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-PLDAT

“(S)he will wound you.PL”
f3. da-g-̌c. r-i-an

PV-2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-3ANOM.PL

“They will wound you.SG”
f4. da-g-̌c. r-i-an

PV-2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-3ANOM.PL

“They will wound you.PL”
g1. da-∅-č. r-i-s

PV-3BDAT.SG-wound-TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he will wound him/her”
g2. da-∅-č. r-i-s

PV-3BDAT.SG-wound-TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he will wound them”
g3. da-∅-č. r-i-an

PV-3BDAT.SG-wound-TS-3ANOM.PL

“They will wound him/her”
g4. da-∅-č. r-i-an

PV-3BDAT.SG-wound-TS-3ANOM.PL

“They will wound them”

A.3.5.EXAMPLE . (Conditional, Future Sub-Series, Series I)
a1. da-g-̌c. r-i-d-i

PV-2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC

“I would wound you.SG”
a2. da-g-̌c. r-i-d-i-t

PV-2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC-PLDAT

“I would wound you.PL”
a3. da-g-̌c. r-i-d-i-t

PV-2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC-PLNOM

“We would wound you.SG”
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a4. da-g-̌c. r-i-d-i-t
PV-2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC-PL

“We would wound you.PL”

b1. da-v-̌c. r-i-d-i
PV-1ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC

“I would wound him/her”

b2. da-v-̌c. r-i-d-i
PV-1ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC

“I would wound them”

b3. da-v-̌c. r-i-d-i-t
PV-1ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC-PLNOM

“We would wound him/her”

b4. da-v-̌c. r-i-d-i-t
PV-1ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC-PLNOM

“We would wound them”

c1. da-m-̌c. r-i-d-i
PV-1BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC

“You.SG would wound me”

c2. da-gv-̌c. r-i-d-i
PV-1BDAT.PL-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC

“You.SG would wound us”

c3. da-m-̌c. r-i-d-i-t
PV-1BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC-PLNOM

“You.PL would wound me”

c4. da-gv-̌c. r-i-d-i-t
PV-1BDAT.PL-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC-PLNOM

“You.PL would wound us”

d1. da-∅-č. r-i-d-i
PV-2ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC

“You.SG would wound him/her”

d2. da-∅-č. r-i-d-i
PV-2ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC

“You.SG would wound them”

d3. da-∅-č. r-i-d-i-t
PV-2ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC-PLNOM

“You.PL would wound him/her”

d4. da-∅-č. r-i-d-i-t
PV-2ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-INDIC-PLNOM

“You.PL would wound them”
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e1. da-m-̌c. r-i-d-a
PV-1BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he would wound me”

e2. da-gv-̌c. r-i-d-a
PV-1BDAT.PL-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he would wound us”

e3. da-m-̌c. r-i-d-nen
PV-1BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“They would wound me”

e4. da-gv-̌c. r-i-d-nen
PV-1BDAT.PL-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“They would wound us”

f1. da-g-̌c. r-i-d-a
PV-2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he would wound you.SG”

f2. da-g-̌c. r-i-d-a-t
PV-2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG-PLDAT

“(S)he would wound you.PL”

f3. da-g-̌c. r-i-d-nen
PV-2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“They would wound you.SG”

f4. da-g-̌c. r-i-d-nen
PV-2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“They would wound you.PL”

g1. da-∅-č. r-i-d-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he would wound him/her”

g2. da-∅-č. r-i-d-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he would wound them”

g3. da-∅-č. r-i-d-nen
PV-3BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“They would wound him/her”

g4. da-∅-č. r-i-d-nen
PV-3BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“They would wound them”

A.3.6.EXAMPLE . (Future Subjunctive20, Future Sub-Series, Series I)

20See Footnote 3 in Appendix A.1.
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a1. da-g-̌c. r-i-d-e
PV-2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ

“[I wish] I wounded you.SG”

a2. da-g-̌c. r-i-d-e-t
PV-2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-PLDAT

“[I wish] I wounded you.PL”

a3. da-g-̌c. r-i-d-e-t
PV-2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-PLNOM

“[I wish] we wounded you.SG”

a4. da-g-̌c. r-i-d-e-t
PV-2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-PL

“[I wish] we wounded you.PL”

b1. da-v-̌c. r-i-d-e
PV-1ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ

“[I wish] I wounded him/her”

b2. da-v-̌c. r-i-d-e
PV-1ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ

“[I wish] I wounded them”

b3. da-v-̌c. r-i-d-e-t
PV-1ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-PLNOM

“[I wish] we wounded him/her”

b4. da-v-̌c. r-i-d-e-t
PV-1ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-PLNOM

“[I wish] we wounded them”

c1. da-m-̌c. r-i-d-e
PV-1BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ

“[I wish] you.SG wounded me”

c2. da-gv-̌c. r-i-d-e
PV-1BDAT.PL-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ

“[I wish] you.SG wounded us”

c3. da-m-̌c. r-i-d-e-t
PV-1BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-PLNOM

“[I wish] you.PL wounded me”

c4. da-gv-̌c. r-i-d-e-t
PV-1BDAT.PL-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-PLNOM

“[I wish] you.PL wounded us”

d1. da-∅-č. r-i-d-e
PV-2ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ

“[I wish] you.SG wounded him/her”
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d2. da-∅-č. r-i-d-e
PV-2ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ

“[I wish] you.SG wounded them”

d3. da-∅-č. r-i-d-e-t
PV-2ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-PLNOM

“[I wish] you.PL wounded him/her”

d4. da-∅-č. r-i-d-e-t
PV-2ANOM.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-PLNOM

“[I wish] you.PL wounded them”

e1. da-m-̌c. r-i-d-e-s
PV-1BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-3ANOM.SG

“[I wish] (s)he wounded me”

e2. da-gv-̌c. r-i-d-e-s
PV-1BDAT.PL-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-3ANOM.SG

“[I wish] (s)he wounded us”

e3. da-m-̌c. r-i-d-nen
PV-1BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“[I wish] they wounded me”

e4. da-gv-̌c. r-i-d-nen
PV-1BDAT.PL-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“[I wish] they wounded us”

f1. da-g-̌c. r-i-d-e-s
PV-2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-3ANOM.SG

“[I wish] (s)he wounded you.SG”

f2. da-g-̌c. r-i-d-e-t
PV-2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-PLDAT

“[I wish] (s)he wounded you.PL”

f3. da-g-̌c. r-i-d-nen
PV-2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“[I wish] they wounded you.SG”

f4. da-g-̌c. r-i-d-nen
PV-2BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“[I wish] they wounded you.PL”

g1. da-∅-č. r-i-d-e-s
PV-3BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-3ANOM.SG

“[I wish] (s)he wounded him/her”

g2. da-∅-č. r-i-d-e-s
PV-3BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-SUBJ-3ANOM.SG

“[I wish] (s)he wounded them”
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g3. da-∅-č. r-i-d-nen
PV-3BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“[I wish] they wounded him/her”
g4. da-∅-č. r-i-d-nen

PV-3BDAT.SG-wound-TS-IMPERF-3ANOM.PL

“[I wish] they wounded them”

A.3.7.EXAMPLE . (Aorist Indicative (or Simple Past), Series II)
a1. da-g-̌c.er-i

PV-2BNOM.SG-wound-AOR.INDIC

“I wounded you.SG”
a2. da-g-̌c.er-i-t

PV-2BNOM.SG-wound-AOR.INDIC-PLNOM

“I wounded you.PL”
a3. da-g-̌c.er-i-t

PV-2BNOM.SG-wound-AOR.INDIC-PLERG

“We wounded you.SG”
a4. da-g-̌c.er-i-t

PV-2BNOM.SG-wound-AOR.INDIC-PL

“We wounded you.PL”
b1. da-v-̌c.er-i

PV-1AERG.SG-wound-AOR.INDIC

“I wounded him/her”
b2. da-v-̌c.er-i

PV-1AERG.SG-wound-AOR.INDIC

“I wounded them”
b3. da-v-̌c.er-i-t

PV-1AERG.SG-wound-AOR.INDIC-PLERG

“We wounded him/her”
b4. da-v-̌c.er-i-t

PV-1AERG.SG-wound-AOR.INDIC-PLERG

“We wounded them”
c1. da-m-̌c.er-i

PV-1BNOM.SG-wound-AOR.INDIC

“You.SG wounded me”
c2. da-gv-̌c.er-i

PV-1BNOM.PL-wound-AOR.INDIC

“You.SG wounded us”
c3. da-m-̌c.er-i-t

PV-1BNOM.SG-wound-AOR.INDIC-PLERG

“You.PL wounded me”
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c4. da-gv-̌c.er-i-t
PV-1BNOM.PL-wound-AOR.INDIC-PLERG

“You.PL wounded us”

d1. da-∅-č. er-i
PV-2AERG.SG-wound-AOR.INDIC

“You.SG wounded him/her”

d2. da-∅-č. er-i
PV-2AERG.SG-wound-AOR.INDIC

“You.SG wounded them”

d3. da-∅-č. er-i-t
PV-2AERG.SG-wound-AOR.INDIC-PLERG

“You.PL wounded him/her”

d4. da-∅-č. er-i-t
PV-2AERG.SG-wound-AOR.INDIC-PLERG

“You.PL wounded them”

e1. da-m-̌c. r-a
PV-1BNOM.SG-wound-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“(S)he wounded me”

e2. da-gv-̌c. r-a
PV-1BNOM.PL-wound-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“(S)he wounded us”

e3. da-m-̌c. r-es
PV-1BNOM.SG-wound-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

“They wounded me”

e4. da-gv-̌c. r-es
PV-1BNOM.PL-wound-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

“They wounded us”

f1. da-g-̌c. r-a
PV-2BNOM.SG-wound-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“(S)he wounded you.SG”

f2. da-g-̌c. r-a-t
PV-2BNOM.SG-wound-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC-PLNOM

“(S)he wounded you.PL”

f3. da-g-̌c. r-es
PV-2BNOM.SG-wound-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

“They wounded you.SG”

f4. da-g-̌c. r-es
PV-2BNOM.SG-wound-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

“They wounded you.PL”
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g1. da-∅-č. r-a
PV-3BNOM.SG-wound-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“(S)he wounded him/her”
g2. da-∅-č. r-a

PV-3BNOM.SG-wound-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“(S)he wounded them”
g3. da-∅-č. r-es

PV-3BNOM.SG-wound-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

“They wounded him/her”
g4. da-∅-č. r-es

PV-3BNOM.SG-wound-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

“They wounded them”

A.3.8.EXAMPLE . (Aorist Subjunctive (or Optative), Series II)
a1. da-g-̌c. r-a

PV-2BNOM.SG-wound-SUBJ

“[I wish] I wounded you.SG”
a2. da-g-̌c. r-a-t

PV-2BNOM.SG-wound-SUBJ-PLNOM

“[I wish] I wounded you.PL”
a3. da-g-̌c. r-a-t

PV-2BNOM.SG-wound-SUBJ-PLERG

“[I wish] we wounded you.SG”
a4. da-g-̌c. r-a-t

PV-2BNOM.SG-wound-SUBJ-PL

“[I wish] we wounded you.PL”
b1. da-v-̌c. r-a

PV-1AERG.SG-wound-SUBJ

“[I wish] I wounded him/her”
b2. da-v-̌c. r-a

PV-1AERG.SG-wound-SUBJ

“[I wish] I wounded them”
b3. da-v-̌c. r-a-t

PV-1AERG.SG-wound-SUBJ-PLERG

“[I wish] we wounded him/her”
b4. da-v-̌c. r-a-t

PV-1AERG.SG-wound-SUBJ-PLERG

“[I wish] we wounded them”
c1. da-m-̌c. r-a

PV-1BNOM.SG-wound-SUBJ

“[I wish] you.SG wounded me”
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c2. da-gv-̌c. r-a
PV-1BNOM.PL-wound-SUBJ

“[I wish] you.SG wounded us”

c3. da-m-̌c. r-a-t
PV-1BNOM.SG-wound-SUBJ-PLERG

“[I wish] you.PL wounded me”

c4. da-gv-̌c. r-a-t
PV-1BNOM.PL-wound-SUBJ-PLERG

“[I wish] you.PL wounded us”

d1. da-∅-č. r-a
PV-2AERG.SG-wound-SUBJ

“[I wish] you.SG wounded him/her”

d2. da-∅-č. r-a
PV-2AERG.SG-wound-SUBJ

“[I wish] you.SG wounded them”

d3. da-∅-č. r-a-t
PV-2AERG.SG-wound-SUBJ-PLERG

“[I wish] you.PL wounded him/her”

d4. da-∅-č. r-a-t
PV-2AERG.SG-wound-SUBJ-PLERG

“[I wish] you.PL wounded them”

e1. da-m-̌c. r-a-s
PV-1BNOM.SG-wound-SUBJ-3AERG.SG
“[I wish] (s)he wounded me”

e2. da-gv-̌c. r-a-s
PV-1BNOM.PL-wound-SUBJ-3AERG.SG
“[I wish] (s)he wounded us”

e3. da-m-̌c. r-a-n
PV-1BNOM.SG-wound-SUBJ-3AERG.PL

“[I wish] they wounded me”

e4. da-gv-̌c. r-a-n
PV-1BNOM.PL-wound-SUBJ-3AERG.PL

“[I wish] they wounded us”

f1. da-g-̌c. r-a-s
PV-2BNOM.SG-wound-SUBJ-3AERG.SG
“[I wish] (s)he wounded you.SG”

f2. da-g-̌c. r-a-t
PV-2BNOM.SG-wound-SUBJ-3AERG.SG-PLNOM

“[I wish] (s)he wounded you.PL”
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f3. da-g-̌c. r-a-n
PV-2BNOM.SG-wound-SUBJ-3AERG.PL

“[I wish] they wounded you.SG”

f4. da-g-̌c. r-a-n
PV-2BNOM.SG-wound-SUBJ-3AERG.PL

“[I wish] they wounded you.PL”

g1. da-∅-č. r-a-s
PV-3BNOM.SG-wound-SUBJ-3AERG.SG
“[I wish] (s)he wounded him/her”

g2. da-∅-č. r-a-s
PV-3BNOM.SG-wound-SUBJ-3AERG.SG
“[I wish] (s)he wounded them”

g3. da-∅-č. r-a-n
PV-3BNOM.SG-wound-SUBJ-3AERG.PL

“[I wish] they wounded him/her”

g4. da-∅-č. r-a-n
PV-3BNOM.SG-wound-SUBJ-3AERG.PL

“[I wish] they wounded them”

A.3.9.EXAMPLE . (Perfect21, Series III)
a1. da-m-i-̌c. r-i-xar

PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-PERF-COP2.SG(=2ANOM.SG)
“I have (apparently) wounded you.SG”

a2. da-m-i-̌c. r-i-xar-t
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-PERF-COP2.SG(=2ANOM.SG)-PLNOM

“I have (apparently) wounded you.PL”

a3. da-gv-i-̌c. r-i-xar
PV-1BDAT.PL-PRV-wound-PERF-COP2.SG(=2ANOM.SG)
“We have (apparently) wounded you.SG”

a4. da-gv-i-̌c. r-i-xar-t
PV-1BDAT.PL-PRV-wound-PERF-COP2.SG(=2ANOM.SG)-PLNOM

“We have (apparently) wounded you.PL”

b1. da-m-i-̌c. r-i-a
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-TS-3ANOM.SG

“I have (apparently) wounded him/her”

b2. da-m-i-̌c. r-i-a
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-TS-3ANOM.SG

“I have (apparently) wounded them”

21See Footnote 5 in Appendix A.1.
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b3. da-gv-i-̌c. r-i-a
PV-1BDAT.PL-PRV-wound-TS-3ANOM.SG

“We have (apparently) wounded him/her”

b4. da-gv-i-̌c. r-i-a
PV-1BDAT.PL-PRV-wound-TS-3ANOM.SG

“We have (apparently) wounded them”

c1. da-g-i-̌c. r-i-var
PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-PERF-COP1.SG(=1ANOM.SG)
“You.SG have (apparently) wounded me”

c2. da-g-i-̌c. r-i-var-t
PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-PERF-COP1.SG(=1ANOM.SG)-PLNOM

“You.SG have (apparently) wounded us”

c3. da-g-i-̌c. r-i-var-t
PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-PERF-COP1.SG(=1ANOM.SG)-PLDAT

“You.PL have (apparently) wounded me”

c4. da-g-i-̌c. r-i-var-t
PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-PERF-COP1.SG(=1ANOM.SG)-PL

“You.PL have (apparently) wounded us”

d1. da-g-i-̌c. r-i-a
PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-TS-3ANOM.SG

“You.SG have (apparently) wounded him/her”

d2. da-g-i-̌c. r-i-a
PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-TS-3ANOM.SG

“You.SG have (apparently) wounded them”

d3. da-g-i-̌c. r-i-a-t
PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-TS-3ANOM.SG-PLDAT

“You.PL have (apparently) wounded him/her”

d4. da-g-i-̌c. r-i-a-t
PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-TS-3ANOM.SG-PLDAT

“You.PL have (apparently) wounded them”

e1. da-v-u-̌c. r-i-var
PV-1ANOM.SG-PRV-wound-PERF-COP1.SG(=CLNOM.SG)
“(S)he has (apparently) wounded me”

e2. da-v-u-̌c. r-i-var-t
PV-1ANOM.SG-PRV-wound-PERF-COP1.SG(=CLNOM.SG)-PLNOM

“(S)he has (apparently) wounded us”

e3. da-v-u-̌c. r-i-var
PV-1ANOM.SG-PRV-wound-PERF-COP1.SG(=CLNOM.SG)
“They have (apparently) wounded me”
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e4. da-v-u-̌c. r-i-var-t
PV-1ANOM.SG-PRV-wound-PERF-COP1.SG(=CLNOM.SG)-PLNOM

“They have (apparently) wounded us”

f1. da-∅-u-č. r-i-xar
PV-2ANOM.SG-PRV-wound-PERF-COP2.SG(=CLNOM.SG)
“(S)he has (apparently) wounded you.SG”

f2. da-∅-u-č. r-i-xar-t
PV-2ANOM.SG-PRV-wound-PERF-COP2.SG(=CLNOM.SG)-PLNOM

“(S)he has (apparently) wounded you.PL”

f3. da-∅-u-č. r-i-xar
PV-2ANOM.SG-PRV-wound-PERF-COP2.SG(=CLNOM.SG)
“They have (apparently) wounded you.SG”

f4. da-∅-u-č. r-i-xar-t
PV-2ANOM.SG-PRV-wound-PERF-COP2.SG(=CLNOM.SG)-PLNOM

“They have (apparently) wounded you.PL”

g1. da-∅-u-č. r-i-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he has (apparently) wounded him/her”

g2. da-∅-u-č. r-i-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-TS-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he has (apparently) wounded them”

g3. da-∅-u-č. r-i-a-t
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-TS-3ANOM.SG-PLDAT

“They have (apparently) wounded him/her”

g4. da-∅-u-č. r-i-a-t
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-TS-3ANOM.SG-PLDAT

“They have (apparently) wounded them”

A.3.10.EXAMPLE . (Pluperfect22, Series III)
a1. da-m-e-̌c.er-i

PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-TS

“I [should] have wounded you.SG”

a2. da-m-e-̌c.er-i-t
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-TS-PLNOM

“I [should] have wounded you.PL”

a3. da-gv-e-̌c.er-i
PV-1BDAT.PL-PRV-wound-TS

“We [should] have wounded you.SG”

22See Footnote 7 in Appendix A.1.
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a4. da-gv-e-̌c.er-i-t
PV-1BDAT.PL-PRV-wound-TS-PLNOM

“We [should] have wounded you.PL”

b1. da-m-e-̌c. r-a
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-3ANOM.SG

“I [should] have wounded him/her”

b2. da-m-e-̌c. r-a
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-3ANOM.SG

“I [should] have wounded them”

b3. da-gv-e-̌c. r-a
PV-1BDAT.PL-PRV-wound-3ANOM.SG

“We [should] have wounded him/her”

b4. da-gv-e-̌c. r-a
PV-1BDAT.PL-PRV-wound-3ANOM.SG

“We [should] have wounded them”

c1. da-g-e-̌c.er-i
PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-TS

“You.SG [should] have wounded me”

c2. da-g-e-̌c.er-i-t
PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-TS-PLNOM

“You.SG [should] have wounded us”

c3. da-g-e-̌c.er-i-t
PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-TS-PLDAT

“You.PL [should] have wounded me”

c4. da-g-e-̌c.er-i-t
PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-TS-PL

“You.PL [should] have wounded us”

d1. da-g-e-̌c. r-a
PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-3ANOM.SG

“You.SG [should] have wounded him/her”

d2. da-g-e-̌c. r-a
PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-3ANOM.SG

“You.SG [should] have wounded them”

d3. da-g-e-̌c. r-a-t
PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-3ANOM.SG-PLDAT

“You.PL [should] have wounded him/her”

d4. da-g-e-̌c. r-a-t
PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-3ANOM.SG-PLDAT

“You.PL [should] have wounded them”
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e1. da-v-e-̌c.er-i
PV-1ANOM.SG-PRV-wound-TS

“(S)he [should] have wounded me”

e2. da-v-e-̌c.er-i-t
PV-1ANOM.SG-PRV-wound-TS-PLNOM

“(S)he [should] have wounded us”

e3. da-v-e-̌c.er-i
PV-1ANOM.SG-PRV-wound-TS

“They [should] have wounded me”

e4. da-v-e-̌c.er-i-t
PV-1ANOM.SG-PRV-wound-TS-PLNOM

“They [should] have wounded us”

f1. da-∅-e-̌c.er-i
PV-2ANOM.SG-PRV-wound-TS

“(S)he [should] have wounded you.SG”

f2. da-∅-e-̌c.er-i-t
PV-2ANOM.PL-PRV-wound-TS-PLNOM

“(S)he [should] have wounded you.PL”

f3. da-∅-e-̌c.er-i
PV-2ANOM.SG-PRV-wound-TS

“They [should] have wounded you.SG”

f4. da-∅-e-̌c.er-i-t
PV-2ANOM.PL-PRV-wound-TS-PLNOM

“They [should] have wounded you.PL”

g1. da-∅-e-̌c. r-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he [should] have wounded him/her”

g2. da-∅-e-̌c. r-a
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-3ANOM.SG

“(S)he [should] have wounded them”

g3. da-∅-e-̌c. r-a-t
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-3ANOM.SG-PLDAT

“They [should] have wounded him/her”

g4. da-∅-e-̌c. r-a-t
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-3ANOM.SG-PLDAT

“They [should] have wounded them”

A.3.11.EXAMPLE . (IIIrd Subjunctive23, Series III)

23See Footnote 9 in Appendix A.1.
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a1. da-m-e-̌c.er-i
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-TS

“[Who said as if] I had wounded you.SG”

a2. da-m-e-̌c.er-i-t
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-TS-PLNOM

“[Who said as if] I had wounded you.PL”

a3. da-gv-e-̌c.er-i
PV-1BDAT.PL-PRV-wound-TS

“[Who said as if] we had wounded you.SG”

a4. da-gv-e-̌c.er-i-t
PV-1BDAT.PL-PRV-wound-TS-PLNOM

“[Who said as if] we had wounded you.PL”

b1. da-m-e-̌c. r-a-s
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-SUBJ-3ANOM.SG

“[Who said as if] I had wounded him/her”

b2. da-m-e-̌c. r-a-s
PV-1BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-SUBJ-3ANOM.SG

“[Who said as if] I had wounded them”

b3. da-gv-e-̌c. r-a-s
PV-1BDAT.PL-PRV-wound-SUBJ-3ANOM.SG

“[Who said as if] we had wounded him/her”

b4. da-gv-e-̌c. r-a-s
PV-1BDAT.PL-PRV-wound-SUBJ-3ANOM.SG

“[Who said as if] we had wounded them”

c1. da-g-e-̌c.er-i
PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-TS

“[Who said as if] you.SG had wounded me”

c2. da-g-e-̌c.er-i-t
PV-2BBDAT.PL-PRV-wound-TS-PLNOM

“[Who said as if] you.SG had wounded us”

c3. da-g-e-̌c.er-i-t
PV-2BBDAT.PL-PRV-wound-TS-PLDAT

“[Who said as if] you.PL had wounded me”

c4. da-g-e-̌c.er-i-t
PV-2BBDAT.PL-PRV-wound-TS-PL

“[Who said as if] you.PL had wounded us”

d1. da-g-e-̌c. r-a-s
PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-SUBJ-3ANOM.SG

“[Who said as if] you.SG had wounded him/her”
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d2. da-g-e-̌c. r-a-s
PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-SUBJ-3ANOM.SG

“[Who said as if] you.SG had wounded them”

d3. da-g-e-̌c. r-a-t
PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-SUBJ-PLDAT

“[Who said as if] you.PL had wounded him/her”

d4. da-g-e-̌c. r-a-t
PV-2BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-SUBJ-PLDAT

“[Who said as if] you.PL had wounded them”

e1. da-v-e-̌c.er-i
PV-1ANOM.SG-PRV-wound-TS

“[Who said as if] (s)he had wounded me”

e2. da-v-e-̌c.er-i-t
PV-1ANOM.PL-PRV-wound-TS-PLNOM

“[Who said as if] (s)he had wounded us”

e3. da-v-e-̌c.er-i
PV-1ANOM.SG-PRV-wound-TS

“[Who said as if] they had wounded me”

e4. da-v-e-̌c.er-i-t
PV-1ANOM.PL-PRV-wound-TS-PLNOM

“[Who said as if] they had wounded us”

f1. da-∅-e-̌c.er-i
PV-2ANOM.SG-PRV-wound-TS

“[Who said as if] (s)he had wounded you.SG”

f2. da-∅-e-̌c.er-i-t
PV-2ANOM.PL-PRV-wound-TS-PLNOM

“[Who said as if] (s)he had wounded you.PL”

f3. da-∅-e-̌c.er-i
PV-2ANOM.SG-PRV-wound-TS

“[Who said as if] they had wounded you.SG”

f4. da-∅-e-̌c.er-i-t
PV-2ANOM.PL-PRV-wound-TS-PLNOM

“[Who said as if] they had wounded you.PL”

g1. da-∅-e-̌c. r-a-s
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-SUBJ-3ANOM.SG

“[Who said as if] (s)he had wounded him/her”

g2. da-∅-e-̌c. r-a-s
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-SUBJ-3ANOM.SG

“[Who said as if] (s)he had wounded them”
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g3. da-∅-e-̌c. r-a-t
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-SUBJ-PLDAT

“[Who said as if] they had wounded him/her”
g4. da-∅-e-̌c. r-a-t

PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-wound-SUBJ-PLDAT

“[Who said as if] they had wounded them”



Appendix B

Notes on the Grammaticalization oftav- “head”

Introduction

As already mentioned in Chapter 5, being reflexive is only one side of the grammatical-
ized body-parttav- “head” and does not explain its non-reflexive uses while its being
historically a (body-part) noun explains both anaphoric and non-anaphoric uses. In this
appendix1 the origins of the reflexive phrase headed by the grammaticalized body-part
tav-are explored.

Reflexives vs. Intensifiers

One of the pervasive sources of polysemy across the world’s languages are nouns de-
noting the human body or parts of it. The best-known development in this context is
the use of body-part nouns to express spatial orientation [Hei97], [Mat99]. An interest-
ing example is Finnishkainalo “armpit”, whose body-part term semantics provides a
template for the expression of various spatial relations such as the followingin Finnish
[Oju00, p. 4]:

B.0.12.EXAMPLE .

tuomiokirko-n
cathedral-GEN

kainalo-ssa
armpit-INE

sijaitse-va
locate-PRES.PART

konttori.
office

“The (post)office located in the basement of the cathedral.”

The use of terms for body-parts, particularly the more basic or salient ones such
as “head”, “face”, “hand” etc. [Sch99], in more grammaticalized functions is based
on the fact that linguistic conceptualization is anthropocentric: “wheneverpossible, we
use human categories to describe and understand non-human ones” [Hei97, p. 40].

Not surprisingly, body-parts terms have been found to provide the source for such
diverse categories as numerals, possessive markers [Hei97], demonstratives and various
subordinating conjunctions [Hol95], intensifiers [Mor72], [Hei99, p. 3] and reflexives.

1The appendix heavily draws on a joint paper with Torsten Leuschner—[AL02].
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In the sample of 150 languages studied by [Sch99],60% of reflexive markers are based
on body-part terms, with “body” and “head” clearly predominant and “head” the less
frequent and more areally restricted term [Sch99, p. 108], [Hei99, p.9]. Other, more
rarely encountered source terms are “eye” (Arabicayn), “soul” (Arabic nafs), “bone”
(Hebrewetsem), “skin” (Maba ndu) etc. [Mor72], [Hei99], [Sch99]. The following
are examples of reflexives based on “body” from Ibibo (see B.0.13 taken from [Hei99,
p. 12]), and of “head” from Kabuverdiano (Example B.0.14 from [Sch99, p. 105]) and
Georgian (Example B.0.15):

B.0.13.EXAMPLE .

Ìmé
Ime

ámà
?

ét́ıgha
shot

ı́dém
body

(ám̀).
his

“Ime shot himself.”

B.0.14.EXAMPLE .

Manêl
Manuel

feŕı
hurt

sê
3SG.POSS

cabeça.
head

“Manuel hurt himself.”

B.0.15.EXAMPLE .

k.ac-ma
man-ERG

tav-i
head-NOM

ga-∅-i-masxr-a.
PV-3BNOM.SG-PRV-clown-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“The man made fun of himself.”

As mentioned above, body-part nouns in numerous languages form the etymologi-
cal basis for intensifiers and reflexives corresponding to Englishx-self, as in sentences
like the following:

B.0.16.EXAMPLE .

a. (intensifier) The Queen herself will be present.

b. (reflexive) The Queen is proud of herself.

As these examples suggest, the distinction between intensifiers and reflexives is
quite straightforward syntactically: whereas intensifiers are adjuncts to noun phrases
or verb phrases, reflexives function as arguments, typically objects ofverbs or com-
plements to prepositions (see [KS00a, p. 40], [Kön01] for more discussion). In some
languages including English, intensifiers and reflexives are formally identical (a fact
which may be responsible for the terminological confusion in some of the literature),
but in many others they are distinct both synchronically and diachronically.Examples
include Russian (samvs. sebja), Latin (ipsevs. se), Italian (stessovs. sè) and, as in
examples B.0.17a and B.0.17b, German (selbstvs. sich; from [KS00a, p. 50]):
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B.0.17.EXAMPLE .

a. (intensifier)

Der Kanzler selbst wird anwesend sein.

“The Chancellor himself will be present.”

b. (reflexive)

Der Kanzler ist stolz auf sich.

“The Chancellor is proud of himself.”

A third possibility is that intensifiers and reflexives in a given language aredistinct
synchronically but closely related diachronically. This is the case in Georgian, which
has three intensifiers and two reflexives all based ontav-. The intensifiers (used more
or less interchangably) aretavad(< tav-adhead-ADV ), tvit (< tav-it head-INST) and
tviton (< tvit-on / tvit-an< tvit-van< tvit-man< tvit-ERG; [Sha73, p. 43]):

B.0.18.EXAMPLE .

tavad/
INTENS

tviton/
INTENS

tvit
INTENS

p.rezident.-i
president-NOM

da-∅-e-sc.r-o
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-attend-3ANOM.SG.AOR.INDIC

šexvedra-s.
meeting-DAT

“The president himself/herself attended the meeting.”

The reflexives are simpletav-, as in the examples B.0.15 above and B.0.19 below,
and thePOSS+tav-, as in Example B.0.20:

B.0.19.EXAMPLE .

p.rezident.-ma
president-ERG

ucxoel
foreign

dip. lomat.-eb-s
diplomat-PL-DAT

tav-i
self-NOM

c.ar-∅-u-dgin-a.
PV-3BDAT.SG-PRV-introduce-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“The president introduced himself to the foreign diplomats.”

B.0.20.EXAMPLE .

p.rezident.-ma
president-ERG

tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i
self-NOM

∅-i-xsn-a.
3BNOM.SG-PRV-save-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“The president saved himself/herself.”
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As recent literature suggests [KS00b, p. 56], [Kön01], the recruitment of body-part
nouns for use as reflexives proceeds either directly from body-part nouns to reflexives,
or via intensifiers which are in turn derived from body-part nouns:

B.0.21.EXAMPLE .

body-part noun⇒ (intensifier⇒) reflexive

Although all the Georgian intensifiers and reflexives are derived more or less trans-
parently from the body-part nountav- “head”, and at least partly result from similar
formative processes (e.g.tav- + case ending), there is nothing in the reflexives to sug-
gest that they ever passed through a stage of being intensifiers first (as e.g. in the
case of English-self, [KS00a]). Of the three grammaticalization paths implicit in Ex-
ample B.0.21, only those in the examples B.0.22a and B.0.22b are therefore validin
Georgian:

B.0.22.EXAMPLE .

a. body-part noun⇒ intensifier

b. body-part noun⇒ reflexive

The Simpletav-vs. POSS+tav- in Old and Modern Georgian

As was argued in Subsection 3.5.2, in Modern Georgian the simple reflexivetav- is
a reflexivization strategy in its own right, distinct from the complex reflexivephrase
POSS+tav-. However, this does not, of course, mean that there is no diachronic relation
between the two.

Old Georgian invariably hasPOSS+tav- where in modern usage both the reflexive
phrasePOSS+tav- and the simple reflexive pronountav- are the available options. This
difference is sometimes obscured by the data. Consider Luke 4, 23 in example B.0.23a
in Old Georgian beside the Modern Georgian version in example B.0.23b:

B.0.23.EXAMPLE .

a. Old Georgian, [Imn79, p. 448]

mk.urnal-o,
physician-VOC

gan-∅-i-k.urn-e2

PV-2AERG.SG-PRV-heal-AOR.INDIC

tav-i
self-NOM

šen-i.
2POSS.SG-nom

“Physician, heal yourself.” (translation from [Dar61])

b. Modern Georgian, [Bib89, p. 1016]

2The verb formgan-∅-i-k.urn-e in Example B.0.23 is an Aorist Indicative form which takes anERG

agent argument. As already mentioned, in Georgian Aorist Indicative forms are used for the 2nd person
imperative forms. See also Footnote 8 in Chapter 2.
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mk.urnal-o,
physician-VOC

gan-∅-i-k.urn-e
PV-2AERG.SG-PRV-heal-AOR.INDIC

šen-i
2POSS.SG-nom

tav-i.
self-NOM

“Physician, heal yourself.”

All that appears to have changed here is the word order; as forPOSSin reflexiviza-
tion, the Modern Georgian translation of the New Testament mostly follows the Old
Georgian. In fact, however, this usage feels redundant in modern Georgian, and simple
tav-as in example B.0.24 nowadays suffices in speech and everyday writing:

B.0.24.EXAMPLE .

mk.urnal-o,
physician-VOC

gan-∅-i-k.urn-e
PV-2AERG.SG-PRV-heal-AOR.INDIC

tav-i.
self-NOM

“The president saved himself/herself.”

Only in a contrastive reading (when emphasis on “yourself (rather than anyone
else)” is intended) wouldPOSSnow occur as in example B.0.23b.3

Persistence of Features and De-Categorialization oftav-

The relationship of simpletav- and POSS+tav- in modern Georgian can be analysed
in terms of the five principles of grammaticalization as defined by Hopper [Hop91,
pp. 22-31], [HT93, pp. 94-129], viz.layering, divergence, specialization, persistence
and de-categorialization. The co-existence of the older, complex strategy with the
newer, pronominal one is an example oflayering, with the two strategies related di-
achronically by thedivergenceof the newer from the older. This divergence would
have involved phenomena ofde-categorialization(i.e. loss of nominal behavior) in
both simpletav- andPOSS+tav-, while thepersistenceof POSS+tav- would have been
due to itsspecialization(ibd.) for specific functions.

Here two of the Hopper’s [Hop91, pp. 22-31] “Principles of Grammaticalization”
are looked at, namely, (i) de-categorialization of the nountav- in reflexives and (ii) the
persistence of certain features in the process of grammaticalization.

Examples like B.0.25 provide an excellent clue to the de-categorialization involved
in the change from body-part nouns to reflexives:

B.0.25.EXAMPLE .

Women who have lost their husbands’ affection, are justly reproved forneglecting
their persons, and not taking the same pains to keep, as to gain a heart . . .

Such changes start in constructions where the body-part noun functions as object
and is modified by a possessive that co-refers to the subject [Sch99, p. 113]. In the

3Recall also the example B.0.13 from Ibibo: there the possessive modifier (ám̀) is optional.
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case of the nounbody, it proceeds via what [Hei99, p. 12] calls anoverlapbetween a
literal reading where the object can still be interpreted as referring to the whole body (as
opposed to any specific limb) on the one hand and as a reflexive on the other. In the case
of actual body-part terms, the noun is additionally being interpreted as a synecdoche
for the whole referent (pars pro toto, [Sch99, p. 113]). The ambiguity is still clearly
visible in modern Georgian examples withPOSS+tav- like the following:

B.0.26.EXAMPLE .

me
1SG.NOM

šen
2SG.DAT

čem-s
1POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s
self-DAT

g-i-xat.-av.
2BDAT.SG-PRV-draw/paint-TS

“I draw/paint my head for you.”

“I draw myself for you.”

Grammaticalization has been accomplished (from a semantic point of view) when
the literal, body-part reading is no longer available, due e.g. to selectionalrestrictions
on the verb as in Example B.0.27 from Basque [Sch99, p. 113], also given in Footnote 9
in Chapter 5) and Example B.0.28 from Georgian:

B.0.27.EXAMPLE .

Aita-k
father-ERG

bere
his

buru-a
head.ABS-DET

hil
kill

d-u.
3SG-have

“The father killed himself.”

“*The father killed his head.”

B.0.28.EXAMPLE .

k.ac-ma
man-ERG

(čven)
1PL.DAT

tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

tav-i
self-NOM

ga-gv-a-cn-o.
PV-2BDAT.PL-PRV-introduce-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

“The man introduced himself to us.”

“*The man introduced his head to us.”

The ability for a body-part term to occur as an argument with a verb with which it
is semantically incompatible on a literal reading, is a clear sign of de-categorialization.
Another is the inability to be marked for number, as in Example B.0.29 from Hausa
[Hei99, p. 14] and Example B.0.30 from Georgian (see also Example 4.3.13):

B.0.29.EXAMPLE .

Sun
they

kash̀e
kill

kâ.su.
their.head

“They killed themselves.”
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B.0.30.EXAMPLE .

k.ac-eb-ma
man-PL-ERG

čven
1PL.DAT

taviant-i
3REFL.POSS.PL-NOM

tav-(*eb)-i
self-PL-NOM

ga-gv-a-cn-es.
PV-1BDAT.PL-PRV-acquaint-3AERG.PL.AOR.INDIC

“The men acquainted us with themselves.”

In Old Georgian, by contrast,tav- could still be marked for plural (see [Sha76,
p. 49], [Imn79, p. 489] as well as example B.0.31, also given in Footnote 7in Chap-
ter 4), illustrating an earlier stage in the grammaticalization process that has nowbeen
superseded:

B.0.31.EXAMPLE .

(Luke 12, 15; translation from [Dar61])

da-∅-i-cv-en-i-t
PV-2AERG.SG-PRV-protect-TS-INDIC-PLERG

tav-n-i
self-PL-NOM

tkven-n-i
2POSS.PL-PL-NOM

q.ovl-is-a-gan
all-GEN-EV-from

angahreb-is-a.
covetousness-GEN-EV

“Keep yourselves from all covetousness.”

Other signs of de-categorialization include the inability to accept nominal modifiers
altogether, and at later stages could be expected to show also phonological reduction,
cliticization etc. [Hei99, pp. 13-16], [Sch99, pp. 114-116]. Pronominal tav- has not
undergone phonological reduction and cliticization, but observe what happens to its
meaning when nominal modification is applied:

B.0.32.EXAMPLE .

amit
DIST.INST

k.ac-ma
man-ERG

(čven)
1PL.DAT

k.arg-ad
good-ADV

ga-gv-a-cn-o
PV-1BDAT.PL-PRV-acquaint-3AERG.SG.AOR.INDIC

tavis-i
3REFL.POSS.SG-NOM

sulel-i
stupid-NOM

tav-i.
self-NOM

a. “By this the man made us better understand his stupid self.” (= how stupid heis)

b. “By this the man made us better understand his stupid head.”(= how stupid his
head is)

Without nominal modification,tav- is a reflexive, but the original, body-part read-
ing of tav- becomes available again as soon as nominal modification is applied (see
B.0.32b).
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Here the next principle, persistence of certain behavior in the grammaticalization
of the tav-. A particularly interesting instance is the association betweenPOSS+tav-
and a syntactic peculiarity of Georgian (and possibly other languages) called “object
camouflage” (Section 5.2).

From the grammaticalization point of view, the use ofPOSS+tav- for Object Cam-
ouflagecan be explained by thepersistenceof certain characteristics in its behavior that
are typical of nouns and are not present in the pronoun, simpletav- (thereby providing
extra evidence of the de-categorialization of the latter).

Recall the use of pre-radical vowels to markIO arguments. This type of marking
is sensitive to a person / non-person distinction. More precisely, 1st and 2nd person
indirect objects are marked by-i- as opposed to the 3rd person indirect objects, which
are marked by-u- (see examples 4.4.16–4.4.18 in Subsection 4.4.3):

B.0.33.EXAMPLE .

a. is
3SG.NOM

me
1SG.DAT

saxl-s
house-DAT

m-i-šen-eb-s.
1BDAT.SG-PRV-build-TS-DAT 3ANOM.SG

“(S)he builds me a house.”

b. is
3SG.NOM

šen
2SG.DAT

saxl-s
house-DAT

g-i-šen-eb-s.
2BDAT.SG-PRV-build-TS-DAT 3ANOM.SG

“(S)he builds you a house.”

c. is
3SG.NOM

mas
3SG.DAT

saxl-s
house-DAT

∅-u-šen-eb-s.
3BDAT.SG-PRV-build-TS-DAT 3ANOM.SG

“(S)he builds him/her a house.”

Given this rule, it would be expected for the 1st or 2nd person indirect object to be
marked on the verb by pre-radical-i-, but that is not the case. Only verb forms with-u-
are grammatical, even though-u- is otherwise a marker for 3rd person indirect objects:

B.0.34.EXAMPLE . (Given in Footnote 8 of Chapter 5)

a. me
1SG.NOM

čem-s
1POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s
self-DAT

mšvid
peaceful

garemo-s
environment-DAT

v-u-kmn-i/
1ANOM.SG-PRV-create-INDIC

*v-i-kmn-i.
1ANOM.SG-PRV-create-INDIC

“I create a peaceful environment for myself.”

b. šen
2SG.NOM

šen-s
2POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s
self-DAT

mšvid
peaceful

garemo-s
environment-DAT

∅-u-kmni/
2ANOM.SG-PRV-create-INDIC

*∅-i-kmn-i.
2ANOM.SG-PRV-create-INDIC

“You create a peaceful environment for yourself.”
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Thus, 1st or 2nd person indirect objects rendered asPOSS+tav- in fact act as a 3rd
person grammatical items in the construction of the sentence, triggering 3rd person-u-.
Similarly, consider examples B.0.35 and B.0.36a:

B.0.35.EXAMPLE .

šen
2SG.NOM

me
1SG.DAT

m-xat.-av.
1BDAT.SG-draw-TS

“You draw me.”

B.0.36.EXAMPLE .

a. me
1SG.NOM

v-xat.-av
1ANOM.SG-draw-TS

čem-s
1POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s.
self-DAT

“I draw myself.”

b. me
1SG.NOM

v-xat.-av
1ANOM.SG-draw-TS

šav-i
black-NOM

aragv-is
Aragvi-GEN

xeoba-s.
gorge-DAT

“I draw the Black Aragvi gorge.”

In Example B.0.35, the 1st person object triggers direct object agreement while the
1st person reflexivePOSS+tav- in example B.0.36 triggers 3rd person agreement instead
(cf. the examples B.0.36a vs. B.0.36b). As the examples B.0.37 and B.0.38 illustrate,
POSS+tav-with 1st or 2nd person agreement is ungrammatical:

B.0.37.EXAMPLE .

*m-i-xat.-av
1BDAT.SG-PRV-draw-TS

čem-s
1POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s.
self-DAT

“I draw him for myself.”

B.0.38.EXAMPLE .

*g-i-xat.-av
2BDAT.SG-PRV-draw-TS

šen-s
2POSS.SG-DAT

tav-s.
self-DAT

“You draw him for yourself.”

Therefore, due to the combination of possessive and noun,POSS+tav- can express
both the person of the object and act as a 3rd person grammatical item.

The body-part nountav- “head”, from earlier uses as a marker of direct object
reflexivity, generalized its functions to those of a general co-reference marker, yet re-
tained its “nouny” behavior throughout, viz. the typical property of nouns to be referred
to as 3rd person grammatical entities.

The POSS+tav- phrase was recruited for marking theS-DO co-reference relation
and then generalized to the other co-reference relations; after this the second phase
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was the divergence of pronominal simpletav- and the specialization ofPOSS+tav- for
certain contexts and functions (includingObject Camouflage). Thus, there has been
generalization and de-categorialization—the two phenomena typically involvedin the
early and the later stages of grammaticalization, respectively [HT93, pp. 94-129].

It has been increasingly emphasized in recent thinking about grammaticalization
that grammaticalizing lexemes are not literally “free” at the outset but alreadypart of
some grammatical construction [Tra03b]. One obvious way to apply this idea totav-
is to point out thattav- was first grammaticalized as part of thePOSS+tav- phrase.
It should be stressed also that, given that reflexives are basically a strategy to mark
co-reference relations, thePOSS+tav- construction itself has always been involved in
(clause-level) grammar. Probably, the originalPOSS+tav-construction was generalized
as a co-reference marker over different grammatical relations until it was ready to en-
ter into further grammaticalization.POSS+tav- eventually came to mark co-reference
between any two arguments of the verb, as shown in 3.5.1–3.5.3, 3.5.10a, 3.5.11a,
3.5.12a and it must have been in this function as a generalized marker of reflexivity
that it started to dropPOSS.

Conclusion

[AL02] suggest the following account of the grammaticalization oftav-. The division
of labour between simpletav- andPOSS+tav- is the synchronic result of a diachronic
development beginning with a single source construction, viz.POSS+tav-, which is still
intact in Old Georgian. Later on,POSSwas partly lost,4 giving rise to simpletav-which
in turn became grammaticalized as a reflexive pronoun, whilePOSS+tav- was retained
to mark reflexivity in specific circumstances (includingObject Camouflage) in modern
Georgian.

4There was presumably a transitional phase wherePOSSwas optional, as in the earlier example B.0.13
from Ibibo, where the possessive modifier may apparently be dropped or retained.
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Samenvatting

In deze dissertatie worden de reflexivisatie-strategien van het Georgisch onderzocht,
een taal met een rijk naamvals- en congruentiesysteem (Hoofdstuk 2). Integenstelling
tot wat eerdere studies suggereren [Mar64a, Mar64b], laat het huidige onderzoek zien
dat Georgisch een consistent anaforisch systeem heeft. Het idee datde categorie van
reflexieven onderontwikkeld is, is waarschijnlijk voortgekomen uit het feitdat verschil-
lende formeel vergelijkbare anaforische elementen niet gescheiden werden op basis van
hun functie. Er wordt een enkelvoudige en een complexe reflexivisatiestrategie geden-
tificeerd die, hoewel historisch gezien wel verwant, synchroon toch duidelijk verschil-
lend zijn, beide zijn gebaseerd op een gegrammaticaliseerd “body-part” naamwoord.

In hoofdstuk 3 wordt een gedetailleerde beschrijving gegeven van de distributieve
en semantische eigenschappen van deze reflexivisatie strategien binnende Binding
Theory [Cho81]. Naast deze twee nominale strategien, beschikt het Georgisch ook
over een verbale reflexivisatie-strategie, namelijk het voorvoegseli-, dat in een bijzon-
dere relatie staat met de nominale strategien.

In hoofdstuk 4 worden de reflexivisatie-strategien geherformuleerd binnen het raam-
werk van Reflexivity Theory [RR93]. Deze laatste theorie geeft niet alleen de mo-
gelijkheid om verschillende functies van aan de oppervlakte vergelijkbareanaforische
elementen te onderscheiden, maar ook om hun gedrag ten opzichte van de semantiek
van werkwoorden te bestuderen.

Hoofdstuk 5 stelt klaarblijkelijke schendingen van de Binding Theory en deRe-
flexivity Theory aan de orde. Een van deze schendingen is het niet-anaforische gebruik
van POSS+tav- reflexieven, het zogenaamde “object camouflage” fenomeen [Har81]
waarbij de 1ste of 2de persoon van het directe object van ditransitieve werkwoorden
uitgedrukt wordt op dezelfde manier als in de complexe reflexief strategie.Net als in
[Har81], wordt in deze dissertatie een onderscheid gemaakt tussen het anaforisch ge-
bruik van de “reflexief vorm” (in het geval van binding) en het pronominale gebruik
van de “reflexief vorm” (in het geval van “object camouflage”). Het ambigue karak-
ter van gedrag van dePOSS+tav- reflexief, als anafoor en als pronomen, volgt uit het
grammaticalisatie-proces aan dat het “body-part” nomen tav ondergaan heeft [AL02].
Uit taalvergelijkend onderzoek is al eerder gebleken dat “body-part”nomina (zoals
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hoofd, lichaam, etc.) binnen de groep van elementen vallen die als gevolg vangram-
maticalisatie als reflexief markeerders en intensifeerders gebruikt kunnen gaan worden
[Mor72, Sch99, Hei99, KS00a, KS00b, Kön01]. Aan de andere kant, wordt aangetoond
dat de als reflexief gebruikte zelfstandig naamwoorden hun referentile eigenschappen,
zelfs nadat ze gegrammaticaliseerd zijn, niet geheel verliezen, zoals hetfenomeen “ob-
ject camouflage” illustreert.

In hoofdstuk 6 wordt een tweede type potentieel probleem voor de Binding en Re-
flexivity Theory [Cho81, RR93] besproken, namelijk het gebruik van reflexiefen en
rexiproken als onderwerp. Verschillende voorstellen in de literatuur om teverklaren
waarom nominatieve/onderwerp anaforen crosslingustische slechts zelden voorkomen,
passeren de revue. De belangrijkste van deze verklaringen is het Anaphor Agreement
principe, die stelt dat anaforen niet voorkomen in syntactische posities dieeen con-
gruentierelatie met het werkwoord hebben [Riz90, Woo99]. In dit proefschrift wordt
evidentie aangedragen dat het Georgisch het Anaphor Agreement principe schendt.
[AE99] geven een alternatieve verklaring voor dit fenomeen, binnen deReflexivity
Theory [RR93], gebaseerd op een analyse van de Griekse reflexiefo eaftos tu. Centraal
in deze analyse is de hypothese dat de vorm van de reflexief anafoor inhet Grieks—een
“body part” nomen—verantwoordelijk is voor de mogelijkheid de reflexief alssubject
te gebruiken. [Eve01, Eve03] stelt voor om deze analyse van de Griekse anafoor uit
te breiden naar Georgische meervoudige nominale strategien. Er wordt aangetoond
dat dit voorstel empirisch niet adequaat is. Het relateren van de vorm en het gedrag
van anaforen lijkt echter een aantrekkelijk voorstel. Een recente analyse van com-
plexe anaforen [Reu01] lijkt ook aan te geven dat hun interpretatie als relevante functie
van het antecedent gerelateerd moet worden aan het feit dat ze een complexe vorm
hebben. Dit concept is relevant wanneer verklaard moet worden datde Georgische
meervoudige reflexivisatie-strategie in subject-positie als “eigenschap/aspect van” of
als “beeld/representatie van” (dus, als een soort functie) van de postcedent genterpre-
teerd kan worden (Hoofdstuk 7). Echter, de Georgische reciprook ertmanet-, die niet
geanalyseerd kan worden als een complexe anafoor, maar die wel kan voorkomen als
subject argument met precies dezelfde “functie van” interpretatie, is problematisch voor
deze analyse.



reziume
na�rom�i ganxilulia repleksurobis gamoxa�vis sa�ualebebi kartul�i. gamo-qopilia mar�ivi da rtuli repleksivebi (�esabamisad, tav- da POSS+tav-), rom-lebi mi�ebulia sxeulis na�ilis a�mni�vneli saxelis, “tav”-is grama�i�alizaiis�edegad. am sa�ualebata dis�ribuia �es�avlilia xoms�is martvisa da bmulobisteoriis (Government and Binding Theory, [Cho81])da rainhar�isa da roilandisrepleksurobis teoriis mixedvit (Reflexivity Theory, [RR93]).garda saxeluri repleksuri sa�ualebebisa, kartuls akvs repleksurobisgamomxa�veli zmnuri mar�eri, “i-” �repiksi, romeli mar�iv da rtul replek-sivebtan gansxvavebulad ixmareba da me�ad sain�ereso surats gvi�venebs. radganarainhar�isa da roilandis repleksurobis teoria zmnis seman�i�is gatvalis�inebissa�ualebasa ijleva, zmnuri �repiksis kevas s�ored am teoriis mixedvit ganvi-xilavt.garda imisa, rom a��erilia mar�ivi da rtuli repleksivebis �ejlebisdagvaradzus�i sin�aksuri keva, na�rom�i ganxilulia martvisa da bmulobis da replek-surobis teoriatatvis �roblema�uri enobrivi movlenebi. ert-erti matgania,magalitad, egret �odebuli obiek�is �amupla�i [Har81]. es is �emtxvevebia, rode-sa rtuli repleksivis iden�uri pormis praza gamoiqeneba samvalen�iani zmnebis�irveli an meore �iris �irda�iri obiek�is gamosaxa�avad. es prazebi obiek�is �amu-pla�is �emtxveveb�i ikeva navalsaxelis, da ara repleksivis, msgavsad. navladimisa, rom am pak�ebs xsenebuli teoriebi gar�veuli modipi�aiebis �edegad mivu-sadagot da pormis iden�urobis sapujvelze movaxdinot ori sxvadasxva xmarebisunipi�aia, m�vetrad gavmi�navt POSS+tav-i prazis or �rini�ulad gansxvavebulxmarebas. migva�nia, rom “tav”-is es ormxrivi (rogor repleksuri, ise navalsax-eluri) xmareba misi is�oriuli ganvitarebis amsaxveli unda iqos. repleksivebadmis gamoqenebas sxeulis na�ilis a�mni�vneli saxelis leksi�uri seman�i�a unda edossapujvlad, mesame �iris navalsaxelovan prazad gamoqenebas �i “tav”-is zogadadsaxeluri �armo�oba.diser�aia�i ganxilulia martvisa da bmulobis da repleksurobis teo-riatatvis �idev erti �roblema�uri movlena, �erjod, rtuli POSS+tav- re-pleksivisa da urtiertobiti navalsaxelis, “ertmanet-”is, subiek�ad xmarebis
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316 reziume�emtxvevebi (ix. magalitebi 1, 2). anaporuli pormebi subiek�is �oziia�i �rob-lema�uria genera�iul lingvis�ur li�era�ura�i arsebuli im teoriebistvisa,romlebi diloben axsnan, ra �eijleba iqos repleksivebis subiek�ad gamo�ena-argamo�enis mizezi. amgvar teoriata �orisaa “anaporebis �etanxmebis �rini�i”
[Riz90] da misi modipiirebuli versia [Woo99]. am teoriebis mixedvit, ana-porebi ar das�urdeba im sin�aksur �oziieb�i, romlebi i�vevs �etanxmebas.diser�aia�i na�venebia, rom kartuli gamona�lisia am �rini�istvis.
1. (1998�lis ert-erti kartuli sagazeto �ubli�aiis satauri)tavis-ma tav-ma da evro�ul-ma orien�aia-m ixsna �reziden�i
2. [Tui87,gv. 300]am gogo-eb-s ertmanet-i ain�eresebt (�dr. es gogo-eb-i ertmanet-s ain�eresebenz�a�rebit)sxva teoriis mixedvit [AE99], romeli eqrdnoba rainhar�isa da roilandisrepleksurobis teorias, tanamedrove berjnulis repleksuri prazis subiek�adgamo�ena �esajlebelia aixsnas misi pormisa da [+SELF;+R] tvisebebis sapujvelze( [+SELF] a�ni�navs repleksivizaiis unars, [+R] �i repereniuli tvalsazrisitgam�virvalobas). mogvianebit, [Eve01]-isa da [Eve03]-is mixedvit, berjnulis anal-izis gavroba kartulis masalaze ar unda qopiliqo rtuli, radgana kar-tuli repleksuri praza POSS+tav-i s�ored [+SELF;+R] ni�nebit xasiatdeba.tuma, urtiertobiti navalsaxeli “ertmanet-”i, romeli ar aris [+SELF;+R]anaporuli sa�ualeba, magram �eijleba subiek�ad �egvxvdes, [AE99]-is teoriiskartulistvis misadagebas artulebs.�idev erti bolodroindeli na�romis mixedvit [Reu01], rtuli anaporaan�eeden�is punkiaa. misi amgvari in�er�re�aia, [Reu01]-is mixedvit, s�oredpormis �om�leksurobas u�av�irdeba. es teoria kartul rtul repleksurprazas, POSS+tav-s, unda esadagebodes, radgana praza �om�leksuri agebulebisaada subiek�ad gamo�enisas s�ored an�eeden�is punkiad in�er�re�irdeba. amteoriis kartulistvis morgebas isev urtiertobiti navalsaxeli “ertmanet-”iartulebs. is, repleksivis msgavsad, subiek�ada �ndeba, an�eeden�is punkiadain�er�re�irdeba, magram rtul repleksur pormata msgavsi agebuleba ara akvs.anaporebis subiek�ad gamo�ena �i�ologiurad gansxvavebul eneb�i, rogoriaakartuli, tanamedrove berjnuli [AE99], bas�uri [Art03], darguuli [Kib97], bag-valuri [Lju99a], ungruli [Kis87], da sin�aksuri teoriis ararseboba, romelienobriv pak�ebs ade�va�ur axsnas moujebnis, mo�mobs, rom sa�itxis �vlevis gagr-jeleba auilebelia.
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